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PREFACE TO THE RRST EDITION

In the present book I gathered a small part of my correspondence with editors of
physical journals, their referees, with certain physicists and political persons refer-
ring to my fight of long standing for scientific truth in the domain of space-time phy-

sics.

The correspondence before September 1977 (when I crossed the iron courtain) remained
in my Sofia archives and partly was confiscated during the perquisition in April 1977

when I was detained in a psychiatric clinic. The whole correspondence, literary and

scientific production (including all copy-books on quantum mechanics) which the police
was able to seize in November 1966 when I was imprisoned for a first time was burnt, as

the public prosecutor said me after the liberation in 1967.

The correspondence after September 1977 was periodically destroyed by me, as I often
am expelled from one country to another and I change my home frequently, so that I must
always be able to transfer the whole goods and chattels on my own back.

Nevertheless, I hope, I succeeded to make an enough systematic, characteristic and

representative choice of my correspondence, so that the "landscape after the battle"
presented on 200 pages only can restore in the reader's eyes the whole battle without
the necessity of appending additional explanations and comments.

I give always the originals of the income correspondence. The outcome correspondence
is retyped, as I have only the copies of the letters which are bad for a xerox reproduc-
tion. The outcome correspondence from Graz (where I lived from July 1981 until March
1982 and where I am living now) is given with the photocopies of the original letters
which are good for reproduction.

As a rule, I present only one letter from a scientific journal which has rejected a

paper of me, but many journals which have rejected papers are not presented. Such is,

for example. Prof. A. Klemm (ZEITSCHRIFT FOR NATURFORSCHUNG) with whom I exchanged at
least 20 letters and whom I visited personally in Mainz in April 1978, trying to per-
suade him and his referee, Prof . Friedrich, to accept a paper. I could not succeed but
Prof. Klemm was always very kind with me, whilst Prof. Friedrich offered me a delightful
pizza and a very nice conversation, so that I use the occasion to thank them both and to

present my excuses that their correspondence is not presented in the book.

More than one letter are presented from certain journals (as PHYS. REV., IL NUOVO CI-
MENTO, NATURE) and to certain of the rejection letters the referee's comments and my an-

swers are attached. I chose such comments and such answers which are clear for a direct

reading, but I give always references to the sections of CLASSICAL PHYSICS where the

matter under discussion can be found, so that the interested reader can make contact

with the discussed article if it has not later appeared in another journal.

I hope that these discussions with anonymous (and non-anonymous) referees and super-

visors can help the scientific community in the more speedy restoration of the absolute

space-time conceptions. On the other hand, with this art of publication I show that the

referees of the scientific journals must in the future think and rethink before writing

stupid comments, as one can always strip down their trousers.

After this introduction (see p. 9 ) there are given a couple of articles from poli-

tical journals and magazines which can serve as a biographical sketch.

A list of all my scientific publications in space-time physics is given on p. 42.

When reading this book and my CLASSICAL PHYSICS (or EPPUR SI MUOVE, or at least my

published papers), the reader may pose the question: Why Was it so difficult for Marinov

to restore the absolute space-time conceptions, having: (i) crucial experiments with

positive outcome, (ii) clear, simple and logic theory, (iii) enough publications in

articles and books where both the experiments and the theory are duely presented?
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First I think that the restoration of the absolute conceptions was not terribly dif-
ficult, as it took me only a dozen of years. Then the reader must take into account
that my scientific work was disturbed considerably by the harassments and persecutions
to which I am exposed not only in the totalitarian but also in the "parliament" coun-
tries, because of my christian communism and unconditional pacifism* and by the fact
that since January 1974 I have not a possibility to work in a scientific institution,
remaining all those years without a firm job: in Bulgaria I received a monthly pension
of ? 80 as a paranoic without the right to take any job, while in the West I worked
serving in hotels, washing dishes, picking up apples and cleaning stalls (work which I

am doing since a year).** On the other hand, I dedicate a great deal of my time to li-

terary, social and political activity, travels, sport and enjoyng the life in an every-
day contact with Nature***.

Thus, according to me, the restoration of the absolute space-time conceptions was a

relatively easy task and I am wondering, indeed, why humanity has erred 3/4 of a century
in the relativistic quagmire. Here many explanations may be given:

One of the answers is: Noone could execute an experiment rejecting the principle of
relativity.

Another answer is: The 4-dimensional formalism offers a perfect mathematical tool

for calculating the motion and the radiation of particles moving with high velocities.

Those are the scientific answers. But there are people who support non-scientific
alternatives, as, for example, the alternative that the "international Jewry" resists
feverishly against the destruction of the "Einstein myth", and since the Jews have lea-
ding positions in science in all countries of the world (in the West and in the East),
they suppress any anti-Einsteinian activity.****

I think that the present book can give the right answer. Undoubtedly the unability
of mankind in earring out so many years the crucial experiment was an important fac-
tor. But I performed such an experiment 9 years ago and the physicists and astronomers
still live embracing the "relativistic prejudices". It is true that the "scientific com-
munity" is suspicious about the veracity of my experiments, but, as this book shows, from
their part there is no interest to see the experiments and a fear to discuss them.

Certain scientists (as Held, Cavalleri, Sexl ) are persuaded that the principle of re-
lativity is true; they have not the desire to see and discuss anti-relativity experi-
ments as people rejecting parapsychology are not interested in observing medianic mani-
festations. I consider such scientists as borned but honest persons. However, scien-
tists as Bergmann, Finkelstein, Petiau, Wheeler (as I concluded from conversations and
correspondence with them) have understood that the principle of relativity is a failure.
They make any effort to cover my experiments with silence, because they know that the

demonstration of these experiments and their discussion will destroy the present theory
on which they have built their scientific careers.

I type these lines on the 27 September 1982 (the fifth anniversary of my transfer to

the West). As the reader can check (see p. 256) tomorrow the Austrian police must come to

arrest and expel me from Austria.

When I said to my friend Prof. Borsellino that I am earning my bread and the possibi-
lity to continue the scientific research by cleaning in a stall, he made the following
witty remark: "E' pitli piacevole pulire la merda dei cavalli che quel la degli uomini."

It is not meant the journal NATURE, although with that damned vehicle since 10 years
I am also in an almost every-day nightmarish Kafkian contact.

It is interesting to note the opinion of a German physicist with whom I had long

conversations (he bought 10 copies of EPPUR SI MUOVE immediately after its publication).
He is an expert in history of science. According to him I shall be killed neither by the*
KGB nor by the CIA since as "anticommunist" for the KGB and as a "communist" for the CIA
I am not dangerous at all. But I shall be killed by the Jews. My friend spoke to me so In

1979. Since I am still sane and safe, obviously, until the present day his theoretical
prediction is not experimentally confirmed.



Of course, I cannot say which scientist to which extent has recognized the failure
of relativity. Even any single scientist cannot give an answer to himself how firm is

his own persuasion, as the blinding shine of the 4-dimensional formalism does not give
a possibility to many of them to accept the absolute physical reality. I am sure that
the prevailing majority of the space-time specialists has not understood hitherto the
difference between the Lorentz and Marinov invariances. Meanwhile this difference is

very simple and clear. The Lorentz invariance is available for an observer at rest in

absolute space who describes the motion of a particle moving first with a velocity v

with respect to absolute space and then with another velocity v' (which normally is

much higher than v). The Marinov invariance is available when there is a particle moving
with a certain velocity v in absolute space and an observer who first is at rest with
respect to absolute space and then moves with a velocity V. Thus, for the Lorentz inva-
riance there is one observer and a particle which moves with two different velocities
with respect to distant matter, whilst for the Marinov invariance there is one particle and

an observer who moves with two different velocities with respect to distant matter. Or
to put it differently: When applying a Lorentz invariance the observed particle changes
its character of motion with respect to distant matter, while when applying the Marinov
invariance the character of motion of the observed particle remains the same and only
the observer changes his character of motion with respect to distant matter. Obviously,
for relativity these two alternatives do not exist.

Such scientists who are blinded by the efficiency of the 4-dimensional formalism (as

my good friend Prof. Froissart) consider the failure of the principle of relativity as
a real catastrophy. So Prof. Froissart sent me once in Sofia many and many years ago
the following signed by him declaration:

If Marinov' s "coupled-mirrors" experiment is true, then whole modern phy-
sics will crumble to pieces and any effort is to be done to rebuild it

again in a logical body of knowledge.

Prof. Cavalleri was more laconic. He wrote in a referee's comments on an article
submitted from Sofia many and many years ago the following:

If Marinov's "coupled-mirrors" experiment is true, he must receive the No-
bel prize.

Of course, it is exciting to blow up the whole body of modern physics, but, as I

show in CLASSICAL PHYSICS, the failure of the principle of relativity does not lead to
such disastrous results as Prof. Froissart and Prof. Cavalleri expect.

A predominant part of the editors of the physical journals (who, normally, are not
space-time specialists) and their referees are of the type of Prof. Froissart and Prof.
Cavalleri (the first one is my "chief inquisitor" in JOURNAL DE PHYSIQUE, the second one
in IL NUOVO CIMENTO). But many of my friends, absolutists, support the opinion, that
the majority is of the type of Prof. Bergmann and Prof. Finkelstein. Thus my friends de-
fend the conception that there is an "international conspiracy" against the "absolu-
tists". Although many facts may be considered in favour of this conception, I do not
share it. Dr. Staruszkiewicz wrote me in a letter of the 15 September 1979 that I wrong-
ly consider the characters of the political and scientific establishments as similar.
Indeed, I sustain the opinion that these two, and any other "establishment", have a si-
milar character. Politicians make mafias and conspire, scientists make mafias and con-
spire. But as the politicians, so the scientists, recognize too late the danger of the
revolutionary movements and they make a "conspiracy" when it is too late. If it were not
so, any progress in human social and scientific activity would be impossible. Thus I

think that, at the present time, there is no "conspiracy" against me. If my papers have
been systematically rejected by the scientific journals in the last 10 years, this is

due predominantly to the inertia of the scientific thinking.

As a proof of a "conspiracy" against me many people consider the article of Ms. Vera

Rich in NATURE (see p. 16). In this article (which, according to me is written very
well) Ms. Rich puts in the mouth of Sakharov the accusation that I am a mad man, but

that he is only against the compulsary treatment to which I was subjected in Bulgaria.



Accusing me in madness and covering this accusation with the name of Sakharov, NATURE
published only a small part of my letter (see p. 17 ) written after my immediate visit
to Sakharov, who was terrified seeing himself in one line with the Bulgarian spiritual
sadists. Then NATURE closed its pages for my papers and correspondence, as with a

one-page paper one cannot show that Einstein is wrong, but one can certainly show that
one is not mad.

Any unexperienced person may see here a "conspiracy", but as I know the poor Vera
Rich very well, I should like to assure the reader that it is not so. Ms. Vera Rich
wrote the sentence:

Andrei Dmitrievich says: "The man's a nut-case {pilkh) , but I wouldn't want
to condemn anyone to a mental hospital!"

only because of her naivety . Indeed, Sakharov said me the following, after showing him
the alleged "accusation in madness":

Mower, B 6bn'OB0M paaroBope a CKaaan mto-to b 3tom pyxe, ho khk we mokho
3TO FTHcaTb B rascTe, KaK )Ke mctkho!? Mto 3to sa houot, KoropbiH 3to neMaran?

I give Sakharov 's words in Russian and I consider them as a "6brroBOM paaroBop" which
must be not printed , as Dr. Maddox can then with the whole right become offended and
institute legal proceedings for calomny against Sakharov and me.

And another weighty proof. The conspirators pay the executors of the "dirty work"
well. Ms. Vera Rich was not paid. Indeed, if she was paid, she had not to steel from me
b 165 (see pp. 154,176,182) in the most brutal manner, forgetting naKa3 BcjinKoro Kom6h-
Haropa: "BepoMKa, naAO MTHTb yronoBUbni koackc!" I must confess that until now it re-
mains an enigma for me WHY Vera Rich committed such an act - had Ms. Thatcher's govern-
ment reduced the living level of the Albions so disastrously? As the revealing of this
low-style robbery may become pernicious for Vera Rich's journalistic career, with the
present lines I declare that I grant the sum to her, so that she can buy her a new
type-writer and I forbid to anybody to use my "private dealings" with Vera Rich to make
damaging remarks about her.

I know that even if now Ms. Rich will be not fired from NATURE, the reading of these
lines will be a bitter pill for her. It must be bitter, BepoMKa! Understand me well.
I am not against robbery. But rob the totalitarian state, rob the capitalists, not the
poor people. Or using Lenin's words: "3i<cnpoiipHMpyH 3KcnponpHaTopa , no, paon Hora, iie

Bopyfi y orpa6jieimoro!" And think seven times before raising the finger to point to some-
body saying: "He is mad." In Bulgaria I was accused in madness by academicians, profes-
sors and policemen and I know how difficult is to defend the integrity of one's mind if
the accusators bind one's mouth and imprison one in an isolator, depriving him of any
possibility of contact with thinking human beings. And for my big surprise, coming to

the West, the first words which I heard were: "Marinov is a rabid dog." And my mouth
was bound again, as I show with the present book.

on

As the reader sees, my introduction has left its scientific path and undertaken the

moral one. I am glad with this, as the scientific introduction may become very long be

cause the strange human mental creation called "relativity", the story of its rise and

the story of its fall, in which I took an active part, may be commented and analysed o

many and many pages. However, according to me, in our terrible century we have to dedi

cate much more attention and time to "morality" than to "science". Our scientific prog-

ress is too big, but in morality mankind is there where it was at the time of Jesus

Christ, if not on a more lower level (Pilatus technically was unable to kill millions

of human beings and Irodus had some grounds to kill the innocent children - a fear for

his throne - meanwhile the massacre in West-Beirut was unmotivated).

The incredibly rapid progress of science in the XXth century makes indispensable a

radical change in our moral behaviour. Either mankind will find forces to introduce

this radical change or it will perish. There is no another alternative. And I think
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that the people who have understood this have to put aside any other activity and dedi-

cate their life in promoting the moral rebirth of mankind.

The first important task which mankind has to solve (and can solve) is the pacifica-

tion of Europe. A condcttone 6ine. qua non for the pacification of Europe is the demo-

cratization of the Eastern countries, which inevitably will be followed by a more ra-

dical and speedy socialisation of the Western countries. Since 20 years my political

efforts are dedicated to this scope.

From the political articles (see pp. 28 -35), the reader can obtain an information

on my action in Paris to free my Russian colleague Orlov (whom personally I do not know)

The action failed as the French police, under the pressure of the American Embassy,

escorted me during a week day and night impeding me to burn myself and then expelled

me from France.

After the failure of that first tentative, I work on the realization of its repeti-

tion. However, now I wish to enhance its level and to gain a higher support of the pub-

lic opinion which will impel the French government to respect my noble act and to

leave me freedom of choice. Now I shall not address American Presidents - even Carter
declared recently that Reagan does not defend the human rights. The ultimatum for the

liberation of Orlov will be addressed to the President of the Soviet Supreme of USSR.

Either he will free Orlov, or I shall burn myself in front of the Soviet Embassy in

Paris.

I shall present the ultimatum after the recognition of my scientific achievements.
This recognition will give me a moral weight and a high tribune. The action will be

enormously effective if in 1983 a Nobel prize for physics will be discerned to me (in

such a case the burning date will be the 16 January 1984). However, if I shall see

that the action must be undertaken earlier, I shall not expect for a Nobel prize.

I beg all those who will read these lines to help me. Put aside your own little
problems, go out from your bureaucratic shells, forget for a while your every-day ef-

forts for the benefit of your own careers. We all have to solve one big task; without
its solution all our endeavour for personal prosperity is senseless.

Help my fight to free Orlov. Helping Orlov and helpingme, you help yourself.

Graz, 27 September 1982 Stefan MARINOV

PREFACE TO THE SECOND EDITION

The second edition of this book. The Thorny Way of Truth, Part I (TWT-I), represents
an authentic reprint of the first edition where only the misprints are corrected which
I could perceive.

On the new pages, certain documents and three papers are reproduced which came to
light after the publication of the third edition of TWT-II. They concern not only the
space-time aspects of my research but also the perpetuum-mobile aspects, as space-time
physics, electromagnetism and the violation of the fundamental laws of conservation are
tightly interrelated.

I wrote in the preface to the second edition of TWT-II:

In the TWT-I there were many actors playing the same role. To spare my time
and the time of the reader, I concentrated all world "relativists" to a single
person: Dr. Maddox, and I should say, the TWT-II became a two-actors drama.

The documents which came to light after June 1986 and are reproduce3 Resent second
edition of TWT-I tend further to this trend: my TWT remains predominantly a two-actors
drama. This drama had a very pleasant denouement. In the first days of March I visited
Dr. Maddox in London with the aim to bring finally my submitted materials to print. I



had long and very nice conversations with Dr. Maddox and he did all what was necessary,

spending much time in correcting my English and the scientific presentation, so that

my letters to Gorbachev can appear on the 12 March and my paper on the violation of the

principles of relativity, equivalence and energy conservation on the 26 March. I was

extremely pleased by meeting Dr. Maddox and I saw that he already is feeling that

"something is rotten in the realm of relativity". Of course, when publishing the paper,

he will attach a note of doubt, but one must be aware that as Gorbachev cannot manifest

publicly all his thoughts neither Dr. Maddox can do. His Secretary, Miss Mary, was al-
,

ways very kind to me and I beg the reader to take the Russian text on p. 302 only as a
|

jocular literary story (and, as a matter of fact, it was such a one). (See it now inlMT-III)!

This year, 1987, will lead to big quakes in physics. As my TWT-books show, I awaited

for the fall of relativity much earlier, as I firmly believe in the maxima: "when the

experiments speak, the gods keep silent". My books show that the "gods" have done some

efforts to cover my experiments with silence and to postpone the official announcement

of the death of Mr. R. E. Tivity (see my Ten Jena Commandments), but the result was the

same as of the efforts of the physicians in Liubliana to save Tito's life.

Relativity is dead. Now the big problem with the violation of the laws of conserva-

tion, first of all of the energy conservation, explodes. A big problem. A tremendous

problem. Its understanding and solution are in the future.

Graz, 7 March 1987 Stefan MARINOV

PREFACE TO THE THIRD EDITION

The third edition of this book is a REPRINT from the first and second editions. The

changes which were made are the following: The correspondence of the years 1986-1987

which was included to the second edition is now transferred to the second edition of

TWT-III. Thus now the correspondence of the years 1974-1982 is in the present book,

TWT-I, of the years 1982-1986 in TWT-II and of the years 1986-1988 in TWT-III. In the

first edition of TWT-I there were no scientific papers, in the second edition there were

three papers and now, in the third edition, there are nine papers, all of them dealing

with space-time problems.

Graz, 10 September 1988 Stefan MARINOV
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Business Brief,

^

Einstein challenged

Jiisl months aflcr ihc Vikini?

spaceship brought empirical
proof of his theories, a scattered

minority of the world's scientists

arc saying Einstein got his theory

of relativity wrong. They arc

planning a conference in

Bulgaria this spring ("The Inter-

national Conference on Space-
I ime Absoluteness", no less) to

prove their point. Were they to

.succeed in denting the hitherto

sacred relativity theory, the

repercus-sions on modern science

and technology would be large.

Modern astronomy, electronics,

nuclear physics and nuclear

energy, for example, rdy
implicitly on much of Einstein's

thought.

Few phy.sicisls have bothered
to question or test the general

theory of relativity since it

became established as one of the

landmarks of scientific thought.

True, in 1905 when the junior

patents ofTicer in Zurich first

published its precursor, the

special theory of relativity, it

was ignored. But since an eclipse

of the sun in 1919 proved one
of that junior patent officer's

predictions right, Einstein has

hrrn unimpeachable. Thus a

book published in 1971 by
Britain's leading atomic clock

expert which argued that Ein-

stein's concept of time was
impossible has lain apparently

unread on the London Science

Museum's shelves ever since.

And when the Bulgarian con-

ference was advert isrd in New
Scientist in Srpirmber, learned

readers thought it was a joke

—

which it is not.

The world of Newtonian
physics which Einstein look by
storm already had cracks in it.

Newton postulated rest and
motion in relation to an immov-
able, absf>ltite and featureless

space, a concept which he later

refined to that of the lumini-

ferous ether. But the famous
Michelson-Morley rxperimrnt in

iRft;, though designed to estab-

lish the velocity of the earth

with respect to this ether, failed

to find any velocity

Such problems were the con-

cern of a small band of out-

standing physicists at the turn of

this century. Poincar^ and
I.<irent7 both postulated theories

of relativity, but Einstein's was

the most revolutionary. Also, it

was based on the minimum of

both experimental evidence and
mathematics (Einstein knew
little maths at the lime he

brought out his special theory).

Time and space swap
Einstein began with two assump-
tions for his special theory. One
was that absolute motion and
absolute rest could not be detec-

ted by any experiment. The
other was that light travelled in

a vacuum at a constant velocity,

rcgardle.s.s of the motion of its

source. He then showed that the

position and lime of an event

could only be established relative

to an arbitrarily chosen frame
of reference. Thus, from the

earth, the moon appears to be
moving and the earth at rest,

but to the man in the moon it

appears that the moon is sialic

and the earth moving. So far,

so innocuous. But Einstein drew
some surprising conclusions.

One is that, as the speed of

an object increases, relative to

the observer, its length decreases

and it gains mass: if you propel

a one-foot ruler and a one-

pound weight at 163,000 miles

a second, the ruler will measure

six inches and the weight will

have a mass of two pounds. If

that sounds nutty, wait for

more. As the speed increases,

time slows down. This so-called

lime dilation can be illustrated

by a tale of twins. One stays on

earth, while the other hurtles

into space at extraordinary

speed: the slay-al-home brother

gets older faster. Furthermore,

in Einstein's relativist universe,

space and time are interchange-

able The farther an astronomer

looks out into space, the farther

back is he looking in lime. He
is a Wellsian lime-traveller, or,

as T. S. Eliot put it, "All time

is eternally present".

The general theory of rela-

tivity, which Einstein published

In 1915, proved no less sensa-

tional. It is about the gravita-

tional efTecl of the huge objects

that make up the universe.

According to Einstein, gravity

curves space, which he says is

finite but unbounded. The
traveller heading ofl into space

would describe a gigantic circle

Albert Einstein: at first no one listened.'

and eventually come back to

where he started from; another

space traveller, starling from the

farthest point on the first astro-

naut's orbit, would define

another, more distant circle.

The Viking trip, which

enabled measurements to be

made over 200m miles to an

accuracy of five feet, supported

Einstein by showing that the

sun's gravitational force did

indeed bend radio waves sent

from Mars to the earth, just as

Einstein predicted. Einstein's

universe of relativity is, in fact,

the most refined expression of

an idea that can be traced back

through Pascal to pre-Socralic

Greece and the priests of Thoth :

for them, the universe is an

intelligible sphere whose centre

is everywhere and whose circum-

ference is nowhere.

A Jabberwocky world? No
less a scientist than Rutherford

is reputed to have said that any

Anglo-Saxon would have the

sense to see that the theory of

relativity is nonsense. And Sir

Fred Hoyle has said that there

is no such thing as gravitation

apart from geometry.

Incredulous laymen, dawled

by the elite of theoretical rela-

tivity mathematicians, can also

lake comfort from one British

professor, Mr Herbert Dingle,

who has been chipping away at

Einstein's theoretical edifice for

years, ever since, from being an

original believer, he gradually

concluded that emperor Einsirin

had no intellectual clothes.

Although Dingle's disproof may
be unsound, hit historical pers-

pective on relativity is interest-

ing, if unflattering to scieiili^is.

Dingle published one of the

first textbooks on relativity when

it first caught the public eye in

19 19. Me says the empirical con-

firmation of relatixity in 101')

caught unawares ihc bulk "f

scientists, who had hiihrrio

ignored Einstein and suddenly

had to swot up relativity.

According to Dingle, they swot-

ted up a garbled version of

relativity, put out by a n

guided disciple, Minkowski, who

added a spicy dose of mel-v

physics to Einstein's physics.

Clocks paradox
attacked
Dingle's disproof of Einslein

centres around the so-calleo

clock paradox, in which a '••"'•

moving clock loses lime. I" •

relative universe, there is no "•''y

of telling for sure which of l»'0

clocks is moving: from clocK

A's standpoint, clock B is mov-

ing, but clock B thinks he is «
rest and clock A is moving

Dingle therefore argues ih.il ""^

special theory of relativity le-^™

logically to the impossible r

elusion that the two clocks "

simultaneously both be '•'•^
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ind slower (han each other. The
ihcory must be wrong. QED.
Maihrnnaticiant reply thai it it

Dinf^le who got h!> mun* wrong,

not Einstein : that Dingle used

I linear irantformalion to derive

l»o different valuei for the

tame quantity, which in impos-

lible.

Dingle retorts that Einstein

(rlting his equations right does

not necessarily mean that his

theory reflects the empirical

»orld accurately. Unfortunately

for Dingle, however, the empiri-

cal evidence—from high-energy

physics through to the Viking

ipace-shot—has been piling up
on Einstein's side.

High-energy physicists acceler-

iie sub-nuclear particles to near

he speed of light. It turns out,

IS Einstein predicted, that as

the particles gain speed (hey

gain mass, too. Particle physics

siso appears lo confirm Bin-

Aein's extraordinary contention

that time would go slower for

the space-traveller twin than for

his brother at rest on earth (his

brother is, of course, only rela-

tively at rest, becau.se the earth

B moving).

The sub-nuclear particles are

ob.'crved by the tracks they

leave as they pass through
various measuring devices at

lipid speeds. Some kinds of par-

ticle leave tracks of only a few
inches before they decay into

other kinds of particle. But,

ipccd them up evcn.faster, and
ihey can "live" . for several

rards. This increase in life is out

i( proportion to the increase in

iperd, so the physicists say the

:lork paradox is supponed by

•xprrimen<al evidence. Some of

hem say. however, that, where-
i< Einstein's relativity says it is

hr velocity that causes the

" Isaac Nawton: ovartaken

apparent slowing down of time,

in the' experiment it is the

acceleration that does this. It

has also been argued* that the

slower ageing could be
accounted for by I>orentzian

relativity.

So much for experiments on
special relativity. The general

theory is about gravity, which
has practically no impact on
particles (nobody yet having
found the so-called graviion par-

ticles alleged by some physicists

to exist). So, to compare New-
Ionian and Einsleinian relativity,

one has to turn to the cosmos.
Black holes, apparently implos-

ing under their own gravitational

pull, could tell something about
relativity, but for the moment
nobody knows enough about

them really to be sure they con-

form to Einstein's general rela-

tivity. The general theory has

gained credibility from the

growing consensus among astro-

nomers in favour of the idea of

an expanding universe. Further-

more, there is the 1919 experi-

ment which first rocketed

relativity into the limelight.

Tliis was an explanation of why
each time the planet Mercury
revolves round the sun, it gels

a bit closer to the sun at the

nearest point (its perihelion).

This could not be accounted for

by Newtonian gravitation, but

it could be explained by the

gravitational effect of relativity.

In the past decade an American
astronomer has produced an

alternative explanation, that the

advance of Mercury's peri-

helion is caused by a bulge in

the sun. Viking rrfutrd.

Why it matters
If relativity only breaks down
(if at all) in the most extreme

cosmic conditions. Hoes it

matter? After all. if the sun

became a black hole, there is

nothing anyone could do about

it.
*

One reason why it may matter

which version of relativity is

correct can be illustrated with

reference to Newton. Einstein

did not replace Newton, but

refined him. A sceptic could

have said 70 years ago that it

matters not whether Newton is

right, if all it affects is the

explanation of why Mercury's

perihelion is advancing. New-
tonian physics is still in every-

day use by scientists, while

Einstein's is inherent in nuclear

and electronics technologies.

Just as Einftein did not ap-

preciate in ipO"; the practical

significance, for belter or

worse, of E = Mr', so we Ho not

know today the significance

any substantial refinemrnis of

Ein.stcin'f theories will have.

Although ' astronomers
,

are

open-minded about jgeneral rela-

tivity, the special theory is al-

most universally accepted.

Evidence against it is at present

lenu<Jus. It lends to concentrate

on disproving one or other of

Einstein's grandiose assump-
tions: the impossibility of deter-

mining absolute motion; and the

constant velocity of light.

A possible candidate for an
absolute frame of reference,

against which events could be

measured absolutely rather

relatively, is the background
radiation, constant throughout

the cosmos in any direction

you look, which astronomers

claim is the afterbirth of the

primeval big bang from which
the universe was created.

Scientists tend to be horrified

at the possibility of an ether

being discovered. Though di.s-

crediting relativity might make
understanding science easier for

the layman, it could - shake

astronomy and particle physics

10 the roots. This is where the

ideas to be discussed at the Bul-

garian conference are interest-

ing. They could explain a lot

of the phenomena of relativity,

without using relativity.

The organiser is Mr Stefan

Marinov of the Sofia Laboratory

for Fundamental Physical Prob-

lems. His physical ideas are

on the verge between originality

and crankiness but are plausible

enough to have attracted

interest among just a few more
orthodox physicists. He claims

ihat absolute motion can be

measured, using calculations of

the velocity of light.

How to measure the one-way
velocity of light has been a

problem for centuries You need

synchronisrH clocks at both

enHs, but at the same lime you

have to make assumptions about

the velocity of light in order

to synchronise them. An old

approach to the problem is

the so-called coupled-mirrors

experiment. Take two cogwheels

with two teeth. Light will only

pass through one tooih and then

the other if it is passing at a

certain velocity. It should be

possible to Hcdurr the velocity

from the number of revolutions

at which the light goes through

both wheels. Marinov's experi-t

ment also involves reflecting the

light back, and demonstrates

that its velocity is different in

one direction to the other

direction (although the average

velocity e(|uales with Einstein).

This woulH mean the earth is

moving relative 10 an absolute

reference frame.

Einstein's relativity of

time

If you can't swallow this,

join the anti-Einsteini, for

it is the key idea that

rocked the Newtonian view
of the universe. Bloggs and
Jones are travelling in their

spaceships, but Rloggs is

going much faster in the

same direction. Each craft

has two synchronised clocks,

one at either end,* like this:

Bloggs checks his two clocks,

b, and bi, by measuring the

pas-age of light between
them. He finds, not sur-

prisingly, that light travels

equal distances back and for-

ward, like this

:

But remember thai Bloggs

is travelling much faster than

Jones. Jones sees Bloggs't

clocks quite differently; be-

cause relative lo him, Bloggs
is streaking to the left, the

pa.s.sage of light is like this:

(wh*n light

r«»ch«s h)

bi (wh«n li||ht returns)

Jones concludes Bloggs hasn't

synchronised his clocks

properly. Yet, when Bloggs

does a similar test of Jones's
synchronised clocks, the

traveller thinks the other's

clocks are not synchronised.

According to Einstein, both
are right.

If Marinov is right, he will

have demolished one of the

foundations of the special

theory. But he claims he can
still explain many of the strange

predictions of relativity, such as

time dilation. This means his

ide.is are less of a threat 10

particle physics and astronomy
than those thai simply purport
10 show Einstein was wrong.
Marinov claims he has in fact

demon.slratrd absolute motion.
But there must be some doubts
about how gomi his Bulgarian

equipment is, and he would like

his experiments to be repealed

by other srieiitisis on more
sophlsliraleH rc|uipmrnt. Any
lakers'
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EXCLUSIF

LE SAVANT QUI VIENT DU FROID
• Quel cynisme !

A la conference de Belgrade, les pays signatalres

de lacte final d'Helsinki. et parmi eux les pays

de I'Est, jurent leurs grands dieux que chez eux

les droits de I homme sont respect^s, dorlofSs, mais

au meme moment a Prague, quatre Intellectuels sont

condamn^s 6 des peines s6vferes pour d^llt dopi-

nion Au terme dun proems quasiment & fiuis clo9,

sans t^moins. sans observateurs Strangers. Dont

lacte daccusation semble sorfi du magasin des

accessoires stalinlens : • Conspiration contre la R6-

publique . • liens avec des diplomates et des

agents de liaison charges de payer les traitres avec

des tablettes de cfiocolat •.

En fait, le seul crime de ces TchScoslovaques —
trois sont signataires de la charte 77 — c'est d'avolr

fait connaitre en Occident des textes mis 6 I'index

dans leur pays Et qui peuvent difficilement etre

consid6rSs comme subversifs. Est-ce un hasard si

cette parodie de justice a 6t6 organis6e au mo-
ment ou. d Belgrade, les • Trente-cinq • examinalent

I'application des obligations internationales relatives

6 la libre circulation des hommes et des id6es 7

SOrement pas V0II6 longtemps que le hasard a 6t6

extlrpe du paysage marxiste Moscou et ses satel-

lites ont voulu mesurer limportance que tes pays
occidentaux continuaient 6 accorder au respect des
droits de I homme lis en ont 6t6 pour leurs frals.

Car la dSnonciation du proems de Prague a 6t6

g'inSrale 6 lOuest. Meme le parti communiste fran-

pais a refuse de cautionner ce d6ni de justice •.

Et IHumanitS n'hSsitait pas 6 sen prendre au ri-^

gime de M Gustav Husak. Et h 6crire :

• Ce qui porte atteinte au credit de I'Etat tch6-

coslovaque c'est moms la diffusion d I'Stranger de
manifestes dintellectuels mScontents, que la manidre

dont on les traite dans leur propre patrie II n'est

pas tolerable qu'un ecrivain, un journaliste, un hom-
me de theatre. m6me quand il declare ne pas met-

tre en cause la I6galit6 socialiste, perde son em-
plol ou soit mis au ban de la sociStS quand II

n'est pas traduit devant les tribunaux pour d6llt

d'opinion

La conference de Belgrade aura St6 une tribune,

non un tribunal Les d6l6gu6s occidentaux auront

protests, mais non condamnS Le sort des dissi-

dents de I'Est en sera-til pour autant changS 7

Sans doute Car desormais, comme le constatait

un 6ditoriali.ite franpais. aucun Etat ne peut plus

compter sur le silence des autres pour emprlson-
ner, mettre aux travaux forces, bannir de force ou
interner dans des prisons psychlatriques, des fetres

humains dont le seul crime est d'avolr des opinions

diffSrentes de celles du regime en place.

• Le silence, nous allons encore le rompre. Et

cette fois en faveur dun savant qui vient du froid

II s'appeMe Stefan Marinov II a 46 ans, un telnt

d'ambre sombre qui Svoque davantage les courses
en montagne que les longues veilles dans un la-
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boratoire, les sSjoura en prison ou en a«lle psychla-

trique.

Stefan Marinov eet le premier dissident bulgare

h connaitre le bannlssement en Europe occiden«ale.

Plus prSclsSment en Belgique.

Depuis plus de dix ans II s'oppose aux autoritSs

de son pays mais sans Jamais quitter les chemins

de la ISgalitS.

Est-ce son combat politique pour un soclallsme

6 visage humain qu'll faut cerner, apprShender ou

ses decouvertes scientiflques 7 Est-ce sur le com-

muniste qu'il demeure malgrS les vilenles commises
au nom de Marx, sur • Termite solitaire rests fidSle

au Dieu vrai -, comme II dit, qu'll faut s'attarder ou

sur le savant dont les travaux vont peut-Stre Sbran-

ler un des dogmes de la physique contemporaine :

la thSorie d'Einstein sur la relativitS 7

Personnage attachant, personnalitS exceptionnal-

lement riche, Stefan Marinov est un alliage d«

Pliouchtch et de Sakharov.

Ses raoines se sont dSveloppSes dans le terreau

d'une famllle bourgeoise convertie au marxisme, trSs

proche du secretaire du PCS Kostov II a StudiS 6

Prague, 6 Sofia, S Varna. II a bourlir>guS, comme
navigateor au long cours, sur la plupart des mers

du globe. U a visits TOccldent. mais aussi la Chine

et le Sud-Est asiatique.

II expHque :

— Avant le XX" congres du parti communiste
d'Union soviStique, tout Stalt siniple pour un fervent

communiste. AprSs, il a fallu se poser des ques-

tions. Quand Roger Garaudy a lu le rapport secret

de Nikita Khrouchtchev sur le staiinieme, il s'est

ScriS : C'est le jour le plus noir de ma vie

»

Personnellement j'ai aussi subl un grand choc mais

je me suis plut6t demands ; • Comment les diri-

geants peuvent-ils prStendre navoir pas soupQonnS
les exces staliniens alors que le petit peuple les

connaissait 7 •.

Stefan Marinov se lance alors sur le sentier abrupt

de la contestation.

Pendant le congrSs mondial dee Studlanta A Sofia,

au dSbut des annSes 60, il distribue des tacts prA-

nant un • dSsarmement par la base-
— Mon idSe Staiit aseez naive, avoue-t-il. le con-

seillais aux jeunes de I'Est de trouver des amis
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occldentaux de pays membres de lOTAN et de les

persuader de ne pas accompllr leur service mlli-

talre. De part et d'autre du rideau de fer, simul-

tan^ment, on auralt pu voir se d6velopper des
noyaux de paciflstes, d'antjmilitaristes. Ma proposi-

tion 6talt conforme aux dogmes Marx a. en effet,

icTil : • Seuls des volontaires dolvent accompllr le

service militaire •

Stefan Marlnov est interrog^ 6 plusleurs reprises

par la poHce bulgare. Avec management, cependant
N'est-il paa le fils d'une c^l^bre famllle commu-
niste ? Male en 1966, 6 la suite d'une s6rie de let-

tres adress^es au ministre de I'lnt^rleur (il r^cla*

mait un visa pour la Tchecoslovaquie sur un ton

assez imp6ratif), il est emprisonn^ pendant 10 jours

puis enferm^ dans un asile psychiatrique.
— Apr^s trois mois d'observation, raconte Stefan

Marlnov, une commission de 5 m^decins ma declare

paranoiaque On ma admlnistr6 de fortes doses de
Mageptil Le traitement a dur6 encore quatre mois
Puis, apres un simulacre de proces, les autorit6s

ont decide de me remettre en liberte Je n'^tais

plus, selon elles, un 6l6ment soclalemenf dangereux
Et j'ai pu reprendre mes travaux de recherche au
laboratolre des corps solldes Je me suis tenu calme
pendant quelques annees. Car, au moment de quit-

ter I'asile, on m'avait menac6 : • Si tu te fais en-

core remarquer, tu en prendras pour dix ana dans
les cellules des cas desesperes •.

Stefan Marlnov se consacre ensuite' aux problfe-

mes fondamentaux espace-temps II se partage entre

rinstitut de physique et des s6jours sportifs en
montagne Mais ne rSussit pas d se faire oublier

II est constamment controls par la police Et lors-

que Brejnev vient se faire acclamer d Sofia, le 18

septembre 1973, les mlllclens arr^tent Marlnov, le

gardent en prison pendant tout le sejour du secre-

taire g^n^ral du P.C.U.S en Bulgane
Mais la peur ne tient pas longtemps le physicien

dans ses serres II se remet 6 6crire Des articles

sclentifiques mais aussi des poemes. des satires,

des comedies. Certains de ses textes sont publies en
Occident, notamment en Grande-Bretagne Replique

Immediate des autorit6s bulgares : Stefan Mannov
est d6chu de son titre de physicien et appoints

comme traducteur (1). Ce qui ne I'empeche pas de

ri) II parle 6 languet.

;'^

Stefan Marinov, le pre-

mier — et sane doute

le teui — diffident

bulgare : lef fouHran-

cef endurtef touf le

regime mariiaie n'ont

paf enlami fa lol denf
le marxism*.

45
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contlnuer 6 6crire. II termine un ouvrage de 1.500

pages, • Physique classique ». et fait circuler des

textes 6 coloration politique. A 'ses amis, 6 ses

collogues, II r^p6te ;

— Nous sommes un pays ddmocratique. Nous

avons une Constitution. II faut que lo pouvoir s'y

conforme.
On a beau lul faire remarquer que ces lola ne

sont jamais respect^es. que la Constitution est seu-

lement une oeuvfe decorative, Stefan Marlnov s'en-

t6te 6 en r^damer Tapplication.

En mars 1974, H est chass* de I'instltut. On lui

accorde, pour vivre, une pension de malade mental.

Quatre-vingts leva par mols. Un salaire de femme de
manage...

II installe chez lui — une des plus belles maieons

de Sofia — un laboratoire de physique fondamen-

tale avec I'aide d'amis, de parents.

LETTRE A ENRICO BERLINGUER

• Celt* leltre louvent polgnante a Hi Acrlte II y

un an. Mali ton deslinalaire, Enrico Berllnguar, chef

du parti communltte Italian, na I'a jamaia rafue. Malgri

lea periiculiont, Iss aouflrancea aubiet (oua un rigim*

cammuniale, Stefan Marinov le rtciama encore du com-

munlama at louhaila devenir membre du P.C.I.

Honorable camarade Berllnguer,

Par la prisente, )e souhaite adherer et vous demande
d'4tre admis au parti communlste Itallon Je me dois,

itant citoyen do la R^publique populalre bulgare, d'ax-

pllquer ma roquSle : nos maitres nous enseignent qua

lea proldtaires sont les citoyens du monde, et pourtant,

les Ironti^res, les passeports, les barbells et les pri-

sons sont toujours ii. Instruments des enploiteurs, dans

les mains des riches centre les pauvres, contralgnant

ces derniers au travail abrutissant en temps de paix,

k une marche rdsignSe en temps de guerre.

J'ai grandi dans une famille d'Intellactuels commu-
nlstes Peut-4tre aije pris conscience des idies marxis-

tes au temps oii Ion peri;oit le monde par le cceur et

non par la raison, quand t'Ame humaine se laisse in-

fluencer plus lacilement par la brume rellgieuse Mais

i 45 ans, j'ai parcouru beaucoup de pays de par le mon-

de, mime au-delA de I'obscuro et morose muraille de

Chilne
;

j'ai experiments, j'ai apprls d'eutrul toute la

profondeur des vilenias commises par des gens qui

lalssent flotter dans leurs mains des drapeaux aux cou-

leurs et effigies de Marx Pourtant, tout ce que j'ai

lu et vu n'est pas parvenu h amoindrir nl Sbrenler ma foi

et ma conviction en I'iquitA de ces normea de condulte

sociale que nous appelons communistes Pourtant, ce

n'est pas simple de vivre le communlsme dans les pays

oil le soclallsme • a vainou >

Vous devez savoir que les portes qui condulsent aux

palals des partis communistes dirlgsants sont fermSes

aux llbres penseurs. h tous ceux pour qui la dimagogle,

le mensonge, la dSnonciation. le reniement, la trafilson,

le fratricide sont totalement Strangers Or, dans noire

pays, ceux qui parlent du communlsme et le dSfendent

fiors des cadres olficiels sont persScuISs et punis de

maniire plus rigoureuse et atroce que ceux qui dSfen-

dent n'lmporte quelle autre idSologie. culte ou liSrSsle

Chez nous, la machine qui guette les gens, soil en

raison de leur IntSrAt pour une autre lltlSrature, aoit

da leur opinion exprlmSe devant un .varre de vin ou
dans le secret de I'alcAve, est basSe sur la mellleure

technique moderne ef sur un vaste rSseau formS par

una population quon a lorcSe et entralnie Lea mStho-

des policlAres ont Hi perfeclionnSes i un lal point que

las machines fascisles qui les ont pricidies n'en soni

qua le pile reflet Ce ne dovralt pas Aire mon rAle de

vous expliquer comment cela nous est arrlvS. L'histoira

du mouvement ouvrier international au long du XX* ali-

cla est sulflsamment embroullUe, compllquSe, contradlc-

tolre, d'autant plus que peu d'efforts ont Hi consacrSl

i en restaurer I'authenticilS

Et poOrlant, II est indispensable que I'humanllS, el en

premier lieu les communistes (i I'Est et A I'Ouest)

sacheni ce qu'an U R S S , Chine, Bulgaria el Cambodge,

par le passS el acluellement, on a fait, conslruit at it-

trull On a fall pas mal da choses : on a conslruit

des vllles, des usines, des immeubles d'habllalion en

bSton i Stages multiples, des unlverslISs, dei casernes,

des crolseurs. des fusSes : mals on a beaucoup dStrull,

et la prlncipale responsable en est I'lndustrle da la guer-

re, plllant les trSlonds de la terre, diiapidani les ma-

nures premlSres, mutllani les vllles et les villages, les

polluant par la fumSe, la sule et les gaz empolsonnSs

el eussi par le bruit qui tue le calme auquel on a

droit Mais surtout, on a dllapldS lea valours morales

que le peuple avail meintenues, i travera les sISclel

de guerre, de calamitSs at de famine, au tsmpa ou I*

monde Slalt gouvernS par des assassins.

Je provlens d'une fsmllle aisSa d'Intellactuels. Mas
parents, famille et amis onl tous recherchS le commu-
nlsme, en temps de guerre comme aux premlArat an-

nSes de I'apris-guerra, pour sa richesse aplrltuella,

avec les gens purs, courageux, flers et bona, lutlant

pour la salnte vSritS. Le parti de I'Spoqua r^unlssall la

mellleure part da la aoclStS Les pSrils da la lutte

avaient constltuS un flltre excellent pulsque, i part

la purification spirltuelle, le parti ne pouvalt offrlr Que

privations, supplices et souffrances. Aujourd'hui, las

partis vainqueurs rSservent dea carriSres, de I'alianca

et des richesses, mals il faut les demander i travert

un nouveau flltrage, il faut tendre la main aux arrivlilat,

aux koulaks et, en sa dSparsonnallsant, se condamner

i un esclavage splrltuel

Ja na veux pas que mon point da vue vous appa-

ralsse partial — mime en temps de guerre, dea ali-

ments mauvals s'italeni introdults dans le parti, at

le parti d'aujourd'hul compte beaucoup de gens de

valeur — je veux simplement rappeler la rigia

Ceux qui veulent penser llbremeni refusani de te

mettre du cAti des exploiteurs, ces derniers pourchas-

sent les libres penseurs comme les diablas pourchasaant

les justes et, d'annie en annie, le parti est tlliri, las

gens honniles se renferment sur eux-mimes, el s'lls

ouvrent la bouche, lis sont incarciris. Notre aociili

devieni un disert splrltuel dans lequel, ici et li, on

peut dicouvrlr un ermlte sollteire, resti fidile au Dieu

vrai.

Avec I'espoir de trouver des amis, des adaptas, avec

I'espoir de sortir du disert splrltuel, avec I'envie ar-

denle de lutter pour I'achivement de normes de co-

habitation communlste dans noire soclili. je cherche

une vole vers la PCI Vous devez savoir ce que telle

leltre vtf me valoir de souffrances et de supplices

alors que |e ne dis rien de plus que ce qu'll est, que

nous aulres. les marxisles de I'Est, nous ne pouvons

nous appeler des communistes, qu'll n'y a pas, chez

nous, un parti ou nous pourrlons nous tnligrer, ou on

nous acceplerait

Mais j'ai assez soulfert pour mon amour de la llberii

et je supporterai el endurerel ces souffrances suppli-

manlalras Ce que je cralns, ce n'est pas la souffrance

physique, mols celle de ne pas Stre compris, que vous

ne preniez pas la main que je vous lends, que vous lais-

slez s'ileindre sans I'entendre mon cri dichlrant

Stefan MARINOV O
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LE SAVANT QUI VIENT DU FROID

(suite)

— Personne n'a pris de risques pour mol, dit-il.

Tout le monde a ^pouvantablement peur Mais cette

peur n'annihile pas la gentillesse et la comprehen-
sion naturelles des Bulgares.

Dans son laboratolre de fortune. Stefan Marinov

poursult ses recherches sur I'espace-temps. 6cha-

faude one th6orie sur Texlsterice de I'espace abso-

lu et par rexp6rlence des • nnirolrs couples » remet

en cause le principe general de la relativity ^noncd
par Einstein.

Ses d6couvertes m6prls6es en Bulgaria — • Gali-

lee a m victlme des j^suites, mol J'al 6t6 per-

secute par les jesuites modernes de mon pays ,
dit Marinov — le physician bulgare veut les faire

connaitre 6 f6tranger. H se rend aux ambassades
am6rlcaine et franga<se. Lh il supplie des dlplo-

mates occidentaux de faire parvenir A I'Ouest cer-

tains de ses Merits. Les Fran^ais refusent de {'ai-

der. Les Am6ricains appellent la police bulgare.

Qui rosse copieusement Stefan Marinov, lui deboite

yn bras et lui abime un ceil.

Et le revoiie enferme dans un asile psychiatri-

que. Oil il peut mediter d loisir sur ce qu'il appelle

• la coalition des droites •.

— Brejnev et Nixon s'entendalent, malgre les dif-

ferences ideologiques, pour assujettir le peuple.

Une de ses lettres parvient jusqu'e un professeur

polonais. Dans cette nr>issive, Marinov lance un ap-

pel, un cri plutdt :

— Sauvez mon Sme.
Apres un sejour de trois mois dans une prison

psychiatrique, Stefan Marinov entreprend de reunir

une conference Internationale 6 Varna, consacree

aux probiemes • Espace-Temps -. Andrei Sakharov,

Prix Nobel et dissident sovietique, accepts de pre-

sider cette reunion scientifique. du 5 au 15 mai 77.

Le chef du service culturel du ministere bulgare

des Affaires etrangeres a donne son accord oral.

Marinov lance les premieres invitations. The Eco-

nomist et le Daily Telegraph annoncent la confe-

rence. Le New Scientist expose succmctement les

theories de Marmov.
Mais le 15 avril, le physicien bulgare est arr6te.

Les membres de la police politique le pressent d'ex-

pedier des teiegrammes annulant la conference sous
pretexte dune jambe cassee.
— A retranger, on ne prendra jamais au serieux

une telle excuse, leur explique Marinov. II faul af-

firmer que la conference est d6commandee parce
que Ton craint un tremblement de terre.

Apres 20 jours de prison, apres 2 lettres adres-
sees au ministre de I'lnterieur, Stefan Marinov a

oblenu un visa de sortie II se trouve actuellement
en Belgique ou sera edite dans quelques semaines
son livre • Et pourtant elle tourne •. Avec une pre-

face d'Andrei Sakharov

Sur ses annees d'opposition legale au gouverne-
ment bulgare. sur ses sejours en prison et en asile

psychiatrique. il admet :

— Je me demande souvent comment je suis sorti

sain de ce • carnaval • Ma chance, finalement, aura
ete d'avoir e faire e des Bulgares et non e des
Sovietiques Ghez nous, (I n'y a pas de psychiatres
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K.G.Bistes et dans les cliniques oil j'ai ete en-

ferme, j'ai toujours trouve aide et comprehension
discretes

Les souffrances endurees sous un regime com-
muniste n'ont pas ebranie la foi de Stefan Marinov

dans le marxisme II vient de demander son admis-

sion au parti communists italien

Pliouchtch, rescape des goulags de I'insuline. ban-

nl de force de la Russie sovietique, se tournait, lui

aussi, vers i'eurocommunisme. O

EINSTEIN

REMIS

EN QUESTION ?

9 Void ce qu'icril Andrei Sakharov i propos de la

thiorle Eipace-Temps abiolu liiaborie par Stefan Ma-

rinov.

Tent d'icrits, tant d'expiriences onf Hi, ces cent

derniires annees, consacris A la recherche d'un hypo-

thitique Espace-Temps absolu qu'il semble insense de

poursuivre la discussion et da depenser temps et argent

h s'eflorcer de r^futer le principe de la relativity.

Ce principe qu'en premier lieu et de maniere on ne

peut plus explicite formula Galilee, s'est vu confirme par

tant d'experiences que tout chercheur du quatrieme

quart du XX' si^cle s'essayant i le r^futar apparaitrait

vouloir decouvrir le - mouvement perpituel •

En ouvrent le livre de Stefan Marinov, le lecteur est

profond^ment cheque La partie th^orique le laisse in-

cr^dule et le surprend d'autani que les textes entrent

en contradiction flagrante avec les theories les mieux

stabiles el les plus g^ndralement accept^es La partie

experimentale, Il la parcourt avec la mSme defiance,

recherchant les erreurs d'exp^riences qui apparaissent

contredire de telles theories

Cependant, en lisant le livre de bout en bout, il se

prend A r^aliser que la base experimentale du prmcipe

general de la relativity (Einstein) est loin d'etre aussi

solide et indiscutable qu'il n'est gineralemenl admis Je

voudrais en premier lieu faire ressortir que {'experience

appelee • disque tournant • a Hi riaUsie pour la pre-

miere fois il y a quelque soixanle ans, et les effets

V/C en premier ordre y ont ete alsement mesures

On pourrait douter de I'authenticite des experiences

miroirs couples - de f>^arinov, et que les effets qu'il

dit avoir enrogistres ne soient provoques par quelque

cause exterieure Cependant, le lien entre {'experience

disque tournant - et son experience - miroirs cou-

ples - (ou • interrupteurs coupies -) est si clair qu'on

en est amene A accepter en toute logique {es resultats

Les differenfes variantes des experiences - disque tour-

nant " et - plate-forme mouvante - que Marinov a rea-

lisees nous amAnent e accepter d'autant plus la realite

physique de I'Espace-Temps absolu tel qu'l{ {e con^olt

Si {es resu{tats experimentaux reprls par Marinov de-

vaient Stre confirmes per d'autres experimontateurs, {a

theorie specioie de la relaliviie serait deiinitivement

rejetee Cependant. comma on peut le voir dans {a

partie Iheorique de ce {ivre, {es changements qui de-

vraient etre introduits dans {a physique i grande Vi-

tesse ne seraient pas aussi radicaux que certains ad-

versaires d'Einstein i'ont proc{8me et contlnuent i (e

faire La transformation de Lorentz (pour autant qu'eile

soit traitee dun point de vue abso(u) et {e formafisme

quadridimensionnei de Minitowski continueraiant k ttre

un instrument mathematique important entre ies mains

des theoriciens O
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Anti-relativist draws others into the whirlpool

Stt'lon Mnriiw

O father (laliiro, cunninn one and wiye.

Thy trial persisieth still rien from age to age;

Moralist and philosopher try thee, the fool eke tries.

And everyone who counts himself a learned sage.

So wast thou then a coward, valoiirless, without honour.

Thyself knowing the truth, to spit on truth, deride.

Saving thy mortal frame, to fraud to sing "hosanna".

Before all men to trample thine honour and thy pride.

Holy lord of the spirit, my teacher wise and dear.

Is the common herd worth our torments and our blood.

Shout yourself hoarse—no sound will reach its blunted ears:

Throw your heart at its feet- -onward it still doth plod.

So. doctors, I bow and .iwear : " There is no absolute space!

All I affirmed is lunacy - bring on your drugs apace!"

RHsiRicruJNS on scientific correspcin-

dcncc in ihc Soviet Dnion ami its

satellites have, over recent years,

bcccine familiar- the classic stiuly of

the problem being The Medvedev

Papers One of the most curious by-

products of the system is the recent

appearance, in ndgitim. of an anti-

relativislic tract with the lofty title

Eppur si Muove and a preface signed

by no less a person than A. D.

Sakharov- presumably the dissident

academician of that name In fad, as

the author of the book. Stefan Marinov,

himself admits, Sakharov never wrote

such a preface; Marinov claims, how-

ever, that Sakharov gave him per-

mission to append his name to a pre-

face written by Marinov on his behalf.

Although this may appear at first

glance somewhat a trivial matter that

of a 'fringe scientist' trying to gain the

backing of an eminent member of the

ortho<lox community -the appearance

of the preface could have considerable

implications for Academician .Sak-

harov I he various campaigns launched

against liin> within the So\ict Union
regularly imply that he has 'abandoned'

or 'lietrayed' science for 'so-called

dissidence', and his apparent endorse-

ment of a scientific theory which he

himself does not hold, siniplv because

its author was himself in trouble with

the authorities in his own country.

could add valuable fuel to this debate

The history of this curious preface is

therefore worth looking into

Stefan Marinov (list made his

appearance in the western media in the

autumn of 1976, when large advertise-

ments iKgan to appear for a confer-

ence on 'Space and Time Absoluteness'

the following May, on his initiative. A
certain "A I). Sacharov' of Moscow
was listed, variously, as Chairman or
Patron of the confercnic Ibis sur-

prising annoimcement leil to consider-

able speculation, and a general
consensus of (<pinion that it couM not

be Academician .Sakharcu who was
meant. I'ven the difference in spelling

was cited to support this idea, by thasc

who did not realise that the Russian

name CAXAPOB would, in certain

transliteration systems, be rendered as

'Sacharov'. ?n fact at the lime of

the announcement, Marinov and his

western supporters were still trying to

contact Academician Sakharov by tele-

phone, to ask for his consent, and were

approaching anyone (the present

author included) whom they felt might

be able to make such a contact.

Marinov's next attempt to contact

.Sakharov came the following spring

Mis magnum opi4S, refuting the theory

of relativity and all associated physics,

was ready for publication, and he

wished Sakharov to provide a preface

Having still failed to contact Sakharov
over the Varna Conference. Marinov
wrote the preface himself, distributed

copies to possible contacts with the

request that they forward them to .Sak-

harov, and added a covering letter

which, in the manner of a student

applying for an exeat, said that unless

he heard to the contrary, he would
assume that he had Sakharov's per-

mission to proceed. In one version of

the covering letter, he added a brief

self-portrait. "As far a.s I know, I am
the unique 'dissident' in my country

(once in a prison, twice in a loony bin)

I descend from an old family of

intellectual communists, and I am a

Marxist (T have even written a book
on mathematical political economy —in
Russian and I have a translation in

Sertx> Croatian) My opinions are most
dose to those of Roy Medvedev"
Marinov was soon to be back in the

mental hospital for a third time At the

end of ,\pril 1977, Idcgrams signed

'Marinov' were sent to journalists and
others who had any connection with

the Varna conference, cancelling it on
the grounds that an earthipiake was
expected. The immediate assumption,

that Marinov had taken this means of

cancelling an event which had no sup-

porters, proved false Marinov had iKcn

removed to hospital by the authorities,

who had then notified in his name all

those on his address list News of lhi>.

reached the West in Ma>. but journal-

ists were earnestly requested by his

friends not to publish, since this woidd
endanger his life In all events, once

the critical dates of the planned con-

ference were over, Marinov was re-

leased, and in late summer he was

allowed to emigrate. He settled in

Belgium.

(n October, 1977, the news-maga/ine
Pourqiioi Pat' carried a massive article

on Marinov, 'I he Scientist whi> came
in from the cold", with a reprint of the

'.Sakharov' preface This, allowing for

translation and editorial omission, was

identical with Marinov's own draft

Although it seemed highlv unlikely that

Sakharov would have lent his name. I

decided to seek confirmation on this

point. It is virtually impossible to get

a letter through to Sakharov. and direct

telephone contact is likewise a random
matter with minute probability of

success. Nevertheless, the message

reached Sakharov by two channels, and

twi) answers were received One. via a

physicist, ran 'Academician Sakharov

knows of the Ixxik. but did not wish to

he associated with it. as he does not

agree with the theory' ' The other, less

formal message, was Iransmillcd as

'Andrei Omitrievich sa>s " I'he man's

a nut-case (/>wA/i), but I wouldn't want

to condemn anyone to a mental

hospital! " '

At the end of November, Marinov

turned up, uninvited, at the Science

.Session of the Venice Uiennale Asked

alwul the preface, he maintained thai

a 'courier', described as 'an eminent

physicist' and a 'young girl', had taken

the book to Sakharov who reccivc<l

the courier, expressed sympathy for

Marinov's plight, and agreed to 'lliink

alx)Ut' the matter of the prefaie

Sakharov is well known for his kind

ness and compassionate interest in all

those in trouble: anvl he probablv meanl

simply to give an exincssion of pcrson.il

syn)palhy coupled with a polite refusal
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Id inviilvc himself wiili M;irinov\ piililicd lo Siikharov t/ii llic SiivicI his inciirccnilion in Ihc iiniilal hospii.il

Ihcorics tlnrorliinatcly. Marinov ion Acailcniv. ami fopics lirciilalcd ami>nK was on accoiinl of his (hoorics (sec

siriicU (his as conKHt to have his ihc Micnnalc joiirnahsis Sakharov at sonnet opposite) ( learK he is wiMin^
smnaliirc added lo the preface. that time was not even in Moscow; he to lake any means to |Homul):ale them.
'Mlhoiigh a number of people entreated and his wife were stalling a sit-in in a even resorlinp to 'shon cuts' wlien no
Marinov to withdraw it, he refused. Siberian labour camp where her answer is forlluomm)! I his is almost
saying that as it had appeared in ni-phew I ilvard Ku/rrelsov, the dissiilent certainly not the first such occurrence
I'liiirt/iioi fas'. It was now too late lo writer, had lu-en refused his regular in Ihc long history of l;as| luroitcan
do so Moreover, he needed Sakharov's visit from Ihc Sakharovs. At the lime ccnsorsliip a number of very curious
name to sell the Iviok; unless he could of writing. Marinov is still trying lo gel dotuinenis have reached the West
sell ."".(XK) copies at %2I) each he could a message through to Sakharov from lime to lime I he whole episinle

not gel the money he needed lo carry Marinov's experiences in defence ol is yet aimlher illuslralion of the curious
out the experiments described in il. his theories have imdoubledly made situations which can arise when
(One presumes he meant 'replicate'.) him only the more adamant in main- governincnls restrict the freedom of

.\ long and hysterical Iclex was dis- laining Ihcm His poems imply that scicnlilic contact and coirespcmdence

Vera Kieh

Nature Vol :?: /(') A/(;r<7i I'l'S

Marinov recants

Sill \\ Marinov. the Hulgarian anii- signed with his name Me had espressed

relalisisl. caused a considerable stir only a general sxnipatln towards mc

earlier this >ear when his book lie wishes lo be no more uuobed in

l.ppiir w AfiKMc came out with a my hghl for the restoration of

preface signed b\ .Academician \ndrei absolute space-lime 1 begged him lo

I) Sakharov publish clearly in the press his opinion

According lo verbal messages relayed of m> Iheorv: however ho refused lo

by friends. Sakharov repudiated the do this, because he is dcilicaling his

preface (see Narnrc 271. 2<»ft-2y7: lime to other problems. 'Our waxs have

l*>7S). Marinov. however, was un- crossed once" he saiil 'and I should

willing lo accept these reports, and. prefer that they do not cross anoiber

leaving his Helgian exile, flew lo lime'

Moscow as a week-end tourist Me "I presenlcd to I)r Sakharov tny

reports the outcome in a letter lo esciiscs for the hiulilv unpleasant

Naliirt'i correspondent on .Smiel incident of this foreword, and I do this

;i(r;,irs: publicly with the present declaration

"l)r Sakharov told me that he had "Sakharov's foreword has appeared

never given an\ oral message which onK in the ItMM) copies alread\

could be iinderslood as a consent Ihal published I be foreword will be re

Ihe foreword wrillen In me and senl moved from the ItHX) copies whiji wdl

•iboiit .1 \eai .leo lo him could appear be pi mud ,is 'second edition" I
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Monde FouAgnniPa^ 1 a/" V\nr. du.

? DISSIDENCE

LA CROISADE
DE
MARINOV

* DlMld«nt bulgara, tavant rivolutlonnalra — II

r^ute Einatein — chaaai de aon pays, Stefan Mari-

nov, 47 ana, aat d'una trempa riaistanta at rara,

da calle qui na plla nl aotia la manaca, nl aoua la

violence. Convalncu qua le aoclallame k vlaaga

humain n'eat paa una valne figure de rtiitoriqua,

mala una rialiti h conquArir, II refuae I'apathle, le

renoncecnent at I'hypocriaia dana un combat qui

devralt noua Int^reater toua, car II concame auaal

blen ceux qui vivent dana dea paya oil la liberty at

la dignit* de I'lndlvldu eont bafou^ea qua dana

d'autraa, privlliglia, mala non k I'abri d'una telle

menace.

Lea autorltia bulgarea n'ont gu^re apprAcli lee

opinlona conteatatalrea de Stefan Marinov. Auaal,

apr^a I'svolr condamni et emprlaonnA, I'ont-ellea

exIlA, falaant de lul le premier Bulgare banni en

Occident (voir - P. P. 7 - du 27-10-77). Pour qu'H

ee tienne tranqullle et qu'on finlaae par I'oubller?

C'eat la ralaon habltuelle dana lea paya de I'EaL

En I'occurrence, c'Atalt mal connaltre Stefan Marinov.

Au moment oil I'U.R.S.S. aonde lea riactiona occl-

dentatea en durclaaant aea meaurea ripreaalvaa,

totrte Initiative relevant le dAfl prend de I'lmportance.

M Stefan Marinov, qui vlt en Belglque depuia

1977, pourralt ae contenter d'oubller sea
* m^saventurea paaa^es — rappeions qu"ll

a ausst connu i'hdpltal psychlatrlque — et ae con-

sacrer exclualvement 6 un travail acientlflque Jug*

aufflaamment Important (Jour avoir attir* I'atton-

tlon dea Am6rtcaln9. Au moment ou ces llgnea pa-

ralasent, c'eat aux Etata-Unis qu'll expoae aea IdAea.

Mala M. Marinov ne crolt paa que I'exll dolt I'em-

pdcher de mlliter en faveur dea drolta de I'homme.

II ne crolt paa davantage que ce combat dolt 6tre

compartlment6 selon les natlonallt6a. Partlaan d'une

disaldence Internationale, II eat pr6t 6 payer de aa

peraonne pour d6fendre lea drolta fondamentaux, tele

qu'ila figurent dana la Charte dea Natlona unles

ou dana I'Acte final d'Helalnkl.

C'eat dana cet 6tat d'esprit que Stefan Marinov

a'eat rendu d Prague pour prendre contact avec dea

citoyena tch^coalovaquea pouraulvant le m6me ob-

Jectlf humanitaire, c'eat-A-dlre lea algnatalrea de la

Charte 77. II rencontre notamment Jlrl Hajek. un dea

Stafan Marinov, la rafut da pilar.
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promoteurs de la Charte et principal porte-paroie

des signatalres.

Appr6hend6 place Venceslas

Le 29 avrll, Marlnov a manifest^ sur la place

Venceslas, brandlssant une pancarte avec ces mots :

• Votre Charte est la n6tre,

Marlnov, Bulgaria >.

Jusqu'alors, les dissidents bulgares s'^taient tenus

cois. II s'agissait de montrer que le combat pour le

respect des droits fondamentaux est le combat de
tous.

La manifestation fut de courte durde. En fait, la

police 6tait avertie, probablement par un journallste

auquel Marinov avait confi^ son projet. Une qua-
rantaine de policlers I'attendaient sur place. Aussi
fut-ll emmen6 pour Interrogatoire, frapp^ et brutaiis^,

puis, le Boir m6me, embarqu^ dans une voiture et

conduit par des agents de la S^curlt^ vers la

fronti^re de la R^publique f^ddrale allemande, d

Eisenstein (Bavifere).

Dans la traversSe d'une for§t. II eut I'lmpression

que ses derniers moments ^talent venue, car on
aurait pu le d^poser Id et I'abattre. Compte tenu

des proc6d6s de terreur qui rfegnent actuellement en
Tchdcoslovaquie et que vient de d^noncer Rudolf

Slansky, fils de I'ancien secretaire du P.C. (pendu
en 1952 puis r6habilit6), il eOt 6t6 possible que
Marinov disparaisse, car c'est le processus en cours
actuellement, I'exemple chillen et argentin 6tant Jug6
efflcace par la S^curit^ d'Etat tchlcoslovaque.
On se tromperait en Imaginant qu'un dissident va

automatiquement b^n^ficier de quelque consideration

d I'Ouest. Arrive dans la R^publique fed^rale alle-

mande, Stefan Marinov se heurta k des difficult^s

administratives. La • sensibility » particuli^re des
fonctionnaires allemands r6sultait des mesures de
prudence prises 6 I'occaslon du voyage de M.
Leonid Brejnev en R^publique f6d6rale.

Mais qu'est-ce qui a pu sensibiliser I'ambassade
des Etats-Unis d Sofia contre Stefan Marinov 7

C'est une autre histoire, mais qui m6rite d'etre

contre. Ce que Marinov a fait dans une lettre, dat^e
du I" novembre 1977, adress^e au president Jimmy
Carter. Nous la reproduisons lei quasi in extenso :

Lettre &. Jimmy Carter

M. le President,

En mars 1974, Je fus emprisonn6 h la Clinique
psychiatrique de I'Ecole medicate sup6rieure de
Sofia, oil j"avais d6j6 pass^ 7 mois en 66/67. Je

fus 6 nouveau detenu contre ma volont6 pour 6tre
soign^ et Iib6r6 de mes id^es • Injustes • du do-
maine de la physique (je d^montre par la th6orie
et les experiences que la th^orie de la relativity

d'Einstein ne correspond pas 6 la r^alite) et de mes
conceptions • fausses • en mati^re de politique

(j'affirme que le socialisme 6 visage bestial ne peut
nullement 6tre appeie socialisme).
Pendant cette p^riode, Je n'dtais pas isoie en

cellule fermie et garde par un pollcier, comme en
66/67, et )e pan/ins 6 m'dchapper le 3 avril

Aprfes avoir change de vetements au domicile
d'un ami, Je me rendis A I'ambassade americaine
6 Sofia et je m'adressai 6 M. Snow dans le but
de faire transmettre 6 la presse mes protestations
contre cette scandaieuse et honteuse detention. M.

Vladimir SIcpak qualqua* Jourt avani ion arretlation.

Snow me connaissait bien, m'ayant mis en rapport
quelqaes mois auparavant avec le professeur
Goudsmit, rediteur de la • Physical Review , parce
qu'e I'epoque, men courrier etait intercepte.

Au lieu de m'apporter de I'aide, on appela la

police bulgare, et je fus frappe brutalement dans
le vestibule (done en territoire americain) sous les

yeux d'une vingtaine de personnes americaines qui

ne firent pas le moindre mouvement pour mettre fin

e cette barbarie, malgre mes cris desesperes et le

fait que je ne puisse me defendre (j'avais ete jete

au sol, les mains liees)

On m'a recondult et enferm6 dans la mfeme cellule

que sept ans auparavant. Au proces, I'accusateur

public defendit la these que Je representais, non
seulement aux yeux des autorites bulgares, mais
aussi e ceux des Americains. un element socialement
dangereux. Ce qui aggrava ma situation et je fus

condamne au traitement force (on solgna ma folle

par Trisedil).

A I'hdpital psychiatrique, j'ecrivis une lettre d

49
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Zlnalda Grigoranko atlandant la ratour da ton marl, paaude-

alUn«.

{'ambassadeur am^rlcaln, protestant contre le hon-

teux traltement ordonn6 par lea employes d'ambaa-
aade et lui enjolgnle de venir me presenter peraon-

nellement ses excusea 6 la cllnlque. Ce qu'll ne fit

pas. ie ne puis savoir si ma lettre attelgnit jamais

I'ambassade.
A votre entree 6 la Malson-Blanche, )'6crlvl8 une

lettre au nouvel ambassadeur, lui pr^sentant une
requAte pour Injure. Ce qui fut transmis au D6parte-

ment d'Etat d'ou me revint une r6ponse negative

communiqu6e oralement par le consul, M. Thibaut.

Maintenant, )e m'adresse 6 vous directement. Je

vous prie, M. le President, d'itudier ce cas atten-

tivement. Jal v6cu 46 ans en Bulgaria. Comma
marin, J'ai visits dlff^rents pays d'Europe, d'Afrique

et d'Asle. J'ai M 6 plusieurs reprises Incarc^r^ en

raiaon de mea activit^s acientiflques et polltiques.

Mais aucune fois dans ma vie, je ne fus battu.

Jamais mon p6re ni ma m6re ne m'ont gifld. Je

n'ai pass4, le 3 avrll 1974, que quelque 30 ou 40
minutes sur le territoire am^rlcain, et je fua couvert

de sang Lorsque je fus reldchd de I'aslle, certains

de mes amis se moqu6rent de mol : • Tu es en effet

tout 6 fait fou. Est-ce qu'un homme normal Iralt

chercher protection et comprehension chez lea

Am^rlcalns 7 lis sont pires que les cannibales sta-

linlens i.

Stefan Mallnov ne mtche pas ses mots. Plus

loin, II Acrit :

60

• ...en plelne Conference de Belgrade, les nAo-
steilnlens paranolaques de Prague ont organist une
parodie de proems, mels le gouvernement amerlcain
neat pas intervenu. Je connais la r^ponae : c'est

une affaire interne de la Tchdcoslovaqule, et le

gouvernement amdrlcain n'a aucun droit d'lnterven-

tion. D'accord. Mais je fus frapp* sur le sol am^rl-

cain, oil la police bulgare ne pouvait pas entrer sans
I'accord de I'ambassadeur. Prdsentez-mol les excu-
ses du gouvernement am6ricaln. La repercussion de
votre lettre dans nos pays sera enorme >.

Jusqu'e present, cette lettre est restee sana
reponse

L'Irrespect des lois

Revenons e la manifestation du 29 avrll.

L'objectif etait de prouver aux citoyens de Prague
qu'ils sont aussi soutenus dans leurs revendicatlons

par des citoyens d'autres pays. Stefan Marlnov a

voulu que la Bulgaria soit presents. II suffit d'un

seul homme pour defendre I'honneur d'un pays. Blen

entendu, la police de Prague n'a pas comprls les

choses de cette maniere. Arrdte, c'est e coupa de
poing et de fouet que Martnov a ete traite. On a

confisque aon passeport bulgare, sa carte d'Identlte

beige, deux copies de son livre scientiflque • Eppur
si muove >, des manuscrits d'artlclea, un llvre de
poesie de Marie Valachova (edite e Prague), un
livre russe sur I'hlstoire du staliniame, eon agenda
et aon argent. Pour ces fails aussI — accompagnes
de brutalites et de menaces de mort — Marlnov
a ecrit directement au president de la Republique
tchecoslovaque, redamant son passeport et carte

d'Identlte, ses livres et son argent, et une Indemnlte

pour les dommages subls. Une autre lettre, adrea-

see au president du Consell bulgare, Inslste pour

que les autorltes bulgares donnent I'ordre h leur

ambassade en Belgique pour qu'un nouveau pease-

port lui soit dellvre. En ettendant, II a pu s'expliquer

e cette ambassade ou II fut blen re^u.

La these princlpale de Marlnov se trouve contenue
dans la lettre au president de la Republique so-

cialiste tchecoslovaque, lorsque, apria avoir resume
lea faita, II ecrit : • Tous ces actea de la police

tchecoslovaque allalent e I'encontre des lois de
votre pays •.

II aborde 16 le noeud du probl6me qui a suaclte

ce qu'on appelle des dissidents Ce sont rarement

des ennemis Ideologlques en ce sens qu'ils ne sont

pas, a priori, anticommunistes ou ennemis de leur

pays. Ila exigent aimplement que lea actes aoient con-

formes aux lois. C'est de I'lrrespect des lois pour

ceux qui ont la charge de lea defendre que nalt

la contestation. Marlnov fait remarquer que dans
certains pays occldentaux — I'ltalie et la R.F.A. —
dea opposants ont recouru au rapt et e rassaaslnet.

lis agissent contre la lol. Le paradoxe est de voir

dana des pays de I'Europe de I'Est se developper

le meme processus, non pas par dea oppoaants qui.

lorsqu'lls manifestent, le font palslblement, mala pas

les representanta du regime.

Plusieurs tests pour un difl

Une dee aberrations du marxisme est d'avoir

accouche de I'Etat repressif sous le masque de

lEtat soclaliste. Et c'est le propre de I'Etat repree-
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sif de ne pas aimer qu'on le lul reproche, nl de
rint6rleur nl de I'ext^rleur. II r6aglt alors de menl^re

6 confirmer ce qui lui est reproch6, en s^vissant

avec une rigueur digne d'une mellleure cause. Le
procfts Yourl Orlov — qui passe en Occident pour

une caricature dans le genre — en donne un exem-
ple. L'U.R.S.S. ne recule done pas devant la pers-

pective d'Indlgner, voire devant celle de refroldir lea

rapports dits de coexistence paclfique. En Jugeant

le physlcien Orlov comme s'll a'aglssait d'un crlmi-

nel, d'un espion ou d'un traitre, alors que son seul

souci 6tait de s'essurer si les engagements pris

par le Kremlin 6 Helsinki 6taient appliques dans
son pays — un souci de confraternit6 envers ses

compatrlotes — on I'a Ignominieusement 6cras6

parce qu'en U R.S.S., il ne peut y avoir de voix

que la voix oKiclelle chantant les louanges du
regime

Le proc6s Orlov est un test II prepare celui de
l'6crivaln ukrainien Snegnirev, celui de Chtcharanski,

et, sans doute, celui de Vladimir Slepak (dont nous
avons parl6 r6cemment. aprfes avoir rencontr6 son
fils ain6, Alexandre) qui vient d'etre arr6t6 et dont

le crime intolerable est de demander un visa d'6ml-

gration pour Israel.

Ce durcissement, que Ton constate aussi en
Tch6coslovaquie. est un d6fi clair et net i Jimmy
Carter. A I'Est, on veut savoir jusqu'ou on peut

d^plaire au president am^rlcain et quelles sont les

mesures qu'il se risquerait 6 prendre pour sauver

la face dans son combat en faveur des droits de
I'homme. Car tel est le paradoxe de ce sinistre

affrontement, c'est Jimmy Carter qui doit sauver la

mise.

Alain QERMOZ O

Bulgarischer Dissident iiber die griine Grenze aus CSSR abgeschoben

Am 29. Aprii als Demonstrant airf dem Prager Wenzelplatz festgcnommen

Z w I e s e I (po). Run nsch Mlitemacht
meldcte slch am 30. April der 47JShriKe Dl-
plooipbysiker Stefan >IarinoT bel der
Qrenzpolizei in Bayer. Eisensteln nnd gab
u, er sei kur^ vorber im Wald fistlicb des
Grenzbahnhores Eiscnstein, nnweit des Sfi-

(cwerks Dietx, von drri tsrbechischen Si-

etaerhcitsbenmten in Zivil und elnem uni-

I

formierten Grenzwicbtcr Qber die ..xriine

;
Grenze" illeKai In die Bundesrcpnbiik ab-

j

|eschol>cn worden. Zwdlf Stunden vorber
' babe er ant dem Prager Wenzelsplatz fOr
die Meniichenrechte und die ..Charta 77"

I

demonstrirrt. Der Mann, er ist bulgarischer

I

StaatsangehSriger, trug Sparen von Schlil-

|Cn am Kopt und OestB.
r Stefan Marinov wurde 1931 In Sofia ge-
horen und war dort von 1980 bis 1974 wis-
senKchaftllcher Mitarbeiter beim Physika-
llsctien In.ititut, Er gab an, man halje ihn in

seiner Hcimat wegen Staatsabtraglichkeit
pcn.sioniej-t und In der Folge in drel Ner-
venkrankenhfiusem auf selnen Geisteszu-
stand untersucht. Im Jahr 1977 habe man
ihm die Ausreise nach Belgian gestattet.

Dort hat Stefan Marinov am 4, MSrz 1978
eine belgische Staatsangehorlge geheiratet.
Am 24. April 1978 aber machte er sich auf,
um In die Tsdiechoslowakel zu fahren,
scbon mit der Abslcht, dort in Prag fUr die
BUrger- und Mcnschenrechte zu demon-
strieren. Er relste bel Aachen illegal in die
Bundesrcpublik ein und wurde beim
Grenzilbergang Schirnding gesteltt, wo
man ihm .xchlleOlich die Weiterrelse nach
Prag gestattet habe. In Prag, so berlchtet
Stefan Marinov, V.^bj ct Vcrbiiidung zu
den Verteidigern der Menschenrcchte auf-
genommen und ein gates Gesprach mit'Jiri

Hajek gehabt, dem prominentesten Kopf,

der hinter dei' beriihmten „Charta 77"

stcht. Am 28. April habe Marinov danr>

Verbindung mlt dem Vertreter elner Iran-

zosischcn Presseagentur in Prag aufge-

nommen und fiir den anderen Tag, 11 Uhr,
seine Deroon^tration auf dem Wenzelsplatz
angektindigt .

Stefan Marinov, ein DIplomphysiker aus
Sofia, den die Tscfaechen Ober die ,.grUne

Grente" acfalckten. (Foto: Pongratz)

Als Stefan Marinov dann am 29. April

kurz vor 11 Uhr auf dem Wenzelsplatz er-

schien, so hat er berjchtet, seien auf dem
Platz viele Polizisten in Zivil, aber auch in
Uniform gewesen. Er wurde angesprochen
und nach seinem Au.fweis eet'iagt. Marinov
hat sich als Bulgare ausgewiesen und die

kurze Zeit dor PaOkontroUe genulzt, um
sein vorbereitetes etwa ein Quadratmcter
groRes Transparent auszuroilen, auf dem in

tschechi.scher Sprache mit Filzstitt ge-
schrieben war: „Eure Charta ist unsere
Charta, Marinov, Bulgarien " Die Polizel-

krSfte griffen sofort zu und haben Stefan
Marinov festgcnommen. Er wurde in Prag
verhort und geschlagen und gegen 20 Uhr
dann mil den drei Sicherheitsbeamten in

einem Personcnkraftwagen ijber Pilsen
nach Mavkt Eisenstoin (Zelezna Ruda) ge-
fahren. Dort braditen ihn dieTschechen zur
Grenze im Wald ostlich des Bnhnhofes und
schlckten ihn weiter in die Bundesrepu-
bllk.

Stefan Marinov hat diese Angaben In el-

nem Gesprfich mit einem Vertreter unserer
Redaktion gemacht und erklSrt, er habe
wohl Angst gehabt. daB man ihn im Wald
an der Grenze crschioOen wolle, dorh nlcht
recht daran glauben kfinnen, woil das doch
ein zu groOcs Aufsrhen gemacht hStte uijd

ja offcnsichtlich war, daC man ihn so
schnell wie mogllch Io.k werden wollte. Ma-r
rlnov bezeichnete sich als Dissident und^
BUrgerrechtskSmpfor, der bisher alleln^ge-

arboltet habe und der mit seiner Aktion die

Wtlteffenlllchkeit auf das Unrecht in den
Ostblockstaaten aufmerksam machen woll-

"Der Bayerwald-Bote", Regen, BRD, 2 Mai 1978
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"Pourquoi pas"" - Bruxolloa, 15 mars 1979

Stefan Marlnov e( set miroirt couple*.

L'ANN^E EINSTEIN

Une foi

qui derange :

la dissidence

de

Marinov EInitein i Princeton, lept an* avant ta mort (1955).

9 Lorsque la gloire d'un homme est blen Stabile,

loraque ses theories, d'abord contestees, ont fini

par convalncre tout le monde, 11 parait bien hasar-

deux, voire incongru, d'elever la voix pour les con-
tester. C'est pourtant ce que fait le physlclen Stefan
Marinov en s'attaquant A Einstein. Et 11 a beaucoup
de mal i se faire entendre. Nous n'avons pas i
prendre parti dans une question aussi complexe.
Seuls des sclentlfiques peuvent 6clairer le d6bat —
pour autant qu'ils en acceptent le principe. Notre
propos se borne ^ laisser entendre la voix d'un dis-

sident. Doublement dissident. Et d'enregistrer ses
tribulations.

CHAQUE jour, des milliers d'hommes celebrent
leur annlversaire Cela na pas beaucoup d'im-

portance. si ce n'est pour les Int^ress^s.

Mais comme si cela ne suffisait pas. on comme-
more aussi la naissance ou 'la mort de quelques pri-

vll^gi^s dont le nom merite d'etre retenu A ce
titre, le 14 mars marque cette ann^e I'anniversaire

le plus Important des temps modernes puisqu'il y a

cent ans que naissait 6 Ulm Ihomme qui allait avan-

cer des Id^es nouvelles particullferement fertiles. sus-

ceptibles de transformer fondamentalement les con-
ceptions de lunivers et de r6orienter les recherches
scientifiques.

Tout le monde reconnait aujourd'hul le g^nie et

I'lmportance capltale d'Albert Einstein, ce g6nle que,

dans sa hargne antisdmite de megalomane criminel.

Adolf Hitler a voulu ^eraser en mettant sa tdte

6 prix

Einstein neut pas qu'd affronter la persecution des
nazis Lorsqu'en 1905. obscur employe du Bureau
des brevets en Suisse, il publia sa premiere theorie

de la relativity, on eut du mal 6 le suivre Done, on
le combattit La physique se flait encore 6 des
absolus que ce jeune chercheur de 26 ans rejetait

En 1887. lAm^ricain Michelson s'efait Iivr6 a une
experience ingenieuse en vue de meftre en Eviden-

ce le mouvement de la Terre 6 travers I'Ether On
la considera comme un echec Einstein comme une
r^ussite, parce quelle le renforpaif dans I'idee que
I'Eiher n'existait pas A partir de quoi. Immobility

et mouvement ne signifie rien, d molns de conslde-
rer un ob|et par rapport 6 un autre Les notions

49
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Honde

fondamentales d'espace et de temps sont relatives

au syst^me de reference de cheque observateur.

Dans la th^orle de la relatlvite g^n^ralis^e, qu'll

mettra au point en 1915, la gravitation selon Einstein

s'6carte sensiblement de la theorle sacro-sainte de
Newton. C'est une conception du monde qui est bou-
leversee et qui, malgr6 les reticences, voire Ihosti-

Iit6 la plus d6nigrante envers la th6orie nouvelle,

devra c^der, pan par pan, sous les coups que lui

Infligent les chercheurs dont les experiences con-
flrment la pens6e et les calculs d'Elnstein.

Quelque chose de pourri...

Partout, hommage est rendu 6 cet esprit gonial

dont les theories, extraordinalrement f6condes, ont

doming la science du XX* siede. Nous alllons dire ;

d6sormais sans conteste. Mais la science ne pro-

gresserait pas s'il ne se trouvait des hommes suf-

flsamment imaginatlfs et audacleux pour remettre en
cause ce qui paralt le mieux etabli. N'eet-ce pas
ce qu'Elnsteln Iui-m6me avait fait 7 II seralt 6ton-

nant qu'll ne puisse pas, d son tour, 6tre contests,

ne serait-ce quo sur certains aspects de sa recher-

che. C'est pourquol, plut6t que de refaire, apr6s

tant d'autres, le bllan de ses ddcouvertes, nous
avons pr6fAr6 comm6morer ce centenaire en 6cou-
tant ce que nous dit le jeune physicien bulgare

Stefan Marlnov, retour d'un e6Jour aux Etats-Unis,

et 6 la veille de son d6part pour Berne ou 11 par-

tlclpait i rhommage rendu k la m6moire d'Enstein.

Car II s'en reclame tout en combattant certaines

de ses theories.

Et on verra que, comme Einstein, male dans un
autre contexte, Stefan Marlnov se volt oblige de
prendre des options politlques. Mais commenpons
par les recherches et les experiences eclentifiques.

Quel est leur but principal 7

— Quelque chose est pourri dans le royaume de
la relatlvite, nous dit M. Marlnov avec un charmant
Bourire. Et pas seulement quelque chose, mals le

dogme fondamental, c'est-e-dire le principe de la

relatlvite de Lorentz-Polncare-Einstein. J'en suls ar-

rive le apres une analyse approfondle de la litte-

raturo contemporalne comme de celle de la fin du
XIX* et du debut du XX* siede. Et par mes travaux

theoriquee et experlmentaux, J'en demontre I'incon-

sistance. Aujourd'hui, le principe de la relatlvite est

accepte comme une lol Inebranlable de la nature

et on y crolt comme on crolt dans la veracite du
principe de la conservation de I'energle. Ces deux
princlpes ne representent pourtant rien de plus que
des conclusions loglques Issues de nombreuses ex-

periences effectuees sur notre Terre et parce que,

Jusqu'e aujourd'hui, personne n'a reussi 6 construire un
• perpetuum mobile • ou un tachymetre absolu. Mais
rien, rien, rien n'exclut la possiblllte de construire

de tels appareile. Si I'Academle des Sciences de
Paris considers comme anormal n'importe quel pro-

Jet de mouvement perpetuel, moi, comme physicien,

je tiens pour anormale la position de I'Academle.

Ce n'est pas une attitude scientifique, c'est une at-

titude dogmatlque. Mais Jamais les dogmes n'ont

rendu service 6 qui que ce soit Un million d'exp6-
riences effectuees ne sont pas suffisantes, parce
que la million et umeme peut s'avferer positive

— Considerez-vous la votre, avec les • miroirs

couples -, comme la million et unieme 7

50

— Certainement. Le principe de la relativile n est
pas quelque chose de moderns Galilee la formuie
pour la premiere fois assez exactement Newton
aussi la defendu

L'absolu retrouve

— Qu'est-ce qui vous a amene e I'experience des
miroirs couples 7

— L'analyse des experiences accomplies aupa-
ravant ma convaincu quune experience optico-

j

mecanique devait aboutir e un resultat positif. Com- \

me partle mecanique, j'ai choisi I'axe tournant. En
1958, Briscoe avait propose I'utilisation de signaux
e ultrasons.

— Quelles experiences vous ont convaincu que
le principe de la relatlvite peut etre renverse 7

— En premier lieu, celles de Harress (Allemagne.
1912) et de Sagnac (France, 1913) avec le dis-

que tournant, repetee par Michelson-Gale-Pearson
(USA., 1925). Ces experiences — de meme que
les laser-gyroscopes dans les fusees sovietlques et

amencaines — ont montre, avec une certitude irr6-

prochable, que, par rapport 6 un objet qui tourne
dans I'espace absolu, la vitesse de la lumlere est

anisotrope, c'est-e-diKe que cette vitesse est diffe-

rente dans les differentes directions

Notant qu'un laboratoire installe sur la surface de
la Terre execute diverses rotations (autour de I'axe

de la Terre avec, pour la largeur de Bruxelles, une
Vitesse de 0,3 km/s ; autour du Soleil e une vi-

tesse de 30 km/s ; autour du centre de notre ga-

laxle e une vitesse de 250 km/s pour une duree de
rotation de 220.000.000 ans : autour du centre de
notre groupe de galaxies 6 une vitesse de 500 km/s),

M Marlnov a mesure, 6 I'aide de son apparell aux
miroirs couples, la resultante, c'est-d-dlre la somme
geometrlque de toutes ces vltesses rotatives, qu'll

appelle vitesse absolue de laboratoire. L'expenence
I'amene e presumer que le centre de notre groupe
de galaxies est au repos dans I'espace absolu.

En tenant compte de la radiation du fond (decou-
verte pour laquelle Penzlas et Wilson ont obtenu le

Prix Nobel de physique), deux chercheurs americains,

Wilkinson et Corey, de Princeton, ont obtenu pour
la Vitesse de la Terre des chlffres qui ont permis
e Stefan Marlnov de conclure qu'ils arrlvalent e la

mSme mesure que lui. Seule la methode etalt dlffe-

rente. Mals alors, pourquol s'obstine-t-on e ne pas
;

reconnaitre ses resultats 7 II repond ;

— Parce que mes experiences montrent dlrecte-

ment que le principe de la relatlvite nest pas tena-

ble. Imaglnez comblen de livres devralent etre cor-

rlges et comblen de mllllers de professeurs devralent

changer le contenu de leurs le<pons. Dune part,

mes resultats representent une catastrophe pour la

carriere scientifique dune armee de savants. D'au-
j

tre part, mon appareil est, en effet, un tachymetre
absolu et donne un repfere absolu dans I'espace

Cet apparell represente done quelque chose d'extre-

mement important pour les fusees ballstiques et cos- '

mlques Je suis sur que dans les laboratoires milltai-

res americains, et peut-etre sovietiques, on travaille

avec cet appareil. Evidemment, on ne veut pas que
cela se sache
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Adversaire rttolu d* la relatlvlK.

Un refus g^n^ralise

Quel a pu etre I'apport d'Einstein sur un homme
qui rejette une part de sa creation scientifique ?

— Enorme. r^pond Marinov. Marx disait souvent :

• Je ne suis pas un marxiste -. En lisant attenlive-

ment Einstein, on peut trouver I'^qulvalent de cette

declaration : • Je ne suis pas un relativiste •. Ein-

stein nous a laisse de formidables constructions

math^matiques et des r^sultats physiques importants.

Mon reproche. cest qu'rl nait pas bien analyst les

experiences du disque tournant Je me considere
comme un ei^ve d'Einstein Sans la lecture de see
oeuvres. Je ne pourrais pas r^ussir d le combattre en
rejetant le principe de la relativity Les articles ori-

ginaux d'Einstein sont disperses et difficiles 6 trou-

ver, surtout en Am^rique II faut pouvoir lire le russe,

ce que je fais, pour prendre connaissance de I'en-

eemble de ses Merits L'ignorance de I'hlstoire de
la physique qu'on decouvre chez les savants am^-
rlcalns est stup^fiante Selon moi, le meilleur mo-
nument que Ion puisse Griper d la gloire d'un sa-

vant, d'un philosophe ou dun ^crivain. c'est de
publier son ceuvre. Au lieu de quoi I'Academie ami-
rlcaine des Sciences ^rige 6 Washington un monu-
ment monstrue4ix qui va couter 1 600 000 dollars Les
Epigones sont les plres ennemis des maitres parce
qu'lls les transforment en Idoles muettes et 6rigent

des monuments accablants. Le pire coup contre

L^nine et les idees de la Revolution a Ati l"6rec-

tion de son mausol6e 6 Moscou. Les constructeurs

de mausol6es s'efforcent par tous les moyens de
cacher la v6rit6 sur lessence de lespace-temps que
nous r6v6lent les experiences

— Ce sont des accusations qui m6riteraient d'felre

etay^es 'par des falts.

— Votre hebdomadaire ne pourrait pas m'accorder

assez de pages Mais je puis vous dire ceci : 6 une
trentaine de savants renomm^s et de critiques de
journaux sclentiflques qui d^claralent fausse ma
th^orie et pr^fendaient que mes experiences ne
peuvent pas donner les r^sultats positifs que J'af-

firme avoir obtenus. j'al propose 1000, 2 000 ou

3 000 dollars s'ils daignaient publier leur opinion

dans la presse Personne n'a bouge J'ai envoy6 mon
livre • Eppur si muove • 6 tous les journaux sclen-

tifiques qui donnent un compte rendu des llvres de
physique Aucun n'a reagi J'ai alors propose d'offrir

1.000 dollars pour un compte rendu negatif Rien

Quant A I'experience avec son appareil, M Mari-

nov la proposee aux quatre conferences consacrees

au centenaire d'Einstein Princeton, Jerusalem, Ber-

lin et Berne. De Berne vint I'unique reponse. de-

clarant que ce n'etait pas le moment approprie pour

se livrer e cette demonstration. En BHgique, Ian-

nee derniere, Stefan Marinov se vit infliger un autre

refus lorsqu'il proposa, 6 I'D.LB., sa these de doc-

lorat : • Mesure de vitesse absolue de la Terre et

51
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Moini d'argeni pour la recherche que
pour un monument.

son importance pour la theorie •. Le prof. Rasmont,

president de la Faculty des Sciences, lui fit savoir

que la Section de Physique conaid^rsit comme
anormal daccepter qu'une teHe ^hese soit d6pO-

96e -.

M. Marinov ne subit pas d'emblee (opposition de

prejug^s. Un membre du Congres am6ricain, M. Ro-

bert K. Dornan, dans sa recommandation au direc-

teur de Grants National Science Foundation, fait

valoir que lexperience est int6ressanfe 6 tenter,

m§me si c'est pour confirmer, une fois de plus, la

theone de la relalivite d'Einstein Specialist dans

les questions scientiflques et technologlques, M. Dor-

nan a fait son enqu6te avant de conclure qu'il n'y

a pas lieu de fermer la porte au nez de M Marinov

N^anmoins, une lettre de la Foundation devait in-

former le physicien bulgare que • malgr^ leurs m6-

rites intrinseques, bien des propositions int^ressan-

tes ne peuvent elre soutenues • Parmi diverses rai-

sons, le manque de fonds disponibles. 6crit le di-

recteur. Marcel Bardon. tandis que son assistant,

J. A, Krumfiansl, suggere deux mois plus tard, apres

une r6analyse de la proposition, que 'les • frais et

le peu de ctiance de succes de I'expferience ne Jus-

tifient pas • une attitude de refus.

C'est un fait reconnu que Ton trouve de molns

en moins d'argent aux Etats-Unis pour la recherche

th^orique si Ton n'en entrevoit pas des applications

rapides dans le domaine pratique — ce qui fait

dire qu'Einstein, aujourd'hui, serait mal pris.

Finalement. StPphan Marinov a tout de m&me
pu r^allser son experience 6 la V.U B ,

grSce 6

divers appuis dont ceux des prof. Van Geen et

Ronsmans. Elle na pas donne lexactitude des ex-

periences de Sofia mais, dit Marinov, elle a claire-

ment montre quels parametres doivent etre am^-

liores pour pouvoir enregistrer I'effet absolu —
effet absolu qui, selon ses adversaires, n'existe pas

et que la technique, 6 supposer qu'il existSt, ne

pourralt pas capter
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Une foi qui derange

Une particularity de Steiphan Marinov, c'est qu'il

ne derange pas seulement les milieux scientifiques

Ses demeles avec les autontes de son propre pays,

mals aussi avec les Tchecoslovaques et les Ameri-

cains (1)

Marinov observe que si Galilee etait persecute
par I'Eglise, lui, c'est le contraire Sans lappui du
R6v van Stapel, du Foyer catholique europeen, 11

n'aurait pu se rendre aux Etats-Unis ; et sans I'ln-

terventlon du R6v Steinbruck, de Washington, il

aurait eu I'ennui de se voir arreter et deporter...

Pourquoi. puisqu'il etait invite ?

II ne trouve qu'une reponse : le desint^ret du gou-

vernement americain pour les dissidents de I'Est et

I'aspect demagogique de la camipagne de Carter pour

les droits de I'homme H a ecrit au president mais

na pas regu de reponse

Desormais, Marinov est nanti dun passeport de-

Iivr6 par le • Gouvernement mondial des citoyens

du monde • — un document symbolique avec lequel

on ne va pas loin. Lanc6 dans un combat apparein-

ment sans fin, il compte retourner en Bulgarie, apr6s

un passage par lEspagne ou il veut s'inscrire au

PC. Car — et c'est peut-etre la cl6 dune m6fiance

qu'il a rencontree aux Etats-Unis — il est rest6

communiste, mais non sans nuance puisqu'il ne crolt

ipas en n'Importe quel communisme Sans d6stalinl-

sation, dit-il, il n'y a pas de difference entre so-

cialisme et fascisme C'est dans cette perspective

que Stefan Marinov poursuit un combat id6ologique

Fans fin, qu'il 6crit 6 Brejnev comme d Berlinguer.

Et ceci nous porte au-dela de la relativity vers

un nouvel absolu, car ce sont des actes de fol. O

(IJ •Pourquoi Pas?- n' 3074 et n" 3106
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ABBIAMO preso nota dell'ora,

perchi polrcbbc risullare stori-

ca: diciasscltc c trcdici del 26

giugno 1979, sala ZefTiro del

Midas Hotel: Slcfan Marinov,

fisico. navigatore di lungo cor-

so. ingcgnere, poeta, bulgaro di

nazionaUld ma ora trasFerilosi

in Italia dopo essere siato pas-

salo per il solito manicomio,
annuncia che eniro sei mesi la

teoria della relativiti risulleri

spacciata. Con un espcrimento

di laboratorio egli ha infatti di-

Dioslrato che la Terra si muove
in uno spazio assoluto in un
tempo assoluto perfettamente

misurabilc 'in at; che dunque
lo spazio-lempo di Einstein t

una Tavola, torniamo ai meno
inquietanti parametri di Gali-

leo, per favdre. E scommette
dieci milioni, di lire ma conver-

tibili evenlualmente anche in

dollari, che nessuno potri

smentirlo.

Marinov i un tipo piuttosto

simpatico, con sorrisi sarcaslici

nHU hsrhrila grigia; t firse I'n

tantino confuso (non nel senso

preleso dagli psichiatri bulgari)

ma indubbiamente seducenle

con uno charme provocatorio

vagamente radicale, non a caso

definisce •ammucchiata* I'una-

nimismo dei fisici alle teorie di

Einstein; lui nel giro di un
quarto d'ota restaura non solo

i vecchi canoni roeccanicistici

ma rimette anche sul trono il

buon Dio, owero il Bene aulo-

nomo rispetto alia scienza che

dovrebbe occuparsi solo del Ve-

r J ro ma intima a papa Woytjia

/ di scomunicare o qualcosa del

'
, genere Carter, Breznev e Den
/ Xiaoping con le loro atomiche
/ , diaboliche.

I'M Midas da domcnica scorsa

a domenica prossima si svolge

un «Primo congresso mondiale
di scienza e di religione* con
sottolitolo esplicalivo aParapsi-

cologia, psicolronica e teologie

a confronlo*; di scieiuiati ce

ne sono pochini e di teologi

apostoloci-romani ancora me-
no, pare che i van Palazzi delle

ideologic dominanti abbiano
sabotato I'importante conve-

gno, il gesuita padre Arupe ha

spedito fulmineamcnle a Bel-

grade due preli che che aveva-

no accettalo di fare i relatori

e la burocrazia sovietica ha ac-

campato ogni preteslo per ne-

gare il visto alia parapsicologa.

anche se di professione inter-

prete, Barbara Ivanova.

Quest'ultimo impedimento i

stato sciollo, pare, dal genovese
conte Leiio Gallateri di Genola,
psicobiofisico, psicotronico ed
accademico di Maeternach
(Lussemburgo) che si i seduto

a (avolino, ha scritto una Icllera

a Brc7ncv, sicchi quclla Barba-

ra Ivanova ha potuto Hnalmen-
te venire a Roma a dire dalla

trihuna del congresso quelle

che a noi sono scmbralc disar-

manti banaliti: ovvcro che i pa-

rapsicologi dcvono aiularc il

prossimo percht allrimenti un
•elTcllo boomerang' li fa am-
malare e che t comunque bene
reslaurare. al di U di quesia

•epiKa pragmatica* antiche

ideologic che onurino la Sfera

Cosmica, I'lnconscio Colleltivo.

la Noosfera o qualcosa del ge-

nere.

Va subito detto peraliro che
il lono di questo congresso t

tutl'aliro che aggressive, i cullo-

ri di discipline come I'ufulogia,

la conversazione con i morti.

la misteriosofia dei coslrullori

di cattedrali o la prccognizionc

(che peraliro hanno ignoralo il

convegno, ridotto a poche deci-

ne di pcrsone) si senlircbbcro

umiliati nel nolare come la

Scienza, anzichi tacciala di lo-

talitarismo e manipolazione,
venga blandita da qucsli profcli

delle nuove religioni; la sola ac-

cusa che le rivolgono t di essere

insufTicicnlc c di prcterderr di

spiegare con la chimica e la fisi-

ca i pensieri i sentimenti o i

segreli della vita: 'Quale mole-

cola sarebbe responsabile del-

I'Amleto?", I'ha sfidata a ri-

spondere il dottor Singh, teori-

co della reincarnazione.

Alia Scienza insomma si

chicde di starsene nei suoi labo-

ratori a studiare «la materia*

lasciando ai teologi c ai Icospe-

rimentatori la cenergia* intesa

come qualcosa di psichico e di-

vino. QueU'esegeta indiano ha
spiegato il tutlo coi testi Veda,
coltivando il divino afTlato del-

I'atma che t in noi, anzich6

rinasccre in corpi di animali in-

feriori potremmo «cambiarci
d'abito» rinasccndo come uo-

mini o meglio ancora come puri

spirit!. Un professore iraniano,

anche se residente a Parigi,

molto bcllo nel caffetano e tur-

bante bianchi dei teologi mu-
sulmani ha argomenlato che la

scien7.a i incocrente perchi su-

pera continuamente le proprie

stesse teorie senza mai arrivare

a veriti assolute (quasi che mai
•I'avesse preteso) sicchi dovreb-

be cedere il passo a qualche
religione.

Non t che tutti i congressisti

se ne rcstino su qucste somme
vette: dopo che un relatore ave-

va riassunto I'universo in un
triangolo, sisiemando ai vertici

Spirilo, Mcntc e Corpo, uno
dalla sala si i alzato a chiedere:

•Non ho capilo dove mette I'A-

nima>; il prohlema era indub-
biamente peregrino ma lo spiri-

to ecumenico ha impcdito che
venisse dihattuto, "Non siamo
qui per discutcrc dei triangoli«,

ha ricordatn Lclio (iaiatcri di

Ocnola, che di quc<to convegno
i un po' I'anima e il factotum,

«ma per trovarc un niinimo di

accordo, Tumanitd i in pcricolo

ecc. ecc.». Invero anche nella

sua relazione non liitlo era stato

chiaro: per corroborarc slraor-

dinaric cnilii come gli Koni
(elcmenti inlelligenti viaggianii

ncllo .spa/.io), il Pensiero Ra-
diantc, il Bioplasma, venivano
citate bagattelle come le se-

guenti. garantitc quali apro-

gressi scicntirici in parapsicolo-

gia>: un giapponcsc ha coslrui- :

to Taurometro. macchinelta per

misurare I'encrgia emcssa da
ogni indiviiduo; il famoso Bak-
ster scoprilore della coscicnza

|

delle pianlc ha livelalo anche
col suo poligrafo che se vcrsalc

della benzina in un vascllo di

yogurt, gli en/imi di yogurt di

un vasetto vicino svcngono dal

dispiaccre: in C'ecoslovacchia

qualcuno ha distribuito agli

scolari piramidi di plastica invi-

tandoli ad usarle per riainiarc

le lametle per barba il che
confermcrebbe che. se anche gli

antichi egiziani non usavano le

lamette. tutlavia con le piramidi
a\'Cvano rc:!liz;'.at.' uii.'i fC'Oic Ji

straordinana encrgia.

Gli spiriti di Piero Angela
(autore di una stroncatura telc-

visiva a puntate dell'occultismo

contemporaneo) e del professor

Zichichi (che in -Acquario*
sogghignava di fronte ai cultori

di quesic mistiche eterodos.se)

aleggiano nel congresso: i con-

venuti sono invitati ad esprime-

re per cartulina-scheda il loro

giudizio su quella stroncatura.

che sarebbe poi come fare un
referendum tra i romanisti a

proposito di un rigore della La-

zio in un derby. Zichichi i cita-

to con ironia: la lusingata scien-

za, insomma, t neniica. Sui

banchi dell'ingrcsso vengono
olTerti peraltro marchingcgni
mcccanici come misuratori del-

ta atensione* individualc, fo-

toapparali Kirlian. Esp tester;

dalle pareti occhieggiano foto

di miracoli ovvcro di violazioni

delle Icggi fisichc: ectoplasmi

che sorvolano facce umane.
apensieri* ripresi con la Pola-

roid, nuvole bianchc che escono
dalle bare, e.sseri aextra» in foto

di famijlia. A dire il vero qual-

cuno dei pill illustri autori di

a foto con la mcnte» fu a suo

tempo smascherato come truf-

fatore c dovette salvarsi con la

fuga; ma che importa, forse che

anche Einstein non c stato un
bidone?

ENZO RAVA

Editorial note. This article comments Marinov's speech at the First World Congress of

Science and Religions (see p. 106).
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DROITS DE L'HOMME

Interview

d'un futur suicide
9 M6me formulae tur un ton tranquill* par un

homme serein, elle vous atteint comma un coup
de poing, une declaration da ce genre :

— le m'Immolerai par le feu la 14 Janvier devant
I'ambaasade sovietique i Paris.

Le candidal au suicide s'appelle Stefan Marlnov.

Vous le connaissez A travers les articles que noua
lul avons consacr^s it plusieurs reprises. Vous ••
vez les mauvais traltements qu'll a subis dans le

goulag de I'lnsuline en Bulgarie, ses d6mdl6s avec
les diplomates de I'ambassade am^rlcaine i Sofia,

les coups de fouet que lul ont inflig^s les flics

tch^costovaques, I'lncr^dulite avec laquelle ses tra-

vaux de physlclen sur I'espace-temps absolu (re-

mettant en cause la thdorie de la relativity d'Elnstein)

ont ili accuelllis.

Apris tant de mdsaventures, Stefan Marlnov n'as-

pire toujours pas au repos. Au contraire. Pour obte-

nir la liberation du physlclen et dissident sovlAtlque

Yourl Orlov, pour forcer le president Jimmy Carter

il relancer sa croisade en faveur des droits de
I'homme dans les pays de I'Est, voild qu'll menace
de se transformer en bonze Incandescent dans une
rue de Paris. Et precls^ment le 14 Janvier, date an-

nlversaire du suicide par le feu de Ian Palach i

Prague.
Pourquol tenir pour responsable de la dMention

abusive de Youri Orlov aussi blen le president des
Etats-Unis que les dirigeants sovi^tiques 7 N'est-il

pas choquant d'acheter la llbertd d'un homme au
prix de la vie d'un autre 7 Comment r^aglssent les

dissidents vis-ii-vis de ce type d'action 7 Autant

de questions que nous avons poshes it Stefan Ma-
rlnov.

• En menagant de vous immoler par le feu, vous
voulez mettre en Evidence et condamner le soutien

que M. Carter et le gouvernement am^ricaln offrent

au pouvoir sovietique pour ^touffer la voix des dis-

sidents. d6fenseurs des droits civiques. Vous re-

prochez done au president des Etats-Unis les at-

teintes aux droits de I'homme dans les pays de
I'Est

— Je tiens en effet Carter pour responsable des
cochonneries se trouvant dans la cour de son voisln.

Comme je consldere Pie XII responsable de Da-
chau et d'Osw/ienclm. Dachau ne se trouvait pas
dans la clt^ du Vatican aux pelouses nettes et aux
parterres fleurls Le pape 6talt pourtanl coupable
des massacres dans les camps et les chambres 6

gaz des nazis Sa responsabillt^ 6tait morale. Celle

de Carter, actuellement, est juridlque. Les Etats-

Unis n'ont-ils pas sign^ les accords d'Helslnki 7

Ces accords repr^sentent un contrat. Si les clauses

de ce contrat ne sont pas respect^es par I'une des
parties contractantes, il fauf le rompre. Par son
•Hence complice. Carter tend 6 montrer que les

accords d'Helslnki ne sont qu'un bout de papier

dimagogique. de la poudre jet^e aux yeux de I'opi-

nlon Internationale.

POUBOUOI P»S 7 ?(VI?/79

Sttlan Marlnov : • Malgrt let apparanc**,
vraimant dangaraux >.

noua sommst

• Les Etats-Unis et I'Unlon sovietique entretien-

nent des contacts 6 diff^rents niveaux (dquilibre nu-
cl^alre, partage du monde). Pensez-vous que le

president Carter va chicaner M. Brejnev sur la ques-
tion des droits de I'homme quand ce dernier peut
lul causer des probl^mes, par repr^sallles. dans des
domaines vitaux 7

— Dans le monde, domine I'opinion que Carter,

mSme s'll ne defend pas les droits de I'homme dans
les pays totalitalres de droite (Chill, Argentine), vou-
drait ardemment lea d^fendre dans les pays tota-

litalres de gauche (U.R.S.S.. Vietnam). Quelle er-

reur I Par mon action, j'entends mettre Carter au
pled du mur. Je veux qu'll s'engage formellement,
par 6crit, d lutter pour les droits civiques dans les

pays de I'Est. Sinon je me feral bruler & Paris

Ce scandale nuira certainement 6 sa carrl^re politi-

que. Et s'll croit en Dieu, comme il le dit souvent,
Il aura avec sa conscience de graves problemes,
proportionnels 6 la profontieur de sa d6votion. Dau-
tre part, un refus de Carter prouverait 6 I'opinion

publlque, de fapon nette, que les dissidents des pays
de I'Est ne sont pas consid^r^s par le gouvernement
am^ricain comme des amis, que I'Ouest a peur de
ces gens

9 Ne surestimez-vous pas la force des dissidents 7

Pour quelles raisons les cralndralt-on en Occident
alors qu'ils apparalssent di\& si falbles en face

de leurs propres gouvernements 7

— Malgr6 les apparences, nous sommes vralment

dangereux pour tous les gens au pouvoir. Les re-

gimes policiers de I'Est semblent forts, font sem-
blant d'etre forts En fait, lis sont d la veille de
rScroulement. Certains pensent qu'on ne recourt pas

h un stalinlsme authentlque i I'Est parce que le pou-
voir est assez sur de lui et qu'il n'a pas besoln

d'une terreur sangulnaire. C'est faux II est impossi-

ble de recommencer avec le stalinlsme Ce seralt

une d^bdcle pour le regime. Le stalinlsme. Thltl^rls-

me, n'importe quelle dictature sanglante de ce type

peuvent s'exercer uniquement si Ton a r6ussi 6

duper iddologiquement une part Importante de la

population. A I'Est. ce nest plus possible d6sor-

mals Ce nest done pas la bont6 de Brejnev ou
d'Andropov qui a mis un masque humain au n6o-

stalinlsme mais leur Impuissance Et les gouverne-
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La tomb* d* Ian Palach i Prague.

ments occldentaux ont blen comprls que s'ils sou-

tiennent lea difenseurs des droits de I'homme, le

totalltarlsme diaparaitra de I'autre c6t6 de I'Elbe par-

ce que la machine pollcl6re n'a pas la force de r6-

slster. Mats la d^mocratlsatlon 6 I'Est va causer

des problfemes. Actuelleoient, la concurrence com-
merclale et splrltuelle Smanant des pays de I'Est est

6qulvalente ^ z6ro. Si les regimes policlers s'6crou-

lent, si un soclallsme d^mocratlque s'Instaure, les

pays de TEurope orlentale ddsarmeront (un pays

qui stocke des bombes atomlques ne peut jamais

Atre appeld un pays soclallste). La production mat6-

rlelle et splrltuelle minera les fondements de I'or-

dre ^conomique occidental.

• Risquer votre vie pour verifier una hypoth6se

8l hasardeuse, n'est-ce pas payer un prIx trop 6le-

v6 7— Men action 6 Paris ne vise pas seulement

i placer Carter devant see responsabilit6s. Mon
sacrifice sera surtout un eigne de notre fermet6

6 d^fendre la liberty. Mol, Je suis un Bulgare. Je

donne ma vie pour Orlov, un Russe. Je fals cela

aprfts le sacrifice de Ian Palach, un Tch6que. Je

veux unir les efforts de tous les combattants pour

la liberty dans les pays de I'Est. J'ai cholsl de m'im-

moler par le feu dans la capitals fran^alse parce

que le peuple de Paris a souvent vers6 son sang

pour la cause de la Iibert6. Le fascisme s'Instaure

6 I'Ouest, un fascisme 6 visage humain. Mon sacri-

fice sera un cri, un appel pour une union de tous

les Europ6ens pour sauver la liberty. Une fols pour

toujours, II faut accepter I'axlome : • Si on ne res-

taure pas la liberty 6 I'Est, on ne peut la preserver

dans les pays occldentaux. •

• Croyez-vous r6ellement fetre entendu de M.

Carter, des dirigeants sovi^tlques, des Europ6ens 7

— Je n'exclus pas la possibility. Une grande ba-

taille pour la liberte serait alors gagnee. Les Jeux

Olympiques de Moscou et la conference de Madrid
nous apporteraient de bons fruits.

Je prepare mon action depuis trois mois J'ai

m repu h plusleurs reprises d I'ambassade amerl-

calne 6 Bruxelles J'ai noue des contacts avec les

milieux politiques les plus divers : les dissidents

(Pliouchtch, Maximov, Gorbanevskaia, Nebrassov,

Fainberg), les opposants bulgares (Janatchkov, Peev,

Tendjerkov. Kostiov), tchfeque (Tlgrid), les commu-
nistes (Nader), les trotskistes (Krivlne), les socia-

^ ^
llstes Chretiens (Spielberg, Luc), Roger Garaudy, le

comit6 des math6maticlens (Schwartz). Je suis all6

6 Prague chercher la collaboration des repr6senfants

de la Charte 77. J'ai rencontr6 entre autres le Or
Jiri Hajek. Ce dernier a confirme les conclusions

que j'avals pu tirer k la fin de mon s^jour, cet

6t6, en Bulgarie A savoir que les regimes des
pays de I'Est ne peuvent 6liminer la dissldence

par des m^thodes pollclferes. Le pouvoir cherche

d'ailleurs ^ 6tablir le contact avec les opposants,

avec les gens qui repr6sentent les forces cr6atl-

ves de la nation

J'^tais depuis trois jours 6 Prague quand la police

m'a arret6, i minuit, dans ma chambre dhotel, pour

verification d'identite (sur la photo de mon passe-

port bulgare, j'apparaissais sans barbe). J'ai pass6

une journee en prison. Les pollciers ont ete extr6-

mement polls vis-6-vis de moi. lis m'ont reconduit en

voiture i la fronti^re et je leur ai offert un repas

princier (Tch^coslovaquie nest pas Pologne et on

peut y bien manger). Quel changement. Rien de

commun, en tout cas, avec le traitement qu'lls

m'avaient reserve en 1978. au cours duquel j'avals

6t6 fouette comme 6 I'^poque de Pierre le Grand.

• Vos amis dissidents approuvent-ils votre type

d'acfion 7— Beaucoup d'entre eux n'acceptent pas que je

mette ma vie en jeu. • Si nous commen<;ons h nous

suicider, le KGB. sera ravi, I'opposition sera llqul-

dee sans que les bourreaux aient d se salir les

mains •, m'a dit Victor Fainberg. Quelques jours

avant le 14 Janvier, nous allons organiser une
reunion d la Mutuality (6 Paris), d laquelle sont

Invites les representants des forces politiques des

pays occldentaux, maie aussi des pays de I'Est.

Des psychiatres sont 6galement convoques, car les

gens au pouvoir essaieront de presenter mon acte

comme un acte de fou, sous pretexte que, pendant

10 ans, j'ai ete traite dans les asiles psychiatriques

de Sofia et que, d'autre part, j'affirme que la thdorie

d'Einstein nest pas conforme fi la r6alite physique

Quand J'ai langui dans les prisons et les asiles

de Bulgaria, je me demandals : • Que font, IS-bas,

ceux qui sont en liberte 7 Pourquol ne nous aident-

lls pas 7 Pourquoi restent-lls muets devant cette

honte7-. Voil6 deux ans que je vis en Occident

J'ai fait trfes peu. Je crois avoir la force de faire

plus. (Recueilll par ). WIAME) O

Stefan Marinov a publi* det ouvraget trie diver* : physique,

economie marilate et poitle.
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LIBERIE POUR ORLOV
CONFERENCE

dediee a la decision du dissident bulgare, Stefan Marinov, de s'immoler par le feu,

si le President Carter n'interviendrait par ecrit en faveur de la liberation du prison-

nier de conscience russe, Youri Orlov.

PROGRAMME
Presentation avec le film « Stefan Marinov, le dissident dissident ».

PART i • piSSIDENCE POLITIQUE : La situation en Bulgarie. Sources et caractfere de la dissidence

bulgare. Le goulag de I'insuline bulgare. Les dissidents vis-a-vis de la « droite » et la « gauche »

occidentale. Le communisme qui suit la parole du Christ.

PART II - DISSIDENCE SCIENTIFIQUE : Presentation de la th^orie de I'espace-temps absolu. Expli-

cation et discussion de I'experience des « miroirs couples » avec laquelle pour la premiere fols

dans I'histoire Marinov a reussi a mesure la vitesse absolue de laboratoire, c'est-a-dire de la Terre,

dans I'espace absolu. Cette experience demontre I'invalidit^ du principe de la relativity et restaure

I'ether lumineux.

Intervention de Stefan Marinov.

Intervention des repr^sentants de ropinion publique.

Discussion avec la salle.

Sont invites d'envoyer un message ou de participer a la Conference (personnellement ou

par I'intermediaire d'un representant) :

Jean-Paul II Jan Vergeer

Giscard d'Estaing Robert Kennedy

Raymond Barre Robert Dornan

Jacque Chirac Leonid Brejnev

Franpois Mitterand Andrei Sakharov

George Marchais Vladimir Maximov
Roger Garaudy Leonid Plioutch

Alain Krivine Alexander Zinoviev

Lorant Schwartz Todor Jivkov

Alessandro Pertini Nicola Tendjerkov

Enrico Berlinguer Gustav Husak
Marco Panella Jiri Hajek

Santiago Carillo Jiri Pelikan

Helmut Schmidt Pavel Tigrid

Franz-Josef Strauss Erick Honnecker

Margarette Tatcher Wolf Biermann

Harold Wilson Josip-Broz Tito

Leo Tindemans Michajlo Michajlov

Andr6 Cools Paul Goma

Palais des Congres, Salle bleue,

12 Janvier 1980 (samedi). 20 h 30.

Metro : Porte Maillot

Entree libre
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M. Jimmy Carter Stefan Marinov

President des EU rue Stephanie 83

La Maison Blanche B-1020 Bruxelles

Washington 9 septembre 1979

M. le President,

Ma troisieme lettre a vous (de 29 novembre 1978) n'a pas ete repondu personnetlement

par vous, mais completement formeiiement (ainsi que ma deuxieme lettre) par un employe dans

la Maison Blanche.

Qa me contraint de vous dcrire pour la quatrieme fois. Le ton dur et ultimatif de ma pre-

sente lettre est provoqu§ seulement par votre silence.

La politique de « detente sans liberte » est arrivee a un fiasco complet. Maintenant les

deux alternatives suivantes sont restees devant le monde : a) detente avec liberte ou b) guerre

froide qui inevitablement peut etre suivie d'une chaude. Dans les quelques mois prochains le

monde doit se decider laquelle de ces deux voies a suivre. Dans une mesure considerable le choix

est dans vos mains.

Ouand vous etes entre a la Maison Blanche, vous avez hautement arbore le drapeau des
droits de I'homme et de la souverainete nationale. Mais nous ne voyons pas une realisation de
votre programme solennellement proclame. Est-ce-que c'est le resultat d'une incapacite et impos-

sibilite objective d'accomplir ce programme, ou le resultat d'un manque de bonne volonte ? Je

craints, les facts et les fruits regrettables de nos contacts mutuels parlent en faveur de la seconde
presupposition.

Je veux que vous montriez clairement devant le monde la face vraie de votre politique :

Etes-vous pour I'implication des Accords d'Helsinki avec des actions ou avec des paroles ; etes-

vous pour la liberte et pour le respect des droits de I'homme ou pour la connivence a la violence

et la tyrannie ? Pour ce but je vous presente I'ultimatum suivant

:

Insistez aupres du gouvernement sovietique pour la liberation de mon collegue, le doc-

teur es sciences physiques et membre correspondant de I'Academie des Sciences de I'URSS,

Youri Orlov, le representant du groupe moteur pour I'accomplissement des Accords d'Helsinki

dans rUnion Sovietique, condamne sans Evidence de crime.

Dans le cas que vous ne pourriez pas avoir de succes et vous ne m'informiez pas avec

une lettre personnelle sur les efforts que vous avez entrepris pour la liberation d'Orlov, en Janvier

(le jour oil Jan Palach se brula sur la place de Saint Venceslas a Prague) je m'immolerai par le

feu en face de i'ambassade sovietique a Paris.

Je vous en prie de comprendre que I'honorable liberation d'Orlov (laquelle ne doit pas
etre suivie par une expulsion de I'Union Sovietique) ne marquera pas une faiblesse et defaite de
I'Etat Sovietique. Ce sera une de ses plus grandes victoires sur sa voie epineuse vers la restau-

ration de la legalite et de la liberte spirituelle, laquele il a entrepris il y a 20 ans. L'honorable

liberation d'Orlov va montrer devant tous le monde que la detente avec liberte n'est pas une utopie,

et seulement une telle espece de relations peut etre nomme « detente ». Cette liberation va mon-
trer que les differents pays dans le monde peuvent vivre en paix, confidence mutuelle et solidarite

honnete.

Si vous ne faites aucun effort et gardez le silence, avec I'extinction des flammes de mon
immolation tous les espoirs de I'humanite pour la paix et pour le sauvetage de I'holocauste

nucl^aire s'eteindront.

Stefan. Marinov

Citoyen de la Republique Populaire de Bulgarie,

Membre du gouvernement mondial
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AU PEUPLE DE PARIS

Amis et camarades Inconnus,

Je m'adresse h vous tous avec qui nous nous bousculons dans les rues, voyageons dans

ie metro, cherchons du pain et de la joie dans la grande ville, s'etouffant de la hate et des gaz

des voitures ; a vous tous qui voyez I'enfer vers lequel nous emporte impetieusement Ie sort

implacable, mais qui croyez encore que I'humanite peut trouver des forces pour arreter la folie

nucleaire et totalitaire.

Le 9 septembre je m'adressais au President Carter avec un ultimatum, la traduction

duquel est imprim^e sur ce tract. Comme m'a averti r^cemment la premiere secretaire de

I'ambassade americaine a Bruxelles, Mme Eltz, la posibilite d'une reponse de la part de Carter i

mon ultimatum est presque exclue. Devant moi est rest^e seulement une voie, la voie de I'immola-

tion. Avant d'entreprendre ce pas decisif, )e voudrais t'expliquer, peuple de Paris, pourquoi je

I'avais choisi. Pour pa le 12 Janvier, a la veille de mon immolation (qui aura lieu le 14 Janvier 1980

a une heure de I'apres-midi en face de I'ambassade sovietique a Paris) je t'appelle au Palais des

Congrgs. Viens pour m'ecouter.

Je ne voudrais pas qu'apres mon depart les amis de lutte me reprochent une faiblesse

momentanee, les journalistes avec une plume legere un aventurisme maniacal et les enrages, qui

poussent des millions de gens vers le suicide, une folie.

Je suis un representant de la dissidence est-europeenne. On nous appelle avec un nom

etrange — des pensants differemment (inacomisliashchie). L'histoire nous a donne, ou mieux dire,

nous avons choisi, seulement une arme — de penser differement. Contre nous on lutte avec tous

les moyens possibles : le mensonge, la calomnie, la corruption, le chantage, le fouet, les chaines,

le parapluie empoisonne. Et quand a nous — nous avons seulement un moyen de resister: de penser

et parler obeissant a la voix de notre conscience. Nous ne nous permettons pas de poser des

machines infernales, de tirer de derriere le coin, de voler de I'argent, de mentir au peuple et meme
d'avoir une activite clandestine, de mentir a la police, simplement de s'organiser. Et quand VI.

Maximov se permit de dire quelques paroles plus dures dans la presse, beaucoup ont \ew6 les

mains : « Meme h pa, frdre, tu n'a pas le droit ». Je suis convaincu qu'exactement cette auto-

limitation, qui nous a Iegu6 Jesus, donne un espoir que, peut-etre, nous pourrions arreter la folie.

On se demande si nous avons le droit au suicide comme forme de protestation et reven-

dication. Ou meme ce droit doit etre rejete. Le premier vers lequel je m'adressais pour une aide

dans mon action etait L. Plioutch, I'homme qui est le plus proche de mon coeur. Plioutch a dit : « Je

suis contre. Tu n'a pas le droit ». Et se detourna. Meme Plioutch, le « saint » Plioutch me laissa

seul.

Mais j'ai d6c!d6 de continuer h marcher sur la route, sur laquelle une voix m'appele. Le

probleme n'est pas de montrer que Carter ne s'int^resse pas a la liberty d'un certain Russe et h

la vie d'un certain Bulgare. Avec mon acte je veux crier la douleur des millions de gens dans les

pays totalitaires et leur aspiration vers la liberty.

Je ne veux pas quitter ce monde. Je suis le premier qui a mesure la vitesse absolue de la

Terre et devin6 I'^nigme du sphynx de I'espace-temps. Je voudrais etre un t^moin du triomphe

de la simplicity, de la clart6 et de I'el^gance dans la physique. Et quelle richesse est la beauts

eternelle de la nature, I'amour et I'amiti^ de nos proches... Mais une voix ne me donne pas la paix.
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Youra, {e ne te connais pas. Toi moi non plus. Tu n'a pas reclame mon aide. Mais ton mal-

heur est mon malheur, notre malheur. Ta liberie est ma liberte, notre liberie. Ouand les Bulgares

se sont leves a la lutte centre les envahisseurs turques, ils onl 6cris sur leur drapeau deux paroles

« Liberte ou la mort », c'est-a-dire il est mieux d'etre mort mais pas esclave. Maintenant I'epoque

est differente. L'alternative est la meme « Liberte ou mort », mais le sens est different : Ou nous

serons capables de reconquerir la liberte, ou nous tous mourrons sans savoir pourquoi dans la

plus terrible des guerres de I'histoire humaine. Devant cette mort apocalyptique ma mort n'est

pas une mort.

Ma decision n'est plus dans mes mains. L'unique chose que je peux dire, c'est de repeter

les paroles eternelles : « Mon Dieu, si tu peux, enleve le calice amer de ma bouche ; si non, que

ta volonte soit executee » .

Peuple de Paris, sans notre liberte tu ne peux pas preserver ta liberte. Si tu peux, aide-

moi, comme je veux donner une aide d Orlov et a toi.

1 lanvier 1980 Stefan Marinov
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"POURQUOI PAS?" - Bruxelles, 31 Janvier 1980

EUROPE DE LEST

Marinov,

le « dissident

dissident »

* Nos lecteurs connaissent rintellectuel dissident

bulgare Stefan Marinov, physlcien et ^crivain qui

vivait en Belgique Parmi les contestataires de I'Est,

il occupe une place a part : son passeport bulgare

ne lui a pas ete retire.

Comme nous I'avons annonci (voir le • Pourquol
Pas 7 - du 20-12-79), Stefan Marinov s'est rendu
r^cemmenl a Paris en annonpant son intention de
s'immoler par le feu le 14 Janvier devant I'ambas-

sade d'U.R.S.S. pour oblenir la liberation du prl-

sonnier de conscience russe Yourl Orlov.

ALORS quil placardait sans autorisation officieile

des afflches pour annoncer son geste, et la

reunion publique organis^e par lui la veille

pour expliquer son action, Stefan Marinov a et^

arrete courtoisement. relftoh6, puis conduit dans un
asile psychlatrique ou il a passe une journ6e PS nulrea f
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De ciltbrat diiddtnU lovlillquat ; de gaucha k drolta, Vladimir Plioutch, Marak HaHer, Yladimlr Beukovskl, Edouard
Kouznatzov at Alaxandra Gulnzbourg.

Liberd, il a pu organiser la reunion pr^vue dans
une salle du Palais des Congres, Porte Maillot, et

se d^placer dans Paris. Des policiers suivaient ses
mouvements pour I'empecher de se suicider. Apr^s
trois jours, Marinov a estim^ plus commode pour
chacun de ne plus jouer d cache-cache. II a done
acheve son sejour parlsien en cordiale compagnie
avec ceux qui avaient pour mission de veiller sur

lui, partageant avec eux les taxis et meme un
repas chez des amis. Pour feter sans doute son
non-suicide...

Le plus int6ressant dans cat Episode est, outre

le geste symbolique, le caractere personnel de la

position que Stefan Marinov a expliqu^e 6 ses inter-

locuteurs parisiens.

Apparente par certains aspects A la pensee de
Nicolas Berdiaeff. attentif aux sources chr^tiennes

d'un certain marxisme, il se definit comme • dissi-

dent dissident •. Une caus epour laquelle il se sent

tout feu, tout flamme...

II consid^re que les coupables du retour d la

guerre froide sont « non seulement les dinosaures
scleroses qui, 6pris dune peur paranoiaque, se
cachent de leur peuple derri^re les murs t6n6breux
du Kremlin. Coupable est aussi, dit-il, le gouverne-
ment des Etats-Unis. Au lieu d'aider les forces de
la paix dans I'Union sovi^tique et ses satellites,

I'Amdrique poursuit, et sa marine donne une aide
aux forces de la guerre dans les pays qui les en-

cerclent et renforce son propre potentiel destructif.

C'est (ja exactement que cherchaient les dinosaures
avec I'installation des fusees SS 20 et avec I'inter-

venlion en Afghanistan — cr^er la psychose guer-

ri^re. gonfler dans les yeux de la population le

mythe de la • paste jaune armee par les capitalistes

judeo-am6ricains », et etouffer la voix des meilleurs

Ills du peuple qui reclament la liberie et la frater-
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nite avec tous les peuples du monde On ne doit,

ajoute-t-il, jamais oublier les paroles proph^tiques
de Trotsky prononc^es pendant les grandes pur-

ges : • Le stalinisme, dechir^ par ses contradictions

internes, in6vitablement va s'6crouler II y a seule-

ment un facteur qui peut le sauver — la guerre •

Avant son experience parisienne, Stefan Marinov
avait m invite par un membre du Congres des
Etats-Unis, le r^publicain Robert K. Dornan, par une
lettre dat^e du 10 octobre 1979, pour venir discuter

aux U.S.A. avec lui des droits de Ihomme dans
les pays de I'Est. Mais le visa pour les Etats-Unis

ne lui a pas 6t6 accorde par le consulat US. ^

Bruxelles parce que « sa demande n'etablissait pas
suffisamment ses moyens de couvrir les frais de
son sejour •. - De plus, lui ecrivait le vice-consul

le 28 decembre 1979, vous n'avez pas d6montr6
que les buts de votre voyage sont en accord avec
un visa B 2, d6livr6 pour des visites temporalres
aux USA. pour le plaisir •. - Si vous avez d'autres

questions concernant le visa, je vous prie de me
contacter , concluait le vice-consul.

On salt que M. Marinov est rest6 citoyen bul-

gare, d'un pays qui n'a pas de prisonniers politi-

ques selon son n' 1, M. Todor Jivkov, que le dissi-

dent contredit sur ce point. II a I'intention

de se rendre prochainement dans son pays pour
quelques jours et s'attend d y etre admis Voild qui

s'appelle jouer avec le feu. Mais il espere aussI

que le chaud succ6dant dans une certaine mesure
au froid. I'U R SS. envisage d'autoriser I'emigration

de Youri Orlov
Comme le sejour eventuel de Stefan Marinov en

Bulgane, le sort de Youri Orlov — et de bien

d'autres dissidents sovietiques — nous apprendra

jusqu'oii va la ligne dure actuellement adoptee
a Moscou et ses repercussions dans les pays d'Eu-

rope centrale O
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IL SECOLO XIX, Genova, 5 Maggio 1982

'Einstelfi"

ha sbagliato
Sulla prima pagma del -Seco-

lo XIX» del 7 apnie 6 stato an-

nuncialo che astronomi amen-
cani dl Tucson (Arizona) hanno
stabillto con osservazioni che la

precessione del penelio di Mer- "

curio avrebbe 1/100 di diversity

da quella che risulta dalla teoha

einsteniana. quindi viene gella-

ta -un ombra di dubbio sulla

teoria della relativity-

Ogni (isico ed aslronomo sa

che la precessione di Mercuno
causata dal -momenio guadru-

polo* del Sole non pu6 essere

calcolata n6 con uno n6 con
diecl per cento di esattezza, per-

chd la distribuzione della massa
nei diversi strati del Sole e loro

velocity non possono essere

stabiliti con osservazioni Dun-

que informare i lettori sull "Un
per cento di correzione- signiti-

ca piultosto disinformarli. resto

stupito come i colleghi Regge e
Ruffini non hanno chiarilo a chl

lintervistavano
Vorrei aggiungere come le di-

Iscussioni
sulle teorie di Einstein

e sulle loro prove sperimentali si

ritanno sempre ai deflagli. men-
tre problemi fondamentali non
vengono messi in discussione

neppure commentati.
Nove anni la ho misurato la

.velocild assoluta della Terra,

setle anni (a quella del Sole, ed
ho dimostrato che la teoria dt

Einstein non * vera al cento per

cento. I miei esperimenti sono
. pubblicati in una trentina di arti-

Icoli. nella monogralia -Eppur si

muove- a nel Corso enciclope-

dico di lisica teonca -Classical

physics- (5 volumi).

Invece. finora. nessun relativi-

sta ha discusso e commentato la

vasta gamma degli esperimenti

e la teona dello spazio-tempo

assoluto Mentre gli esperimenti

sono relalivamente facili e pos-

sono essere ripetuti in ogni uni-

verstta Quando ho invilato il

Comitato Nobel ad oHrire I'oc-

casione di dimostrare gli esperi-

menti allUniversilA di Stoccol-

ma. questa 6 stata la risposta. -II

Comitato attenderi lopinione

che la Comunit^ Inlernazionale

Stientifica vorr4 esprimere-.

Non sembra strano che la Co-
muniti Internazionale prefensca

tacere? Sarebbe mleressante ri-

chiedere un commento ai fisici

Italian) su quali elfetti Einstein

ha sbagliato al cento per cento

Potrebbe venire fuori che i due
(ondamentali assiomi accetlati

come base delle teorie relativi-

ste — il pnncipio della relativity

e il pnncipio di equivalenza —
sono al dl luon della realia fisi-

ca.
Stefan Mar4nov
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Martedi 6 luglio 1982

il Giornale di Geneva
I lavori del convcgno di Gcnova

La scienza rifiuta

di incontrare

la parapsicologia
Pcrche il fisico Borsellino declina Tinvko

II Congrcsso di para-
psicologia alia riera di C!c-
nova proscguc.

• Oirriciliiicnlc --- dice il

professor Antonio Borselli-

no, dirctlorc dcM'Istiluto di
fisica airijniversita di (ic-
nova parlecipcro a que-
sto congrcsso, come dlfficil-

nicnle penso inlcrvcrra Pic-
ro Angela e allri studiosi
poichd tuUo qiianto avcva-
nio da vedcrc, da scntirc c
da speriincnlarc tS giA stato
falto c le conclusini da noi
Irattc Ic conoscc bene, per
cui non vedo la ragionc di

Icntarc Tcnncslma prova.
Ormai la parapsicologia 4
stata smaschcrala in lutti i

scnsi, sia ncl senso di quelli
che si servivano di qucsia
con frode, niagari per gua-
dagnarci sopra, sia cfiilla

parte dcgli animi ingenui e

tiduciosi. Mi crcda, la para-
psicologia i una scien/a
fondata sul nicntc, lant"c
vcro che cspcrimcnii che so-
no stall ripcliiti sotto il no-
stro controllo non hanno da-
to alcun risiiltalu e persino
Uri Gcller, il pii> grande
piegatore di cucchiai e posa-
teria d'ogni eencre, i ormai
scomparso dalla sccna da
quando sono stati scopcrti
alcuni trucchi claniorosi.
Quanio poi alia Totograriu
Kirlian' che dimostrcrcbbc
come gli esscri viventi ab-
biano intorno a s<i, c le pcr-
sonc dotatc di polcri para-
normali in mistira maggiore,
un alone di encrpia resa vi-

sibile in fotografia, qiiesto t
stato da noi conftitato dimo-
strando che I" 'cffclto coro-
na' i ritrovabile anche in-
torno a una scmplicc foglia
di plastica inumidita c ctd i
dovuto allc Icggi dci campi
magnetici. Come vedc, ad o-

fini spicga7ionc paranornia-
e c'6 una spiega/ione ra/io-
nalc che spa//a via qualsiasi
eventuate dubbio. Piero An-
gola, me stesso e altri scien-

ziali, in tutto una vcntina in

Italia, avcvamo costituito
un con)italo a difcsa della
ra/ionalitit. Abbiamo effcl-

luato accurati controlli per
dimostrare come gran parte
dei fenomeni paranormali
siano semplicemcnte spieea-
bili con leggi fisiche o cni-
michc o ancora piil sempli-
ccmente con trucchi da pre-
stigiatorc. Purtroppo, perd,
ben difficilmcntc nusciamo,
con Ic noslrc spiega7ioni lo-

giclic. a convinccrc gli as-
scrtori di questn scicn^a,
pcrch^ non c'i pifi s<irdo di

chi non vuol scniire e in

uueslo caso. qucsli sono cosi
Icrmantcnle convinii dellc
loro tesi che non vogliono
vcdere ncanche la pifi scm-
plicc cvidcn/a-

C'hc cosa ne pensa, in
|

qualita di fisico, dcgli cspc- i

rimenti sullo spa^io-tenipo
)

assoluto, effcttuati da Stc- |

fan Marinov che si svolge-
ranno dall'8 alll I luglio''

Sari veramenic la fine delle
tcorie di (iinstein sulla rela-
tivity?

-Dubito die Stcfano Ma-
rinov possa driMolirc con i

suoi cspcrimcnii posliilati
cosi fondamentali come
quelli di l-instcin, lanto piQ
che i suoi espcrimenti sono
s^ rsamciite afndabili-
Stefan Marinov afferma in-

vcce di aver avuto sempre
quasi lutti gli studiosi fisici

contro. Pcrsino il Comitato
Nobel che non vole dare pe-
so ai suoi espcrimenti -l.e
assiciiro invccc che sc il Co-
mitato avesse rilrovalo nelle
tcorie <li Marinov qualcosa
di veramente imporlante,
non avrcbbc esilalo a bulla
re all'aria, in quatiro e

qualtr'olto tiitla la relativity

c I'equivalcn/a einstciniana:
se ci fosse stato qualcosa di

veramente iiiiixirlantc ncgli

espcrimenti di Marinov, non
ci sarcbbe sfiiggito •

c.mitr.
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Stefan Marinov, fisico bulgaro, non piace al suo governo e neppure ai seguaci di Einstein

u,U \:..~r

W\ chiama Sicfan Mari-
nov. h.i 51 anni. un diploma
di ciipiiano di lungn cor^o c

unu Ijurea in ftsica. In Del-

gio. per tui. hanno invcnlalo
una dcfini/ione: -il disi^idcn*

Ic dissidcnic-. Significa chc
Marinov, hulgaro. conlcsta*

lore nti cunfronii dci regimi
jcialismo rcale-, non ha

dcciM) di appialiirsi — come
lantiaKricsuli — sulmodcDo

lUctiialc: continua a di-

chtJf:irsi comunista c fcdcic

alia c;irta costiiuzionale del
prnpno Pacse (-Noi iihbra-

una cosliluzionc demo-
craiic;i. E' il poierc a non
rispcitjrla-) c denuncia I'ac-

cordo siisi.inzialc che — dice
— rcfinn uj U^a e Urxs nclla

spjrii/iitnc del mondo
(Jucsic dcnunce. chc poi

sono un'accusa agli Stali

UnJIi di far solo dclla dcma-
gugij con I diritli dciruomo.
non hanno, in rcalla. avuto
gfjndc dilfusionc: Marinov e

un ili^sitlentc icomodo f
dillictic svcniolarlo come
handicra -anii*. pcrch^ la

liloNofi.i fmiscc per cw-
onlr jri.i a ijuaUiusi furma

Ji poicfc, Scomodo doppia-
mente pcrchi. $e pohtica-

menic mm e -affidahdc" co-

fne sirumt'nto di pronngan-
Ja. scicniificamenie il fisico

nuv da anni -rompe le

icatdic" con tc sue icsi che,

per Mnicii/2arc al massimo.
piwsono definmi anli-einsle-

liane. oppmlc. cio*. at prin-

cipiodella relativity.

Stefan Marinov nasce a
iofia da una famtglia di intel-

eduali Nirghcii. comuniMi e
cgali al scgrelario del PC
KoMuv. Suo padre, quando il

.'omunismo sale al poierc.
Jivcnia diplomaijco c. con la

iglia. gira vane ciiti Per
juesio Stefan siudia un po' a
wfia. un no' a Praga. un po'
I Varna. Sono $tudr a^parcn-
cmenic confusi: Mannov la-

icia I'univcrMii, dove sta

.petiiiliz/andosi in fisica. per
Jiplom;»rsi capitano di lungo

I Gita il mondo per
^ualchc anno Ouando lor-

ij. tonsc(:ue la l.iurca m fisi-

liova lavoro ncH'Istiiuto

Jt nccrclie univcrsitane di

SuHa

Una vita normale. Se non
irrivasse il XX congrcsso del
^cu$ a mcilere in discusMone
ulio qucllo chc — dice Mari-
lov — era dato per assodato
: a mcltere in gioco la credi-

»ilila dfi rcpimi comuniMi
lei P.icsi •lauDiti. Mannov

m»m^m

Un dissidente

troppo dissenziente

ignoriamolo
diventa wKomodo-. Comin-
cia a frequcntarc cucoli di

intcllLttu;ilt criirci c a diffnn

dcre (iiotnalini (una sorta di

Iciicrc falic in piu copie e
mandate ad amici. conoscen-
li. pcrs<inalit;'i) satirici.

La sua prima a/ione pub-
btica M svolpc durante il eon-
gresso dcKli studenti a Sofia
nel V>(). Marmov dislribuiscc

volantini propiincndo il -di-

sarmo di base*, un'idea up-

pareniemenle ingenua, co-

slruiia per6 su una fone pro-
vocazionc: ogni adercnic al-

rini7iativa si impegna a tro-

varc un allro studente in un
Paese della Nalo e . insiemc a

lut. a rtfiulare il servi/io milr

tare. "Uno in menu per par-

te-, spiepa Marinov ironica-

mentc. !i aggiunge: -Del re-

sto Marx avcvj scrtllo che gli

cscrctii dcvono csscre lalli

da vulonlart*.

Tcnulo d'occhio dalla poli-

zia polilica, Marinov prose-
gue i suoi sludi finchi3. ncl

1966. dt>po due lettcre invin-

tc al minisiero dcgli Interni

con la pressante iichiesla di

oltcnere il visto per la Ccco-
sluvacchia. vienc arrcMaiu.
Uicci giorni di prigionc. e.

poi. iniernamcnio in un ma-
nicomio. -Dopo Ire mesi di

osscrvazionc — scmpre in

isiilamento — una commis-
sionc di cinque medtci mi
dcfini paranoico. Su questa
base mi sottoposero per
quattn* mcsi ad iin iralta-

mcnto a dosi di M.iecpiil mi

prcndcrc quella rob.i M.i
pcggio fu quando finalmcnlc
mi Tasciarono libero Kuori

mi scntivc, .issalire d:tlla dc-

prcssionc. mi prendevano
manic mikiiIc. Fu qucllo. piu

nel

maniciiinio, il periodo piii

brutlOK.

Tornalo a casa con I'invilo

a non (arsi piii noiare. Mari-
nov riprendc i suoi espcri-

menlt per confermarc ta teo-

ria dello spazio-tempo asso-

lulo ("Sia tcoricamenle. sia

con lu prove di Inboralono
ho dimostralo I'mfondate/za
dclla icona della relaiivit.t di

Emstein: qucsto nnn signifi-

es chc ncphi I'cnorme impor-

olo
dico che. consider a nd(

suo allievo, sono andaio piii

avanti»).

Per qualchc anno Marinov
sla iranquillo ncl suo labora-

lorio; ma lorna in prigionc

ncl setlembrc del 73: litez-

nev k in visiia a Sofia e. per
lutto il pcriodo della sua per-

manen^a. i dissidenit sono

Oall'arresto passa nuova-
mente al manicomio Ma
questu vulla non t in isola-

memo c nun vtenc guardato
a visia. -Per qucsto riuscii a
scapparc e, dop«j csscfmi fat-

to prestarc degli ahiti da un
amico, raggiunsi lambascia-
la americana. Ccrcai il con-
sole, mtsier Sm.w. che cono
scevo perchtj ave\a lalto da
iTamilc per i mici rappuli

Ma dnir.tmbasciaia telehina-

runoallapolizia. VcnnctoHi
a«enir.m.leparonolc manic
-nelvcM.bn|.,d,q.ieMnd,c
doveva cssere Icrnlorio ame-
ricano — mi picchiari>no,
roinpcndorni un braccio. Poi
mi p«>Tlaronovia. nuovamcn-
le nctia chnica. Capii ullora

the Nixon e Ure/ncv diccva-
no pamie diverse ma vokva-
no la stessa cosa: assoppctta-
re I poiHili sparlcndosi'il po-
verno. lei mondo-,

Pochi mcii dopo, nel mar-
zo IV74. lorna libcro, Mari-
nov i privatn del lavoro c si

vcdc assegnata una pcnsionc
di 80 leva al mese come -ma-
lato di mente* Con t'aiuto di

qualchc amico ricscc a conli-

nuarc i suoi esperimcnti in

un laboratorio chc installa

dentro casa.

Ouando pensa di aver ap-

firofondilo sufficicntcmenie
a propria icoria fisica c con-
vinto di non dare piO -fasii-

dio> decide dt organizzarc un
convegno. Oiiiene un placet

oralc dal capo dci scrvizi cul-

lurali del ministcro dcgli

Esleh bulgaro e invia lettcre

di convocazione in tuiio il

mondo. II congresso scicnti-

fico — il dissidente sovictico

Andrei Sakharov ha assicu

rato la sua partccipazi'tnc co-

me prcsidcntc — si dovra
tcncre a Varna dal 5 al IS

maggio 1977. -Il 15 aprile

vcngo convocato dalla poh-
zia: il luo convegno nnn si

pui^ fare, mi dtcono. Mi ordi-

narK> di mandare a lulli icte-

grammi adducendo la scusa
di una gamha rotta. Ma come
volcic chc ci cTcdano** chic-

do Suggcrisco una scusa.
scicnlilicamcme ancor piu ri-

dicola, ma loro non sc ne
rcndono conto: diciamo chc
t prcvisto un lerrcmolo per
quci giorni Prima di acceita-

rc le loro condiziom. per6.
contralto e oticngo un visto

per rOccidentc-

Cosi. ncl '77, Marinov ap-
proda in Belgio dove prosc-
guc sul doppio binario —
politico e scicnlifico — la

nroprta aitiviiii Da Drxixel-

Ics invja anche una tunga
Icttcra a Enrico Bcrlinguer
chicdcndogli la lesscra del

Fci: -lo sono comunista. cre-

do nei principii di eguaghan-
za e di libciU gaianiiiidalla

nostra cosiituzione. Chi non
crede a quci principii sono i

dirigenii dei nnstri Pacsi-,

spiega Marinov. Ma non n-
ccvc risposta (in scguilo.
quando st irasfehri in Italia,

ottcrrik la icssera del Psi).

Dal Belgio si muove spes-

so. Riescc con una comiiiva

di tunsli ad andare anchc a

Mnsca c a parlarc con Sakha-
rov (-Sulla mia teona non
prcse ptwizionc: per me non
t n< si. x\h no. dissc-). il 29

aprite 1978 va in piaz/a Ven-
ceslao B Praga per manifcsta-

re — da solo — a favore dci

firmaiari delta Carta '77 con
un cariello. -La vostra carta

k la nostra Mannov. Bulga-
ria». Ma qualcuno lo tradiscc

e in piazza trova una quaran-
iina dipoliziotti. -Mi riempi-
rono di botie e mi caricarono
su un'auto portandomi alia

froniiera con la Germama
fcderalc. PcrA si tcnncro il

mio passapnno bulgaro. la

mia carta d'identitd belga.
tuiti i mici documenti. i hbri
ei soldi-.

Nello sicsso anno vienc in-

vitato ncgli Staii Uniii dove
illusira la propria teoria
(esperimcnti su quclla base
saranno poi escguiii c sono
ancora in corso, da Torr c

Kolcn per conto della Nasa).
ma non otticne grandi S)mpa-
iie: coniinua a dichiararsi co-

munista e a preicndcre Ic

scusc da Caner per il brutio
cpisodio dellambasciaia
americana a Sofia dj quattro
anni prima

Pariccipa a convcgni. scri-

ve libri: ha pubblicato. tra

Pallro, il traiiato -Fisica das-
sica-. icsii di cconomia poli-

tica. e una raccolia di poesie
queste uliimc saranno, tra

breve, edite anchc in Italia

da un ediiorc genovcse. Ncl
1980 si trasfcrisce in Italia, a

Gcnova. Quasi nessunosem
bra accorgersi dclla sua pre-

scnza ancne pcich^, in que-
sio penodo. Marmov si deJi
ca solo alia nccrca e al tenia
tivo di propagandarc i propri

sludi. Tcntaiivo che inconira
grosse fcsistcnze. in verii4

-Le riviste scicntifiche si ri

Outano di pubblicarc il nsul
lato dci mtei studi chc. pure
sono siali prcscniati m con
vegni in vane parli del mon
do. comprcsc luite le manifc
siazioni celchraijve dei ccnlo
anni della nasciia di Einstein

ncl 1979. E si rifiutano anche
di pubblicarc criiichc alia

mia teona. In praiica hannc
deciso che. opponendomi al

la teoria della relativity che i

(mora acccitata, non faccic

discorsi scieniifici. La rispo

sta quasi gcnctale t il riftuio

tl dogmaiismo. cioft laiicg

giamento aniiscientinco: noi
mi dicono che shaglio. ma m
dicono che non posso avert

ragionc. Ancora un dogma
insomma>.
Ora Mannov ha lasciatt

rilalia. E' in Austria dove
con alcuni scicnziati, sta con
ducendo i suoi espenmenti
Ma ha anche un altro impe
gno: ottenerc il visio per urK

dei piO noti dissidenti snvieii

ci, il fisico Yuri Orlov. Sorri

de tranouillo; aQuando tor

ner6 in Italia porietd con mt
la dimostrazionc della mi.

leona e Orkjv hbcro-

Mario Bottari
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Behorde weist

Dissidenten aus
Stefan Marinov, ein bulgarischer

Dissident und Physiker, lebt seit

einigcn Monaten in Niedcrschockel

bei Graz. Jelzt wird er aus Oslcrrcich

ausgcwicsen. Die BcghJndung:

„. ..da ein weiterer Aufenthall in

Oslcrrcich ofTentlichcn Interessen

zuwidcrlauft und die ofTcntlichc

Ruhe, Ordnung und Sicherheit ge-

fahrdct, hat die Behorde von ihrem
Recht Gebrauch gemacht, das ge-

gcnstandliche Aufcnthaltsvcrbot zu
criassen." Wenn Stefan Marinov
diese Enlschcidung dcr Bczirks-

hauptmannschaft Graz-Umgebung
nicht befolgt, wird er mit PoHzeigc-

walt auOer Landes gcbrachC.

Wer ist diescr Stefan Marinov? Is!

er wirklich so gcfahrlich?

Geboren wurde Stefan Marinov
1931 als Sohn ciner reichcn Familie

in Sofia, die sich abcr noch wahrend
dcs Erstcn Weltkrieges zum Kom-
munismus bckannt hat. Er war
Assistent an der Pbysikalischcn

Fakultat in Sofia und Mitarbciter

dcr Bulgarischen Akademie dcr

Wissenschaflen. Er wandte sich

zunehmcnd gcgcn das kommunisti-

schc Regime. Er verlangte. da6 die

Rechte der bulgarischen StaatsbOr-

gcr nicht nur auf dcm Papier

anerkannl wiirdcn, sondem in dcr

Praxis auch ausgcubt werdcn durf-

ten. Von diesen scinen ..falschcn

Gedanken" wurde er das erste Mai
1966/67 im Kcrkcr und in der

Psychiatric ..gcheill".

Nebcn seiner polilischen Tatigkeit

trat Stefan Marinov auf wissen-

Khafilicher Ebcne mit der These
auf, die heutige Raum-Zcit-Physik,

die sich auf die Rclaiivitatsihcorie

stOtzl, sei fatsch. In wissenschaftli-

chen Abhandlungen versuchtc er zu

bcweisen, daO die absolute Ge-
Khwindigkeit der Erde meObar sci.

Bine revolutioniercnde These. Dies

war fur die bulgarischen Behorden

der Grund, ihn 1974 von dcr

Akademie der Wissenschaflen zu

pcnsionicren, noch zweimal fur

langere Zcit in psychiatrische Klini-

kcn zu steckcn (1974. 1977), fur

verriickl zu erklaren, und 1977
dicscn unbequemen Wissenschafter

in den Westen ausreisen zu lassen.

1982 wurde er schlieDlich ausgebur-

gert und sein Haus konfisziert.

In Graz widmete er sich nur noch
seinen wissenschaftlichen Tatigkei-

tcn. Er hielt einen Vortrag an der

TU und bewarb sich ebcnda urn cine

Professorenslclle. Er verofTentlichte

sein funfbandiges Lebenswerk
„Classical Physics", in dem er seine

Theorie der Raum-Zeit-Physik wis-

scnschaftlich darlegt. Ein Student an
der Technischen Universitat in Graz
fuhrt ein Experiment durch. das die

Theorie von Stefan Marinov bestati-

gen soil.

Jetzt machen ihm die Behorden
einen Strich durch die Rechnung —
wenn es bei ihrem BeschluB bleibt.

Ostcrreich ist bckannt fur seine

Bcreitschafi, Fluchtlinge und Difsi-

denten aufzunehmen. Waniih nicht

diesen bulgarischen Physiker, diesen

Stefan Marinov? Peter Rudlof

;-'i' ,."
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CORRESPONDENCE
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BMH — COttoHn

Mr.AHUHIICKn <^AK.VJ1TF.T

Mix. No Km ,

YAOCTOBEPEHHE

[IcMXHarprtMHaTa kjimnhkh npH BMH - Co^m yAOCToncpnHa, qe ^ '-^ » ^ ^' I ^V w
I

^J W-l- \ X Jl V^^'^ *^V ^^ f^ '^"•^ "3 /leieiiHe » K^imu^aia or Y\^ . lu I'll. vTl .,

HacTOHiuoTO ce Aana Aa nocyiywH iipcA
\
/V/^ . \) {) . (\ I wV (f*

v v^y^\^^V'

\ \ 3a AHpeKTop Ha KAHHimata, t /. ,^

\\
!

PA. acHcrenT:^ i ' i/i^^tC^^iH'

This is an official certificate stating that Stefan Marinov was trea-

ted at the Psychiatric Clinic of the High Medical Institute, Sofia, in

the years 1966 (wrongly written 1956), 1967, and 1974 with a diagnosis

PARANOIA.
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Sxceptlonal announcemant 26 .April 1977

Aooordlng to Informatlona obtained from the Geophyaical Insti-

tute of the Bulgarian Aoademy of Scie i ;3a, there is Ika a fear

that the region of Vrancia /lioumania/ ia still active and spo-

olallBta share the opinion that at the beginning of May seismic
disturbances are possible. Since Varnu is in IkK this earthquake
sone, I have decided /without coneulting the other members of the

organleing committee/ to postpone the Conference for a later date.

On the other hand one has tq take into account that the time for
the organization of IC3TA was too short and it could not find a
releremt reverberation in the sclent ific community. We could nei-
ther obtain a material support from a certain scientific institu-
tion /only the Institute of Physics, London, has granted us a mo-
ral help/.

At the beginning of the year Prof. Erllchson has suggested the
Oonferenoe to be postponed for the end of the year and to be or- i

ganleed In an English speaking country. After consultations with i

the other members of the organising committee, we shall Inform you
;

about our decision. The participation charges already paid will be '

valid for the postponed conference. If some participants will be
unable to attend It, the participation charges will be returned.

With the hope that the new oonferenoe will be better organized,
I send you my exousas and looking forward to meet you at the new /
oonferenoe,

'

Sincerely yours

j

Stefan karinov

Chairman of IGSTl

).00 P M 10 May 77. his was just received from Marinov. Post

larked 3 r^lay 77-oof ia.
^

H.C.Dudley '
. /I ' O^

This is the exceptional announcement for the postponment of ICSTA received

by Prof. H. C. Dudley in Chicago and resent by him to the brother of Marinov

in Australia.
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((^Hj^liiiHl!^ BULGARIAN ACADRMY Of SCI ENCES

Sofia. "7 N,>cnnrr Str l^o. I j^'-^^Q ^=15' l^th, 1977.
Tel. 87-77-3I .

Telex 224M

Profc;:!Ccr S. Prokhcvnik
Univcrcitj of i'lo-.v South V/aleo

P.O.Box 1

Kensi.iGton ITSW 20y5

Ati3tx";&lia

Dear Profo- nor Frolchovnik,

I have been -vJiod to expvoss our Prer^idenf s "urprioc on the

receipt of the cable of Hay 1 bh ci-ned by you and your collecgnas.

V/ith reference to that I v;oal.' like to make you familiar with some

facts that lulrht be of interest to you.

Ln 1973 l'.lr. 3tephan Maririov- v/as pcUoioncd off dae to illness

and nince he han not v/orkcd in any of the Ac^doiry'3 Inotitutoi;.

Recently we ho.vo learned from the inquiries r.ade by foreiftn

scicnr.isto an-5 .rcit-nciiic iii.-. ^i ouoj.o,i.5 ^i,.,j.v ci.oji-t;, "" '-^'^ .....^ux-,^

ly pri\'P.te initiative Mr. I.IarCnov had decided to Qr{r,c:n±zc an

International Conference and later en he had c^voa up the idea.

He probably -lid not manage tc inforr. in tine all the perrons and

scientific in.-ti'oution.-j v;ho n nv about i,:.:^riuov' c conference and an

unfortunate con.iequence of this wan tnat l^lr. P.T. Pappaa from

Queen Mary Gollof^c in London :;anie to Eul^jaria. On the latter'

s

req-sat v.-o have arranred for )ita a visit to the In.'^titute of

Phynicn ana the -eat of hie 1 Imo he sport ao a poroonal S"G-t of

Marinov and he vicited also t le town of Varnj..

Ac fir ac- our inforaation sonc no rr.ot vie :ionr •.v}iat.-.c.eve-',

h.avc boon ir.ipor.cd on the acti'/ity of .'iarJnov.

^'icaoe, inform .all the cjlloa^'ron of yours concarned about

•..vlth the ccn!,';nts of hhis letter. I hope that tr'i.s misunderstand in.;.:

would not infrinc^ on th? fric'm:iy rcl:-tiona of Gc:cn;i:Lic co-ops-

ration v;e have \vitt. all forcn.r^n oclentir ts and sciontific in:.titu-

tions.

V/ith be!5t vor-irdOf

lie.-.il ol" thi- lal cj-i.-'tional



Stefan Marinov - 47 - Mr. Jimmy Carter

rue Saint Gery 23 l^JV^J^l^ C^
^^^ ^^

B-1000 Bruxelles The White House
Washington, D.C.

1 November 1977
Mr. President,

In March 1974 I was imprisoned in the psychiatric clinic of the High Medical School

of Sofia, where I spent seven months in 1966/1967. Again I was detained against my will

to be cured from "unjust" physical ideas (I am showing by theory and experiments that

Einstein's theory of relativity is not adequate to physical reality) and "false" con-

ceptions (I assert that a socialism with a bestial face is not socialism at all).

This time I was not locked in anisolator and guarded by a policeman as in 1966/67,
and on the 3 April I could escape. After having changed my clothes in the house of a

friend, I went to the Americal Embassy in Sofia and addressed Mr. Snow with the plea to

forward to the mass media my protest against this scandalous and shameful detention. Mr.

Snow knew me very well, since some months ago he has restored my connection with Prof.

Goudsmit, the editor of PHYSICAL REVIEW, because at that time my post was intercepted.
Instead of help, the Bulgarian police was called, and I was bestially beaten in the

lobby (i.e., on American territory) before the eyes of at least 20 Americans who did
nothing to stop this barbarism, despite my desperate cries and the fact that I could
not defend myself (I was knocked down on the floor and my hands were tied).

I was brought again to the loony bin and locked in the same isolator as seven years
ago. In the process the public prosecutor defended the thesis that not only in the eyes
of the Bulgarian authorities but also in the eyes of the Americans I am a socially dan-
gerous element. This aggraviated my situation terribly and I was sentenced to compulso-
ry treatment (my "foolness" was cured this time by trisedil).

In the psychiatry I wrote a letter to the American Ambassador, protesting against
the shameful beating which was ordered by the Embassy's employees, and begged him to

come personally to the clinic to present his excuses. This was not done. Neither I know
whether my letter has reached the Embassy.

When you entered the White House, I wrote again a letter to the new Ambassodor pre-
senting a claim for injury. The case was sent to the State Department, from where a ne-

gative answer has come, communicated to me orally by the Consul, Mr. Thibaut.

Now I am addressing you directly. I beg you, Mr. President, to study carefully this

case. I live 46 years in Bulgaria. As a seaman I visited different European, African

and Asian countries. Many times I was detained in prisons and clinics because of my

scientific and social activity. But no single time in my life was I beaten. Never my

father or mother have slapped me. On the 3" April 1974 I spent on American territory not

more than 30 or 40 minutes and my body was covered with blood. After being released

from the asylum, certain of my friends laughed on me: "You are a fool, indeed. Will a

normal man go to search protection and understanding to Americans. They are worse than

the Stalin canibals!"

I think that from your high post you have to defend the honour bf America. Of course,

you are not responsible for the errors and the crimes (the Viet-nam war) of the Nixon-

Ford administration, but you, as a President of the United State, have to defend the

honour of your big nation.

Concerning the human rights you follow a radically new politics. But many of my friends

and many leftly thinking people (to whom I appertain) assert that your defence is a pure

demagogy and, as a matter of fact, you do nothing in reality. Now, exactly during the

time of the Belgrade conference, the paranoic neo-stal inist in Prague have organized a

farce process, but no protest has come from the part of the American government. I know
the answer: those are internal affairs of Czechoslovakia and the American government has

not the right to intervene. O.K. - but I was beaten on American territory, where Bulga-
rian police cannot enter without the consent of the Embassy. Present me the excuses of
the American government. Show that you factually defend the human rights. The reverbera-
tion of your letter in our countries will be enormous.

Mr. President, from your speeches and actions it is clear that you have recognized the

most simple truth that now the conflicts in the world cannot more be solved by violence.
In these terrible years of the XXth century when every minute the planetary suicide can
begin, the words have the unique power to save us from the nuclear cauchemare. Show your
firmness and readiness to defend the honour, the freedom and the rights of anyone who
has knocked on your door.

Sincerely yours, Stefan Marinov
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Denr Dr. ilnrinfcv,

I iin very plCTseJ to Kliow thn t you tP"? snlle

-t'list m the West. T look forwnri to se^lnf? you In Lonion

1-, f^r this month. I -rn Tfr-^li thn t I CTnnot niTord either time

or -none-- to co:n» to Brussels Just nt this moment, mucjh ns I

?;hov.O:i! like to.

I shnll soni von -i copy or the Flmenl-d 1/1 thin th" next

i>w d->ys, qs soon -.s I Con ee t 1 1 xeroxed. Put there 1? no need

to worry ->bout the luillty of the tr-nslnt1on. T h^ve been

n tr-1n''^l1 tor of poetry from the .ji^vonic lonrimees ror 21 ye-irs

-ul '\\y vork Is very v/elJ thoueht oi" by those in -^ position to

knovo I ^iqve ^ food working knowledee of dirch olivonic, since
i

It Is the l^n-TuiEe which vje use In our church. I hnve sane in 1

the choir for more thnn hnir rny lire, -o I c-^n ce"t4lniy nppre-

clnte the Church 3livonlc "ri-HVour" of your poemo This I h-ive i

rendered Into I^nrrllsh by the tjp > or irch-iic Sa^llsh used In

th" Churrh or ISnfUnd rnverbook -^nd the Authorized Version of '•

the Bible o I understood from Dro Prokhovnlk thqt you h^d

esjiecl-lly iskeJ for rae to trnnsl-^te voor works. I isnu-ned thqt

you ktiew cr my ability -^nd corapeten-e to de-^i with t dirricult

pcem or thi- kind. 3o, please, set your mind it resti

I could not, or course, sent you the text to Buleirlqo

Folltlcilly, It woulj hove be^n most lin^^'^rous ror you to receive

1 letter rro'n me - ^nd ther- wis no one golnc on '> visit whom

I couli trust v'lth so Inn-rercus i :r.is-,lcn. Dr. Frokhovnlk went

Yrck to Aust-Tll-i without ienvin?r m" -n odiress, so I coiill not

cont">ct hi;p. Under the circun- t-.nces, there w-^s ibnly one person

>.hom I Cored to GOiv-»at on this m-tter^ Victor 'Jwobod-., Si« w'lo

is Senior Lecturer m Rus-.l^n nnJ Ukmintnn, -t the School or

GliVonlc Srtii !'J.ir.t liororonn J3t'illen, Unlver:;lty of Lnnloiu I hivc
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T tery lon!»s t.^ndlnr worklnfr rei-^ tlon.^htr with him ?3 r-^eirds

poKEt Glivfinlc llnrrulcNtlus nnd poeti'y. We on::':; ^!oli-l^or'- tud on

a coiiectiou of afesx the works or Tnr^r, Shevchenlco - thqt -.-i-ts

aome l6 yer^rs ?»g0u He h^s eone over my v^trr.lon ar the Hm.3nlr,d

thoroa;Thly, '>nd imde severTl liiterfls tin?r :^ur:^e:" tlon'-. -l^out It^

which I duly took Into -iccount In prepnrlnf my verslono

The Plmenl-;d hos not yet been publlshel, tat is uul'^r

nonsi I'^pt tlon by ib '5dltoro Da you wish me to tell hiit to

stop consldorlnf» it? If so, I fern' tlii t you j!11 lose ill chnii-e

of ltr> public-^ tlon. One -^n outhor v/l th Ir-^ws -^ ri"^' o'" •;ot*'.c

fro'i -in "Editor, It 1" v^ry il'TlcuLt to "-"t hf-i to xhrixn '^ccept

It inter. The Sonnets ^re not with - ny "7Utor y?t. I '-.-id

•^n lle^ to show thera to ViKtor Fnlnb^ir^ of the CT.-:ipTi''n '^-.Inst

Psjichlntrlc Abuse (He knowr jto'xr brother, I think), but I hive

not yet hqd q chnnce to do so qs Mr. 7-. 1 titers h-, s been vry

busy recently. It Is very difficult to rr- 1 -inyone to tnlce iny

mtjrest m the .lus3l->n text - the eratcres would not hnvj bcm

Interested unless they could h^ve puLLlsh-l yi.<ui^ story, vvhlle

J;ou were still in Bulir^riq - -^nd this you did nut vlsh done.

But if you corae to London, ther-e.*? nr'? one or two po^"l Mil ties

we cnn dlscas"..

Ey the wiy, I ra'xs t toll 'ou thi t I cnti do ->b3oluteiy notlilnc

tow-iris EretttnT :^ouc scientific work pnMl-.hei in N/iTUin. I hnve

nothTn" whatever to do with th-i t ;U]" of t^- :r,T-:iine, I n'n

slraply - .lourmilst* It woui ?. be contrTry to nil profer,-. luti-d

etlju-itte for me to Interfere In thi-, -n-ilter, f^'»'.re tpy to

under--, t-ind thlsl When vou h->ve be^n ir; th? v/e':t -> ilt':ie loar^jr,

Jou 111 probnbly underst-nd better how tlilnfis ire done licrf.

Ui;':ii tvien, plenre belle-'e me th-it 1 cnnnot '^-•If "'^'i tn th-it

5tJ3 of -cu- -iCLlvltyl
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It won't hnlp, ''Ith'sr, Lf you t-.ik nbour cxpectlri'^ to

r*c«?lv? q No^'^1 ?riz'. for tonr work, T^vqn ir yon I'p-'i '-.tir'? :'cu

T^'i"! Tin" ^n r.i^t on« , 11, l-. not rcn? t*^in.-' t-^nt i r ev-n -spoken

of Ir ->lviiirel Th;*r'> Is f» l^r'.Jlttcn or ""0'l'?3ty" In tliesi" tmttfPG.

I Ctii* t sny nn:,'thln'' -itJout year ch-ncr". - vou" wo -k l-^ rl^ht

ou*;sll'.* r.i.; own riell, but It osrtTlniy won't h^ip you In

you:' 3cl-Mtli'lc c-ir'?"r to to-i3t in nlv-itico ol" the TVJnrcl^ jtoa

!icpe to rec^lva. 3lnc<^ youi* work ic ~o contr->ry to the pr Ts^nt

:;cl?M tiri-; tr-idlttcn, It Is very lir,por t-^," t th-> t you shouli

".pp^nr to b3 n cound ind BespectTbio Tcl^ntlst, In the trodltton

thnt p<^opl': iC':ept here. Yoiu" loDf: qiid excltd Itelex m-j^Giees J

lo IUTlTi'^, for exTi-ipl?, iLd not innke i very eood ImpresTlon*

I h-jve v«ry llt'l^ tlm*; nt the moinent. I hivo been extremely

busy wlt^ th'j ilLTof.lnn i^-? ;')lutl'jri ^rinlv'^rg-iry - the;''iM w-^s i

lot or" extf-i work for ia« to lo, n3 -ou c-in l!n->elne. Mid Z do

no'. Ilk" -Tritlnr: letters v-ry inucho Rut I felt thn I must

r-'-i'^niire you -s soou ts possible thnt tho fits PII/lilNlAD -is not

^eeu publlched, nnl wllL n'^ S b^ pubHshel 'Without vour ::on3ent.

^3 loo'i n3 I Cnn "ct n x-^rox' copv •n-'le ( jMch win b" In -^ d^y

or 3o), I -/til. rmll It to you. But I rur^t ^sk you to TS'=;«iie me

th-^ t you '.J 11 no^ send 1 1 to try oth-:r 311 tor until v/e hnve n

del'liilte r'^runii rroir tho 'Editor w^o l-^ con:;! ! ;riur it nit rre'^ent*

nils In very very important. To submit the 3->mo pleco of work

to trtO public-^ tloas sl;nul Lnneously 1? ccutrnry to ill pri":tl

prorftsrlon-il pmctlce. No reputnbli' Journnl wlLl 3onl with t

writer whfj bi'hives in such n wnyo If you lo this, thpn I re/.r tlinl

no on'! will t-ike -^uy notlc" or you" work, iiii you "oull nvy.n

I'lnl your-.i"lV involved In '^-^rlous dirrtcui lies, II' two ndl^ors

shfuli ncr'jpt th-j z^'nr FO'^:n 'imul t-ineously. Ii vlr". of nl '- thn t

hns hippenel to you, I re-l It l" very li.por tnn •. thnt you sliuuil

niTke T (?0')1 Imprcs'lcr. In vour husir-.A-s -iAT'-it: i:i •h-j "Jrj-tj
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If yon v;nnt to lonl with serious Journiij, ••ho pny •^oo.i T'jos,

-n.d who hive .!) sounl reputntlon. It L-: ;.'lse to r(jl.low tui"

(BS t-ibll::li<3i p"->c tier.. Ol' cour :*; , thfir« nre puMlo*:«>r'; ntvl

Joumils who nrr? I'^s'-. p^f ttoui-^r , liit no uii"; tTlc?-; t -eia nt nil

s^rt-usly, -nd it 1;:; better not to l-'.i wUh theia.

I 'hop" th-it ',11 l-^ -oln-r u-li vlth you. il^.-i-.n L". t m<3

know 'jhen you -re comln?: to Lonlftn, nrii -.;n.'ro I c-iii coiit-ict ••uu.

It •.,o'il'5 be betbar to wrlt-^ In -i-z-uc^j t- I -"'n not in Lon.loii

every 1-iy«

Gincerely,

i^^ /Cx
7--. liich
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OOCTCUR JACQUES FLAMENT
»f«OFKa«aUN A L'UNI VC PiSIT A OK VMuxai-u

snuxELi-cs. .« 21 novcnhro 1?77

ttonsiour Stefon MARDJOV
rue St. Gory, 23

1000 BnixollGs.

Jc so'.isnlgsio c^rtifle nvoir oxnmjno clinLqur>m«^nt h

deux rpprir.es, les 7 f?t 21 novembre 1977, tlonsipur Gtofan

riARH-IOV, 3gc de 46 anr,.

Au cour.i des deux entreticns prolongcs que j'ai eus

avec lui, destines h evaluer son otat de Gr>nt(' psychologique,

je I'ai interroge sur les diffcrents domaines de son histolro

persomielle rt de r.os antecedents modicaux.

Jc ccrtific qu'au cours de Ces doux entretlens clini-

quGS, je n'ai obervf' chez Tlonsleur Stefan IIARiriOV auo-in syropto-

mo de troubles psychopathologlqiies.

J'estime en conn^'quonce que son otit de snnte psycho-
logjqvie peut Tctuellement etre considf'ro conme normal.

ER l'.:ibscnco de donnces anamnestiqvies provenant d'une

autre source que les dcclnrntions de tlonsicur MARTMOV lul-momc,

11 n'est pas possible de porter un jugement cllnique certain
r.ur ce quit A. pu en etre dans lo passe.

Par ailleurs, n'ayaat aucune competence pcrsonnellc d>ini

Ic dom-iine d'actlvit^s scientlfiques de Monsieur IlAnilJOV, il

ne m'est pas possible d'exjirimer un avis clinique sur la nature

et la qualite de son jugement critique a I'cgard de sa propro
ocuvre scletitlf Lque.
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OHivrrriT* cathc 'ohf oh ioiiv*n«

IHSTITUT DE PHYSIQUE THtORIQUE

OflFMIN OU CvriOTPON. t

a .1411 LOUVAIN LA-NEUVE
OfLOIQUB

TPI.P.PMOMP. 0I0.4I.KI.AI

TfiLF.X '.')0<<

D.SPEISER/NR

Louvaln-la-Neuve, le 26 avrll 197fl,

MonslRur S. MARINOV

rue St. G§ry. 23

1000 BRUXELLES

Cher Monsieur riarinov.

Je vous remercie vivement de votre lettre ainsi que des

envois que vous ajoutez.

Je gjis bien conscient de votre situation; cependant,

Mr. Finkelsteln ne m'a pas Invite a donner un second avis mais je lul

enverrai une copie de votrs lettre et de la mienne. Par ailleurs, ne

craignez rien ^ ce propos : Mr. Finkelstein possede une perspicacite

penetrants, il connalt la relativite bien mieux que moi et, ayant eu

lui-meme quelques fois desdiff icultes avec des referee, il n'hesitera

pas a mettre mon avis de cote si cela lui semble indique.

Cependant, Je dois relterer mon opinion que vous ne vous

rendez pas un service, en publiant cette replique sous la forme actuelle.

Je me contente de repeter quelques points concernant vos remarques :

Rem. II : vous ecrivez : "I give which had to tie Newton's statement ..."

et apres, "this juxtaposition representing a contemporaneous retrospection

...". Une telle attitude, qui d'allleurs n'est pas f ormellement d6clar6e

dans le papier lui-meme, ne peut que confondre le lecteur et ce n'est

certalnement ni bonne histoire, ni bonne argumentation.

Rem. IV : Je n'ai pas sugger§ de discuter la th6orie de Maxwell et CJED,

mals de confronter vos predictions avec les predictions de ses theories.

Rem. V : (p. 3, 1re ligne et 4e ligne du bas) vous ecrivez :''Newtonian

world aether theory ...". L'optlque de Newton, Je le ri'off Irme, etait

corpusculaire (voir ci-dessous).

1
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1.9 du has : vous ecrivez "one can say the principle of relativity only

introducing ...". II existe evidemment une autre fagon, cells qui consiste

S modifier les lois de la mecanique qui fut choisie par Einstein et

acceptes par presque la totalite des physiciens. Elle est certainement

sans contradiction interne et ne peut etre rejetee que sur base d 'une

experience.

Rem. VI : 1) II est exact que Newton parlait d 'ether mais ceci dans le

contexte de la gravitation.

2) Son optlque etait pr Imairement une optique corpuscu laire.

S'il y pensait a un ether, c'est a vous de donner des citations exactes.

D'apres I'espace absolu "ether" peut stre totalement trompeur.

Rem. VII : Vous ecrivez : "for the mechanic phenomena... while for the

electromagnetic phenomena. .. the principle of relativity is not valid".

Ou alors se situe la llmite exacte entre phenomene mecanique et phenomene

electromagnetique pour la discussion d 'une experience combinant les deux

aspects? Cette question semble f ondamentale.

Rem. VIII : Mon point n'est pas qu'en realite nous na trouvons que des

corps imparfaitement rlgides, mais que, selon les principes de la theorie

d 'Einstein, de tels corps ne peuvent Rxititer puisqu'un signal ne peut se

propager instantanement.

Rem. IX : Je ne suis pas d 'accord avec votre interpretation d 'Alvaeger

et al,, mais comme Je vous I'ai dit lors de notre entrevue, je suis d 'accord

avec vous qu'une nouvelle experience peut etre tres interessante.

Rem. X : Evidemment, si vous voulez, tout est un"phenomene quantique mais

1
' interference n'est pas un phenomene quantique specifique, c'est-a-dire

qu'on peut deja I'expliquer par I'Optique Ondulatoire Classique. Je ne

comprends toujours pas la phrase : "the frequency ... is an individual pro-

perty...", a moins que vous fassiez allusions a la relation de Planck

E
^ = h •

Comme je I'ai dit. j'envoie cette lettre avec la votre ^

Mr. Finkelstein qui prendra sa decision, mais je me permets de repeter

mes doutes sur 1 'opportunitc de publler le travail sous cette forme.

Je vous prie, Cher Monsieur Marinov, de bien voulolr egale-

ment transnettre mes compliments a Madame Marinov.

n. SPEISER.
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SYRACUSE UNIVERSITY
DEPARTMENT OF PHYSICS

201 PHYSICS BUILDING | SYRACUSE, NEW YORK 13210

April 27, I')78

Professor .Stefan Marlnov

rue Stephanie S3

B-1020 Bruxelles

Belr,lque

Dear Professor Marlnov:

I have just received your note of L6 April,

durinp the last week of our academic year. I am about to leave for the summer,

and for a leave of absence, so that I shall be absent from Syracuse University

for the remainder of the year.

I am reasonably familiar with your work, and

in particular with the coupled-mirrors experiment. In my opinion this

experiment is fundamentally flawed, in that it is based on the assumption

that there is such a thing as a perfectly rigid body, in this case the

rotating shaft on which the two mirrors are mounted.

Already in the twenties an engineer in Germany

proposed to refute (special) relativity by using for the transmission of

signals an "inextendlble" string which would be pulled suddenly at one end.

Such experiments do not work, at the conceptual level, against a theory that

denies the existence of such rigid bodies, as does the theory of relativity.

In practice, the upper limit for the signal speed through the use of rigid

bodies", "inextensible strings", and the like, is the speed of elastic waves

in such materials, at least five powers of ten below the speed of light.

Thus your coupled-mirrors experiment would not be accepted as a valid ex-

periment bearing on relativity, regardless of the results obtained.

At the macroscopic level at least a major

portion of the postulate of special relativity is confirmed by the working

of particle accelerators, which are designed on the assumption of

relativistlc speed-mass relationships, etc., and could not possibly work

If Galilean-Newtonian space-time were correct. At the microscopic level

all relationships between relativistlc elementary particles confirm the

validity of relativistlc mass and momentum formulas. If the theory is to

be attacked in its foundations, one would have to come to terms with this

large body of experimental evidence available, in m.v opinion long before

attempting difficult new experiments, whose interpretation is likely to be

controversial.

Sincerely yours,

Peter G. Bergmann
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III/? - 00?

D u 1 d u n /t;

Der Aufenthalt dos Herrn M A R I N o V , Vornono Stefan,

geb. 01.02.1931 in Sofia, verh. Diplom-I'liysikor, bulp;ariGcher

Staatsangehoriger, v/ohnhaft in 1020 firiicsel, Hue Stephanie P>3,

z.Zt. wohnhaft in Regen, Frauenmuhle (Terdon Taubonoder)

wird vorlaufig gem. § 17 AuslG geduldet unter folgenden :'.e-

dingen:

1 . ) Der Aufenthalt wird auf den Landkreis He;;on beschranl:t

.

2.) Der Auslander hat sich taglich 2 x um 10.00 IHir und

10.00 Uhr, persc)nlich bei dor rnIi2'"iin.'3pol:tion Ilegon

zu melden.

''^r^\^

Fie gen, den 02. riai 197-'

Landratsamt

I. A.

Patzelt

RGgiorunr,r;rat
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Stefan Marinov . Au President de la

rue Stephanie 83 . Republique Social iste
B-1020 Bruxelles Tchecoslovaque

Le 7 mai 1978 Prague

M. le President!

Le 29 avril a 11.00 j'ai fait une demonstration devant le monument de Saint Vences-
las pour montrer aux citoyens de Prague qu'il y a un Bulgare qui soutiens ouvertement
et sans aucune peur les revendications de la Charte 77. Comme vous le savez bien, dans
la Charte 77 on exige que le gouvernement tchecoslovaque respecte les lois de pays.
Rien de plus!

Ma demonstration paisible etait violament interompue par la police. J'etais recon-
duit dans un bureau policier, ou j'etais brutalement maltraite par de coup de poings
et de fouet. On m'a confisque le passeport bulgare, la carte d'identite beige, deux
copies de mon livre scientifique EPPUR SI MUOVE, les manuscripts de quelques articles
scientifiques, le livre de Marie Valachova edite a Prague quelques annees apres que
vous etiez au pouvoir, un livre russe sur I'histoire de stalinisme, mon agenda et tous
1 'argent.

Premierement les agents qui m'ont brutalise disaient qu'on va m'assassiner, apres
ils disaient qu'on va me mettre dans une prison pour deux ans, apres dans un hopital
psychiatrique, mais finalement ils deciderent de m'expulser illegalement a travers la

"frontiere verte" sur le territoire de la R.F.A.

Tous ces acts de la police tchecoslovaque etaient contre les lois de votre pays.
J'insiste que les documents d'identite delivres a moi par les gouvernements bulgare
et beige me soient immediatement renvoyes, de meme que tous les livres et argent con-
fisques. Pour les dommages corporels causes par le vandalisme des votres agents je re-
vendique la somme de % 1000 (je dois souligner que pour les dommages corporels beau-
coup plus graves causes par la battue dans 1 'ambassade americaine de Sofia en avril
1974 je revendique devant le gouvernement americain la somme de % 5000).

M. le President! Vous voyez aux quelles graves crises sociales sont livres les
pays (comme Italie et la R.F.A.) ou les opposants qui ne sont pas contents des gouver-
nements agissent sans respecter la loi, enlevant et tuant des hommes innocents. Mais,
je pense, il est beaucoup plus dangereux quand les gouvernement qui ne sont pas con-
tents des ses opposant agissent sans respecter la loi. Si vous considerez qu'avec ma
demonstration j'ai viole quelque loi tchecoslovaque, je suis pret de me rendre imme-
diatement a Prague pour apparaitre devant le tribunal. Je ne suis pas un Lenine d'avoir
peur de repondre pour mes actes devant n'importe quel tribunal legitime. Mais si vous
ne pouvez inventer une accusation contre moi, j'insiste que vous vous excusez par une
forme ecrite pour la barbarie des agents de votre police secrete et que vous satisfai-
sez les revendications ci-dessus mentionnees.

Si vous laissez cette lettre sans reponse, je ne vois pas une autre alternative que
de maltraiter et defigurer votre ambassadeur ici a Bruxelles de la meme fagon. Mais ne
pensez vous pas, M. le President, que sur cette voie tres vite nous all ions remplacer
tous notre lois d'une societe civilisee par les lois barbares de la jungle?

Stefan Marinov
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Stefan Marinov Prof. Peter G. Bergmann
rue Stephanie 83 Syracuse University
B-1020 Bruxelles Deptm. of Physics

201 Physics Building
13 May 1978 Syracuse

N.Y. 13210

Dear Prof. Bergmann:

Thank you very much for your letter of the April 27.

If you are acquainted with the scheme of my "coupled-mirrors" experiment, then I am
unpleasantly shocked to read your objections. During the last 10 years I sent to diffe-
rent journals at least 40 papers (any paper sent to 5-6 different journals). Thus I re-
ceived about 200 negative referees' opinions. And all of them have been written exactly
in the same style as your objections. Only about 2-3 referees have understood the es-
sence of the "coupled-mirrors" experiment and of my absolute space-time theory, al-
though, I must recognize, the essence of this experiment, as well as of my theory, is

extremely simple.

Having not a possibility to write you a longer letter, I shall emphasize only the
following: In the "coupled-mirrors" experiment there is no transmission of signals. A
rotating axle (of any material, if you like, of rubber) represents a clock with large
space extension.

You did not wish to see my book EPPUR SI MUOVE. I do not know how much of my papers
do you have read. Have you read my last paper in FOUND. PHYS. 8, 137 (1978)? Have you
compared the results for the Sun's absolute velocity obtained with my interferometric
"coupled-mirrors" experiment in 1975, v = 303 ± 20 km/sec, R.A. = 14h 17m i 20m,
D = -23° ± 4° with the results obtained by the Princeton group (Wilkinson and Corey)
later when measuring the slight anisotropy of the cosmic background radiation:
V = 320 + 80 km/sec, R.A. = 12 ± 1 hr, D = -21° ± 21°? Why you do not publish youropi-
nion in the press? To anyone of those 200 referees who have criticized my experiment
and theory I say: Critisize them in the press. We have no time, was the answer. All
right, I said, for your paper I shall pay you % 500. No one has written a paper for
% 500. Neither you shall write it. I am sure . Tell me, then. Prof. Bergmann, is this a

science? I have been criticized by small scientists as Horedt, Grgin, Vrcelj, who cannot
understand that opening a discussion on my experiments and theory they kill relativity.
More clever relativists prefer to keep silence. You are a very clever relativist and
you will not open a fire against me. The world will not know that you are afraid to
open a fire, but I know this.

Now I am preparing the edition of my CLASSICAL PHYSICS (1500 pages). All high-velo-
city effects in electromagnetism (synchrotrons etc.) are explained in the frame of my
theory. Assurence that I can explain all effects of modern physics can be found after
reading EPPUR SI MUOVE. Excuse me for the rather harsh tone. But I am tired. Three
years I cannot find a journal to publish the detailed account on my interferometric
"coupled-mirrors" experiment. You are in the editorial boards of many journals. Recom-
mend a paper of me. No - you will not. You are feeling that something cracks.

Yours,

Stefan Marinov
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EMBASSY OF THE
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

May 23, 1978

Mr. Stefan Marinov
Rue Stephanie 83
1020 Bruxelles

Dear Mr. Marinov:

The Department of State has alerted both NASA and
National Bureau of Standards to the possibility of
your visit. NBS is prepared to arrange a program for
you. You should contact Dr. H. Steffen Peiser,
Office of International Relations, Room A-511, Administration
Building, National Bureau of Standards, Washington, D.C.
2023'*. You should be as specific as possible about your
interests

.

If you wish to make direct contact with NASA to indicate
subjects which you might wish to discuss beyond the
scope of your book, you may contact Dr. Phillip A.
Thibideau (who is not a scientist). International Programs,
Room TOTT, ^iOO Maryland Avenue, S.W., Washington, D.C.
205»*6.

Sincerely yours

,

Andre J. Navez
First Secretary
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fer juir 1978,

Monsieur,

Comme je vous I'avais fait connattre le 19 avril
1978, j'ai soumis au President de la Section de Physique
la lettre par laquelle vous me demandiez de pouvoir defendre
en notre Faculte une these intitulee

"Mesure de la vitesse ahsolue de la terre et son
importance pour la thiorie",

ainsi que les documents que vous y annexiez.

Le President de la Section de Physique, apres avoir
consulte ses collegues competents m'a fait savoir qu'a son
grand regret, il consi dorai t rnmmp "^nnrmnl H'arrpntpr nii'iino
telle these soit deposee". —

Je regrette done de ne pouvoir accepter votre
requete et vous prie d'agreer, Monsieur, 1 'expression de
mes sentiments tres distingues.

LE PRESIDENT DE LA FACULTE,

Raymond RASMONT.

V Monsieur Stefan MARINOV,
Rue Stephanie, 83
1020 BRUXELLES

NB. Vous recevrcz par courrier separe votre ouvrage, intitule
"EPUR SI NfUOVE" .
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HAROLD C. HOLLENBECK
»TM DiiTiiicT. Nrw Jtm%rr

DOMESTIC MONETARV rOLICV

I^TTFRNATIONAt. OCVrLOPMENT
INTERNATIONAL TRADE

SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY

S^ACC SCIENCE AND APPLICATIONS

•CIENCe. RESEARCH AND TECHNOLOGY
FOSSIL ANO NUCLEAR ENERQY

Coitgregg of tijc tlniteb ^taM
%)ouit of il^epreslentatibeft

i.B.C. 20515

1221 Lxfu^wrmm* Hau«K Offtcc Buiu>iNa

WASHtMOTON. DC. 20919

(202) 22V90S 1

1990 LcMOiMC AvrMuc

SOtm Sthckt Post Orrrcc

UNMM CITV. New JKKSKT 070S7

July 18, 1978

Dr. Stefan Marinov
Allen Lee Motel
2224 F Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20037

Dear Dr. Marinov:

T linvc read with interest the copies of your letters
to President Rrezhnev land President Carter regarding the
Orlov and Shcharansky ! trial . I regret that we were unable
to hear from you at tlie informal briefing sponsored by
Mr. Ilarkin and myself^ but you can appreciate the schedule
was packed tight.

In light of Mr. Scheuer's announcements that his
subcommittee will hold hearings on the subject of science
and human rights, I believe that the hearings, when held,
would be a more appropriate forum for publication of these
letters than the transcript of the meeting held today. I

would urge you to contact his office (2402 Rayburn House
Office Building) to keep abreast of his plans.

Once again, thank you for providing me with copies
of your letters. T hope that the efforts to free
Dr. Shcharansky will eventually succeed.

Sincerely

,

HAROl.n C. IIOLLnNRr.CK
Member of Congress

I
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August 18, 1978

Mr. Kenneth B. Foster
Director for Grants
National Science Foundation
1800 G Street, N.W.

Room 248
Washington, D.C. 20550

Dear Mr. Foster:

I am writing to ask that you give serious consideration to a

scientific proposal authored by Dr. Stefan Marinov, on June 27, 1978,
for measuring the Earth's absolute velocity with the help of an inter-
ferometric "coupled mirrors" experiment.

It is my understanding that Dr. Marinov' s proposed experimentation,
if successful, would challenge the prevailing Einstein theory of special
relativity. This, in itself, makes the Marinov proposal profoundly
interesting. Although such an assessment does not, in itself, constitute
an endorsement of Dr. Marinov's theoretical position, his claims or his
results, I gather, from independent inquiries I have made among members
of the scientific community, that he is, indeed, a sound physicist. None
of the gentlemen I have contacted, subscribe to the view that the
scientific community should close the door, so to speak, on Dr. Marinov's
theoretical position. In the realm of theoretical physics, there is always
room for surprises.

It is my further understanding that Dr. Marinov's particular
experiment has never been replicated. In that case, I believe,
there is ample justification to pursue this avenue of scientific
inquiry. Nothing could be lost. According to Dr. Huseyin Yilmaz
of the Perception Technology Corporation of Winchester, Massachus-
setts: "This experiment should be done if for no other reason than
to once more confirm Einstein's theory of special relativity.".

I would ask that your office give positive consideration to
this worthwhile proposal.

Sincerely,

-T^t.^^
Robert K. Dornan
Member of Congress
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UNITED STATES DEPAPTMEIMT OF COMMERCE
National Bureau of Standards
Washinntnn. I) i: ?IK^JA

September 8, 1978

Dr. Stefan Marinov
Allen Lee Hotel
2224 F Street, N.W.

Washington, DC 20037

Dear Dr. Marinov:

Thank you for your communication which we received and which

at your request I return enclosed.

I regret very much that my colleagues and I have no interest

in collaborating with you along the lines of your proposal
as written. Under these conditions, laboratory space cannot

be placed at your disposal.

With good wishes to you personally.

Sincerely, ^ >,^

H. STEFFENlPEISER
Chief
Office of International Relations

Enclosure
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IWNSA
National Aeronautics and
Space Administration

Washington, DC
20546

LIB-15

Mr. Stefan Marinov
Allen Lee Hotel
2224 F Street, N.W.
Washington, DC 20037

Dear Mr. Marinov:

Thank you for your August 15, 1978 letter inquiring
about the possibilities for conducting your gravitational
physics experiment. As Dr. Jeffrey Rosendhal explained
when he met with you on June 16, your proposed experiment
is not directly relevant to NASA's mission, particularly
since the proposed work is completely ground-based and
does not require the use of space techniques or the space
environment. There is, therefore, no programmatic interest
here at NASA in your proposed work.

Sincerely,

Philip A. Thibideau
International Program Policy Office
International Affairs Division
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THE vVHTE HOUSE
WAS t- I N GTON

September 21, 197E

Dear Mr. Marinov:

This is to acknowledge your letter of July 17 to

President Carter concerning your desire to pursue
your scientific work. I regret the delay in replying.

As you can understand, it is simply not possible for

the President to give personal attention to each one

of the great number of problems and appeals which are

sent to him each day. Hence, he has asked officials
of the various departments and agencies to do so on
his behalf in instances where they have special
authority under the law or special expertise.

I have taken the liberty of forwarding a copy of

your letter for review by officials of the National
Science Foundation. I am certain they will provide
answers to your questions and inform you of the

proper procedures in handling your concerns. You

should be hearing from them soon.

VVe welcome your warm words of support and send you

the President's best wishes.

Sincerely,

ckau^ ^^
Landon Kite
Staff Assistant

Mr. Stefan Marinov
The Allen Lee Hotel
2224 F Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20037
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NATIONAL SCIENCE FOUNDATION
WASHINGTON DC 20550

Dr. Stefan Marinov
The Allen Lee Hotel
2224 F Street, N.W.

Washington, D.C. 20037

Dear Dr. Marinov:

We regret to inform you that the National Science Foundation is unable

to support your proposal entitled, "Measurement of the Earth's Absolute

Velocity with the Help of the Interferometrlc 'Coupled-Mirrors'

Experiment," PHY78-22985.

In evaluating each proposal submitted to the Foundation, a number of

factors are considered. They include the following: the scientific

merit of the proposal and its merit in relation to other proposals

received by the Foundation in the same general field of science; the

relation of the proposal to contemporary research in the field; the

distribution among fields of science within the program of the Foundation;
the geographical distribution of research support by the Foundation;
and, finally, the funds available for research support. Thus, many
excellent proposals cannot be supported for reasons aside from intrinsic
merit, although this is an important consideration.

Sincerely yours.

ATWrcel Bardon
Director, Division of Physics
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NATIONAL SCIENCE FOUNDATION
WASHINGTON DC 20550

October 2, 1978

Dr. Stefan Marinov
The Allen Lee Hotel
222A F Street, N.W,

Washington, D.C. 20037

Dear Dr. Marinov:

I have enclosed verbatim copies of the reviews of your proposal as

I promised to do during our meeting this morning. I have also

enclosed a copy of the document (NSF Circular 127) which you requested

covering the procedure for reconsideration of your proposal.

Sincerely yours.

r-^>^^< 'Y^ I—

Richard A. Isaacson
Program Director for

Gravitational Physics

F.nclosures I

i

FIRST REFEREE

I have examined the proposed experiment ""o iiie;isurr a possible variation

in the speed of light with direction. 1 could not understand the apparatus

drawn in the proposal (p. 2). However, the similar experiment discussed

in the attached Sec. 19.2 of Mr. Marinov's book is clearer. Mr. Marinov's

claim seems to be that his proposed experiment is sensitive at first-order

in (v/c) to a variation in the speed of light with direction. I do not

believe this is the case; despite the addition of the rotating mirrors,

the experiment is essentially a Michelson-Morley experiment and is sensitive

only at second-order in (v/c).

I recommend that the proposal not be supported.

OVEMAIL HATING

CJf.><CELLrNI

OVCHY GOOD
(:v.(joD

\.'.)s Ain

NSF foim W.1, Jan 101
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SECOND REFEREE

This proposal is to measure "aether-drift" by means of an apparatus intended
to act as a "one-way" Michelson-Morley exiieriment. In the ordinary Michelson-
Morley experiment two beams of light obtained from a single source with the
did of a beam-splitter are sent along orthogonal paths to two mirrors and
reflected back to the source and recombined. If the velocity v of motion
through the aether Were added to the velocity of light there would be a time
difference of order s\p-/c^ between the flight times on the paths with
,in apparatus of characteristic dimension s. With a"one-way" Michelson- _

Morley experiment, if it could be done, the time difference would be sv/c .

According to the special theory of relativity there should be no effect either

in a two-way or a one-v;ay Michelson-Morley experiment. Most contemporary
uhysicists rattle off the reasons for accepting special relativity as glibly
and inaccurately as their spiritual forefathers of four centuries ago rattled

,ff the reasons for accepting the Ptolemaic system. They will accordingly
.jimply laugh at anyone for proposing an aether-drift experiment of this kind.

One of my own colleagues to whom I mentioned the question did just that. Ttie

lUthor feels this and complains in the introduction to his proposal that the
scientific establishment is ganging up on him to prevent acceptance of this
ork.

think that the National Science Foundation should be sensitive to such com-
(Aaints and should be particularly careful to give unfashionable ideas a

3aring, not because they are likely to be right but because on the rare oc-
casions when they are right they are likely to be significant. To paraphrase
St. Paul we should discipline ourselves to suffer crackpots gladly, not be-
luse we like them but because the enterprise we are engaged in is an impor-

tant one with high moral value. Better to waste a few hours examining ideas
'vj believe in our hearts to be nonsensical than to succomb to the haughtiness
uf spirit by which so many physicists are characterized. lience to conclude
hese generalities, any really sound proposal for a "one-way" Michelson-
Morley experiment would deserve a very high rating from NSF. Even if it gave

the negative result everyone expects it would have an intrinsic beauty and
would strengthen the experimental foundations of special relativity.

nfortunately this proposal is not sound. Consider the diagram on page 2.

The two rotating mirrors are mounted on the rims of two wheels attached to
^n axle parallel to d . As they rotate they reflect flash^-s of light wlionever

chey are in a position perpendicular to the optic axis. These flashes are
combined at the photoresistor P. Now one can indeed look at this
as a "one-way" Michelson-Morley experiment with the two mirrors as
time sources. To do so, however, one must think of the mirrors as
emitting flashes and the photoresistor as a timer measuring the
delay between the time pulses from the two sovirces. The time res-
ponse of a photoresistor (or any other photosensor) is far too slow
to make any useful measurement. The time difference is sv/c^, so
if s is 10m and v ~30pkm/sec, yt is 3 x 10~-^^'sec and the detector
would have to have a response-time of order 10~-'^^sec to make a decent
measurement. Photoresistors typically have response times in the
milliseconds

.

There is a second way of looking at this experiment, which seems
to be in the author's mind. He calls it an inter fcromotric coupled-
mirrors experiment. Presumably this means he intends to^Took at
the interference intensities between the beams by arranging them
to produce a uniform illumination over the photoresistor in a manner
similar to the Twyman-Green interferometer. The goal of the measure-
ment would bo to measure tlie change in intensity of the combined
light beam as the apparatus moved through the aether. One might
comment on the horrid technical difficulties in making such a mea-
surement in the presence of the vibrations from the rotating axle.
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Moro to the point, though, is that if this is wliat the experiment
is about; it has changed from being a one-way to a two-way Michelson-
Morley experiment, since the interference is between fringes formed
from the single source s. On this interpretation of the author's
plan the rotating axle does nothing for the experiment except create
trouble. To do a one-way Michelson-Morley experiment of this kind
one would need two independent coherent sources of light suffi-
ciently stable to interfere.

I have to confess that I cannot understand the claimed relation-
shipbetween the time delay and the rotational velocities of the
mirrors (Equation (1)). It seems to be just mistaken. I am also
quite puzzled by the discrepancies between the experiment as des-
cribed in the proposal and in the appendix. The appendix shows a
shutter in front of the source, coupled to the axle. This is
missing in the proposal, but so far as I can see it does not get
round any other objections stated above.

As proposed the experiment is not at all viable and it is far from
clear that the author knows what he is doing.

OVCRAI.L BAIING

I •. r r L 1 1 f ; 1

CJvtnvGOOD
j

[Ti.ooo
I

fJrAin

NSF Foin> i;j. J.i.i i'i;g
'

THIRD REFEREE

Dr. Marinov has constructed a cleverly conceived
experiment to measure the "one-way" velocity of light, has
detected an absolute velocity of 300 km j-/for the earth,
and has interpreted his experimental results in terms of
his own theory of absolute space time. He requests funding
for further development of his experiment.

This proposal should not be funded by the National
Science Foundation. First, current experimental results by
numerous other investigators contradict the claimed experi-
mental result of the author. Although I neither have sufficient
details nor am competent to locate his experimental error,
the author's experiment must either have a systematic error
or be measuring some quantity other than the velocity of light.

Second, since Einstein's special relativistic theory of space
time has been shown to be viable by countless high energy
experiments and by exhaustive theoretical development, there
seems to be little motivation for alternative, especially
absolute, spacetime theories.
OVERALL HAIING

Drxcri I r .•••i

OVLHV GDOO
C'f.oon

Ob f AIM

QPOOM

NSF Fo.m W.I. J.m I'J/f.
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FOURTH REFEREE

Dr. M.irinov claims to liavi- obsorved tlie absolute velocity of the eartli in

an experiment which loads to an effect which is first order in the velocity.
The Michelson Morley experiment searclied for an effect second order in tl)e

expected velocity.

Marltiov appears to be unaware of the fact that first order experiments
have been done in recent years, with very considerable care. Tliese have led

to null results in contradiction witli Marinov. A good guide to the recent
experiments Is pages A91 and 492 of the book Relativity by C. Miller, second
edition.

It is recommended that Marinov' s proposal be rejected, for a number of
reasons. His estimate that a competent job could be done in a month indicates
a lack of realif^m and a lack of understanding of the time required to carefully
explore all of the problems which arise in such experiments. Marinov has not
given evidence, in his proposal, ttiat he has studied the available literature
to understand why other recent carefully done experiments are in contradiction
with his work. It is most likely that his work is incorrect.

I will now make a few comments concerning a possible career for Dr. Marinov
In the United States. We should be friendly and hospitable to refugees seeking
asvlum here. After careful study I believe that funding this proposal will

unnecessarily delay Marinov in pursuit of a successful career in the United States.

He is obviously skilled in experimental optics, but his knowledge and background
in physics do not meet the current standards for senior academic/research positions
in the United States. There are many opportunities available in industry in

consequence of recent developments in quantum optics. There are a number of lasar
corporations, and companies developing spectroscopic equiinneiit. Dr. Marinov would

be qualified for an excellent position where his skills could be properly emjiloyed

and well rewarded. Many organizations would permit him to do this kind of experi-

ment "out of hours". Most experimental physicists do work considerably more than

a -^0 hour week. If Marinov pursues such a career he will in my opinion, discover

the errors in his experiment at the same time that he is advancing to a position

commensurate with his obvious talents.

OVERALL RATING

Qexcelleni
very good

Dgood
Dfair
C^POOR

NSr Fo.m 173. Jan 1976
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Stefan Marinov Dr. Marcel Bardon

The Allen Lee Hotel Dr. Richard Isaacson

2224 F Street, N.W. Division of Physics
Washington, D.C. 20037 National Science Foundation

October 8, 1978
Washington, D.C. 20550

Ref. Bardon's letter of Sept. 28,

Isaacson's letter of Oct. 2.

Dear Sirs:

I received your information concerning the rejection of my proposal entitled "Mea-

surement of the Earth's Absolute Velocity with the Help of the Interferometric 'Coup-

led-Mirrors' Experiment" and I thank you for the attention.

I consider the referees' opinions as highly incompetent.

According to the NSF CIRCULAR NO. 127 of the 27th April 1977, point 5b, I am addres-

sing you for a reconsideration of my proposal.

I am attaching apart my objections.

Hoping to hear soon from you,

Sincerely yours,

Stefan Marinov

Enclosures:

1) My paper "Measurement of the Laboratory's Absolute Velocity", submitted to SCIENCE.

2) Two referees' opinions to this paper.

3) My answers to these two referees' opinions.

4) My paper LET NEWTON BE!

5) My book EPPUR SI MUOVE.

6) The letters of Dr. H. E. Puthoff and of Dr. J. P. Wesley.

OBJECTIONS OF THE AUTHOR, STEFAN MARINOV, TO THE REFEREES'

OPINIONS ON THE PROPOSAL ENTITLED "MEASUREMENT OF THE EARTH'S

ABSOLUTE VELOCITY WITH THE HELP OF THE INTERFEROMETRIC

COUPLED-MIRRORS EXPERIMENT". - PHY 78 - 22985

I consider the criticisms of all referees as extremely poor and absolutely incompe-

tent . I insist for a reconsideration of my proposal by a competent space-time specia-

list who is a good theoretician and a good experimenter (however, where to find such ^

bird!?). As a rule, the space-time theoreticians (those who can manipulate with the ten-

sor apparatus) are very scholastic and have no feeling and understanding for experi-

ments (because they have never entered an experimental laboratory, except, may be, as

students), while the experimenters have a mystic fear before the authorities and always

think that the experiments serve to prove well established theories but never to reject

them.

Since the referees defend almost the same viewpoints and their comments are pretty

short (except that of the second referee which is the best ), I shall give a common an-

swer, dividing it, for clarity, in items.

Remark I . The first and second referees assert that in my "coupled-mirrors" experi-

ment eventual first-order in v/c effects cannot be measured but only second-order ef-

fects, and it represents simply a variation of the Michelson-Morley experiment where
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both reflecting mirrors are put on a rotating axle which "does nothing for the experi-

ment except create trouble" (the second referee); or, as the first referee writes "de-

spite the addition of the rotating mirrors, the experiment is essentially a Michelson-

Morley experiment and is sensitive only at second order in v/c." My answer is the fol-

lowing: I shall pay immediately $ 2000 to any of the referees who will publish and sign

this opinion in the press. However I am absolutely sure that no one of the referees

will dare to defend such a stupidity in the press (for an anonymous opinion no one can

be derided, but for a signed and published...)- Thus, if no one of the referees will

appear during a three-months term with such an opinion in the press (the best is to

send a letter to SCIENCE, where in one of the next issues the account on my Bulgarian

"coupled-mirrors" experiment will be published) and no one of the referees will with-

draw his opinion as incompetent and wrong , then the unique conclusion to be drawn is

that such referees are not honest scientists and, according to me, the NSF must never

collaborate with them in the future.

Note: Interesting is the attitude of the fourth referee. He writes:

Dr. Marinov claims to have observed the absolute velocity of the earth in

an experiment which leads to an effect which is of first order in the ve-

locity. The Michel son Morley experiment searched for an effect second or-

der in the expected velocity.

Marinov appears to be unaware of the fact that first order experiments have

been done in recent years, with very considerable care. These have led to

null results in contradiction with Marinov.

Thus, according to this referee, the "coupled-mirrors" experiment is of first order

in v/c (N.B. It is not good to write "first order in the velocity"!). The objection

which he makes is that it has to give (as all "first order experiments done in recent

years") a null result. On this topic see remark II.

Remark II . Since 15 years I work in theoretical and experimental space-time physics.

In my papers and book I show that until now no first-order in v/c experiment has been

done because in all experiments where first-order effects have been searched for there

is a mutual annihilation of the first-order effects in the final result. The unique

experiment where the first order effects have been not annihilated is the Harress-Sa-

gnac "rotating disk" experiment. 60 years ago this very simple experiment has patently

shown the availability of first-order in v/c effects . As I point out in my answer to

the referees of SCIENCE (which is enclosed), with the help of my interferometric "coup-

led-mirrors" experiment I measured the resultant "Sagnac" first-order in v/c effect on

a rotating disk representing: 1) the laboratory rotating about the Earth's axis, 2) the

laboratory rotating about the Sun, 3) the laboratory rotating about the center of our

Galaxy, 4) the laboratory rotating about the center of the Meta-galaxy. In my papers

and book, I analyse all important first-order experiments and show why they have remai-

ned insensitive to these effects. Thus the suggestion of the fourth referee "A good

guide to the recent experiments is pages 491 and 492 of the book Relativity by C. MeSl-

ler, second edition" can be considered only as a grotesque lack of tact.

Note: It is commonly accepted to consider the Einstein dogma for the light velocity

constancy valid only for inertially moving systems. It must become clear once for ever

that "inertially" moving systems do not exist. Any uniform motion is rotation as any

straight line is a curve .

Remark III. The referees are very categorical rejecting the proposal as unsound. How-

ever, to affirm that something is unsound and "poor", one must first understand it. I

give the word to every of the referees:

First referee : "I have examined the proposed experiment to measure a possible varia-

tion in the speed of light with direction. I could not understand the apparatus drawn

in the proposal ."

Second referee : "I have to confess that I cannot understand the claimed relationship

between the time delay and the rotational velocities of the mirrors (Equation (1))."
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Third referee : "Although I neither have sufficient details nor am competent to lo-

cate his experimental error, the author's experiment must either have a systematic er-
ror or be measuring some quantity other than the velocity of light."

Fourth referee : "Marinov has not given evidence, in his proposal, that he has stu-
died the available literature to understand why other recent carefully done experiments
are in contradiction with his work. It is most likely that his work is incorrect.

Remark IV . I showed that the referees' opinion are incompetent in general . Thus, it

is not necessary to object the scarce critical remarks on certain details . "However,
since certain person think that "in general" they may be wrong, but, occasionally, cer-
tain of their particular remarks or simple doubts may be right, I shall give my objec-
tions also to these scarce particular remarks:

a) The second referee writes: "One might comment on the horrid technical difficul-
ties in making such a measurement in the presence of the vibrations from the rotating
axle." - Let me note with respect to this remark that Fran<;ois Remy, AJP, 46(7) , 763

(1978), has observed interference picture in a Michelson interferometer where only one
of the mirrors is moving. Thus the frequencies of both interfering light beams are dif-
ferent in Remy's experiment and he observed the beating of these two beams. Thus the

"horrid" technical difficulties are not so horrid.

b) The second referee continues: "More to the point, though, is that if this is what
the experiment is about, it has changed from being a one-way to a two-way Michelson-
Morley experiment, since the interference is between fringes formed from the single
source S. On this interpretation of the author's plan the rotating axle does nothing
for the experiment except create trouble. To do a one-way Michel son-Morley experiment
of this kind one would need two independent coherent sources of light sufficiently
stable to interfere." - I repeat once more, this is exactly the rotating axle which
makes the experiment sensitive to first order in v/c effects. I enclose my paper LET
NEWTON BE!, where all is explained with pictures and allegories, so that even the small

children can understand the essence of my experiment. If the rotating axle is not used
(i.e., if a Newtonian time synchronization - see EPPUR SI MUOVE - is not realized),
then with a single light source one, indeed, cannot set up a first-order in v/c experi-
ment. With two coherent light sources one can set up a first order in v/c experiment.
However, as I show in EPPUR SI MUOVE, with such a "coherent lasers" experiment (term
introduced by me) only a change in the velocity can be measured but not the absolute
velocity (by rotating the apparatus about an axis perpendicular to its absolute velo-
city) because of the appearing time dilation for the lasers. This problem was conside-
red by M. F. Podlaha and T. Sjodin, LETT. NUOVO CIMENTO, 20, 593 (1977). Let me note
that I sent to Dr. Podlaha the manuscript of EPPUR SI MUOW two years ago. Thus the pa-
per of Dr. Podlaha is a plagiarism of my explanation of the null effect in the "cohe-
rent lasers" experiment. In the mentioned paper my name is not mentioned. My paper de-
dicated to the "coherent lasers" experiment was rejected by 7 leading physical journals,
including IL NUOVO CIMENTO. The reason is that I firmly defend the existence of absolute
space-time, affirming that the light velocity constancy is a lie, while Dr. Podlaha and
the others who publish without difficulties speak only about "a possible Newtonian ex-
planation". If I have presented the proposal for a repetition of my "coupled-mirrors"
experiment as an experiment which aims to confirm the Einstein light velocity constancy
dogma within effects of first order in v/c, to my proposal, surely, a grant would be
awarded. However, how can I do this, when with my proper eyes I have seen the positive
effects in my Sofia apparatus and their existence is out of any doubt.

c) The second referee writes: "The appendix shows a shutter in front of the source,
coupled to the axle. This is missing in the proposal, but so far as I can see it does
not get round any other objections stated above." - In EPPUR SI MUOVE it is written

(p. 105): "...let us put in action the shutters Sh^ and Sh2 which should allow light
to pass through them only when the rotating mirrors RMi and RM2 are perpendicular to

the incident beams. This synchronization is performed by making the opening of the
shutters (S 10-6 sec) to be governed by the rotating shaft itself. Instead of shutters,
we also used simple slits placed along the light paths to the rotating mirrors." When
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perfonning the experiment, I realized that the shutters are not necessary, and that on-

ly slits (which produce light pulses of a duration about 10"^ sec) can perfectly

serve.

d) The fourth referee writes: "Marinov's knowledge and background in physics do not

meet the current standards for senior academic/research positions in the United States."
- I beg the referee to show proofs to this accusation in my papers and book. If he can

not do this, I beg him to retract his accusation because accusations without proofs are

called a calomny .

e) The fourth referee writes: "It is recommended that Marinov's proposal be rejec-
ted, for a number of reasons. His estimate that a competent job could be done in a month
indicates a lack of realism and a lack of understanding of the time required to care-
fully explore all of the problems which arise in such experiments." - I have already
done this experiment and I know better than the referee during which time and how it is

to be repeated. I repeat: If a good axle will be given to me and I have access to a

currently equipped optical laboratory, I can demonstrate the positive effect in less

than a month. If I cannot succeed to do this, I shall pay $ 3000 to the referee. I am
a foreigner in the States. It is possible that a search of the axle will continue a

couple of months. However, I perfectly know the possibilities of this country and I

know that the axle can be found in a week.

Final Remark . If the NSF will agree, I shall deposite the sum of % 7000 {$ 3000 for
the fourth referee and % 2000 for any of the first two referees) in the Physics Divi-
sion.

Stefan Marinov

Editorial note . 1. The paper "Measurement of the laboratory's absolute velocity" is

published in GENERAL RELATIVITY AND GRAVITATION, J^, 57 (1980),
(CLASSICAL PHYSICS, vol. Ill, §52B).

2. The paper "Let Newton be!" is accepted for publication by the RE-

NAISSANCE UNIVERSAL JOURNAL (CLASSICAL PHYSICS, vol. Ill, §52A).

3. The paper on the "coherent lasers" experiment under the title "De-

cisive experiments for the proof of the light velocity's direction de-

pendence" is published in INDIAN JOURNAL OF THEORETICAL PHYSICS, 28,

329 (1980), (CLASSICAL PHYSICS, vol. Ill, §67).
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EXECUTIVE OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT
OFFICE OF SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY POLICY

WASniNmoN. DC 7osno

October 19, 1978

Dear Dr. Marinov,

I have your letter of October 12 and the enclosed
materials. As you know the National Science Foundation
relies on a peer review process to assess the scientific
merit of proposals it receives. Over the years we have
learned that reliance on this system, including its asso-
ciated appeals process, is the best way to protect the
interest of the taxpayer in the support of scientific
research and to guarantee that meritorious projects are
funded.

I am aware that you have applied to the NSF for support
of your research and that following exernal review of your
proposal, you were denied support. I am also aware that you
have appealed this decision of NSF.

I am assured by NSF that your appeal will be given
careful consideration. In your case, as in others, I con-
sider reliance on the outcome of the peer review process to
be essential to sound management of the NSF research program.

Sincerely,

Ted Greenwood
Senior Policy Analyst

Stefan Marinov
Allen Lee Hotel
2224 F Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20037
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JAMES H. SCHEUER
1 lT« DiSTNtCT. New YO«»K

2402 RAVSUfm House OrriCE ButLOiNo

WASHiNCTON. D.C. 20515

TCLCPHONC: 202-225-5471

DISTMtCT OFFICES:

1943 RocKAWAV Padkwat
BwooKLTN, New YOftK 1 1236

TtLC^HONC. 212-251-2222

1 14-02 ROCKAWAV BCACH BOULCVAHD
ROCKAWAV PAftK, Ncw YOMK 1 1699

TcLCPHOMC. 212-945-OaoO

224-13 MCIVNICK BOULfVAMD
LAimELTON. New Yowk 11413

TELEPHONE: 2I2-S2S-0275

Congrejfg of tfje Winitth ^taM
^ousie of i^epregentatibej;

«9a«(iington. B.C. 20515

October 19, 1978

CHAIRMAN. DOMESTIC AND
INTtRNATIONAL SCIENrinC PUANNING.

ANALYSIS. AND COOPtRATlON

ENVIRoriMENT AND THE ATMOSPHERE

rOSSIL ANn NUCLEAR CNERGV
RESEARCH. OEVELOPMENT AND

DEMONSTRATION

HEALTH AND THE ENVIRONMENT

OVERSIGHT AND INVESTIGATIONS

CONSUMER PROTECTION AND FINANCE

Dr. Stefan Marinov,
Allen Lee Hotel,
2224 "F" Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20037

Dear Dr. Marinov,

I have to acknowledge the receipt of your letter dated October 12,

1978 reporting your dealings with the National Science Foundation.

I regret to have to inform you that it is not possible for a

Member of Congress to get involved in questioning the assessments

of the scientific merits of any project made by officials of the

N.S.F. However, I am pleased to learn that the N.S.F. is

re-examining your proposal

.

With every warm best wish.

Yours

,

THIS STATIONERY PRINTED ON PAPER MADE WITH RECYCLED FIBERS
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NATIONAL SCIENCE FOUNDATION
WASHINGTON. D C ^ofi'SO

November 14, 1978

nsf

orrir.F or the
A^si-iTANT Dinrnon

fOn MAIMfMATlrAL AND
PHYSICAL SCIENCKS.
AND ENGINrCRING

Dr. Stefan Marinov
2224 F Street, N. W.

Washington, n. C. 20037

Dear Dr. Marinov:

This letter is in reply to your request of October 8, that we
reconsider the declination of your proposal No. PIIY 78-22985,
"Measurement of the Earth's Absolute Velocity With the Help of
the Inter ferometric 'Coupled-Mirrors' Experiment".

I have had a careful reanalysis of the original actions on your
proposal made by my Special Assistant, Dr. William S. Butcher,
and by Dr. John R. Pasta, Director of the Division of Mathematical
and Computer Sciences. Neither one was connected in any way
with the original handling of your proposal. They have reached
the conclusion that the declination of your proposal was proper
and should be allowed to stand. I have examined the file myself,
and 1 agree with their recommendation.

Your proposal was sent for review to six reviewers chosen by the
Program Director within the Division of Physics. Two of these
failed to respond, and you have copies of the reviews of the
four who did. I think you will agree on reading these reviews
that your proposal has had careful consideration. It is my
conclusion that experiments of this kind could be important,
but in the opinion of the reviewers, the probability of success
is small. Taking these two factors into account, it is our
judgment that the likelihood of success of the measurements
which you propose does not justify support within our available
funds, given the pressure of other worthy proposals.

It is my decision that your proposal has been carefully recon-
sidered and that the declination should be allowed to stand.
I should also remind you that the National Science Foundation
provides you an opportunity for reconsideration by the
Deputy Director, as described in NSF Important Notice No. 61,
should you care to pursue this matter further.

Sincerely yours,

."./. / ^/\ ,/
J. A. Krumhansl
Assistant Director

Enclosure - NSF Important Notice No. 61



80CIETA ITAMANA DI FISICA

IL NUOVO CIMENTO
REPAZIONE

T'T. s. Mfirinov

83, rue r.topVianic

1020 b;:uxei.les

(Belgio)

79

H 30 Novrmber j^ 70

Via I,. «fti\\ Andali'i, 2 - 411124 nnl.OGNA (Itnly)

Tffl. XtfitM 33.1 6. ri4

Dear Doctor Marinov,

With rePerence to your book "Rppur si muovo

we like to inform you that we have sent it for a review in "Tl

Muovo Cimento", but we still haven't received back tho answer.

As soon as possible we will send you the review, aPter

receiving it from the author.

Kind regards,

Monique van Vloten
sepi*etary

V>^n\ Ov.AiV\C:''^ 'Wox. v^

^v^^ O A <vN^'^

'>(?'^:"^

/I'-....
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EXECUTIVE OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT

OFFICE OF SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY POLICY

WASHINGTON. O C 20500

December 7, 1978

Mr. Stefan Marinov

Allen Lee Hotel

2224 F Street, N.W.

Washington, D.C. 20037

Dear Mr. Marinov:

I have your letter of November 29 and the accompanying materials,

I assume Mr. Kite is giving appropriate attention to your letter to

President Carter. On the scientific aspects of the issues you raise, I

can only repeat my view as expressed in my letter of October 19, that

NSF's process of review of scientific research proposals must be relied

on in your case as in others. I am sure your appeal will be given

careful consideration.

Sincerely,

Ted Greenwood
Senior Policy Analyst
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THE
c;fx)rge
washington
university

U'ashinglon. D. C. 20052 / The Graduate School of Arts and Sciencex

December 7, 1978

Stefan Marlnov
Allen Lee Hotel
2224 F St.,NW
Washington.D.C. 20037

Dear Mr. Marinov:

The Admissions Committee has made a careful review of

your application, letters of recommendation and the transcripts

of your past academic experience and has found that it cannot

recommend acceptance. I, therefore, must inform you that we

are unable to offer you admission to the Graduate School of

Arts and Sciences.

Thank you for considering the George Washington University.

Henry Solomon
Dean
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Office of
Admlulons

1*3

t;FORCE .

WASniNCION
[INIVKRSI lY

December 8, 1978

Washington, D.C.

20052

Telephone

(202)6 76-6040

Mr. Stefan Marlnov
Allen Lee Hotel
2224 "F" Street, N. W.

Washington, 0. C. 20037

Dear Mr. Marlnov:

I very much regret to advise you that

you are not eligible for admission to the

Division of University Students.

An applicant who has been denied ad-

mission to any degree-granting branch of the

University will not be considered for admis-
sion to the Division of University Students.

i

I am porry that we cannot serve you in

working toWard your educational goals.

Sincerely,

Toseph Y. Tluth

Director of Admissions

JYR:dmg
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World Government of World Citizens
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hVRLD INSTITUTE OF
ECONOMIC JUSTICE
Norman Kuiland, Dii.

2027 Maw. Ave., N.W.
Washington, D.C 20036

OorR.I.No.WC/l.Al??./;.I.I.

Your R»f. No

Washington, D.C, December lA, 1978

Mr. Jimmy Carter
President of the United States

The White House
1600 Pennsylvania Avenue
Washington, D.C.

Mr. President:

It has come to our attention that Mr. Stefan Marinov, a registered

citizen of our Government, has received notice from the U.S. Immig-

ration and Naturalization Service to the effect that he would be de-

ported if he did not leave the United States within a prescribed per-

iod.

A distinguished physicist and dissident from Bulgaria, Mr. Marinov,

with whom, we are informed, your administration has been in corres-

pondance recently, has requested that we intercede on his behalf vis-

a-vis the U.S. Government.

We respectfully request, Mr. President, that this situation be re-

viewed in the light of your administration's stated policy - reaffirmed

on December 6th last - that human rights be rigorously respected and

implemented both here and abroad.

We should be glad to receive notice from your office that this inapp-

ropriate and undoubtedly low-level policy decision in Mr. Marinov's

regard be rescinded.

Please accept, Mr. President, the assurances of our most high esteem.

Coordinator

Copy: Mr. Stefan Marinov
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MEMORIAL CHURCH

December 19, 1978 ^^^ ^^k 1226 Vermont avenue, nw.
WASHINGTON. D C 20005

202 / 6671377

President Jimmy Carter
The White House
Washington, DC 20500

Dear President Carter:

The Immigration Office has threatened arrest and deportation of one
of my parishioners at Luther Place Memorial Church.

I speak of Mr. Stefan Marinov, a Bulgarian dissident, who has suffered
imprisonment, torture and forced exile because he is an open, honest, and
faithful idealist. He deserves better from the nation that places the
Statue of Liberty at its port of entry.

In fact, as your records will reveal, he was even severely beaten by
Bulgarian police-guards in the hallway of our American Embassy in Sofia...
on American "soil". We should make amends for allowing that reprehensible
act by accepting, at the very least, Mr. Marinov as a permanent resident.
He was, after all, invited by the First Secretary of the American Embassy
in Brussels, Belgium to come to the U.S.A. to establish scientific contacts
with the National Bureau of Standards and N.A.S.A. Though young, he is a

thoroughly accomplished physicist.

At present, it is my understanding that he has no papers of any nation.
He is a deeply believing, non-violent citizen of God's world. For the
United States literally to force Stefan Marinov over our borders is to
belie your entire human rights advocacy as well as to fail utterly in the
Christmas season to observe the most basic human virtue, hospitality to

the "stranger".

I want you to know, Mr. President, that he has a home at Luther Place,
this tiny part of our comnon world community, along with many urban refugees
from our capital streets, to which you referred in your letter to me of
September 21, 1978. We intend that he shall continue to enjoy safety,
security and shelter under God's roof in our churchly asylum, protected
by the common world law of benevolence and peace.

In a word, appropriate for this or any other season, there will be
"room at the inn", the U.S. State Department, and Immigration Offices not-
withstanding.

The Christmas gift of welcome to the holy family that wanders homeless

on earth from the South China seas to Djibouti, through the homeless waifs

of Sao Paulo and South Chicago, in squalid refugee camps and dank prisons,

while alas but a prayer for millions of our fellow citizens, can for a few

be a reality. It is thus that we at Luther Place cannot but respond as

Christians to Stefan Marinov's appeal. We are confident that you will do

likewise.

Peace and joy.

John F. Steinbruck
Pastor, Luther Place Memorial Church
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NATIONAL SCIENCE FOUNDATION
WA<^HIN(5TON D C POfiSO

I15»f
December 20, 1978

Dr. Stefan Marinov
2224 F Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20037

Dear Dr. Marinov:

I have your letter of November 28 asking for a second review of
the declined proposal PHY 78-22985 entitled "Measurement of the Earth's
Absolute Velocity with the Help of the Interferometric 'Coupled-Mirrors'
Experiment." This proposal was declined, appealed, and declined again
on November 14, 1978, by Dr. J. A. Krumhansl, Assistant Director for
Mathematical and Physical Sciences, and Engineering.

In addition to reviewing the relevant material myself, I have obtained
an independent, careful examination of the information by another
qualified individual v;ho was not involved either in the original
proposal process or in the consideration of the first declination.
I have considered the content of the proposal, the scientific credentials
of the peer reviewers, and the procedural aspects of the NSF handling of
this proposal. I find that:

1. The NSF handling of this proposal followed regular procedures and
this proposal was assigned to the correct program.

2. Each of the reviewers is highly qualified by his or her own researcli

activities to judge the merit of this proposal.

3. Administrative judgments as to scientific merit of the proposal were
not influenced significantly by an inadequate or unfair peer review,
and thus additional peer review is not called for. (See Important
Notice No. 61.

)

In summary, I find neither procedural nor substantive basis for reversing
this declination. You may want to review NSF Brochure 78-41, "Grants
for Scientific Research," especially the section entitled "Project
Description" providing information on what should be included in that
section of a proposal. A careful explication of the work proposed and
the experimental methods to be used (the theory behind the work, and
the possible pitfalls of the experimental methods) is an essential
component of a proposal.

Sincerely,

George C. Pimentel
Deputy Director
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R2 PRL

THE PHYSICAL REVIEW
AND —

PHYSICAL REVIEW LETTERS
BHOOKHAVEN NATIONAL LABORATORY. UPTON. NEW YORK 11973

Telephone (516) 924-5533 (FTS) 664-2540

Telex C/oBNL. 96-7703 Cable Address BROOKLAB

December 21, 1978

Dr. Stefan Marinov
rue Stephanie 83
1020 Bruxelles, Belgium

Re: Manuscript No. LZ1055

Dear Dr. Marinov:

The manuscript by Stefan Marinov

entitled "Disrupted 'rotating disk' experiment"

has been reviewed by our referee (s). On the basis of the
resulting report (s), it is our judgment that the paper is
unacceptable for publication in Physical Review Letters.
We are therefore returning the manuscript herewith, together
with a copy of the criticism that led to our decision.

Yours sincerely.

^J.^>f2f^ Z. ^-/^^

George L. Trigg
Editor

Enc.

GLT/jw

(PUBLICATIONS OF THE AMERICAN PHYSICAL SOCIETY)
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REFEREE REPORT

Disrupted "rotating disk" experiment

by

Stefan Marinov

This paper is unsuitable for publication — and for much

the same sort of reasons as applied to another paper by the

same title about two and half years ago. The author simply

has not done what he thinks he has.

The author is the exponent of a theory that differs from

accepted concepts. On the basis of his theory, he deduces that

with his experimental setup, a cetain Wheatstone bridge, is

balance when the disk is at rest, will become unbalanced as the

speed of the disk is increased, and return to balance when a

particular rotational speed, deducible from his Eq. (5), is

reached. It is not at all clear from his account whether or not

this happened. He has given us some numbers, and come up with a

figure — not very precise — for the speed of light. We do not

even know why the value for N is what it is.

As I said two years ago, the program that is required almost

certainly cannot be accomplished in a Letter, Again, it certainly

has not been accomplished here.

Incidentally, it is worth noting that the time differences

-15
the author predicts are, for his apparatus, of order 10 sec.

This is much smaller that the stability of rotational speed

-5
(-10 sec) and even than the response time of his photoresistors

(say 10~ sec). I doubt that he can see the effect he predicts.
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PHYSICAL REVIEW LETTERS
Manuscript No. LZ1055

AUTHOR'S ANSWER TO THE REFEREE'S COMMENTS ON THE

PAPER "DISRUPTED ROTATING DISK EXPERIMENT"

BY STEFAN MARINOV

I reject the referee's comments as entirely inconsistent . My objections are the fol-

lowing:

Remark I
- Theoretical . According to my absolute space-time theory, the disrupted

"rotating disk" experiment must give a positive effect of the size which I measured

with my set-up and which is described by formula (5) in my Letter. Certain relativists

(in conversation, correspondence, or in referee's comments on my papers) assert that

the effect must be null, other that the effect must be positive, as predicted and mea-

sured by me. The most eloquent paper on this topic is Grin's paper: "Relati vistic Des-

cription of Marinov's Modification of the Harress Experiment", Phys .
Lett., 56A, 73

(1976). From the referee's comments one cannot draw a conclusion which is the opinion

defended by the referee (I presume that the referee is a relativist because it is hard-

ly to believe that Phys. Rev. Lett, will have an absolutist in its referees' staff).

Thus: (i) According to the referee, must the effect in the disrupted "rotating disk"

experiment be positive (as observed by me) or null? (ii) According to the referee, is

the velocity of light along a straight line on a rotating disk direction dependent or

not? -
I insist that the referee gives clear answers to these two questions using the

words "yes" and "not".

However, without expecting for the referee's answers, I shall assume that they will

be positive because otherwise the referee will demonstrate a total incompetence in the

experimental background of high-velocity light kinematics and, mo»& specifically, in

the interpretation and understanding of the historical Harress-Sagnac "rotating disk"

experiment.

In the light of this remark, I shall accept that the referee has no objections to

the theoretical part of my paper, i.e., to the theoretical validity of formula (5),

but only to its experimental part.

Remark II - Experimental . Here my objections are the following:

a) The referee asserts that from my account it is not clear whether I, indeed, have

measured the effect described by formula (5). The referee writes:

It is not at all clear from his account whether or not this happened. He

has given us some numbers, and come up with a figure - not very precise -

for the speed of light. We do not even know why the value for N is what

it is.

Let me cite the last paragraph of my paper:

"We experimentally checked formula (5), putting there A = X = 633 nm,

e = 6090 ± 093, R = 40.0 ± 0.2 cm. The number of revolutions per second N = f2/2Tr was

measured by a light stroboscopic cyclometer and maintained automatically with a preci-

sion 6N/N = + 2x10"^. We registered N = 92.90 ± 0.02 rev/sec. Putting the figures into

formula (5), we obtain, supposing that the velocity of light is an unknown quantity,

c = (2.98 ± 0.07)xlo8 m/sec, where for 6c we take the maximum absolute measuring error."

Thus at the mentioned value of N the bridge comes again into equilibrium and, thus,

the optical path A changes with one wavelength. I cannot see how can one better answer

such a stupid question: "We do not even know why the value of N is what it is."

Amazing is the assertion of the referee that I come to a "not very precise figure"

for the speed of light. I know perfectly well that the speed of light has been measured

with a better precision. My aim is not to measure the speed of light. My aim is to es-
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tablish the direction dependence of light velocity along a straight line on a rotating

disk. The figure for the light velocity which I established experimental ly shows that

I established the light velocity direction dependence with (0.07:2.98)xlOO = 2.3%
certainty. I could write formula (5) in the form

kA
c
-(2tan| + sine)

I

and say that according to certain relativists the factor k must be zero, while accor-
ding to my absolute space-time theory and to other relativists this factor must be uni-

ty, and to show then that I established with 2.3% certainty that this factor must be

unity. I think that all this will unnecessarily increase the volume of the paper. My

paper is entirely clear. It is clear also for the referee. He only searches certain mo-

tivations to support his suggestion for rejection, because he feels that my paper is

DANGEROUS (the positive result in my disrupted "rotating disk" experiment logically

leads to the acceptance of the positive result in my "coupled-mirrors" experiment and

then whole relativity crumbles to pieces - the referee has understood this perfectly

well ). However when one searches to find objections against a clear and consistent pa-

per, the objections, inevitably, must be unclear and inconsistent.

b) The referee asserts that my program cannot be accomplished in a Letter. I already
have published more than 20 papers and a book dedicated to high-velocity light kinema-

tics and I performed many decisive experiments. Now I am working on a publication of
the five volumes of my CLASSICAL PHYSICS. The Letter under question gives only the ac-

count on the performance of the disrupted "rotating disk" experiment. This experimen-

tal account is extremely important because, I repeat, many relativists think that the

effect must be null. My experiment is easily performable and any relativist who has

certain doubts concerning its positive result can repeat it (however how many relati-

vists perform experiments and how many relativists analyse experiments!).

c) The final ("experimental") remarks show that the referee has never done or ana -

lysed light kinematic experiments. My set-up represents only a modification of the

historical Harress-Sagnac "rotating disk" experiment which in the last 60 years has

been performed thousands and thousands of times (all laser gyroscopes represent, as a

matter of fact, "rotating disk" experiments). Which is this "stability" of rotational

speed that the referee has estimated of being 10"^ sec? Thus this "stability" is lOlO

times lower than the effect in the experiment (which is about lO"!^ sec). If in an ex-

periment there is a fluctuation factor which is of the order of the effect to be mea-

sured, then the error is 100%. Thus, according to the referee, my random error must be

\0^^%. Is this the conclusion of the referee?

Then the referee notes that the response time of the photoresistor is of the order

of 10" 10 sec (let me note that at the present time one cannot construct photoresistors
with such a short response time!!!). Since the effect is 10"15 sec, may be, the refe-

ree again sees here a source for a random error of 10^%. Incredible incompetence ! The

photoresistors represent "eyes". They register the change in the illumination. And the

illumination changes only with the change in the velocity. Instead of a photoresistor
one can put a piece of paper and see how the illumination changes with the velocity.

May be, the referee knows that the "response time" of our eyes is about 10"^ sec, thus
10^ times lower than the response time attributed by the referee to the photoresistors.

And the experiment can perfectly be performed using as registering instrument our eyes.

Conclusions . I consider this referee's report as highly incompetent and I am surpri-

sed that such incompetent opinions can come from a referee of PHYS. REV. LETT. I

think, I have the right to insist for a reconsideration of the Letter by another, more
competent, referee. I should be very glad if the first referee will answer my objec-

tions, however I am sure that he will not do this, because he difficultly can found

ground for defence of his opinions (if one assumes that in his criticism a certain

"point of view" is defended). I think that the unique estimable move for the referee is

the withdrawal of his critical remarks.

Stefan Marinov
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Referee's Second Report

Disrupted Rotating Disk Experiment

by

Stefan Marinov

The author has completely misunderstood the intent of

my remarks. I will try to make myself clearer. Let me first

say that I would probably be classified as a "relativist,"

since I have yet to see a convincing account of an experiment

which contradicts the theory of relativity. Nevertheless, my

answers to his questions (i) and (ii) cannot be unqualified

"yes" or "no" but only "I would expect null" and "I believe

not." I am prepared to accept firm , sound experimental evi-

dence that my beliefs and expectations are unjustified. The

author has not provided this.

The author has a theory which produces a formula Eq. (5)

,

for an optical path difference. He measures this by means of

j

optical interference effects on a pair of photoresistors. I

maintain, as did the referee of his earlier paper by the same

title, that he must do the following: Measure the "disequili-

brium" of the bridge — say, the extra emf that must be insert-

ed into one arm to bring it back into balance — as a function

of rotational speed fi. Present a plot of the resulting curve,

including error bars (and discuss carefully how the errors were
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arrived at). On the same axes, show the curve that his theory

would predict (this entails relating his path difference A to

a difference in intensity — a standard problem) and the curve

that the standard theory of relativity would predict. It will

then be possible to judge whether his experiment really refutes

the standard theory. It may be that he can do this in a Letter;

my expectation is that an adequate discussion of errors — es-

sential in such an undertaking — will preclude that. Until he

does that, however, no one will take his claim seriously and

there is no point in wasting space publishing it.

As for the experimental remarks, they were provided by an

experimentalist colleague and I am not prepared to defend them.

I interpret them to mean that, indeed, the author does have

random errors of the order of magnitude that he infers, and that

it will be incumbent on him to convince readers that he does not.
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PHYSICAL REVIEW LETTERS
Manuscript No. LZ1055

AUTHOR'S ANSWER TO THE SECOND REFEREE'S COMMENTS .

ON THE PAPER "DISRUPTED ROTATING DISK EXPERIMENT"

BY STEFAN MARINOV

I am really amazed that the referee has found pertinacity to defend his incompetent
and inconsistent criticism, having in his hands my competent and consistent rebuttal.

I reject his second report as extremely poor and I insist for a reconsideration of
my paper by a competent (theoretically and experimentally) arbitrator, to whom my whole
correspondence with the referee will be forwarded.

Now I shall show how poor the second referee's report is.

Remark I - Theoretical . The referee (against all my expectations!!!) affirms that

the effect in the disrupted "rotating disk" experiment must be nul

1

and that the velo-

city of light along a straight line on a rotating disk is not direction dependent. I

repeat (see my first answer) that there are many relativists (I think such must be any
honest relativist) who affirm exactly the opposite . Let me cite here certain of them:

1. E. J. Post, REV. MOD. PHYS., 39, 475 (1967).

2. 0. Grfin, AM. J. PHYS., 43, 869 (1975).

3. V. L. Telegdi, PHYSICS TODAY, 27/11 , 11 (1974).

4. P. F. Browne, J. PHYS. A, 10, 727 (1977).

Now I shall show with the help of very simple calculations that the effects in the

"rotating disk" experiments measured hundreds of thousands of times show that the velo-

city of light along a straight line on a rotating disk is direction dependent. (N.B.

As a matter of fact, only the velocity of light along a straight line on a rotating
disk has been until now measured; it is impossible to measure the velocity of light
along a curved line.)

Take the most simple scheme of the "rotating disk" experiment (fig. 1): SM is a se-
mi transparent mirror and M, , M^, M^ are mirrors. If all these mirrors together with the

source S and the observer are first at rest and then rotate with angular velocity fi,

the difference in the interference pictures corresponds to a time delay between the

"direct" and "opposite" photons

Fig. 1
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At = ^. (1)

The referee must accept this result. I repeat, it has been established experimentally
hundreds of thousands of times. Well, how one has to explain this experimental result? -

Obviously, only with the differences in the light velocity in "direct" (+) and "oppo-
site" (-) directions. There is no other mechanism of explaining this experimental result.

The velocity of light at an arbitrary point along the light path is

-* _ nt :^n2i1/2 rr . V.C _R_o_»,r. Ri2

v^cose
c" = {(c - -^f}'^' ^ c - ^ = c ; -iL_Qcose = c + ^. (2)

Then for At we obtain (L = 4^R)

At = ^ -
L_

= ^. (3)
c c c^

Our referee asserts that it must be c"*" = c~ = c. How then he explains the effect (1)
observed thousands of times?

The problem is not whether the velocity of light is or not direction dependent along
a straight line on a rotating difk. It is generally accepted, it must be generally ac-
cepted that the velocity is direction dependent. The problem is that until now this

fact has been observed only for closed paths . However here is a tremendous joke played
by history! The first "rotating disk" experiment, namely that one performed by Harress
in 1912 in Jena, was, as a matter of fact, a disrupted "rotating disk" experiment. On-

ly with the aim to observe a larger effect, Harress made the distance of disruption
much shorter than the distance covered by the light beams. For this reason Harress mea-
sured the "Sagnac effect" (?) - a year before Sagnac!!! - not along a single straight
line (as done by me!!!) but along a couple of straight lines which made a disrupted po-
lyhedron. I beg the referee to see the paper of 0. Knopf, ANN. DER PHYS., 62, 389 (1920)
where a detailed description of the Harress experiment is given (Harress was killed in

World War I), and for his big amazement the referee will discover a perfect disrupted
"rotating disk" experiment*. And today, 67 years after the performance of the Harress
experiment, the referee of the PHYS. REV. LETT, asserts that the effect in this experi-
ment must be null. I beg for more esteem to the memory of Harress! This was a brilliant
beginner and if he was not killed in the bloody war, may be, the evolution of physics
had to undertake another more reasonable path.

But at this situation the arbitrator, probably, will ask: Why is then worth to pub-
lish Marinov's performance of the disrupted "rotating disk" experiment, if even Har-
ress has performed it? - I repeat, the reason is only one: the fact that many relati-
vists, as is the case, with the referee of PHYS. REV. LETT., assert that the disrupted
"rotating disk" experiment must give a null result. All these relativists are not ac-
quainted with the original experimental papers (see the note of Telegdi cited above
who states that he has neither heard the name of Harress) and all of them parrot the

T-
In 1926-1928 B. Pogany has repeated the "rotating disk" experiment with the same
apparatus which was constructed by Harress (B. Pogany, ANN. DER PHYS., 80, 217

(1926); 85, 244 (1928)). Thus Pogany has performed a disrupted "rotating disk" ex-

periment, too. All other "rotating disk" experiments performed in this world (be-

ginning with the Sagnac's one) and including all "ring lasers" experiments and all

lasers gyroscopes have been undisrupted "rotating disk" experiments, i.e., the in-

terfering beams separated and met again at the same point on the rotating

disk. These undisrupted experiments permitted the introduction of the general rela-

tivity scholasticism into the explanation of this simple and clear for any school-

boy effect - a brilliant evidence of this scholasticism can be found in the book of

M.-A. Tonnelat "Les verifications experimentales de la relativite generale" (Masson et

Cie, Paris, 1964).
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false Einstein dogma: "The velocity of light is not direction dependent." All these
scientists don't think about experiments, don't analyse experiments and when other
people do experiments they use their administrative power (as referees, editors, lea-
ding professors) to conceal the experimental truth from the world's scientific opinion.

Remark II - Experimental . Nevertheless, even being persuaded that the disrupted "ro-

tating disk" experiment must give a null result, the referee writes:

I am prepared the accept firm, sound experimental evidence that my beliefs
and expectations are unjustified. The author has not provided this.

Any experimenter has his style of measurement and of presentation of the results in

the press. If I had to follow the referee's suggestions, I had to calibrate my bridge,
as this is done for my "coupled-mirrors" experiment where no change with one X in the
light paths can be achieved. However in all my other "interferometric" experiments (the

repetition of Fizeau's "water tube" experiment, the different variations of the non-

disrupted "rotating disk" experiment, the different variations of the "moving platform"
experiment) I succeeded to obtain a change with one X and thus no calibration is nee-

ded; at the same time I obtain a very accurate and firm result . When changing the velo-

city of rotation the bridge comes into a very sensibly registrable disequilibrium
(shown by the diagonal galvanometer), reaches a maximum disequilibrium and then, when
the difference in the light paths becomes equal to X, returns again into equilibrium.
I register only this velocity when the bridge comes again into equilibrium and I know
that at this moment the difference in the light paths of the "direct" and "opposite"
photons is equal to one X. If I plot the readings of the galvanometer versus the rota-
tional velocity, the curve in fig. 2 will be obtained, where the bars are the fluctu -

ations of the galvanometer. According to the referee and to certain incompetent rela-
tivists, the bridge must remain the whole time into equilibrium. Thus the "theoretical"
line plotted by the referee must be parallel to the x-axis. Poor theory!

IM

HLrev/sJ
Fig. 2

My experiment was performed about three years ago in Sofia. It is difficult for me

to restore the readings of the bridge's galvanometer which corresponded to the diffe-
rent rotational velocities. As far as I remember, the current at maximum disequilib-
rium was about 500 times bigger than the fluctuations of the galvanometer.

My bridge's method is an excellent method where extremely exact results can be ob-

tained without making calibration. This exactitude permitted me to show experimentally
that the dispersive term in the Fizeau-Lorentz formula for the convection of light is

not such one as predicted theoretically by Lorentz and Einstein. My account on this

exact repetition of the "water tube" experiment was sent to half a dozen of physical

magazines and rejected by all of them (any of my papers appears after about 15 rejec-

tions!!!).
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Instead to teach me how to measure (being absolutely unacquainted with experimental
work!!!), it is better for the referee to study my method and to advise his friends ex-

perimenters to use it because for me it is difficult to tell this through the press.

In this method the unique sources of errors are the fluctuations of the galvanometer
and the inaccuracies in the different quantities appearing in the formula, however no

calibration errors appear , i.e., it is not necessary, as the referee writes, "to re-

late path difference A to difference in intensity".

To show that the referee is not an experimenter, it is sufficient to cite the
fact that he attributes to a photoresistor a response time of lO'lO sec and when I

turned his attention to this and to other experimental stupidities in his first report,
the following answer was given:

As for the experimental remarks, they were provided by an experimentalist
colleague and I am not prepared to defend them.

I think that the referee of PHYS. REV. LETT, must be able to defend any of his as-

sertions which he has signed with his name. If he has no experimental knowledges, he

has to keep silent on the experimental details of the submitted paper and leave this

work to another competent referee. However, even as a theoretician I do not see
much competence in my referee, if he solemnly asserts that the velocity of light along
a straight line on a rotating disk is not direction dependent. I repeat once more that
if he will accept the direction dependence, then automatically he has to accept the
positive effect in my "coupled-mirrors" experiment and the invalidity of the principle
of relativity. It is for this reason that my paper LZ1055 must be published .

Conclusion . I insist for an arbitration. It will be a shameful fact if my paper will

remain rejected on the grounds of such incompetent referee's opinions.

Stefan Marinov

Editorial note. 1. The paper "Disrupted rotating disk experiment" is still not publi-

shed in a journal (CLASSICAL PHYSICS, vol III, §61).

2. The final rejection of the paper LZ1055 by PHYSICAL REVIEW LETTERS

is given in the letter of 26 Febr. 1979 (see p.lOO).

Editorial note
to the second
edition . The above discussed paper under the title "The interrupted 'rotating

disk' experiment" was published in J. PHYS. A, 16, 1885 (1983).
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Applied

Optics

A publication of the Opticol Society of America

JOHN N. HOWARD
EDITOR

7 Norman Rood
Newton Highlands, Mossachuietts 02161

(617)332-1743

Air Force Geophysics Laboratory
Hanscom AFB, Massachusetts 01731

10 January 1979

Dr. Stefan Marinov
rue Stephanie 83
1020 Bruxelles,
Belgium

Dear Dr. Marinovi

I regret to say that the reader of your manuscript

has not recomiriended publication of this material in

Applied Optics, I enclose his comments. I am, therefore,

returning the manusciript to you.

Sincerely,

fn N. Howard
Editor, Applied Optics
Chief Scientist, AFGL
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335 East 45 Street / New York, N.Y 10017 / 212 661 9404 r^

Harold L. Davis / Editor

15 January 1979

Dr. J. P. Wesley
Behmstr. 32

lOOO Berlin 65
West Germany

Dear Dr. Wesley:

We have reviewed your letter discussing Marinov's work and have
decided against publication. Marinov's claims appear so far
reaching that we could not justify devoting space to them until
they were confirmed by other observers who have published their
results in the literature.

Sincerely,

Harold L.

Editor
Davis

HLD:sh
Enc.
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P^ 335 East 45 Street / New York, N.Y 10017 / 212 661 9404

Harold L. Davis / Editor

18 January 1979

Dr. Stefan Marinov
2224 F Street, N.W.

Washington, D.C. 20037

Dear Dr. Marinov:

We have reviewed your letter "Experimental Refutation of the Principle
of Equivalence" and your manuscript "Let Newton Be!" and have decided
against publication. Our policy is to avoid publishing reports of
original work. Such manuscripts should be directed to an appropriate
specialized journal whose referees are in a position to judge the
significance of the work.

Sincerely,aincereiy, ^

Harold L. Davis
Editor

HLD:sh
Enc.
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AND

PHYSICAL REVIEW LETTERS
Physical Review D BROOKHAVEN NATIONAL LABORATOHY. UPTON. NEW YORK 11973

Editor Telephone (516) 924-5533 (FTS) 664-2540

D NORDSTROM Telex: c/qBNL. 96-7703 Cable Address: BROOKLAB
Associate Editor

STANLEY G BROWN January 18, 1979

Dr. S. Marinov
Allen Lee Hotel
2224 F. Street, N.W.
Washington, D. C. 20037

Dear Dr. Marinov:

We regret to inform you that we cannot accept your paper
"Measurement of the laboratory's absolute velocity" for pub-
lication in Physical Review D. As we cited as the basis of
rejection for your two earlier papers "Fundamentals of electro-
magnetism according to absolute space-time theory" and "Funda-
mentals of gravimagretism and the mercury problem according to
absolute space-time theory", we cannot consider for publication
manuscripts whose main results consist of material that has been
published elsewhere (or that has been accepted or is under active
consideration elsewhere) . As with your earlier work it is our
information that the results of and discussion of your interfero-
metric "coupled-mirrors" experiment of 1975 are contained in your
book "Eppur Si Muove". Therefore we cannot accept your paper for
publication.

We wish to advise you that we will not consider for possible
publication any manuscripts whose main points are already con-
tained in previous publications of yours such as your book. We
will only consider papers containing new, previously unpublished
results

.

We are therefore returning your manuscript herewith.

Yours sincerely

D. Nordstrom
Editor

DN/kw
enc

.
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THE PHYSICAL REVIEW
— AND

PHYSICAL REVIEW LETTERS
BROOKHAVEN NATIONAL LABORATORY. UPTON. NEW YORK 11973

Telephone (516) 924-5533 (FTS) 664-2540

Telex C/(jBNL. 96-7703 Cable Address BROOKLAB

PHYSICAL REVIEW LETTERS

Editor

ROBERT K ADAIR
Department ol Physics

Yale University

New Haven. Conn 06520

Tel 203-436-1582

HOME 50 Deepwood Dr

Hamden. Conn 065*

Tel 203-777-2955

February 26, 1979

Dr. Stefan Marinov
rue Stephanie 83
1020 Bruxelles, Belgium

Re: Manuscript No. LZ1055

Dear Dr. Marinov:

As you may know, Physical Review Letters is a selective
journal published by the American Physical Society. The
editors are enjoined by the Society, through the Publications
Committee of the Council of the Society, to follow procedures
which result in the selection of but 45% of the submitted
papers for publication. We are directed to require that the
papers are especially important, timely and clearly and com-
pletely presented. We consider that it is the responsibility
of the author to demonstrate that his paper is important, com-
plete and correct. The 55% of the submitted papers which we
do not accept for publication (about 1300 papers a year) are,
for the most part, substantial contributions to physics. The
authors of these papers have not, however, convinced the re-
ferees, chosen by the editors as representative of the informed
readership which the authors address, that the paper is suf-
ficiently important for our consideration and sufficiently
clearly presented so that the probity of the result can be con-
sidered by a critical reader.

Often papers which present important results are rejected
on the basis that it is not possible to present the results in
a sufficiently complete form within the brief format required
by our length constraints. In particular, we find that we are
then able to publish few papers which attack areas of physics
which are broadly held to be valid inasmuch as it is seldom
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possible for such radical results to be presented with sufficient
depth in a brief report. We editors concur with our referees
in the view that no one will take seriously an unconvincing and
incomplete report which purports to upset theories generally
held to be valid.

After reviewing your paper and the correspondence with you
and the referees, I conclude that your paper falls into the
category of papers which attack generally held views but pre-
sent that attack with insufficient clarity and insufficient
detail. The referees were chosen by us on the basis of our
special confidence in their fairness and in their conscientious
attention to their task and I find that their reports are care-
fully constructed. Your long response to the referee's reports
enforces my opinion that the letter format is too brief for an
appropriate presentation of your work. Most of what you said
in your rejoinders would not be necessary if the statements had
been made in the paper — but then the paper would be too long.

As an experimentalist myself, I find your description of
your measurements grossly inadequate. I am not required to
believe your unsupported statement of your results (I certainly
do not ask anyone to believe my statements of the results of my
experiments without presenting a detailed description of the
experiment together with an analysis of the errors in the experi-
ment) and I will not ask our readers to believe your results
without a much more detailed description of the experiment.

We must, therefore, tell you that we cannot accept your paper
for publication in Physical Review Letters, and further comment
that we believe that the letter format is quite unsuitable for
the presentation of work such as yours.

Sincerely,

R.K. Adair
Editor

RKA/jw
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DANTE B. FASCELL
CHAIRMAN

CLAIBORNE PELL.
CO-CHAIRMAN

COMMISStONrttS
DICK CLARK
PATRICK J. LEAHY
RICHARD STONE
CLIFFORD P. CASE
ROBERT DOLE
JONATHAN B. SINGHAM
PAUL SIMON
SIDNEY R. YATES
JOHN BUCHANAN
MILL1CENT FCNWICK

COMMISSION ON
SECURITY AND COOPERATION IN EUROPE

CONGRESS OF THE UNITED STATES
WASHINGTON. D.C. 20519

March 10, 19 79

CXECUTIVE BRANCH
COMMISSIONERS

PATRICIA M. DERIAN
DAVID E. McGIPFERT
FRANK A. WEIL

ALFRED FRIENDLY. JR.

32S7 Hou«e OmcK Bmldum. Al Btm t

(202) 22S-ltai

Stefan Marlnov
rue Stephanie 83

1020 Bruxelles
Belgium

Dear Mr. Marlnov:

On behalf of the Commission, I would like to thank you
for your wonderful collection of poems. It will I'm sure make
a fine addition to our growing library.

I recall our telephone call shortly before you left the

United States, during which you informed me that because of your
lack of the proper residence status, you were being forced to

leave the country. I take it from the return address on your
letter that you are currently residing in Brussels. Perhaps,
if you were to contact directly, relevant scientific institutions
in this country asking for their sponsorship, as well as our
embassy in Brussels for the proper immigration documents, your
problems with remaining in the U.S. could be solved.

Thank you again for sending us your collection of poems.

Sincerely,

Martin C. Sletzinger
Staff Assistant

MCS/ams
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SPECOLA VATICANA
1-00120 cittA del vaticano

TEL. (06) 698/3411

Dr. Stefan Marinov

Via Puggia 47/1
161 51 GENOVA

Castfl Gandolfo, ip Aril 1979

Dear Dr. Marinov,

I found your letter and book in the mail, which arrived du-
ring my absence from the Specola and have already answered Mr.
Vanistendael . I deferred my asnwer to yourself norewhat because
I was hoping to get some advice fram somebody more qualified
than I am in your field of physics, to whom I have given your
work "Eppur si muove". So far I got a "prima facie" answer,
which confirms my own opinion that the questions you move are cer-
tainly worth the most careful consideration and investigation.
Whether your results and conclusions can really be compelling to
change the axiomatics of relativity is something he could not
affirm without a more detailed study of the question, for which
at the moment time is lacking. He promised me to look into it
as soon as he finds the opportunity, which may take some time.
If I get futther news, 1 will let you know.

I want you to know however that, contrary to the information,
received by Mr Vanistendael, I am not the director of the Vati-
can Observatory, but only a scientist working at that institute
(which moreover is not engaged in your field) , and have in no way
the authority or the influence which could help you from an in-
stitutional point of view.

My personal view is that the Church should be, and I think
I can affirm is indeed very strongly interested that humanity in
general tries to acquire the right insight in such fundamental
questions of nature, but that in themselves these questions have
no theological or religious impact. That therefore christians,
especially when they are scientists, should find in their reli-
gion a strong motive of interest in such questions, but should
refrain in trying to answer them from their religious principles
or letting their religious convictions be influenced by any,
provisional or so called "final" answers to them. Likewise
should the Church encourage research and scientific activity as
a fundamental component of the human vocation (often this encou-
ragement will appear only "moral", but will nevertheless be
real and important and effective) , but should not even try to
give an answer or to take a position "in merito". That such
things unfortunately happened in the past, is no reason
why they should happen again, and I should be inclined to speak
in the same way of other "ideologies" or religions.
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For this reason I am rather disappointed to find your name
on the list of speakers at the Congress of Science and Religion,
which, judging from the list of participants and their related
competencer, and subjects, is rather all set up to commit
exactly the error which I indicated. And this I say as a

christian, as a priest and as a scientist as well. If your
theories should break through, and as a fellow scientist I

wish you all luck, it has to start I think on the pure scien-
tific level. I know that this may be very hard and I agree
that Einstein himself might have a tough time if he were to
start now (he did not have it easy in his time either) , but
it is the only right way to go.

Yours sincerely.

E. De Graeve GJ
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AMEilCAN ASSOCIATION FOR THE ADVANCEMENT OF SCIENCE

ISIS MASSACHUSETTS AVENUE, NW, WASHINGTON, D.C. lOOOS • 202-M7-43S0

13 June 1979

Dr. Stefan Marlnov
Organizzazione Internazionale Congressl
Via Puggla A7 - 16131 Geneva
ITALY

Dear Dr. Marinov:

We decline to publish your paper on "Measurement of the One-Way
Velocity of Light and the Earth's Absolute Velocity". The manuscript
is enclosed.

Sincerely,

Philip H. Abelson
Editor

PHA/sm
Enclosures
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THE EPOCH OF GALILEO AND THE EPOCH OF JOHN PAUL II

Address delivered by Stefan Marinov at the First World Congress
of Science and Relgions, Rome 24 June - 1 July, 1979

Before I begin with my disquisition I would like to explain what I mean by ^he no-

tion "God".

I am a materialist, and for me the notion "God" is a moral but not a physical one.

God does not exist outside the human spirit, but is a product of that spirit. Science is

also a product of human spirit. However, science represents a response to a reality,
which exists independently of the spirit, while religion is a response to the spirit
itself.

If we wish to define the notions "science" and "religion" in the most simple and
concise way, I think we have to give the following definitions. Science explains what
is true and what is false; religion explains what is good and what is bad. In science
there is always a reality, which can give an answer to a question raised by man. This
answer is objective and absolute . Admittedly, the answer can come too late, an answer
which for a long time has been accepted as true may be rejected as false some day. Thus

the image of reality, its model (a yery modern word) in a man's head can be subjective,
but the reality itself is absolute. For religion such a material reality does not exist.

The answers given by religion are subjective and relative .

The most important aspect of science is that there is the experiment as an absolute
judge. And when the experiment speaks, gods keep silent. Of course, the experiment can
be done in an erroneous manner, can be interpreted erroneously, not all factors may
have been taken into consideration, but the fundamental point is that the possibility
of an experiment does exist. In religion there is no experiment. There is no apparatus
in the whole world, no electronic calculator however much sophisticated that can answer
a question such as the following one: If one slaps me on the right cheek, do I have to

offer him my left cheek, or not?

However, if we open the book of the centuries old human history, we can establish
that all religions (including the atheistic ones, as, for instance, communism) define
the good and the evil in the same manner. Thus, if all religions give the saine answers
to the questions of good and evil, we must conclude that the good and the evil, God

and Devil, must also be absolute categories, fiany gods have been created on our earth:
one puts his god on the Olympus, another in the seventh heaven, a third one in his head.

For the one God is male, for another female or hermaphrodite, for a third something de-

fined by the void word "force" or only a conception. Hence the models (a very modern
word!) are different, but the substence of God and Devil, the substence of the good and
the evil, which all men create subjectively is the same. Thus all of us, believers and
non-believers, theists and atheists, we must accept: God exists .

Dostoevski, one of the most important prophets in human history, said through his

hero Ivan Karamasov: "If God doeg not exist - all is permitted." No, all is not permit-
ted to man, because God does exi^t. A God for all of us - good, wise and loving.

This is, in a few words, my concept of the notion "God".

I am a scientist. A representative of the science that is in a most solid way atta-
ched to material reality: physics. To explain in a most lucid and clear manner what the

essence of science is, I shall tell you in a few words my own experiences, which pro-
vide an eloquent example. My theory, i.e., my subjective model of material reality, and
my experiments, i.e., the objective proofs of this model, are concerned with the most
important physical notions: the space, the time, the mathematical construction of our
world. Hence they are of general interest and, surely, are interesting for the present
competent audience.

And another remarkable fact: I speak to you only three months after the solemnities

dedicated to the memory of one of the greatest physicists in human history - Albert
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Einstein. Everybody has heard on the radio, seen on television, read in the newspapers

about these events. The most important mathematical creation of Einstein is his theory

of relativity. Proposing a model of this world and proceeding from age old human expe-

rience, Einstein concluded that the principle of relativity is a fundamental law in

physics and must be accepted axiomatical ly as true because until today no experiment
has refuted it.

The principle of relativity can in the most simple and concrete way be defined as

follows: No experiment exists and can exist with the help of which one could measure
the absolute velocity of a laboratory, i.e., its velocity with respect to the masses of
the whole universe. The principle of relativity is very similar to the principle of

conservation of energy which asserts: No experiment exists or can exist, in which the

initial energy of an isolated system will be more or less than its final energy. The

principle of relativity was introduced already in ancient Chinese science. In the Wes-

tern culture, this principle was formulated for the first time with a sufficient cla-

rity by the immortal Galileo. Einstein presented the principle of relativity in the

perfect language of mathematical equations. And now, I beg your attention: I have car-

ried out an experiment (for the first time in 1973, and a second more accurate variation
in 1975) with the help of which I succeeded in measuring the absolute velocity of the

earth. Thus, I have demonstrated with an objective experiment that the principle of re-

lativity is not true . Therefore the whole of this impressive mathematical construction
which is called "the theory of relativity" is not adequate to reality . Evereybody of

you will now raise his hand: "Why then do all say and write that this principle is

right?" All of you I can answer as follows: Wait six months, maybe a year, and all will

begin to say and write exactly the opposite. Well! That is science! That is the abso-

lute and objective force of reality which exists outside the spirit. Those in the es-

tablishment can slam the doors of the journals, of the institutes, of the congresses,
because in science, as in politics, everybody is afraid to lose his power, but all these

efforts are efforts of dwarves. The experiment is that which decides - not the Presi-
dent, the Director, the Genius. One can insist that there are not spots on the Sun, one
can insist a year, two, three, but the spots are there, and one must accept them, be-

cuase otherwise one becomes ridiculous, ri-di-cu-lous.

Now in five minutes I should like to explain the essence of my experiment. In

Bulgaria I performed the experiment with coupled mirrors - in 1973 the deviative vari-
ant and in 1975 the interferometric variant. In a photograph I show the experiment with
the coupled shutters, which I carried out three months ago in Brussels. This last va-

riation is much easier for understanding the essence of the method, and its construction
is much more simple and clear.

My experiments are the first in human history with the help of which I measured the

unidirectional light velocity. Why is the velocity of light so important?

Because the principle of relativity is closely connected with the propagation of
light. Light propagates in a vacuum with the velocity "c", equal to three hundred thou-

sands kilometers per second. The vacuum is at rest with respect to absolute space. The
vacuum cannot be attached to some object, since a vacuum cannot be dragged. One can

drag something, but "nothing" cannot be dragged. Thus in a laboratory which moves in

absolute space at a speed "v", the speed of light must be "c - v" along the direction
of motion and "c + v" along the opposite direction.

In all experiments which have been carried out until today, scientists have always

measured the speed "there-and-back" . People measure this speed tens of thousands of

times every day. Every pilot, every captain on a ship, every policeman on a highway

using a radar apparatus measures the speed of light to and fro. But nobody before me

has measured the speed only to. As the speed "there" is "c - v" and "back" "c + v", the

speed "there-and-back" is always "c".

Here is the "coupled-shutters" experiment (see photo). An axle rotates at 10,000

rpm. The shutters which are disks with holes are fastened to the axle. A laser emits
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light in one direction, another one in the opposite direction. Two photodiodes register
the intensity of light which illuninates them. If the rotational speed of the axle in-

creases, the intensity of the light on the photodiodes increses or decreases depending
on the positions of the holes and the light spots when the axle is at rest. A formula
unifies this change with the parameters of the apparatus and the unidirectional speed
of light. With this apparatus I achieved an accuracy of 10% , i.e., I measured the uni-
directional speed of light with an error of 30,000 km/sec. With the help of the experi-
ment in Sofia I have established that the absolute velocity of the earth is about 300
km/sec, i.e., 100 times lower than the accuracy of my Brussel's experiment. This ex-
tremely simple experiment shows clearly which parameters must be improved so that one
can reach the precision of my Sofia experiment.

I must tell you that in Washington I visited the National Bureau of Standards,
where my colleague Dr. Luther has measured the "there-and-back" speed of light with an
accuracy of 30 cm/sec, i.e., to an exactitude 100 millions of times higher than my
exactitude. However I have measured the speed only "there", while the Americans, as
all other people before them, have measured the speed "there-and-back".

Everyone of you will exclaim: But this experiment is so simple! Why was it not car-
ried out until now? - I also cannot understand why, as I could not understand, when
being a boy, why only Columbus has succeeded in making the egg stand on its end.

The speed of light to and fro was measured for the first time in a laboratory by
Fizeau in 1849 with a basis of 8 kilometers. A couple of years later Foucault succee-
ded in measuring this speed with a basis of 4 meters. My basis is 1.5 m. Thus my ex-
periment could have been carried out 130 years ago, and the theory of relativity would
not have been created.

When I say that this is the first experiment where one measures the velocity of light
in one direction, I do not "cast words on the wind". Excuse me, I am not an Italian. If
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anyone of you can find an experiment on our earth in which someone has measured the ve-

locity of light and no mirror was used, I shall pay to this man immediately 10 million

Italian liras, or Australian dollars, if he wishes. And if somebody can find in this

photograph a mirror, he will receive 100 million. My dear Italians, courageous people

of "leave-or-double" (lascia o raddoppia) - 10 millions, 100 millions. And I do not

give you only 10 seconds, I do not close you in a sound-proof cabin, as do the cruel

sadists of your TV - you can go to every library in the world, you can search a day, a

month, a year. Ten millions if you can find a single experiment without a mirror, 100

millions if you can find a mirror in this photograph.

And also another remarkable fact. Among all experiments in which one measures the

velocity of light, my experiment has perhaps been the cheapest. I am a poor Bulgarian

dissident - without work, without money, without a passport. For three months I have

been living in Italy illegally. Last year the Czechoslovak police, after having beaten

my posterior bloody, expelled me in direction "West". After six months the police of the

United States expelled me in the direction "East". East-West, West-East, as is the name

of the editorial house founded by our esteemed President, Count Lelio Galateri di Genola.

Well, absolutely alone, I managed to carry out this experiment within a month.

Here there are many Americans. They know that the National Academy of Sciences has

erected in Washington, in front of the central residence of the Academy, a monument de-

dicated to Einstein which costs one and a half million dollars. Before the beginning

of the work, I wrote a letter to the President which I personally delivered to the Aca-

demy. In this letter I said that a thousandth part of the money for the monument would

be sufficient to demonstrate objectively that the principle of relativity is not true and,

thus, the theory of relativity is false. The President has not answered my letter. I

beg your pardon: in Europe we are accustomed, when a person writes a respectful letter,

to answer it. And during my visit to the Academy, I noted that three lady secretaries

were manicuring their hands and three gentleman secretaries trapped flies. What to do,

dear friends? Another continent, other customs. Anyway, In America one writes a letter

and one does not get an answer. Meanwhile in the happy motherland of the workers and

peasants, one writes a letter and one is sent to the loony bin. And the continent of

this happy motherland is called Europe; one says only that communism there is Asiatic.

To conclude with the experimentum crucis . I should like to tell you that I have con-

structed whole physics on the basis of the absolute space-time notions. The complete
theory can be found in my encyclopedic CLASSICAL PHYSICS - five volumes, more than ten

thousands formulas. The essence of this work is presented in my book EPPUR SI MUOVE,

published in Brussels in 1977. There I analyse the transformations of Galilei, Lorentz
and my transformations. As has been demonstrated by all experiments carried out until

today in the world (including my experiments), only the Marinov transformations are

adequate to physical reality.

Why do I tell you all this? - To show you what science is. If in science one defends

the truth, if one has the experimental proof, this truth will be accepted. And I appeal

to the example of your notorious compatriot Galileo. The whole public opinion was

against him, the whole omnipotent church tried to conceal the scientific truth, using

methods which can be defined with the term "Mongolo-Asiatic", but never with the term
"European". However all these efforts could not reject and discard the scientific truth.

Galilei said three words: EPPUR SI MUOVE. And humanity has repeated them until now as a

symbol of the courage of the human spirit which has revealed the scientific truth and

by no force can be constrained to give up its convictions, for which there are experi-
mental proofs.

Well, after three centuries, here in Rome, in the same town where Galileo pronounced

those three words of spiritual courage and profound and firm scientific conviction, I

permit myself to repeat them: EPPUR SI MUOVE. Galileo affirmed: In spite of all that

the other astronomers and philosophers say, the earth moves around the sun. And I, in

spite of all that the other physicists and philosophers affirm, in spite of what Ein-

stein - a thinker , mathematician and man whom I esteem and respect enormously - has

affirmed, I say: The earth moves in absolute space; this motion can be registered in a
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laboratory and I have registered it. The absolute velocity of the Sun is 300 t 20 km/sec;
the equatorial coordiantes of its apex are: right ascension 13h 23m ± 20m, declination
-23° i 4°. Again our world is stable, space is space and time is time. And all of you,
you can go to sleep calmly this evening - the galaxies do not escape from us, as if our
galaxy were mad. The Creator, indeed, has made a simple, clear and lucid world. The
Creator has constructed a whole multiform universe with three elements only: space, time
and energy. With three bricks, with three bricks only - the whole of this marvelous and
astonishing building, including the normal, paranormal and archi-para-meta-ortho-normal
phenomena, the existence of which is denied by the major part of my colleagues, the

physicists, such as the illustrous and fascinating Prof. Zichicchi. But the paranormal
phenomena do exist, they are real, they can be measured. Otherwise all these people,
who came from so many countries in the world, would not lose time and money to meet
here in Rome. Prof. Zichicchi says: If I can measure an effect with an apparatus, the

phenomenon does exist, if I cannot - sorry - no. The problem is that the substence of
the paranormal phenomena is such that the apparatus which can register and detect them
is man himself. And if Zichicchi says that the phenomena do not exist, I can conclude
only the following: Dear Antonio, your apparatus is not sensitive enough. Do you measure
a current of pico-amperes with a micro-amperemeter? I must confess that I was the same
as Zichicchi. I registered the paranormal phenomena for the first time at the age of
48. And I am enormously thankful for this to Signora Rita Ramella, the head of the

Press-Office of our Congress. We have among us an exeptional quack, pranotherapeutist
and woman. Make the acquaintance with Rita, speak with her, enter into contact with her
spirit. On our Earth there is not only Sai Baba.

Here I finish with the epoch of Galileo, i.e., with the problems of the true and the
false, with the problems of science, and I approach the epoch of John Paul II, i.e.,
the problems of good and evil, the problems of religion.

Science has made an astonishing progress, has discovered many things, gigantic ener-
gies, enormous possibilities to change the world and man himself. But what of all this
is good and what evil? - Science, Galileo cannot give the answer. Here religion has to

speak, Wojtyla has to speak.

Never, never, never in human history has man had such a need for religion as today.
Man can change the desert into paradise, and man can poison all the oceans; man can

understand the language of the dolphins, and kill all the whales; man can change the
genes, perfect himself, and man can create people artificially, people without a mother;
man can change man's mentality, kill with medicines the pains, the sadness, but also
the doubt, the nostalgia, the love; man can make the music of Beethoven enter into every
house, but also the cacophony, the most idiotic. Finally, man can destroy all that has
existed on our earth for billions of years. What can be done and what not? What is per-
mitted and what is not permitted? You, John Paul, are the one who must give the answers.

I shall permit myself to illustrate the role and the importance of faith and of re-
ligion with the example of my people. For 500 years the Bulgarians were under the Otto-
man yoke. For 500 years the Bulgarian Orthodox church, the priests, the monks defended
the unfortunate people in its sufferings. And the Bulgarian church saved the people.
The Bulgarians were not exterminated or assimilated, they did not betray their culture,
they did not forget or renounce their customs, their traditions, as many other peoples
whose faith was feeble and who today cannot be found on the geographic map.

Dark forces hold our earth in their hands. Only religion, faith, the devotion to God
and to the Good can save man. First defining the good and the evil; then defending the
good against the evil. Defining and defending.

Man on our planet wishes to know what is the way of God that he must follow, man

searches to save himself from the suicide to which mad politicians and generals preci-

pitate him. Wojtyla has defended human rights, the liberty of the spirit, the liberty
of choice. But is this sufficient? Millions are in prisons, in camps, in mental hospi-

tals - in Chile, in Argentina, in the empire of Bocassa, in the happy motherland of
the workers and the peasants. All these people await your help, John Paul.
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At this congress many religions are represented. But two of the more powerful reli-

gions, followed by numerous masses of people are not represented: the Christian-ortho-

dox religion and the communist religion. I was baptized in a Bulgarian orthodox church

and my parents are communists. Thus I have the right in the name of these two religions

to address all present here with the words: God for all men is unique, the good and the

evil are absolute categories. Let us unify to save our poor earth from the hands of the

Devil who has acquired an enormous power, as never in human history. Brezhnev, Carter

and Den Xiaoping hold atomic bombs in their hands. I, poor man, I think that the Devil

has entered into the souls of these people. A son of God cannot hold in his hand an

atomic bomb, only a Devil. John Paul, answer whether my judgement is just! Answer!

Your sacred duty is to give an answer. And if the Devil has entered into the souls of

our poor brothers, what do we have to do to chase him away and to save their souls from

eternal hell? Answer, John Paul; answer clearly what we have to do. The people with the

name of God in their hearts expect your word.

I have two sons. The one is a Bulgarian citizen, the other is a Belgian citizen.

The one finished his military service in the Bulgarian army a year ago, the other will

begin his service in the Belgian army in three years. The one is in the contingent of

the armies of the Warsaw pact, the other is in the contingent of the NATO armies. Tell

me, John Paul, why the generals Jacubowski and Haig have the force to put knives in

the hands of my sons and to push them one against the other, and why I, their father,

do not have the force to take the knives from their hands. Tell me, John Paul, what I

have to do, seeing that my blind sons may become fratricides. Tell me, I expect your word.

If you are my father, do not leave me alone and without help, as I search for a way

not to lose my two poor sons.

Editorial note . This speech of Marinov was published in the BULLETIN OF THE TYCHONIAN
SOCIETY (Canada) 28, 14 (1980). It was commented in the Italian jour-

nal PAESE SERA (see p. 26 ).
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INTERNATIONAL JOURNAL OF THEORETICAL PHYSICS

GEORGIA INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY
ATLANTA, GEORGIA 30332

(404) 94-S20I

PROF. OAVIO FtNKELSTEIN. EDITOR
28 June 1979

REF: 79-25

Professor S. Marinov
Laboratory for Fundamental Physical Problems

ul. Elin Pelin 22

Sofia 1421

BULGARIA

Dear Professor Marinov:

Thank you for your manuscript "Measurement of the Laboratory's
Absolute Velocity". We regret that we cannot accept it for
publication, and return it herewith, together with a referee's
review for your information.

Sincerely yours.

David Finkelstein, Editor
Helen Heard, Secretary

DF:hh
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nature
9 July 1979

Mr S Marinov
Organizzazione Internazionale Congress!

Via Puggia 47 - 1 - 16131 Geneva
Italy

Dear Mr Marinov

Thank you for your recent letter enclosing an advertisement for the

"International Conference on Space-Time Absoluteness".

I regret that it will not be possible for us to accept this advertisement as it

is contrary to our policy to carry advertising of the kind where possible

contentious views are expressed, and furthermore, the type of advertising

which resembles scientific papers.

It would be possible to offer you a small classified announcement which merely
states the title of the conference together with the location and address etc.,

and perhaps I could suggest that you might like to consider this.

Yours sincerely

Richard E Webb
Advertisement Manrfger

Editorial note . In 1979 Marinov tried to advertise the meeting of ICSTA for the end

of 1979, however, as this letters shows, Nature refused to publish

his paid advertisement.
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JOURNAL OF THE OPTICAL SOCIETY OF AMERICA
570 UNIVERSITY TERRACE • LOS ALTOS. CA 94022

JOSF.PII W. GOODMAN. EDITOR
HONMAI GOODMAN, ASST. TO THE EDITOR
TELEPHONi: (4IS) 941-9089

Jul y 1979

Dr. Stefan Marlnov
Organ i zzaz ione I nternaz iona 1e CongrossI
Via Puggia I*?-!

16131 Geneva
ITALY

Dear Dr. Marinov:

It has been a long-s tandlng policy of the Journal of the Optical
Society of America that we do not publish papers that are
concerned with the validity of, or the Interpretation of, the
special theory of relativity. This policy was followed by Dr.
Sinclair before tne and by Dr. MacAdam before him. It is a policy
that I wish to continue while the journal is under my
ed i torsh I p.

There are many reasons for this policy. Primarily, there are
fnany other more appropriate journals for publication of such
material. One, for example. Is Physical Review D, edited by Dr.
D. L. Nordstrom, whose address is below:

Dr. D. L. Nordstrom, Editor
Phys i cal Rev lew D

I^rookhaven National Laboratories
Upton, NY 11973

There are a muiltitude of other journals devoted to the
foundations of physics for which such a paper would be
appropr late.

After reading your manuscript "Drag-of- 1 Ight experiments". It Is

my opinion that this paper Is really concerned with a test and
Interpretation of the special theory of relativity. For this
reason I am returning your manuscript with the suggestion that
you submit It to another journal that covers this subject area,
such as the journal mentioned above.

We appreciate your Interest In JOSA, and v/e regret that we can
not consider the paper that you have submitted.

Sincerely yours.

(<—)p<Z-<j^^

C
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Paris, le I9Juillet 1979

Monsieur S. MARINOV

ORGANIZZAZIONE INTERNAZIONALE CONCRESSI

Via Puggia Ul - I

16131 GENOVA

Italie

Cher Monsieur,

Les memoires que vous avez soutnis successivement pour
publication aux Annales de I'Institut H. Poincare :

"The Interferometric "coupled-mirrors" experiment"

"The quasi-Roemer and quasi-Bradley experiments according to

absolute space-time theory"

"The quasi-Doppler experiment according to absolute space-time
theory"

"Kinematic time dilation"

ont ete examinespar le Comite d'edition.

Les rapporteurs ont conclu a la non-publ icat ion de ces
travaux par les Annales de I'Institut Henri Poincare.

Vous presentez avec raison la necessite de reprendre avec
toute la precision possible des mesures actuelles les experiences ^elfl- tres
anciennes qui ont motive en partie les recherches theoriques qui ont conduit
aux theories mathematiques de la Relativite restreinte et generalisee actuelles.

Toutefois ces recherches doivent etre d'abord experimentales
et ne doivent pas prendre pour guide des bases theoriques deduites des theories
relativistes qu'elles ont pour but de justifier, d'ameliorer ou de refuter.

Vos travaux doivent done d'abord etre soumis a des recherches
experimentales pour en analyser la possibilite de realisation et les

precisions a rechercher.

Suivant votre demande je vous retourne les textcs de vos
derniers articles

1 - The quasi-^oemer and quasi-bradley experiments according to

absolute space-time theory
2 - The quasi-Doppler experiment according to absolute space-time

theory.
Veuillez agreer, Cher Monsieur, 1 'expression de mes sentiments

les meilleurs.

/

/
/V^

G. PETlAtI
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AfNNALEN DEK l»IIYSIK
H i: I) A K T I () N

PROF I)R n KICHTF.R. HKHLIN PROF. DR. W. WALCH FH. MAHBURO/L.
AV.rt.n,ir H., Wl...n.*.Men dc, 1)1)11 Pl,lllpp.-Un.,.r...»i. D^BM M.rkur.ll... Chy.lk.ll.*.. l-.tllul

DnM'llog lUrlln AdUr.hol. lludowM (:h«UMH> R

lOHANN AMBROSIUS HAMTM • VE<:RLAG • DDH 701 LKIPZIG

Prol Dr. G. HiAler. DDR IIIW Botlln-Adlft.hol. Mudowrr (;h»u..»« 5

r

Elnechrelbep

!

Herrn
Stefan M a r i n o v

Allen Lee Hotel
2224 P Street, N.W.

Washington . D.C, 2oo37

USA

~i

Prof.Ri/Kl 14. 8. 1979

Sehr geehrter Herr Marinov,

Ihre an die ANNALEN eingereichte Arbeit

"Coemological Aspects of absolute Space-Time Theory"

behandelt die Prage, ob die komologische Rotverschiebung

linear oder quadratisch mit der Entfernung r anwachst,

Sie behaupten, dafi die quadratische Abhangigkeit von r

die empirischen Pakten besser wiedergibt als die lineare •

entgegen der Meinung der Astronomen. Da diese Prage eine

empirisch-astronomische ist, schlagen wir vor, die Arbeit

einer astronomischen Zeitsohrift einzusenden.

Gleichzeitig senden wir Ihnen zu unserer Entlastung Ihr

Manuskript wieder zu.

Mit freundlichen Grllfien

Prof. Dr. G. Richter
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^lu National Research Council

Canada

Canadian Journal

of Physics

Conseil national de recherches

Canada

Journal canadien
de physique

A-895

Dr S. MARINOV
Rue Spephanle 83

1020 BRUXELLES
Belgium August 15, 1979

Dear Dr Marinov,

Thank you for your letter of August 7.

I cannot, however, accept your statement that. In case
of rejection of the new manuscript, you have a right to insis t on a

certain type of referee's report. I should remind you that no - one
has a right to publish in any serious scientific journal that I know of.

As for my agreement with Dr Davis, you have misinterpreted my
meaning. Since your experiments are claimed to contradict in a fundamental
way innumerable experiments of investigators all around the world
who daily verify the theory of relativity (in nuclear physics, particle
physics, astrophysics, etc) one might place on you the onus of demonstrating
that they are all wrong. That is a heavy task indeed.

For this reason I have great difficulty in finding referees
for your submissions. They have only your word that all the rest of the

physics community is out of step. It doesn't seem like a good bet.

It seems to me that your contentions become very muddled
when you use the Lorentz transformation and talk about "treating it from
an absolute point of view, thus adequately to physical reality". One
can only conclude that you have neither understood the essence of the

Lorentz transformations nor share with the other physicists their understan-
ding of what constitutes "physical reality".

I am, therefore, returning your manuscript without further

consideration. I can assure that, contrary to your expressed hope, I will

not be convinced of the importance of your work because you persist in sending

manuscripts to this Journal. If you want to get a hearing, you can follow a very

general practice and distribute preprints as widely as you like.

Sincerely,

Deparlment of Physics

Room 433
The Ernest Rutherford

Riyscs Building

McGill University

3600 University Street

MONTREAL. Quebec
t-l3A 2T8
(514)392-5324

D6partement de physique
Pfece 433
The Ernest Rutherford

Physics Building

McGill University

3600. rue UniverRit6

lylONTREAL. Ou6t)ec
H3A 2T8
(514)392-5324

P.R. Wallace
Editor
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Stefan Marinov Dr. Davies

rue Stephanie 83 Editor in Chief
B-1020 Bruxelles NATURE
pho.ie 02/427.64.66 4 Little Essex Street

17 August 1979
"-ondon WC2R 3LF

Dear Dr. Davies:

My last two efforts: the sending of the paper "Measurement of the One-Way Velocity
of Light and the Earth's Absolute Velocity" and the sending of the advertisement on
the International Conference on Space-Time Absoluteness (ICSTA) again brought no posi-

tive results. - Both these publications have been rejected by NATURE. In Sofia I re-

ceived only the telex-information about the rejection and in Genoa the letter of Ri-
chard Webb of the 9th July for the rejection of the advertisement. A letter with expla-
nation for the rejection of the paper has still not reached me and, obviously, will

reach re no any more.

With this letter, I am addressing you. Dr. Davies, with the request: Please, write
me openly and clearly why so many years NATURE refuses to publish the accounts on my
experiments which are decisive for the sound evolution of physics and astronomy ?

I tried to receive this answer from you personally when you have visited Washington
last autumn, but you refused to see me . With my scientific and social activity I have
shown that I have the right to ask from you such an open and clear answer. Please,
give it!

About a year and a half ago the book review office of NATURE asked me politely for
my book EPPUR SI MUOVE, even before its appearance. Immediately after the publication
of the book (in December 1977) I sent this book to London. Until now I have not re-

ceived information whether my book has been received in NATURE, although I wrote at
least five letters on this topic. In my letters I asked for the return of the boolTj"

if there will be no intention for writing a review. I stated also in one or two of
these letters that for a NEGATIVE review I shall pay $ 1000 to NATURE. Why NATURE does
not send back to me the book which costs $ 20 and which was sent following the request
of NATURE? Please, give me an open and clear answer.

NATURE tries to show a concern about the dissident scientists. I am a dissident not
only in the East, I am a dissident also in the West. In 1978 I was two times expelled:
in April from Czechoslovakia in Western direction because I were "Anti -communist" and
in December from the States into Eastern direction because I am "Communist". I am also
a dissident in science. I am about two years in the West and I did not find a working
place or a support by some scientific institution from this or that side of the ocean.
I pay all my experimental, theoretical and publication activity (three books in a year
and a half) with my own money. If I make all these sacrifices, it signifies that I

have to say something to the world. I beg you for an open and clear answer: will NATURE
inform the scientific community about my experimental achievements or not, and if not
WHY?

Sincerely yours,

Stefan Marinov

Editorial note . This letter remained without answer, or as an answer to this letter

may be considered the letter of Dr. John Maddox of the 22 Sept. 1980

(see p. 176).

The paper "Measurement of the one-way velocity of light and the Earth's

absolute velocity" has appeared under the title "The experimental mea-

surement of the one-way light velocity and its possibilities for abso-

lute velocity measurement" in SPEC. SC. TECHN., 3, 57 (1980).

(CLASSICAL PHYSICS, vol. Ill, §50C,D).
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newscientist
King's Reach Tower, Stamford Street, London SEI9LS
Telegrams: Verdlture SEI Telex: 9157 48 MAGDIVG

Switchboard: 01-261 5000

20th September 1970

Stefan Marinov,
rue Stephanie 83,
B - 1020,
Bruxel les.

Dear Mr Marinov,

Thank you for your letter of 15th September, I am afraid we
reserve the right to publish or reject "letters to the editor"
and it is not our policy to enter into any correspondence on
our choice of letters for publication.

Yours sincerely,

jlkciaol ^^fuyV'^^l

Michael Kenward
Editor

I IPC Magazines Ltd .Kings Reach Tower. Stamtofd Slreel. London SEI 9LS Registered Number 53626 England A suhsi
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DEPARTMENT OF STATE

Washington, D.C. 20520

Mr. Stefan Marinov
Rue Stephanie 8 3

B-1020 Brussels, Belgium

Dear Mr. Marinov:

I have been asked to thank you for and to respond
to your letter of September 9 to President Carter.

You have asked basic questions about the human
rights policy followed by the United States. I can
assure you that our policy is sincerely directed toward
achieving greater respect for human rights and fundamen-
tal freedoms in all countries of the world, including
the Soviet Union, and that we shall not relax in our
efforts to reach this goal.

We take all appropriate opportunities to express
our human rights concerns to the Soviet authorities.
President Carter himself discussed this subject when
he met with President Brezhnev in Vienna in June. It
was a major aspect of the 1977-1978 Belgrade meeting to
follow-up the Helsinki Final Act, and it will also be a
major part of the Madrid follow-up meeting in 1980.

With regard to the specific case you raise, both
the President and the Secretary of State expressed
publicly the outrage of the United States when Yuriy
Orlov was convicted in 1978, and this government took
a number of concrete steps to emphasize its position.
We shall continue to do everything we can to encourage
the Soviets to permit Mr. Orlov and others to exercise
the basic human rights to which the Soviet Government
committed itself in the Helsinki Final Act and other
international documents.

The moral support of concerned individuals like
you is appreciated and contributes to the weight of
world public opinion which we hope will convince the
Soviet authorities to fulfill their international
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commitments in this and similar cases. We can under-
stand your frustration over current Soviet policy on
this basic issue. However, we must counsel your con-
tinued patience while efforts continue with the means
at our disposal to bring about an improvement of the
situation.

Were you to take your life as you suggest in
symbolic protest of Mr. Orlov's continued incarceration,
you would only compound the human tragedy and increase
the already too heavy burden of his suffering. I would
submit that you would be a more effective advocate for
Mr. Orlov's release if you were to continue your efforts
on his behalf. I sincerely hope you will see the wisdom
of this latter course.

Sincerely,

Deputy Acdictant Secretary
for Human Rights and
Humanitarian Affairs

Editorial note. Marinov's letter to President Carter of the 9 September can be seen

on p. 31.

The present letter of the State Department is without date . It was

received by Marinov at the end of December.
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DANTE B. FASCELL
CHAIRMAN

CLAIBORNE PEUL
CO-CHAIRMAN

COMMISSIONERS
GEORGE McGOVERN
PATRICK J. LCAHr
RICHARD STONE
JACOB K. JAVITS
ROBERT DOLE
SIDNEY R. YATES
JONATHAN B. BINGHAM
PAUL SIMON
JOHN BUCHANAN
MILLICENT FENWICK

COMMISSION ON
SECURITY AND COOPERATION IN EUROPE

CONGRESS OF THE UNITED STATES
WASHINGTON. D.C. 20515

September 26, 1979

IXCCUTIVe BRANCH
COMMfSSIONERS

PATRICIA M. DENIAN
DAVID C. McSIPrERT
FRANK A. WEIL

S2SI Housi Omci ButLOMa, Aisii I

Mr. Stefan Marinov
rue Stephanie 83
B-1020 Bruxelles

Dear Mr, Marinov:

I have just received your letter of September 17 with the
enclosure of your letter to President Carter. Your proposed
plan of action as set forth in those letters is shocking to
say the least.

I must tell you that the Commission is in no position to
have your letter published in any American journal. We will,
however look into the matter of your visa denial in the hope
of ascertaining the motivations behind it. In the event that we
are successful I will be sure to contact you.

Best of luck in your endeavors.

Sincerely,

Martin Sletzinger
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UmviMSife I jnrc de iSiuxcllcs 1050 BRUXEU.rS. lo
9 octobre 1979

Avenue F.-D, nooscvrll. 50

LE nCCTEUR

R. 3593/79 J.M./SC

Cher Monsieur,

et ses a

Sciences

fendez p

riences
SBraient

independ
sique ex
pour ce
dif f eren
moyens n

d ' une en
a ses rs

J'ai bien rsgu votre lettre du 14 septembre 1979
nnexes que j'ai soumises a I'examen de la Faculte des

qui m
etabl

ante
perim
f aire
te . En
ecess
trepr
su 1 ta

separe les pu

sion de mes s

Celle-ci estime que le point de vue que vous de-
te un inter§t dans la mesure ou les resultats d'expe-
ettraient en evidence le mouvement absolu de la terre,
is avec certitude.

II faudrait done pouvoir les verifier de fagon
et de maniere tres soignee. Or, les services de phy-
entale de I'Universite ne sont pas specialement 6quipes
et sont engages dans des recherches de nature trcs
consequence, il apparait difficile de mobiliser les

aires en hommes et en materiel pour la realisation
ise delicate dans sa realisation et aleatoire quant
ts.

Je le regrette vivement et vous renvois sous pli
blications que vous nous aviez adressees.

Je vous prie de croire, cher Monsieur, a I'expres-
entiments distingues.

LE RECTEUR,

A Monsieur S. MARINOV,
Rue Stephanie , 83
1020 BRUXELLES
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ROBERT K. DORNAN
27th Oibtnkt. C*L)ro«NiA

SCIFNCE AND TrCHNOLOGY

AOVANCro CNrROV TCCMNOLOCV
AND tNr»GV CON5CPVATION

•CICNCC. AC5CARCM AND TtCHNOLOOV

ritHERfCS AND WILOLirC CON9CRVATION
AND THE CNVmoNHCNT

PANAMA CANAl,

Congre£(£( of tfje Um'tcb Matti
^otidt of i[^epref(entatibe{(

ISa0f)ington, JD.C 20515

October 10, 1979

WAtHINOTON OPriCCi
4ltC*MM0»l HOUlf OpFICC RUILAINO

WAtHiMOTON. D c. aosij

(102) 12J-«41I

DirrwicT orFicc:
I421J rioi»AL BuiLDIxa

I 1000 WILIHIKI BOULIVAKO
Los Amoclii. CAi.rroi*Mi* t0024

(219) •24-7221

Mr. Stefan Marinov
rue Stephanie 83

1020 Bruxelles
Belgium

Dear Mr. Marinov:

This is to acknowledge your letter of September 17, 1979.

I have received your books and the attached informational
material

.

I would be very pleased if you could come to the United States
and discuss with me issues of current concern, in particular, the

status and publicity concerning human rights violations in the

Communist regimes of Eastern Europe. I am also interested in

discussing with you the current status of your scientific investi-
gations.

Please notify me of the possibility of your arrival.

Sincerely,

Robert K. Dornan
Member of Congress

RKD/iw
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Monsieur Stefan MARTKOV
83, rue Stephanie

1020 BRUXELLES

Bruxelles, le 15 octobre 1979.
- R4f. Acad. 613/79/LN/AP-

Monsieur,

J'ai I'honneirr d' accuser reception de votre lettre du 14 septembro der-

nier, et des volumes qui y 4taient joints.

Je re^ette de ne pouvoir accueillir favorablement votre demande de

subvention pour la publication de votre oeuvre Classical Phys ics.

Le budget qui nous est alloue par le Ministere pour 1 ' impresRion de

travaux scientifiques est tres reduit et nous permet seulement de faire paral!-

tre les publications propres de I'Academie (Bulletins, Annuaire, etc.).

Veuillez agreer. Monsieur, I'expression de mes sentiments tres distin-

gues.

Le Secretaire perpetiiel

,

P.S. Je vous renvoie, sous pli recommande, les documents que vous roiiR aviez

fait parvenir.

PALAIS DES ACADEMIES

B - 1000 BRUXELLES
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Fonds National

de la

Recherche Scientlflque

Rue d'Egmont 5 • B-1050 Bruxelles • T6l6phone (02)512.58.15

Extension

227
R6f6ience h rappeler

CB - 20.986 le 16 novembre 1979

Monsieur,

En reponse 5 votre lettre du 14 sep-
tembre 1979 dont nous avons pris connaissance
avec une grande attention, nous sommes au regret
de devoir vous informer que, par suite de la
limitation des moyens financiers dont dispose
notre Institution, il ne nous est pas possible
de reserver une suite favorable 5 votre demande
d ' intervention

.

Veuillez agreer. Monsieur, I'expression
de nos sentiments distingu^s.

Paui^LEVAUX
Seci;^taire g§n§ral

Monsieur Stefan MARINOV

rue Stephanie 83

1020 BRUXELLES
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SnnVtd Tian^aisc dc Physique /Cent re Nntionnl de la Rcchcrrltc- Sricmifrci'.ie

Connuiss'um dcs Vuhliculioiis Viduraisrs dc Vhysujur

Sccrdtaiint : nalimcnt 510, Univcrsiir Paris-Surl, 1" 9J!05 Ojsay Odox

T<=l. 91t F2.5n (jio!;tc 53-63) rt 928.71.69

December 7, 1979

Dr. S. Marinov
Rue Stephanie 83

B-1020 Bruxelles
Belgique

n/it-f. 9-1198

-V.'c arc sorry thnt \:o cannot nccr;]it; yrnir ririniir.c rl])l ontiLlicI

Relativistic effects in the radiation from macroscopic light sources

for publication in the

Journal dc Phycrque/fiM-}^^}^^'^

V.'c return il hcrcv;ith, together with a copy of the referee's report.

> .«

Philippe Monod
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SrrrrtnriaL do. la Com mission flos Piildiaitinns Franr/dses de Physique

i'.anutnt 510, Uiiivcrsite Paris-Siid, F 91405 Orsay Cedex

Nfaiuiscript .submitted for publication in Journal dc Phy.uqiie our ref. 9.1198

Author (s) S. M.irinov

Titl<? Relativistic effects in the radiation from macroscopic light sources

REFEREE'S REPORT

The paper "Relativistic effects..." submitted by S. MARINOV suffers from many

defects, some of which may be easily corrected, some perhaps less easily, but in any cas«

should be corrected before publication. The order in which they are indicated below is

no prejudice of the difficulty of their correction.

- As it is stated, the experiment is not a test of an absolute motion of anythin

with respect to a hypothetical aether : the only parameter versus which the results are

plotted is a relative velocity.

- There are some calculational mistakes in the accessible part of chapter 4 :

for example eq. 4.5 with V = is incompatible with 4.1.

- By the form of the equations of chapter 4, it seems that r is treated as a

constant. The author, seemingly, computes some instantaneous energy flux. The descriptio

of the experiment does not involve this concept at all : the energy flux is apparently

integrated along the motion of the light source and/or the photocells, with an ill-defin

boundary, which strongly depends upon the geometry of the source and of the cells. This

confirmed by the fact that the author states that by pulsing the source, he is able to

suppress the effect. There is thus a substantial discrepancy between the "theory" and thF

actual handling of the experiment.

- Given these imprecise experimental integration conditions, with varying accep-

tance, it is impossible for the reader to compute the result which would be predicted by

the standard theory of relativity. The author should give a "standard relativistic" es'

mate of the effect as well as a "Marinov relativistic" estimate, taking into account Li-

time dependence of the acceptance of his device.

- The sensitivity claimed for the experiment depends very strongly on a number

of geometrical conditions which should be fulfilled with a high accuracy. All calculat

are made on the basis of an underlying svTfimetry, but obviously this symmetry has to be
to

achieved by a number of adjustments, some of which are alluded in the text. Presumably

these adjustments are done with the apparatus at rest, uliere numerous dissymmetry effi-ri
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Srrretnriat de la Conimissinn des Puhlicntlons Franraises de Physique

Jatiifient 510, Universite Paris-Sud, F 91403 Orsay Cedex

Nfanuscript submitted for publication in Jmirnal de Physique our ref. 9.1198

Author (s) S. Marinov

^''^''^ Reiativistic effects in the radiation fron nacroscopic li.-jht sources

REFEREE^S REPORT

can cancel out. It would be most instructive for the reader to learn how a good synmetry

is achieved, in particular as regards acceptance.

To conclude this report, I should like to add once more that since the author

attacks relatively firm scientific bodies of knowledge, such as relativity, the burden

of t'le proof lies with him. Yi has to show that :

a) Relativity contradicts his experimental results, even allowing the largest

experimental errors possible.

b) His theory explains them

c) His theory explains also why, say, electron accelerators work as they do.

Perhaps this last point is treated in his ref. (4), which is, to say the least, not a

standard library book. In this case it should be mentioned.

For all these reasons, I propose that the Journal de Physique does not accept

the paper presented.

As far as the paper "Drag-of-light . .
." is concerned, I should only add to the

first referee^s comments that :

- The estimate of ov^/e^X (table 2) is quite peculiar, and does not agree well

with sensible interpolations.

- Fig 2 represents simultaneously a "Marinov" curve adjusted on selected ("best

measured") points, with a "Lorentz" curve adjusted on the first ("badly measured") point

1
These last two conanents might raise the question of a possible intellectual

bias

.
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JOURNAL DE PHYSIQUE

Ref. no. 9.1198

AUTHOR'S ANSWER TO THE REFEREE'S COMMENTS ON THE

PAPER "RELATIVISTIC EFFECTS IN THE RADIATION FROM

MACROSCOPIC LIGHT SOURCES" BY STEFAN MARINOV

I cannot accept the referee's report since it is totally inconsistent. Now I shall

show that any of the referee's accusations is deprived of ground (the items in my answer

correspondTo the items of the referee's comments).

- With the "wired photocells" experiment one cannot measure the absolute velocity of

the laboratory, as it is done with my "coupled-mirrors" experiment. This is stated

clearly in my paper and the referee also notes this clear theoretical and experimental

affirmation in my paper. Then he "attacks" my experiment with the motivation that the

effects are produced only by the relative velocity of source and observer. Thus his

first attack must be considered either as deprived of sense and irrelevant or as a

dishonesty.

- The referee shows a mathematical discrepancy between my formulas (4.1) and (4-5).

Indeed, there is a typing. If the referee is a dignified physicist and a colleague, he

will carry out the extremely simple integration in formula (4.5). and will correct \}m-

self the typing. I consider the rejection of a paper on the grounds of such an obvious

typing not only as a lack of colleague feelings but as a dishonesty.

- Yes, in the cases a and b of the experiment the distance r is not constant. Only

in the case c it is constant. Nevertheless the calculation can be made in the manner

presented in the paper and the experimental results show that the measured effect is

exactly the same as my "theory" predicts it*. If the referee thinks that according to

his theory this experiment must give different results, he must calculate which must

be these results and then he has to carry out the experiment and show that the experi-

mental evidence confirms his predictions. It is the scientific community which will

then decide who is right. The referee notes that "the energy flux is apparently inte-

grated along the motion of the source and /or the photocells, with an ill-defined boun-

dary, which strongly depends upon the geometry of the source and of the cells". Yes,

the energy flux depends strongly on the geometry but what is the "illness"? As I show

in my paper, all possible side effects which enter in the fluctuations are much less

than the effect to be measured. The fact that, according to my predictions, by pulsing

the source one can suppress the effect (this variation was not performed by me, as

clearly stated in the paper!!!) does not speak about certain "illness". This "pulsing

variation" only shows in an extremely clear way that the propagation of light energy

is such as predicted by the aether model. There is no discrepancy between my theory

and the actual handling of the experiment. If there is, it must be shown by the refe-

ree. (Calomniez, calomniez, il en restera quelque chose!).

- The theoretical essence of the experiment is so simple . If the reader (i-e.. the

referee) is unable to compute the result which would be predicted by the standard

theory of relativity, this signifies that: 1) either the referee is not acquainted

with the theory of relativity, or 2) the theory of relativity is a bad theory and does

not give a possibility for such a calculation. I pay credibility to my referee, since

I pay credibility to JOURNAL DE PHYSIQUE, and I exclude item 1). Thus only item 2) re-

mains valid. But if a theory which is crowned as a top of geniality cannot calculate

* Putting the word theory in quotation marks the referee tries to show that my "theo-

ry" is not a theory. This must be done by mathematical and physical motivations but

not using punctuation marks, because in such a case I shall further write not the

referee but the "referee".
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the effect in such a simple experiment, this theory must be immediately thrown over

board. I am not a "relativist" and I am not obliged to give a "standard relativistic"

estimate of the effect. I have given the "Marinov" estimate and I have confirmed my

calculations by the experiment. I can say here only the following: In the whole lite-

rature one analyses the relativistic (i.e., high-velocity) distribution in the radia-

tion only for the case of a moving source . I have not met even a theoretical article

where one analyses the distribution caused by the motion of the observer. If the refe-

ree knows such an article, I beg him to quote it and he will immediately receive from

me 500 Dollars. His wife will be very glad to have $ 500 before Christmas. Helas, the

referee is unable to help his wife. As I show in my paper, the "relativistic distri-
bution" in the radiation can be analysed for the case of a moving observer only pro-

ceeding from the aether model. The referee can make theobjection that for the theory

of relativity the cases a) source moving, cells at rest and b) cells moving, source at

rest must give the same result, because, for the theory of relativity, these two ca-

ses are identical • Yes, for the theory of relativity these two cases must be identical*.

But they are not, as the experimental results show this. The difficulties for the rea-

der-relativist (i.e., for the referee) are not in the "ill -defined boundary". They are
in his inability to calculate the effect in such a simple experiment. If the referee is

able to calculate (with sane-defined boundary) the effect (without using the aether
model!!!), I shal pay him $ 1000. Helas, his wife, etc. However, if he cannot calcu-
late the effect for a moving observer and he is an honest physicist, he must immediate -

ly withdraw his criticism. Since until now I have received about 100 negative opinions
from different referees and no one has withdrawn his opinion after receiving my objec-
tions, the probability that the referee of the JOURNAL DE PHYSIQUE will do this is only
1%. This is a tragic situation in our beloved science .

- The referee writes 7 lines which express his misbelief concerning the reliability
of my experiment. Yes, in any experiment are many geometrical and other conditions. The

strong side of all my experiments (see EPPUR SI MUOVE, C.B.D.S., Bruxelles, 1977) is

the fact that I use always a differential method where all geometrical and other diffe-
rences which are incalculable are automatically eliminated. As it is mentioned in the

paper (p. 15), the zero current is established at low rotational rate (N = 5 rev/sec) by

a corresponding shift of the cells (case a_) or of the lamp (case b^). I simply measure
the appearing difference in current when increasing the rotational velocity. At this

increase all remains symmetric . There is an asymmetry only in the "relativistic" dis-
tribution in the radiation which is registered by the galvanometer.

Referee's conclusions:

a) The referee suggests I must show that the theory of relativity contradicts my ex-

perimental results. I repeat, according to me , relativity cannot calculate the effect
for the case of a moving observer. I am unable to calculate something, when a theory
does not give me possibility to calculate this. Can one calculate the atomic spectra
with the mathematical apparatus of classical electrodynamics?

b) My theory explains the results observed and I show this enough clearly in my pa-
per.

c) If the referee knows how one calculates the radiation in the accelerators and if

he throws a glance at the formulas in my paper, he must immediately understand that I

can calculate the synchrotron radiation and I must obtain exactly those results which
one has observed. This is done not in EPPUR SI MUOVE but in my manuscript CLASSICAL
PHYSICS (5 volumes). Prospects of EPPUR SI MUOVE have been sent to 1000 leading scien-
tific public libraries in the whole world. Until now 200 copies are bought (granted.

Common language interpretation of the theory of relativity: Put your nose in my pos-

terior. You have a nose in posterior and I have a nose in posterior. The difference

is only relative.
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borrowed, ordered but not paid etc.), many from private persons. The reason that my
book is not a "standard library book" is that the libraries' advisors are persons of
the same kind as my referee.

Ending I am asking the referee: Has he understood that I have, for the first time in

history , observed two effects:

a) relativistic distribution in the radiation from a macroscopic light source,

b) relativistic distribution in the radiation caused by the motion of the observer
(motion relativiely to the walls of the laboratory).

If he has understood this, he had to mention this and not to search for a stupid
typing. I consider this not only as a sign of dishonesty, but also as a sign of scien-

tific incompetence .

Concerning the paper "DRAG-OF-LIGHT" EXPERIMENTS .

- Ifmy estimation of dn/dA is bad, the referee has to note which is the error.

- The referee accuses me that when plotting the "Marinov" and "Lorentz" curves I se-

lect the best points for the "Marinov" curve and the worse points for the "Lorentz"

curve. I beg the referee to plot the curves according to his choice (i.e., to choose
the best points for the "Lorentz" curve and the worse ones for the "Marinov" curv^. Then
an arbitrator will decide which curve fits better. I must repeat (see the paper) that

the densities reached by Michels are not sufficient to take an absolutely firm decision
which curve is the best. For this reason I point at the theoretical absurdity of the

Lorentz formula. Is the Lorentz formula theoretically absurd or not? I am sure that
the referee will have not the courrage to answer this question. For an answer I shall

pay him $ 50 (fifty).

Stefan Marinov

Editorial note . 1. The paper "Relativistic effects in the radiation from macroscopic
light sources" is still not published in a journal (CLASSICAL PHYSICS,
vol. Ill, §68).

2. The paper "Drag-of-1 ight experiments" is still not published in a

journal (CLASSICAL PHYSICS, vol. Ill, §57).
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JOURNAL DE PHYSIQUE

COMMENTS ABOUT THE "ANSWER" BY MARINOV

ABOUT THE REFEREE'S REPORT ON HIS PAPER

"RELATIVISTIC EFFECTS ... SOURCES".

The answer by MARINOV on the referee's report is a quixotic and desperate

effort to turn the blame onto a referee, who did his best to try and understand

what could be saved from the wreckage of a brilliant and clever mind, out of old

sympathy. The "inconsistencies" he noted are more than anything else the signs

of conflict between rationality and feeling that one should not be too harsh on

old pals who have gone mad.

To be clear on his so-called answer :

- If you cannot measure an absolute velocity, how can you tell you have

proved that there is such a thing ? (1st sentence of his conclusion).

- It is not the business of a referee, howsoever friendly, to rewrite other

people's' papers , let alone to retype them.

- Relativity is not the referee's theory, but Einstein's. Furthermore, it is

now a standard reference. If MARINOV wants to prove it wrong^let hrm do

the work, not me ! It is entirely^ to proclaim that estimates on the errors

on the cell geometry hiave been shown to be negligible. Once for all should

MARINOV stop mixing up dream and reality by writing things such as "This

"pulsing variant" only shows in an extremely clear way that the propagation

of light energy is such as predicted by the aether model". Although he just

wrote "This variant was not performed by me", one might be misled to think

that it was performed by somebody else.

- There are just not enough data on the experiment to be able to compute

things really. MARINOV should give enough data, and prove that Relativity

and MARINOV give different answers. By the way, cases a) and b) are not

identical for Relativity, since the slits are at rest in both cases.
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- As regards the credibility of the experiment, there is no check either

given by the author or available to the referee to put this very delicate

experiment on a credible footing. People who claim an accuracy of a few

I0~^ should make sure, and convince the readers, that they are not just

raising an amount of dust proportional to the speed.

Now, since MARINOV expresses so deep concerns about the "tragic situation

of our beloved Science", and since he is ready to cough up i 1000 to get this

situation straightend, let me have a hand at it.

The flux of photons emitted by a stationary source can be represented by a

flux vector
<f'

, such that

^/v.rT^^K is the number of photons going through a 3-dimensional

surface\in space-time.

If W.*^ is the A -velocity of the source, at rest, it is ( I ,()pp) .

In this case, we have :

^^ ^*

This we can express in a covariant form with X and U as :

The invariant expression for r is of course given by \ :. (u-X)

This is enough to analyze MARINOV' s experiments. We shall do that in lowest order

in v, assuming straight line motion.

Case a ) Source moving, cells at rest.

To 1st order in v/c (we take c = I ) , we have U = (','-'/ '^i ^)
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Since we do not know exactly what the configuration of the slit and cells is,

but we do know that it is static, we assume that the number of photons on one

s%A. is the total number falling on the ^tit times some function* (acceptance of

the cell), which only depends upon the point of emission of the photons.

Hence the integrated number is (we assume the position of the slit to be V )

with b.t- ^ yl a«^^,(t-r)-L'(j-r) ^ ^Jp^ ASM

The number of photons received by the other cell is obtained by changing the

sign of n/ .

Hence
\
t^ ^ Q sj

theory .
*—

which agrees perfectly with "MARINOV's

Case b ) Source at rest, cell moving.

Here, we just have a cell crossing at a small angle a thin beam of light. The

integrated number of photons is this time :

W= \^' ^^^

The coordinates of the cell are (T is time at the cell)
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We have

J

dA N A y w •+-(<£
j is the area of the cross section of the cell within the

beam.

To get the signal of the other cell, reverse the sign of LT and of 4 L > ^^^

you get ^

L
V

- _ 2.a

again in agreement with MARINOV's result.

(His minus sign is concealed behind the different conventions he takes immediately

before Eqs. 5.1 and 5.2).

Case b') "Pulsed variant" : If the limits of integration are not ^et by the

contours of the moving cell, but by some time modulation of the light source ( V^

dependent on f ) , then all photons going through the slit are caught by the cell

and that independently of the cell's speed, or distance, and ^ f/ = O

Case c) Both source and cell in motion :

As i

(position of the source)

(position of the cell. -2 is the lamp-cell

distance)
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R
(opening of the moving cell)

.

v) OC r: -t- £_ (opening of the slit).

vi) _!__ ^ -c. — S (straight line propagation) .

vii) ^ y ^ T V (velocity of the light) .

viii) as^:: (vjaxAV^T^O/c)^ ax^yjir)

ix) tlAfr f.^S = >^ (^-"-^^ dlKAV^T (as in case a)).

One computes C and T from ii) and vii) :

^ - ( _ X I , hence t_, -^ - ' from iii

Thus from ix

The acceptance is limited, as function of X and T, by iv) and v) - vi) . As func-

tion of Y, it is not clear. It can be

either \V 1 < ^ (limitation by the cell)

or W ^ v\ -t - S (limitation by slit).

Let us assume the first case, just for convenience, and because a slit is not

supposed to limit the acceptance along its length.
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The integral being bounded by

X- li irT = -< Ul < ^

TIT-ii

The second line should be taken in the neighbourhood of small X and T (cell

crossing the nearly stationary beam) .

Thus (AXdT ^ "^(XJ)
:,

[ t^^ ird-^i-"-^ /

Hence ^/cr' (^^ f U f£,
-
-J^jV

'

^ -

and i^/S/" _ _ Ixr ^l'>

This quantity may be small if the cell goes around quite close behind the slit :

"Zfl^ C<1 T, • Since MARINOV does not condescend to tell where the slits

are (he does not even specify which distance of the cells is 98 cm : distance

from center, from each other, from the lamp ?), I am right in writing that I am

not able to carry the calculation through, even with the most drastic assumptions,

for no fault of mine nor of the Relativity. But, anyway, MARINOV does not give

any results to compare with. He only casually says that he could not see a visible

signal, which means that C.^-\- -^ ^A .

To conclude, I take the Secretaire de la Commission des Publications Fran^ai-

ses de Physique as a witness that I have

1°/ Saved"our beloved Science'" from "its tragic situation".

2°/ Honestly earned $ 1000 from M. MARINOV, having been "able to calculate

(with 6*M»t - defined boundary) the effect (without using the aether

model!!!)".

3°/ Stood my ground on my criticisms on MARINOV's paper.
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JOURNAL DE PHYSIQUE
Ref. no. 9.1198

SECOND AUTHOR'S ANSWER TO THE REFEREE'S COMMENTS

ON THE PAPER "RELATIVISTIC EFFECTS IN THE RADIATION

FROM MACROSCOPIC LIGHT SOURCES" BY STEFAN MARINOV

I am very surprised seing that the referee has answered my criticism, and I am as-

king myself why our science is in such a situation that only by provocative statements,

as those presented by me, one can impel the referee to defend his untenable accusa-

tions.

I give my comments to all referee's statements. I am not proceeding as the referee

who gives no answer to my short and clear questions a) and b) on p. 3 of my first com-

ments.

Introductory paragraph . Writing my previous answer, I thought that the referee is

still my old friend Prof. Marcel Froissart (College de France). However, visiting Prof.

Froissart at the end of April, he said me, that the referee of my paper under discus-

sion must be another person. This new referee states that I am an "old pal" of him,

and I am very curious, indeed, to know who may be this "old friend" of me who states in

a written form that I "have gone mad".

Indeed, during years I was compulsorily treated in Bulgarian psychiatric clinics.

On the 10 and 11 January 1980 I was imprisoned in one of the psychiatric clinics of

Paris (see the attached materials concerning this imprisonment). Well. Since two and

a half years I am in the "free world". I came here after 12 years of harassment in

Bulgarian prisons and psychiatries. I came here to defend the integrity of my soul as

a human being and as a scientist . In these two and a half years I published three books

and I circulated , with a very low efficiency , 25 papers between the different physical

journals. I addressed a dozen of European and American Universities for a presentation

of a Ph.D. thesis, however everywhere my applications have been rejected. The current

motivation was that my thesis is
" unnorma! " (see the attached article from PORQUOI PAS?

of the 15. III. 79).

Why these accusations in madness? Why? To a man who seven years ago, for the first

time in history, has measured the Earth's absolute velocity. Why? Is this the way to

defend the scientific truth?

If the referee affirms that I am a mad man, he is indebted to present proofs. If he

is unable to present such proofs, I cannot find words to qualify his attitude . I beg

him only to understand that fighting for our mental survival in the East, we defend al-

so human soul in the West. However people in the West still cannot realize the danger

of total itarianship and think that this danger is very far from them. So to our "qui-

xotic and desperate efforts" to save humanity from a spiritual degradation, we receive

neither support nor scornful silence, but further accusations in madness and imprison-

ment in psychiatric clinics. Quelle horreur!

I shall conclude my comments to the first referee's paragraph with the words of

Kirkegaard: "The ability to avoid definitions is a proof of tact."

First remark . The referee writes: "If you cannot measure an absolute velocity, how

can you tell you have proved that there is such a thing? (first sentence of his con-

clusion)." I cannot understand what does mean the referee with this statement. Thus I

repeat for a hundredth time: By the help of the "wired photocells" experiment one

cannot measure the Earth's absolute velocity. I have measured this velocity two times

- in 1973 with the deviative "coupled-mirrors" experiment and in 1975 with the inter-

ferometric "coupled-mirrors" experiment. As I recently wrote to the Nobel committee

in Stockholm, I am ready at any moment to go to Stockholm and demonstrate to a commi-

ssion the positive results in my experiments. I make the same declaration before the

"Commission des Publications Frangaises de Physique" in these comments. The experiment

is not difficult. I shall perform it in the variation described in SPEC. SC. TECHN.
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(the paper is attached) which is much more simple.

Second remark . I do not require that the referee rewrites or retypes my papers. I

only stated that a paper cannot be rejected because of an obvious typing error.

Third remark . I have shown categorically that relativity is a wrong theory by my
"coupled-mirrors" experiment, measuring the Earth's absolute velocity in a closed la-

boratory. The experiment reported in the paper under discussion does not represent
such a categorical disproof. But it hurts relativity in a very vulnerable point. Ac-
cording to the relativity theory, the effect caused by the relative motion of two ob-

jects must depend only on their relative velocity, but not on the velocities of these
objects with respect to distant matter. For example, if the distance between a light
source and an observer changes, a Doppler effect appears. According to relativity, it

is of no importance whether the source changes its velocity with respect to distant
matter or the observer. Relativity analyses the phenomenon either in a frame attached
to the source or in a frame attached to the observer and for relativity these two ana-
lyses are absolutely identical. (N.B. My treatement of the light Doppler effect can be
seen in FOUND. PHYS. , 8, 637, 1978.) According to Einstein this "relativity" is valid
for any physical phenomenon. I showed (theoretically and experimentally!!!) to a pheno-
menon where this "relativity" does not take place (I showed this in many other pheno-
mena - see EPPUR SI MUOVE). The referee has accepted the "non-relativity" in the "wired
photocells" experiment as something normal. May be, tomorrow when the world will recog-
nize the positive effects in my "rotating axle" experiments, he will accept also them
as normal and will explain them by mathematical formulas. But doing all this, he accu-
ses me in madness. Quelle horreur!

I do not measure the geometry of the cells. Thus I cannot introduce an error in

something which I even do not measure.

The referee writes that the result which I predict for the "pulsing variation" is a

"dream". No, this is no dream. This is a prediction of the result in a strictly defi-
ned experiment. All experiments which I have proposed in the last 12 years have given,
after performance, exactly these effects which I have predicted before their perfor-
mance. Thus I have the right to be sure in my predictions. The most strange thing is

that the referee predicts exactly the same results as me (see his page 4, case b').
The referee accuses me in madness, but he agrees with any physical statement which I

make. Strange coincidence!

Fourth remark . The referee asserts: "By the way, cases a) and b) are not identical
for Relativity, since the slits are at rest in both cases." Here we are!!!!! Do the
experiment with a source emitting a parallel light beam (say, a laser), throw away
the slits! I affirm that the effect which one will observe will be exactly the same
as this which I observed with the slits. If the referee will assert the effect must be
identical for the cases a) and b), I am ready to come to Paris, to set up the expe-
riment and to demonstrate two different effects. The referee, may be, will make the
objection: "This is a dream; your experiment was performed with slits." Well, let us

make the dream a reality. Let us lay a bet: I shall do the experiment in Paris. A com-
mission of 10 scientists (set by the referee) will perform measurements. If the majo-
rity will affirm (in a written form) that I am right, the referee will pay me $ 10,000.
If the commission will affirm that the referee is right, I shall pay him the sum.

Fifth remark . The referee does not believe in the results of my experiments. In-

deed, I measure very small changes in certain quantities. Such are all my high-velo-
city light experiments, described in EPPUR SI MUOVE. In all these experiments I use
the very effective differential method. With relatively wery simple experimental ar-
rangements, I measure very subtle effects. I attach a photograph of the "wired photo-
cells" experiment. It can be set up in any optical laboratory in a couple of hours.
Do this experiment, see its sensitivity and stop to cackle: "We do not believe, we do
not bel ieve."

The report on my interferometric "coupled-mirrors" experiment finally has appeared
(in GEN. REL. GRAV.), after five years of submission to different physical journals
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Fig. 1

(two times to JOURNAL DE PHYSIQUE). But now no one of the dozens of referees who rejec-
ted anonymously this report will dare to criticize it in the press. Tragic situation,
yes, tragic situation in our beloved science. I repeat, I am ready to go to any point
of the world to repeat my experiments and to show the existing extremely important
effects. Then the world will see that this is not me who "raises an amount of dust
proportional to the speed", but those are the refereegwho during all these years have
raised dust proportional to the length of their comments.

Ncwl come to the principal part of the referee's comments (his pp. 2,3,4,5,6) where
he tries to earn the $ 1000 promised by me if he can explain the effects observed by

me, without referring to the aether model of light propagation .

I am sorry but the referee cannot earn the money, as he has used the aether model

.

Before to show this, I shall give several general remarks:

a) The referee writes all formulas in a hurry, without explaining what is he doing
and which are the quantities introduced by him with symbols. So, for example, on p.

3

he introduced the function f(^), without saying which is this function. Then on p. 4 he

introduces the function

f(Z) = JdXdY. (1]

Are these two functions identical? For the function (1) the referee says that this is

"the area of the cross section of the cells within the beam". Why this cross section
is a function once of c (and what is c?) and once of Z? If one wishes to earn % 1000,
he has to pay a little bit more attention to the job which is he doing. Thus, my first
remark is that I cannot understand well the referee's speculations. Please, consider
this only as an informal remark. "I do not understand" can never be a motivation for

conclusions.

b) The referee thinks that if he has used a 4-dimensional mathematical formalism,
he is a relativist, and thus he has nothing in common with the aether model of light

propagation. (N.B. The Lorentz transformation has been proposed by Voigt and Lorentz

who have been supporters of the aether model.) I beg the referee to take into account
that in my absolute space-time theory I largely use the 4-dimensional mathematical for-

malism, but I always remain an absolutist . I have shown in EPPUR SI MUOVE (also in

FOUND. PHYS., 9, 445, 1979) that the Lorentz transformation is adequate to physical

reality, but in this transformation the relativity of light velocity is attached to
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time and the absoluteness of time is attached to light velocity; thus if one wishes that

all should be O.K., one has to use the introduced by me Marinov transformation where

it is exactly vice versa .

c) In his mathematical formulas the referee nowhere takes into account the slits and

the fact that they are at rest in both cases a), b). Thus, obviously, the referee will

calculate the same effect if the experiment will be performed with lasers and without

slits (see the fourth remark). ,

And now I shall show that the referee uses the aether model. On p. 4 the referee write?!

the following formula (I write c = c and not c = 1; I give the advice to the referee

always to write the velocity of light by c and not by unity - so many things will OPTI-

CALLY become clear for him):

N = /Kf(Z)(^^)dZ. (2)

Let us assume (since this is not stated clearly by the referee) that

N = /Kf(Z)cdt (3)

is the number of photons collected by the area (1) during a time dt when the cell is at

rest with respect to the source. If now the cell moves with a velocity v from the source,

then during time dt it covers distance dZ and one can write formula (3) in the form

N = /Kf(Z)c^. (4)

However, the referee works not with this formula (which must be written by Einstein)

but with formula (2). Why? Why when the velocity of the cell changes with respect to

the source the referee changes c in (4) by c - v in (2)? According to Einstein's theory,

the photons move always with a velocity c, independently of the motion of the observer.

(Please, do not confound the Lorentz theory of relativity based on the aether model and

the Einstein theory of relativity based on the light velocity constancy in any inertial

frame; Lorentz and Einstein both defend the principle of relativity. I reject this

principle theoretically and EXPERIMENTALLY). Thus, according to Einstein, if a cell at

rest with respect to a homogeneous parallel light beam collects a certain number of

photons, it will collect the same number when moving with respect to the beam. If one

asserts that the number of the photons collected in a unit of time changes, one has

used the aether model, as one assumes that with respect to the cell the photons move

with velocity c-v. Take into account that in the whole his analysis the referee has

not taken into account the relativity in time synchronization. Indeed, a rotating disk

assures a Newtonian time synchronization, as at any velocity of the rotating disk both

cells are always the same time illuminated. Thus during equal time intervals two iden-

tical cells in identical situations collect different number of photons. Why? Think, tny

dear referee, think, and try to become as soon as possible "mad" as me, because other-

wise inevitably you will remain between the fools.

Let me note that here we come to an amusing conclusion. According to the principle

of relativity, the effects in the cases a) and b) must be identical. However, according

to the dogma of the light velocity constancy in any inertial frame, for the case b)

source at rest, cells moving, the effect must be null . Oh, the theory of relativity is

so bad, that I cannot understand, indeed, how so many clever men have not realized

this. I remember the lawyer Henry Dart from New Orleans who exclaimed once in SPECTR.

LETT.: "If there is no aether, a Doppler effect cannot exist." Poor lawyer! At this mo-

ment he became "mad". Anyway, I prefer to be arranged between the madmen, but NOT be-

tween the fools!

Conclusion: I am sorry, very sorry, indeed, but the referee cannot earn the $ 1000!

However, seeing that the referee needs money, I can still find a possibility to

help him: On p. 2 of my previous answer I stated that if the referee will find an ex-

perimental or even a theoretical article where one analyses the distribution in the
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light radiation caused by the motion of the observer, I shall pay him $ 500. The term
"analyses" is too vague. May be, the referee will present the article of Ancin, quo-
ted by me, and will require the % 500. To free myself and the referee of any MISUNDER-
STANDING, I send him the promised on p. 3 of my previous answer 2 50 = Fr Fr 200. Here
all is very simple. I asked the referee to answer whether the formula of Lorentz-Lo-
renz

n = (ljL^aH)l/2 (5)
I - \v

is, according to him , logically sound or not. Nothing more. Only to GIVE AN ANSWER.

Which will be the answer is of no importance . I beg the Secretary of the "Commission..."
to pay attention: If the referee will affirm in a written form that, according to him,

formula (5) is theoretically sound, he receives the 200 francs which are enclosed. If

the referee will affirm that the formula is unsound (because for a certain fucked den-

sity p = 1/Kl we have n = «>) he again receives the 200 francs. He cannot receive the

sum only if he will keep silent . More for the referee I cannot do, and in the last case
I beg the Secretary to send back to me the money. I beg the Secretary to take into ac-

count that I am a poor Bulgarian dissident and 200 francs for me have more value than

2000 francs for any person who has a job. But sacrifying the 200 francs I do not con-

sider me as a mad man. In this way I try to find a possibility to say on the pages of

JOURNAL DE PHYSIQUE what have I measured and why the effects are such.

ADDENDUM. I am curious to hear which will be, according to the referee, the effect
in the following variation of the "wired photocells on a rotating disk" experiment (see

fig. 2). Here the rotating disk is mounted on a platform. When changing the velocity of

the rotating source with v, the platform changes its velocity with V = v, as shown in

the figure. Now, according to me, the effect will be 2v/c and not 6v/c, as in the case

when the platform were at rest. One can also rotate the cells and move the platform in

the opposite direction. Homework for the referee : Which will be the effect in such a case.

P.S. The distance of 98 cm is from the center of the cells to the center of the disk.

Of importance is only the component of the cell's velocity along the direction of

light!!!
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Dr. Stefan Marinov
rue Stephanie 83

B-1020 Bruxelles
Belgien

Dear Dr. Marinov,

unfortunately I have to inform you, that we cannot publish your

paper in Acta Phyxica Austriaca. The reason is the negative

judgement of our referee, which I include (it is written in German;

since you indicated in your letter, that you can read this

language, I have not translated the statement) . According to the

general policy of our journal (and all other scientific journals)

the name of the referee must be kept confidential. Let me, however,

tell you, that the referee is an experienced experimentalist and

has read your paper very carefully. For your own work you should

take his objections into account and try to make ar> error analysis

of your experiment (i.e. look for the accuracy, with which you

measure as critical as possible) . Any good experimental paper must

contain such an analysis. Otherwise nobody will trust the results.

Let me add some personal comments, which are not directly connected

with your paper (and which are therefore also in no relation to

the question of its rejection by our journal) . It seems to me that

you want to use your results for a theory, which contradicts special
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relativity. If this is the case, you should be aware of the

fact, that nowadays Michelson's experiment (though it has

some historical importance) is by far not the only experimental

basis of this theory. The most important basis of it is

Maxwells theory, which has been a relativistic theory from

the beginning. Even apart from that there are many experimental

consequences of relativity. Some are nowadays even used in

technology. The mechanism underlying the construction of all

modern accelerators (betatrons, synchrotrons) is a relativistic

one, i.e. these machines are relativistic engines. If

relativity were only slightly wrong, they would not work at

all - since they work very well, they test relativity with

very high precision (note, that relativistic effects are large

in these machines) . On the other end we have now very accurate

experimental tests even at terrestric speeds. For instance the

time-dilatation (the so-called "twin paradox") has been measured

at the speed of an airplane (v '>' 10 km/h) and the relativistic

prediction has been confirmed with an accuracy of a few percent

(this accuracy could be reached, since one has now very

accurate clocks - the so-called "atomic clocks" J. Any theory

different from special relativity must explain these facts

(and many others, which would fill a book). This is the reason,

why you will encounter opposition of most physicists, if you

start to make a theory based on absolute space and time.

I hope, that these comments are useful for you - at least

this was my intention.

Sincerely yours

'(H.Mitter) /

Editorial note . This letter is without date. Probable date of sending is the begin-

ning of December 1979.
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revue mensuelle 57 rue de seine 75006 pans l^lAphone 326.98 78

N/R(?f : Mll/AD n" 79/2 352 Paris, le 13 decembre 1979

Monsieur S. Marinov
rue Stephanie 83

1020 Bruxelles

Belgique

Monsieur,

L' article que vous avez eu I'obligeance de nous envoyer
ne correspond pas aux normes de notre revue ; il s'agit
de travaux originaux s'adressant a des specialistes.

En vous remerciant de I'interSt que vous portez a notre
revue, je vous prie d'agreer, Monsieur, 1' expression de
mes sentiments distingucR

,

q K^.v.oVcxJ--

M. Houdart

P.J. : Vous trouverez ci-,ioint votre manuscrit.

Ml rjcxlal rl« /i^ nOO I

Ccp IMHrt S430 44

n"m!»«-blO /SUB 0104
ic pvn 66 b TV}
wnm 66? 079 273 0(101? %1?0

(iiim>iO??7
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W^-'^^]
EMBASSY OF THE

•S^lilf^y^ UNITED STATES or AMERICA

Paris, France

January 11, 1980

Mr. Stefan Marinov
c/o Francois Delage
17, rue de Sevres
75006 Paris

Dear Mr. Marinov:

Ambassador Hartman has asked me to reply to your
letter of January 6, 1980, informing us of your
previous correspondence with U.S. officials and
your plans in Paris.

As Mr. Stephen Cohen, Deputy Assistant Secretary
of State for Human Rights and Humanitarian Affairs,
has written to you, the policy of the United States
is sincerely directed toward achieving greater
respect for human rights and fundamental freedoms
in all countries of the world, including the Soviet
Union. The record is clear in this respect, and
there is every intention to continue our efforts in
this direction. Mr. Cohen has also explained to
you the position of the U.S. Administration with
regard to the case of Mr. Yuriy Orlov.

I can only reiterate what Mr. Cohen said with
respect to your own plans. We hope you will see
the v/isdom in his suggestion that you continue
your work on behalf of human rights, rather than
to attempt more dramatic actions which will have
less real effect on improving the situation.

Sincerely,

John J. Maresca
First Secretary
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CZECHOSLOVAK JOURNAL OF PHYSICS
EdilorUl Ofhc*

S&rrt!/hi9iity*T± c..ci.o.io,.i,.

Institute of Physice
Na Slovance 2, 180 40 Praha 8

Dr.S.Marinov

rue Stephanie 83

1020 Bruxelles

Belgium

5.2.1980

Vazeny pane doktore,

vracime Vam clanek "The quasi-Roemer and quasi-Bradley

experiments according to absolute space-time theory", protoze

nebyl pfijat k publikaci v nasem caaopise. Recensni posudek

pfiklddame.

Dale Vam zasilame odpovecl recensenta na Vasi odpove3

na recensni posudek clanku "Moving platform experiments",

S pozdravem

I .... </»
.^

E.Vlacha
sekret .redakce

C.J. 44/1980
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ROBERT K. DORNAN
27TM DiSTWICT. CALirOWNIA

SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY

COMMUNICATION

MERCHANT MARINE AND
FISHERIES

OCEANOGR
MERCHANT MARINE
PANAMA CANAL

SELECT COMMITTEE ON
NARCOTICS ABUSE
AND CONTROL

Congregjf of tlje Winitth States;

J^ouat of l^epresientatibeK

Mea^inqton, B.C. 20515

WASHINGTON OmCEr
4l9CANr40N Hou^r OFrtcr Biiac

Wasmimcton. DC. 20S1S

(202) 22S-S1SI

DISTRICT OFFICrS:

2601 COCOttAOO AvrNuc
Samta Monica. CALironNIA 904O4

(213) 829-9041

61SI West CrNTunv Dout-CVAMo

SuiTC lOIB

Los ANCecrs. Califomnia 90045

(211) 642-51 1

1

1815 Via El Pkaoo
Suite 207

ReoOMOO BCACH. Caljfownia 90277

(213) 540-2951

February 6, 1980

Dr. Stefan Marlnov
rue Stephanie 83

1020 Bruxelles
Belgium

Dear Dr. Marinov:

I wanted to let you know that I have asked the State

Department for a full report on the matter of your entering

the United States.

As soon as I receive their response, I will be back in

touch with you.

Sincerely,

Robert K. Dornan
Member of Congress

RKD:cm
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i^'Jl
DEPARTMENT OF STATE

p^bruary ?? 6 , 19P0
Washlnelon. O.C ?0S20

Dear Mr. Dornan:

T am replying to your letter of February 6 regarding
the nonimmigrant visa case of Mr. Gtefan Marinov.

Our Fmbasny at Brussels reported that Plr. Marinov is
ineligible for a nonimmigrant visa under Section 214(b) and
Section 212(a) (28) of the Immigration and flationality
Act. The provisions of Section 212(a) (20) are quoted
in the enclosure.

Section 214(b) of the Act provides that "every alien
shall be presumed to be an immigrant until he establishes
to the satisfaction of the consular officer at the time
of application for a visa... that he is entitled to a
nonimmigrant status under Section 101(a) (15)." To qualify
for a nonimmigrant status, an applicant must show that
he has a residence abroad which he has no intention of
abandoning, and that he will depart the United States
upon the completion of his legally authorized sojourn.

A permanent residence abroad is generally established
through presentation of evidence that an applicant has
compelling economic, social, or family ties in his home-
land which v/ould cause him to leave the United States
after the completion of his visit. The Act, in Section
291, places the burden of proof on the applicant to
establish clear intention to depart after a temporary
stay in this country. The consular officer must objectively
evaluate the facts and circumstances surrounding every
application and make a judgment whether an applicant
has sustained the burden of proof required by law. In
administering the lav; as written by Congress, consular
officers must deny a visa in any case in which they
do not find the evidence convincing.

Mr. Marinov's ineligibility under Section 212(a)(2n) may
be waived under Section 212(d)(3)(A) with the concurrance of
the Attorney General upon a recommendation by the Secretary. of
State. However, waiver procedures may not be instituted until
Mr. Marinov has satisfied the provisions of Section 214(b) of
the Act.

Sincerely,

Brian Atwood
f

y/. urian Atwooa
The Honorable Assistant Secretary

Robert K. Dornan, ff^«^ Congressional Relations
Mouse of Representatives.
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I9TITUTO NAZIONAI.E
Dl riSICA NUCt.CARP
SSZIOHR nl ORNOVA

UNIVERSITA DI GENOVA
ISTITUTO I>l SCIENZF FISICHE

Prot.N°ISF//|A
SV/soc I

5 Mirzo 1980
OENOVA,
VTALE BENEDETTO XV. 5

C. A. P 1413? - ITALY

T«:. 515055 6-7«

Dott. S.Marinov
GENOVA

Caro Dott.Marinov,

sono spiacente di dover dire che la Sua
proposta non e sufficientemente precisa e dettaglia
ta per poter essere inoltrata come progetto di esperi^

mento ad un Ente di ricerca con prospettive di finan
ziamento.

Per quanto riguarda poi la possibilita di

una sistemazione personale, Le precise nuovamente che
presso gli Istituti universitari in Italia oggi non
esistono possibilita legali in tale senso.

Con i migliori saluti.

(prof. S. Vitale)
DIRETTORE ISP
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ROYAL ACADEMY OF SCIENCES
NOBEL COMMITTEE FOR PHYSICS
STUREGATAN 14

S-1M36 STOCKHOLM

Dear Sir,

March 15, 1980.

Mr Stefan Marinov
Organizzazione Interna zionaie Congress!
Via Pugf;ia Ut - 1

1-16131 GENOVA Italy

This is to acknowledge receipt of your communication ...f^.^^ed 2 March 79 (
'• )

I regret to have to tell you the Nobel Committees (or the Nobel

Foundation) do not have any means or possitiblities to spend

money on the type of purpose you sire asking for. The sole task

of the Nobel Organization is on the decision of the different

prizes.

Yours sincerely,
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UNIWERSYTET JAGFELLONSKI Krakdw. dnia (/t'f <«-^c/l 3 'J

INSTYTUT FIZYKI y1 ^ <rr)'
Telcfony : Ccntrala 3fi3-80 I J H U

KRAKOW 16. ul. Rcymonta 4 „ ,, .... ,,.,,' Dyrcktor Instytutu 144-25

Portiernia 363-84

J

J_ -rK<^ K X. ^ «-^ < -'^^ -/o-r^vwA-^ ..^ 'i.^.-*-^ ' ^ ' ''^'^
T~

«-(r7a^c-e^ « j^ 'M,o-<-c_y~ -^ a-^ «„^ . _I 4-ff-t, J"c^i^u^-o^. T>~

Jcl'r- yf^^-'^'^f^^ S-pA-r^^iK^'e^t^i

Note: Dr. A. Staruszkiewicz is the editor of ACTA PHYSICA POLONICA.
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Stefan Marinov Dr. Peter Newmark

via Puggia 47 Acting Editor
1-16131 Geneva NATURE
„ , ., ,„„„ 4 Little Essex Street
2 '^P'-^l 1980

London WC2R 3LF

Dear Dr. Newmark,

I send you in two copies my paper

DIFFERENT METHODS FOR MEASUREMENT OF THE EARTH'S ABSOLUTE VELOCITY,

submitting it for publication to NATURE.

The Physics Abstracts classification number is 03.30.

All charges will be paid by myself.
Herewith I transfer the copyright for this paper to NATURE.

To the several letters which I wrote in the last months to your predecessor Mr. Da-

vies, to your collaborator Mrs. Rich and to your book's review office, I received no

answer. I should like to bring to your knowledge the following:

1) In December 1977 your books' review office asked for my book EPPUR SI MUOVE which
I sent in January 1978. To all letters (at least 5) which I wrote to your office asking
whether the book will be reviewed in NATURE no answer came. Then I wrote (at least 5

letters) to the same office and to Mr. Davies begging NATURE to restitute my book,

since it was sent on the request of NATURE . No answer came. Please, be so kind to inform

me whether under your leadership NATURE will give a review of this book and if not,

whether NATURE will restitute this book, or, in the case of lost, pay it - price $ 25.

2) Your collaborator Very Rich offered me in 1976 to translate certain Russian poet-

ries of me, asking for the translation, as far as I remember, t 165. The money was
paid to her through my friend Prof. Prokhovnik in three payments in 1976 and 1977. Un-

til now I have not received the translations although sending to Mrs. Rich at least
10 letters.

I hope, you are informed about the contacts between me and your scientific advisers
Mr. Sharrock and Woodham and about the systematic rejection of my papers by NATURE. The

paper attached which will appear in GEN. REL. GRAV. was sent to NATURE in 1975. This

decisive paper appears with a delay of 5 years which represents a big harm to physics.

Hoping to receive your answer soon and hoping that finally NATURE will accept a pa-

per of me,

Sincerely yours,

Stefan Marinov

PS. Certain materials for your information are enclosed.

Editorial note . The paper "Different methods for the measurement of the Earth's absolute

velocity" is a short review article.

As an answer to this letter may be considered the letter of Dr. John

Maddox of the 22 Sept. 1980 (see p. 176)-
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Stefan Marinov Prof, de Schutter

via Puggia 47 Rector of the VUB

1-16131 Geneva
,

(to the attention

,1 « 1 mor. of Mrs. Trieste)
11 '^P^^l 1580

Blvd. Gen. Jacques
Bruxelles

Dear Prof, de Schutter,

Almost half a year has passed since you have taken the decision to give attention

to my request to defend a Ph. D. in physics in the Free University of Brussels (VUB).

As it was said to me by Mrs. Trieste in the first days of February, the decision has

to be taken in a week.

I should like to know finally which is the decision, since soon the academic year
will finish, and one will be constrained to await the autumn. I cannot understand why
the Free University of Brussels (French and Flemish) has such a fear to give me the

right to defend a Ph. D. If my future oponents think that my theory is not adequate
to physical reality and my experiments wrong, they have to show this in a public de-

bate before an academic forum. Let me note that my procedure for a defence of a Ph. D,

in totalitarian Bulgaria is since 10 years open, because the Academy cannot find a

quorum to close the procedure and at the same time there was a tremendous fear to let

me defend the thesis (in Bulgaria the fear was not only scientific but for 80% poli-

tical). Since, I hope, in Brussels there is no political fear, I think that the time

for taking a decision must be reduced to two years. Since I have asked the ULB to

defend a thesis in April 1978, the two years are over and a decision must be taken.

Hoping to hear from you in a due time.

Sincerely yours,

Stefan Marinov

PS. Write to my address in Italy.

I will be in Brussels, probably, in the first days of May.

Editorial note. This letter remained unanswered.
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»RUOER BO§KOVlC« INSTITUTE
Bllenlcka 54, 41001 Zagreb, Croollo Yugoslovla

rrofnnsnr Stefan Lnrinov
^ ^^^^ ,„^

Libor.^tnry lor l'\indimont.al Ihycicil Irobl' mo
p^„„,^ ,„„ ^^^355

Ul 'Clin Polin 22 felex: 21383 vu irt ig

iioi'lA 1421, Bulgaria cob,. INSTRUBO. Zoor.b

Dot. 17 April, 1980

anclonod pleise find the rniGreos reports on

your piper "Tim Quasi-V/iener Experimont according to

j\b3olute Sp'icc-Time Theory". Unfortumtely , on

the biaiG of those reports, we aro unible to accept

your p-?per for publication in Pizika.

V/o are sorry for bning so lato with our

answer. There h we been soiue ch-.nges in the Kditorial

Boird of ]''isik.T and thnrofore we w^re not able to

send you our nnsWer earlier.

Yours sinccrnly,

Vlidimir ^ips

KncIoRur'js: 3 Fubliaiiing Kditor
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12y 80

12 May 80

Deaer Dr Marinov,
I return your papers to you together with a previous letter which I

sent to you when I retimed your previous papers. I have sincerely tried to

find some fantastically great value in your papers but have failed; I now
think that you are under great strain and need a long period of rest after
which you may recover your senses.

VTY, ^^//.
Dr. W.M. Ilonig
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Soci<5t^ Fran^aise dc Physique /Centre National de la Recherche Scientifiquc

Comniission das Puhlications Fran^aiscs de Physique

Secretariat : Bitimcnt 510, Univer$it<J Paris-Siid, F 91405 Orsay Ccdcx

T<l. 941.82.50 (poste J3-63) et 928.71.69

May 28, 1980

Dr. S. Marinov
Via Puggia 47

16131 Geneva
Italia

n/ref. 9-1198

Dear Dr. Marinov,

You will find enclosed the hidden "enveloppe" put in your last
package. We cannot accept to play a role of go-between in a personal
controversy, and henceforth, we shall not transmit anymore your personal
letters to the referee.

From a more scientific point of view, we consider that our
information is now sufficient to reject definitively your articles 9-1198

and 9-1148.

Sincerely yours.

S. Feneuille
President de la Societe
Fvan^aise de Physique.

Editorial note . This is the answer of JOURNAL DE PHYSIQUE to the second answer of

Marinov on the referee's comments on paper 9-1198 (see p. 139 and especially p. 143).

Whether the referee himself has refused to accept the 200 francs put in the hidden

"envelope" saving himself to say one of the fateful words "yes" or "not" or the de-

cision of depriving the referee of the money has been taken by Prof. Feneuille him-

self remains a secret of history. Ces sont les valets de Gascogne!
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Optics Letters

n.W. Terhune. Editor
Research Lahoralories, S-2076

Ford Motor Company
P.O. Box 2053

Dearborn, Michigan 48121

June 12, 1980
Ms. 733

Dr. Stefan Marinov
via Puggia '4?

16131 Genova, Italy

Re: Ms. 733, "The Relation Between Proper Mass and Absolute Mass
Deduced from the Compton Effect"

Dear Dr. Marinov:

Enclosed along with your manuscript, is the report of our reviewer.
In view of his recommendations, both as to suitability and scientific
quality, we feel that we cannot accept your paper for publication in

Optics Letters.

We regret that we are not able to send you a more favorable report.

Sincerely yours.

il^M^^ir. kJMv^
W. H. Weber
Associate Editor

mmd

Enclosures

A publication of the Optical Society of America
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July 14, 1980

Dr. D. Nordstrom, Editor
The Physical Review
1 Research Road
Box 1000
Ridge, New York 11961

Dear Dr. Nordstrom:

M^'L RECEIVED

•J"L
! « 1980

PHYS. REU.R.L

I have reviewed the paper "Kinematic Time Dilation" by S.
Marinov and the correspondence of the previous referee and
the author. I have focused attention exclusively on Sections
I and II of the paper which are at the heart of the dispute
with the previous referee and which contain the significant
claim that the special theory of relativity is logically
inconsistent.

The author attempts to demonstrate the logical inconsistency
of special relativity by means of a simple example related to
the standard twin paradox. The example itself is not without
interest from a pedagogical point of view. The author attempts
to demonstrate the inconsistency by showing that the special
theory of relativity would imply two mutually contradictory
relationships (his eqs. (2) and (3)) for appropriately defined
time measurements of the two twins in his example. In fact,
his relation (3) is not a consequence of special relativity
and his demonstration of it and arguments for it are simply
incorrect in the framework of that theory. In particular the
following steps in the argument are incorrect: The author
asserts at the top of page 6, that when twin 3 is moving with
a velocity 2v in an inertial frame where twin 4 is moving with
velocity v then in an inertial frame where twin 4 is at rest
twin 3 will have speed v. This is not the prediction of the
special relativistic law for the transformation of velocities
although it would be the result if the Galilean transformation
were applied. Special relativity predicts v/(l-2v2/c ) for
the velocity of twin 3 on the second half of the journey in
the frame where twin 4 is at rest. The speed of twin 3 is
thus different on the outward and the return journey and the
proper times to accomplish these parts of the journey are not
equal. As a consequence, eq. (4) is not the correct relation
between times t^ and t. as defined by the author. For the same
reason, the relation t^ = 2t ' is incorrect as can also be seen from a
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direct calculation of the proper time of the two legs of the
trip. The author's general argument for the relationship
t^ = 2t' in the middle of page 6 is certainly incorrect and
wOuld be so even in Newtonian theory. For example, if I go
to New York by car and return by plane, the times for the two
legs of the trip are clearly different.

I conclude that the author's arguments leading to Eqs. (4)
and (3) are incorrect in the framework of special relativity
and that no logical inconsistency of that theory has been
demonstrated. There may be other objections to this paper
but on this basis alone the paper should be rejected by the
Physical Review. I believe that the author has had a fair
hearing by the first referee and that the referee's second
response and reasons for rejection were correct and to the
point. I do not see any reason for the Physical Review to
concern itself with this paper further.

pm
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JOURNAL OF MATHEMATICAL PHYSICS

PUBLISHED BY THE AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF PHYSICS

OltKiol ilM Edilo'

BELL LASORATORIES

aOO MOUNTAIN AVENUE
MURRAY MILL. NEW JERSEY Ot97*

June 24, 1980

Prof. S. Marinov
via Puggia 47

16131 Geneva, ITALY

Dear Prof. Marinov:

Your manuscripts entitled "The Fundamentals of Electromagnetism

According to Absolute Space-Time Theory" and "The Fundamentals of

Gravimagnetism and the Mercury Problem According to Absolute Space-

Time Theory" are being returned under separate cover. We regret that

these papers are unsuitable for the Journal of Mathematical Physics.

Sincerely yours.

John R. Klauder

JRK:bvc

U.S.C. One copy of each manuscript

P.S. We suggest that you send your manuscripts to Foundations of

Physics or Physical Review D.
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Stefan Marinov
via Puggia 47

1-16131 Geneva, Tel

28 July 1980

(010)315978

Dr. John Maddox
NATURE
4 Little Essex Street
London WC2R 3LF

your ref. JM/MS/M-041616

Dear Dr. Maddox,

I send you my note
THE TEN JENA COMMANDMENTS,

submitting it for publication in NATURE (in the social informal part). In the case of
acceptance I beg you very much to make no changes in the text, except for certain gram-

mary and lingustic corrections if necessary, and to print both pictures.

My intervention in the GR9 Conference and my dadzi-bao have played a decisive role

in the restoration of the absolute space-time conceptions. However, of an extreme im-

portance for accelerating this process is the publication of the present note in NA-

TURE; I am sure that the publication of this note in NATURE will accelerate the award

of a Nobel prize for the absolute velocity's measurement with a year. Thus in the case

of a rejection of the note I am ready to pay the necessary sum to publish it as an ad-

vertisement. I have asked many times for this your predecessors but always the answer

was negative. I wish to hope that finally you will understand that this favour can be

done to a Bulgarian political dissident who during 12 years lingered in the Bulgarian

psychiatric clinics.

I use the occasion to inform you that I still have not received your answer to my

letter of the 19 June. I still do not know whether my paper NEWTONIAN AND EINSTEINIAN
TIME SYNCHRONIZATIONS will be accepted or rejected. I still do not know whether my

book EPPUR SI MUOVE has been received by your review office (following the request of

this office three years ago). I still have not received an explanation from Mrs. Vera

Rich whether she will send back to me the money for the translation of my poetries
which she has not made (or at least I do not know whether she has them translated).

I beg you to take now a speedy decision . In the case of a negative decision I should

try to publish the present note in another journal. I think it can be clear for you
that the speedy publication of this note is of an extreme importance. I beg you very

much to inform me about your decision by phone (at any time during day and night) for

my account .

Sincerely yours,

Stefan Marinov

Editorial note. 1. The information "The ten Jena commandments" was published in the

BULL. TYCH. SOC. , 30, 8 (1981), (CLASSICAL PHYSICS, vol I, p. vi).

2. The paper "Newtonian and Einsteinian time synchronizations" will be

published in the PROCEEDINGS OF ICSTA (CLASSICAL PHYSICS, vol. Ill, §9).

3. As an answer to this letter may be considered the letter of Dr. John

Maddox of the 22 Sept. 1980 (see p. 176).
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SOOIKTA ITAI.IANA 1)1 KIRICA

IL NUOVO CIMENTO
n K OAZI ()\E

Gent. mo Dr.

S. Marinov
EST-OVEST Editrice Internazionale
Via Puggia, 47/l

16131 GENOVA

Caro Dottor Marinov,

30 Lujlio
19

80

Via L. iIpkII AndalA, 8 - <0ia4 ROLnONA (llalr)

TrX.JBSEB 33.1B.B4

dopo aver nuovamente consul tato il prof.

Arecchi ed il prof. De Sabbata, Le confermo che i Suoi arti-

coli non sono accettabili; in particolare, il prof, De Sabbata

mi ha confermato di averLe ripetuto a Jena le sue opinioni in

proposito,

Stando cosi le c(j)se, Le restituisco accluso i manoscritti

dei Suoi articoli.

In accordo con la Vice-Direzione La informo che d'ora in

poi i Suoi articoli Le saranno restituiti senza neppure essere

esaminati.

Con questo consideriamo chiusa ogni polemica in proposito

perch^ 'non intendicimo discutere piCl oltre la questione.

Distinti saluti.

Paolino Papal

i

Segretario di Redazione
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Stefan Marinov • Prof. V. de Sabbata

via Puggia 47 Istituto di Fisica
1-16131 Geneva Bologna

2 agosto 1980

Caro Vincenzo,

Ho letto la lettera del Dott. Papal i con tristezza. Ti amo, Vincenzo, e non voglio
perderti . E' per questo che ti scrivo questa lettera. Non per pregarti di cambiare il

tuo compartamento, affinche io potrei stampare articoli nel N.C. Questi ultimi due ar-
ticoli respinti sono cosi importanti che certo troveranno la loro pubbl icazione. Vi

saranno editori nel mondo interespati a stampare qualche importante novita...

Tu hai visto chiaramente la si'tuazione a Jena, hai visto come tutti coloro che hanno
il potere nel campo della fisica dello spazio-tempo hanno paura di affrontare il prob-

lema dei concetti e delle prove dell 'assoluti. Li capisco bene i poveri Bergmann, Whe-

eler e compagnia bella, ma loro sforzi sono sforzi inutili. Quando gli esperimenti par-
lano, non solo i Bergmann e i Wheeler, ma persino gli dei tacciono. Non si rifiutano
esperimenti con il silenzio, chiudendo le pagine dei giornali, strappando manifesti e

cercando 1 'aiuto della polizia (e quale! - quella tedesca orientale! !
!

) . Ma non si puo,

ma non si puo. Bergmann, Wheeler ed altri agendo cosi mi rendono chiaro: Hanno capito
I'importanza degl i esperimenti da me eseguiti e sperano salvare la situazione con me-
todi banali e spesso vigliacchi, metordi utilizzati dal potere per difendere posizioni
contro la verita.*

Ma tu, Vincenzo! - Non posso ammettere che anche tu hai capito I'importanza dei miei

esperimenti e teoria, non posso ammettere che anche tu sei entrato nel gioco degli

"uomini al potere". Non posso, non posso, non posso. - Sei un musicista, sei un co-

munista, hai il naso di Cyrano...

Nel campo "relativista" non tutti hanno capito I'importanza delle mie ricerche.
Prendi Held. E' un uomo onesto. Lui e convinto che io abbia fatto errori tecnici e

non abbia misurato la velocita assoluta della terra.** Cio nonostante ha stampato il

rapporto sul esperimento interfererfionale degli specchi accoppiati. Held non ha paura
di questo esperimento. Ritengo che sei nelle condizioni di Held - non hai approfondito
gli esperimenti e certamente non hai letto EPPUR SI MUOVE. Siamo tutti uomini soggetti
ad errori. Errare humanum est. Sei un teorico (come Held), sei un musicista.

Ma se hai capito I'importanza dei miei esperimenti, come Bergmann e Wheeler, e hai

chiuso le porte del N.C. per paura, ne resto profondamente adollorato. Caro Vincenzo,
ho 50 anni . Sono stato tradito da tanti amici e i tradimenti non mi commuovono piu.

Ma piango ogno volta vedendo un amico metterci sulle sue spalle la terribile croce di

Juda. Se piango, piango per 1 'amico, non per me.

Nel caso che questa lettera rimarra senza risposta, sara grande la mia tristezza.
Piangero perche ti amo, perche non voglio vederti con quella croce sulle spalle, na-

sone.

Fra I'altro nel campo dei fisici sassoni circolano voci che "Marinov e un pericoloso
comunista italiano!?" Me Io hanno detto due sassoni.

Come io adesso (dopo aver ricevuto la documentazione) sono convinto che Lattes ha

fatto errori tecnici ed ha misurato effetti-fantasmi ; nel esperimento di Lattes una

sincronizzazione newtonian non e stata realizzata e dunque, secondo la mia teoria e

ricchissima esperienza, la velocita assoluta non si puo misurare.
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Salutami la tua gentile moglie. Se mi inviti ad un tuo concerto, verro a Bologna

con un grande bouquet.

Accludo il mio libro di poesia. Come vedi , cerco anche rifiugio nell'arte. La poe-

sia sulla pagine 128 e stata musicata (mia moglie tedesca era cantante). Te la suonero.

E' buona.

Unisco di nuovo i due articoli respinti dal N.C. affinche sia certo che e una deci-

sione da te maturata. Per me non sono due articoli - sono due canzoni , sono poesia.

Vincenzo, legendole non senti la musica, la chiarezza, la mano del Dio? - Una canzone

di Schubert non e scritta da Schubert, - e soltanto trascritta perche nasce di ispira-

zione divina. Anche questi due articoli (compiuti in due giorni ) sono stati solo tra-

scritti dal la mia mano - ne sono convinto.

Finalmente accludo alcuni materiali politici. Ti prego leggere la lettera a Berlin-

guer. La mia domanda d'iscrivermi al vostro Pci e stata esaminata tre mesi nella fede-

razione di Genova e quattro mesi alle Botteghe Oscure. E poi hanno preso una decisione
oscurantissima: "Non ti prenderemo, Marinov, i tuoi piedi puzzano." Perche non volete

ascoltare le nostre voci? - Sono voci che vengono dal vostro futuro.

Amicus verus:

Stefan Marinov

r-

A.R. AVVISO DI RICEVIMENTO DI RISCOSSIONE

N. /^^.r diL

spediiv il •-'/" y^

della: del:

E] Raccomandata LJVaglia

•ID Assicurala D Pacco daH'Ulfinio di

indirizzaf.",. .a .,..../.'.... A .4('. .. .J.C'i!. /, 1

Dichiarodiaver;!^«-^qu

F..a [/.^ MC
Bdiio dpirutricio

di dmifibiijionn o dt pftqamcn|r>

Editorial note . The mentioned in the letter two articles are:

1 "How to measure the Earth's absolute velocity with neutron interfe-

rometry" (CLASSICAL PHYSICS, vol. Ill, §44A,B, §52D).

2. "The Michel son experiment with neutrons treated by the absolute

space-time theory" (CLASSICAL PHYSICS, vol III, §44C,G).
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Monsieur S. MARINOV

Via Puggia, 47

16131 GENOVA

ITALY

.

Uw kenmerk 0ns kenmerk

80/610/PM/MD. 3030 Leuven, le 5 Aout 1980.

Monsieur Marinov,

Comme je vous ai ecrit dans la lettre du 5 juin, j'ai soutnis votre livre

et vos publications a un collegue, qui est competent en matiere de relativite.

Entretemps j'ai aussi rencontre Mr. Van Istendael.

Mon collegue trouve votre travail interessant, et il vous conseille de vous

mettre en rapport avec:

CM. WILL

Department of Physics

Stanford University

Stanford, California 94305

U.S.A.

Pour faire les experiences il faut du temps, de la place, de I'aide technique

et de 1' argent. II est certain que la faculte des sciences de K.U. Leuven ne

peut pas vous procurer cela.

Pour presenter un doctorat, il faut trouver un promoteur, qui se porte garant

de la valeur scientifique de votre etude; a Leuven mon collegue ne voit personne,

Par le meme courier j'envoie tout ce que j'ai regu.

Agreez, Monsieur Marinov, I'expresson de mes sentiments les meilleurs.

Prof. P. Mariens,

Celestijnenlaan 200 D, B-3030 Louvon Telefoon (016)22 04 54
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Astronomy and Astrophysics

a European Journal

Kditors :
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Meudon, 20th August, 1980

Dr.S. Marinov
Via Puggia 47
16131 Genova
Italy

Dear Dr. Marinov,

We regret to inform you that your paper entitled "Cosmological
aspects of absdbte space time theory" cannot be accepted for
publication in Astronomy and Astrophysics.

Yours Sincerely,

J.Lequeux
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Editor: A. Held Honorary Editor: A. Mercier, Berne
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Sidlerslrasse 5

CH - 3012 Berne

Switzerland Bemc, 20th Augiist 1980

Dr. Stefan Marinov
Via Puggia 47/1

16 131 Genova

Italia

Dear Dr. Marinov,

We had an agreement that I would publish one article explaining your

experiment and that it would contain no theory or polemic.

You inserted a note added in proof which broke that agreement.

I suggest that in the future you no longer submit articles to this

journal.

Yours sincerely,

A. Field
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Cvncral Relativity and Cravilotion. Vol. 12. No. 9.1980

Editorial

One of the problems that people connected with organized research often

encounter is the accusation, made by those who operate on the fringe of science

jnd who generate what one euphemistically might call unusual ideas, that orga-

nized science represents a form of "establishment" which closes rank in the face

of new ideas and refuses to consider them or give their authors a hearing.

This problem is especially acute in the field of relativity where the theory

leads to concepts which sometimes go against common sense and intuition. One

merely has to think of the twin paradox, and the literature that it has spawned.

This journal is, of course, especially vulnerable to such accusations, and we are

often hard put to know how to handle them. S. Marinov has, for some years,

been propounding a theory based on results that he claims to have obtained in

•n experiment. The journal has rejected a number of his articles, all of which

tended to be polemic and self-serving.

Following discussions with him in which I listened to his complaints about

hl» inability to obtain a forum for his ideas and experiments, I made an agree-

iiirnt with him that the journal would publish one article describing his experi-

ment. The article was to contain no theory and would be nothing other than a

•Irilgliiforward report of what he had done.

lie submitted .such an article and it was accepted. However, when he returned

hit proofs to the printer, he returned them with a "note added in proof." This

•tot* broke the agreement and obviously should never have been published.

Ai the privilege of adding a "note in proof" without the delay of recycling it

lhiiHj|ili the editing-referecing procedure is a valuable one and to the best of my
knowledge has never been abused, we have- until now-had no built-in control,

•nJ ilic typesetter has been in the habit of setting the note and appending it to

^ •ttkle without question.

I tpologize for this oversiglit and also for the fact that that portion of
"•ilnov t article which had no right to appear in a scientific journal did appear

A. Held

Editor

Editorial note. The paper mentioned here and in the preceding letter of Dr. Held is

"Laboratory measurement of the Earth's absolute velocity" published

in GEN. REL. GRAV. 12, 57 (1980), (CLASSICAL PHYSICS, vol. Ill, §52B),
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MARCH OF THE FIFTH ANTIMILITARIST MARCH

(La Spezia - Livorno, August 1980)

Composed by
S. Marlnov

Dedicated to

Rita

My bro-ther, po - or bro-ther, so pale is yo - ur face, -

^=^=1^^ n n i=^fjj --^ J^ ^

9

no one in this world bo-thers a - bout the fu - ture days.

WitMi ±:t^_J=^^
We march with you to - ge - ther but no one gives his hand.

^f^r^J^AlMTf f / ^LJ.
)r do we know whe - e - ther we shall march to the end.

11^^ I J /-^ / /* / ./ ^
It is no time. it is no time.

ir±±J^^-
1
./^ ^

it is no time for dy - ing.

My brother, poor brother,
so pale is your face, -

noone in this world bothers
about the future days.

We march with you together
but noone gives his hand,
nor do we know whether
we shall march to the end.

It is no time, it is no time,

it is no time for dying.

We are so weak and feeble
against the coming war, -

dumb and deaf are the people,
and we have hope no more.

Where shall we find affection,
when shall we dance and play? -

From every dark direction
missiles await their pray.

It is the time, it is the time,
it is the time for dying.
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QUHSTUliA DI GENOVA
Uff.Stroniari

L'anno 1980 add! 2 dol mes* di bettembr©, alle ore 11 nell'Ufficio

Stranlerl dalla Questura di ''enova*

Irmanzl a noi sottoscritt* Ufficialo di P.O. 6 presente il rifaniiato

politico bulgaro M A R I W V Stefan nato a Sofia il 1/?/1931

diraorante in questa via Puggia 47 il quale viene reae^otto che

con dispaccio miniateriede datato SV8 /BO- 11 "inistero dell»Interno

non diceei non autorizza I'ulteriore proroga al sog.^iorno in Italia

in virtii dell'acoordo di Straaburgo concernente i rifagiati politici.

II MARINOV viene nel contempe invitato a lasciare il territorio

nazionale entro giorni died,—

L'annn nillon voo-ontottanta .•u3cli 17 'iol ii.-;;;) dl r;Lt"'.!'oro alio

orn 12,30 uOj^li Tiffid di I'. 3. in itar-li n.-^':;c:iia. ==-="======-=- =

Noi 30tto3critti Uff LCiale di I.G., rridla.!.. a.: to oho, il proy^-n

to vorbalo di nr'l;i.fLoa e lavLta ;i Ir. JcUro il toi*:L'ii;i r io ur'i'iaa

1g (> prorn/;ato fino alio oro ^4,'" 'lol /iLonio \^ ,^}.(\\y ,---------=

Fabi;o , loLtt' 00 if rnato g no [;(• icr i i.tn iu data ora n l\ir,;;,) di

I

Editorial note. Document for the expulsion of Marinov from Italy and prolongation

of the term of expulsion after a double re-expulsion on the same

date from France (see the next page) on the cross-border Bardonec-

chia-Modane. Marinov was expulsed from Italy for its participation

in the 5th antimilitarist march as a unique representative of the

Eastern countries and his speech in front of the nuclear US basis

Camp Darby (near Pisa).
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REPUBLIQUE FRANCAISE

DIRECTION GENERALE
de la

POLICE NATIONALE

POLICE DE L'AIR B'S OES
FRONTIERES

M. -. .

ne le

^- MOTIVATION D'UN ACTE ADMINISTRATIP

En application de la circulaire du 1 1 Janvier 1980
. P/\6?*>«ri\J. . .'ST5rPi4 de nationality . . . . S^tiuai.w ,

..<i.-.i,.A02i^' k s^tia 0....

e^,t. is^oxft^ (iu'une .decision de non-adinisgion en France a ^t^ prise h

son encontre le . ^/V-3-, *<^iik c^ . . . au po8te frontifere de . . .tPrx^9V^« <

pour le motif suivant :

/ / Voyageur demuni de pasaeport ou de titre de voyage.

/ / Voyageur demuni de carte d' identity nationale.

/_j^^~Fr4n-cT\cn auv le tprrit^ix'n_^x'an9aiB_siisoept±hl©'-d9_j)oirt«is-airtalrtt«
a 1

' orclra_p !i)llc

).

^[!H.o.^Pvr^^U ^«t«<. Y«^ i't r\Ax--<

Fait h. .y^T'liOfA'i , le /n-..3,^Ck..

/-o Chef du poste frontlere

iGt '6x^ poste)

was beaten by the French policemen.

I
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Canadian Journal journal canadien
°'Pf^ys'cs de physique

A-754

Dr S. MARINOV
Via Puggia 47

16131 Genova
Italia September 19, 1980

Dear Dr Marinov,

I am returning to you your manuscript entitled "Moving Platform" experiments.
I can find no one who will take seriously your basic theme, - that you
have "disprovQi " the special theory of relativity by one experiment. As
I have said to you before, the evidence against the "aether" (absolute
motion) hypothesis is so overwhelming that, if experiments performed by
one person appear to contradict it, one naturally suspects those experiments
(or their interpretation). The suspicion is strongly reinforced by such
statements as that which you make on p. 8 : "To register an effect disproving
the principle of relativity is such a rare happiness, as to see the
flowering of an agave in the desert". This bald evidence of an emotional
commitment to certain conclusions, which is clearly contradictory to the
whole spirit of scientific enquiry, reinforces the scepticism which is
inevitable in the circumstances. One is further put off by statements like
that further down on p. 8 that "on a rotating disk the velocity of light is
direction dependent and the principle of relativity break down" which
seems to indicate a lack of understanding of the nature of the special
theory of relativity and an ignorance of the general theory.

Finally, your conclusions seem to give the game away completely. First,
you admit that "four different variants of the 'moving platform' experiment
are the same as those predicted by the relativity theory", then you fall
back on the "rotating disk" experiment, which, in the light of my previous
remark, carries little conviction. Finally, it seems that your conclusion
is only that "the principle of relativity breaks do\m also for inertial motion,
at least conceptually". Such a conclusion has the status only of one man's
opinion.

A final comment on lines 14-15 of p. 17, your "firm conclusion" is
ambiguous. The velocity of light at (not along) the rim of rotating disk
is direction dependent as measured by observer on the dis k, and not by
an inertial observer (as any undergraduate knows). Wliere does that
leave your "firm conclusion"?.

I am in the process of turning over the editorship of this journal
to another. Were I not, I would advise you not to bother sending us
any more papers as unconvincing as this latest one. I think that
my successor may agree, but I will leave it for him to say.

Sincerely,

P.R. Wallace
Editor
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nature
Macmlllan Journals Ltd

4 Little Essex Street

London WC2R 3 LF
Teleptione 01 -836 6633
Telex 262024
Advertising 01-240 2044

JM/MS
22 September 1980

Dr Stefan Marinov
Est-Ovest
Via Puggia 47/1
16131 Geneva
ITALY

Dear Dr Marinov:

I hope that I may be able to deal with all the points you have
raised in your recent correspondence.

In many ways the most important of these is your accusation of
fraud against Mrs Vera Rich, to whom I have talked and who has
written to you separately. I do very much hope that her
explanation will have satisfied you. Perhaps you will now
kindly confirm in writing that that is the case. You will
appreciate my concern that those who work for Nature should be
accused in this way, albeit in private correspondence.

Second, I fear that Nature cannot publish the Jena Commandments.

Third, I am returning the copy of your book by separate post.

Fourth, and on the general question of why Nature has consistently
declined to publish an account of your research, I must explain
that to my knowledge we have never received an account of your
work which was sufficiently specific for it to survive the
scrutiny of the expert advisers to whom we would have to send it.
Please do not misunderstand me. I am not saying that your work
is not authentic - merely that it cannot be authenticated from
the accounts which you have given, or sent to Nature . Do you
not think that, now that you are in the West, you ought to find
some way of repeating the experiment which, ingenious though it
is, should not require vast resources? There must be many
laboratories in European universities willing to provide the
house-room you would need.

I do earnestly suggest that you read my answers carefully, and
that you communicate with us again only when you have some
detailed account of a novel experiment to communicate to our
readers.

Yours sincerely.

f:
,t^.-

John Maddox
Editor
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^n "Ty^ Macmillan Journals Ltd

4 Little Esi'>x Street

London WC2?! 3 LF
Telcptior.e CI -836 6633
Telex 262024
Advertising 01-240 2044

>•»

JM/MS
22 Septen±)er 19 80

Dr J. P. Wesley
Behmstr. 32
1000 Berlin 65
West Germany

Dear Dr Wesley:

I'm sorry that ycur letter about Marinov has been unansv/ered
for so long - you will, no doubt, appreciate that we have also
been in correspondence with Dr Marinov himself.

Briefly, I'm afraid that I cannot oublish the letter vou
intended for publication. So far" as I know, nobody nas ever
disputed that Marinov carried out an experiment of the kind
he describes in his book in the Sofia laboratory - indeed, we
have a photograph of him sitting alongside a piece of ccuinmont
looking very much like the one he describes. At the sa'mo tin.e
I have not seen convincing account of how various aspects of
the erperimental design were dealt with - how, for rrajnple,
did he avoid disturbances that m.i lit h,-ve h'^c^n cr" • hv
mechanical vibration of the rotating shaft?~ I have explajn^d
to Marinov that we have not published an account of his -.vrrk
not because we think it lacks authenticity but because it Ishard to see how it could be authenticated by i;he indcpenJent
referees v;e would consult. I have also suaaested to Marinov
that he might be well advised to think if repeating his
experiment in the West. In my opinion, your own letter does
no more than repeat what Marinov says about his cxpc-rimsnt.

On your more general point - that we have been unfair to I a^-inov
I think it is important that you (and we) distii.gui -.!i between
Marinov' s role as a scientist and as a public figure. in the
secondrole, he has made a claim on public attention both as an
anti-relativist and as a refusnik, and in both rosoects he- mu^tbe prepared to put up with occasional criticism (as v/ell as toearn applause)

. I do not believe that our infrequent mentionsof him are unjustified.

Yours sincerely.

a^ c^^^^.•^jX/'

John Maddox
Editor
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AKAAEMHH HAVKCCCP

>KyPHAJl 3KCnEPHMEHTAJIbH0K M TEOPETHHECKOR OM3HKH
MocKBH. B-334, Bopo6beDrKoc luocce, 2 Tm. I37-56-22

fl-p C. MapHHOBy 25 cftHTirrtpg \q-BCV

FeiiyH , MTajiHH

rjiydoKoyBaxaeMHft jj-p MapaHos!

PejiaKixHH I3T$ paccMOTpejia npucjiaHHyro Bajvui CTaTLD "KnHeTaqecKoe

yjIJiHHeHHe BpeivieHfl",

K comajieHHK), pe;^aK^Hfl Cujia BUHyameHa npnaHaTL, ito cojiepmaHae

3Toii cTaTLH He HaxojiHTCfl Ha coBpeMeuHOM TeopeTH^ecKOM ypoBHe a ne MO-j

xeT npejtcTaBiiTB nayHHoro HHTepeca jyw nycJjuiKauHH b I3T$.

3aM. TjiaBHoro pejuaKTopa

(\[{[\i /E.M. JlH$iium/
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FYZIKALNY OSTAV Slovenskej akademie vied

OH3HMECKHH HHCTHTYT CjionanKOH ana/ieMJiH nayK

INSTITUTE OF PHYSICS Slovak academy of sciences

DfibravskS ccsta, CS — 899 30 Bratislava

Dr.S. I.! o r i n o V

Via Pu^,/jia 47/1

1*^13: a li N V A

Italia

_l Bratislava 6.10.1JB0.

Vi^y.QTx/ loktor Mnrinov,

prilo^ene Yflra zosieln'irecenzTiy poGU'lok na V'lS

cldnok "Tho disrupted "rotntirvT dick" experiment", i^e-^ikf'n'i

rada Caoopisu rozhoJla £l;'\nok neuverojnitf, nnkoTko nie ,ie lor?-

tatoc^ne jasne zilovodnenn nutnootf publikovat' ho v cpsopiso

Acta Ph.ysica Slovncn,

No'TT^me riMTTiletk:/ proti pnbliV:ovnni n "l.-'mku

V inom rnr.opi r.e,

r^ov.y/J O'lnnc ru?[)ie.,y novrMcinme.

o pozdrnvom

laJDriJ.Knlur'-ny C:Jc.
,

vyk'onn,'/ relnktor
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AMERICAN
JOURNAL

of PHYSICS
A lournal of the American Association of Physics Teachers

John S. Rigden, Editor

Philip B. James, Assistant Editor

Room 240 Benton Hall October 27, 1980
University of Missouri - St. Louis

St. Louis, Missouri 637 21 U.S.A.

Dr . Stefan Mari nov
Via Pugg i a 47
16131 nenova, ITALY

Dear Dr. Marinov:

The American Journal of Physics will not, unfortunately,
be able to publish your article "Let Newton Bel".
References to the editorial in the July 1980 issue of
AJP will immediately indicate that your paner is in
violation of our editorial policy concerning the exclusion
of papers which deal with research as defined there. It

is clear that the interpretation of the results of your
experiments is quite controversial; therefore, this paper
is a perfect example of a paper which should be published
in a research literature rather than a pedagogical .iournal

I wish you success in obtaining the eventual publication
of your work.

Si ncerely ,

rnjL^
Philip B. Jam^
Assistant Editor

PBJ/gls
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Stefan Marinov Dr. John Maddox

via Puggia 47 NATURE

1-16131 Geneva 4 Little Essex Street

23 October 1980
London WC2R 3LF

Dear Dr. Maddox,

Thank you very much for your letter of the 22 September. To the items of your letter

I can answer the following:

1) From Mrs. Vers Rich I received no letter, nor money. Obviously, she can say no-

thing in her defence and tries to keep silent, as people do in such cases.

2) You rejected the publication of the TEN JENA COMMANDMENTS probably thinking that

they are written to make people laughing. Please, take into account that this is a

highly condensed scientific information.

3) You returned not my printed book EPPUR SI MUOVE but an old manuscript which, as

far as I remember, Mrs. Vera Rich promised me to send to Sakharov. Or, may be, this is

another copy which I have sent to NATURE, hoping the referee will understand better
what I have done. In all my letters I requested to post back my printed book EPPUR
SI MUOVE sent in January 1978 to the review department, following its written request.
This book costs % 25.

4) The accounts on the major part of my experiments are already published. The repe-
tition of my "rotating axle" experiment in the West is published in SPEC. SC. TECHN.,
_3, 57 (1980). The whole experiment was paid by my own money. I have made too many sac-
rifices for physics in Bulgaria and here in the "free world". If I have more money, I

am ready to sacrificethem, but I have not. People do not like to come to see my experi-
ments. The Einstein Symposium in Bern, 1979, and the GR9 Conference in Jena, 1980, re-
fused to give me permission to demonstrate my experiment. Neither American nor European
universities are "willing to provide house-room". Understand, please, that all space-
time specialists do not like to see relativity blamed, because they will be blamed, too.
If you wish to help my fight for a scientific truth, publish my paper NEWTONIAN AND
EINSTEINIAN TIME SYNCHRONIZATION, sent to NATURE on the 19 June. Do not give me advices.
I have received too many advices in my life, but rarely a HELP. I know that you will
not help me as I know people's mentality too profoundly. If I write you this letter, it
is only to say you: "I am tired, all declarations of NATURE that NATURE helps the sci-
entists who are politically persecuted are void. During the last two months I was ex-
pelled once from Italy and once from France. In 1978 I was expelled from the USA (let
me not speak about the expulsions from the Eastern countries). If you wish to help me,
publish a single line from me - the mentioned paper, or the Jena commandments, or my
letter to Pertini. Vera Rich can print any week hundreds lines, but a Bulgarian scien-
tist and dissident cannot publish in NATURE a single line. WHY? WHY NATURE IS SO AFRAID
OF MY PEN?"

That is all. Thank you for having read my letter to the end.

Yours:

Stefan Marinov

Editorial note . 1) The information "The ten Jena commandments" was published in the

BULL. TYCH. SOC. , 30, 8 (1981), (CLASSICAL PHYSICS, vol. I, p. vi).

2) The paper "Newtonian and Einsteinian time synchronizations" will

be published in the PROCEEDINGS OF ICSTA (CLASSICAL PHYSICS, vol. Ill,

§9).

I
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nature
Macmlllan Journals Ltd

4 Little Essex Street

London WC2R 3 LF
Telephone 01-836 6633
Telex 262024
Advertising 01-240 2044

JM/MS
29 October 1980

Dr Stefan Marinov
Est-Ovest
Via Puggia 47/1
16131 Genova
ITALY

Dear Dr Marinov:

Thank you for your further letter. You will appreciate that I

cannot become involved in your personal dealings with Vera Rich.
In that respect my concern is merely that you should not make
damaging remarks about her.

I am however returning the printed copy of your book. I had
thought that the manuscript would have been the document about
which you were most anxious.

As to your scientific work, I am sorry that you found my advice
unhelpful - even patronising. It was however well intended,
and I am afraid that on the basis of the documents which you
have exchanged with members of the Nature staff in recent years
it would not be possible for us further to advertise the kind
of experiments you have already completed. If, of course,
there are unpublished results which you wish to see published,
and if your account of these could survive the rigours of our
refereeing system, we would be happy to consider that account
for publication.

On the broader question of your Jena declaration and so on,
I must say that I would be prepared to publish in our Corres-
pondence column any interesting and original observations you
may have to make about the condition of the scientific community,
but it is only fair that I should say that much of what you
have written under this heading would mystify rather than
enlighten our readers.

Yours sincerely.

U \A^

John Maddox
Editor
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Stefan Marinov Ilpcxb. li. M. JNimiu
via Puggia 47 )K 3 T d'

1-16131 Geneva Bopo6bencKoc iiioccc 2

7^ c, mor, MocKBa, B-334
30 okth6ph 1980 r.

r;iy6oKoyBa»aeMbiH "Erop MaKapbH",

Onenb OMCUb Baw 6;iaroAapen 3a rniCLMO c 25-ro cciith6ph, c kotopi.m IU.i oTKrioiiiuni moio

cxaTbio "KnneiTiMecKoe yAinniefine bpcmciim", nocnaiinyio BaM 21-ro aBtycra. R.icipirii othct

penaKTopoB Bcerna cmfraio sa JI'IMHOI- KG MilE yRA}n'.lllIB. Ybm, Mano ywc ocraiiocb laiaix pe-

flaKTopoB, KOTopbie MCHH yBajKaiffT. K irpuMcpy 'IiiiiKcribiirrcMH /c kotoplim Bi.i Acmuni KOMiiaiy b

TpHecTe/ nocbinaeT Miie cboh niicbMa o McnpniiHTHn iiocjie roAa, npHTOM 6e3 KaKoii 6bi to iih

6binO KPHTHKH.

Tenepb nocbinaio BaM cneAyiaime abc craTbn:

1 . KaK H3MepnTb aScoJUOTnyKi CKopocTb 3eMnn c noiauNo Henrponiiori nincptticpoMciTniii

,

2. 3KcnepnMeiiT MaHKejibcona c HeirrponaMH b cbctg aOccnioTiiofi npocTpaiiCTBCiiiio-ripcMcn-

IIOH TeopiiH.

iloMep iciaccHcliHKauHM no cW-BliKC ABCTPAKTC - 03.30.

llacToauiHM iTHCbMOM nepcflaK) "KoroipaHT" acypiiajiy JKSTO.

Bee pacxoAhi no onyGjutKOBaHHio Gy^yr sa moh cmct.

3vw ABe cxaxbH 6binH nocnairbi b <H13HKC JTETTEP3, no mom AoSpboi APyr Ifpali. xcp Xaap ox-

Bepr Hx. ripaiiy Bac, ne BjinHirrecb MnenHCM xep Xaapa. CxaxbH 3xh nciancMiirejibiioii na)iciiocTH.

Des BCHKoii xiOMioii ckpommocxh hx Mory iiasBaxb McroptniecKJiMn. ilo com, bcc xaiai, h Bi.i

oxBcpriiexe iix /npomy 6brrb caMOMy pcueiiseHxoM/ , xo, pa/in Bora, iie nnunne n iincbMC, mxo

cxaxbH ne HaxoAHXCH iia "coBpeMemioM xeopexHMccKOM ypoBiie", a xo Mcpes napy mcchucb Baw

6yAex cxbmno qnxaxb CBoe nHCbMO. KaqecxBo cxaxbH oiipcAeiiHexcH xonhKO ero a;ici<Baxiiocxbio

(H131HECK0PI PEATbllOCTH, a hc h3o6hjihcm nanb^^elIIlbIX MaxcMaxiiMCCKiix (}iopMy:i ii BirnicBaxi>(x yMO-

3aKnKweHHH, Koxopbie ymy qejioBCMCCKOMy hhmcfo ho tobophx. ripocxirre, Erop Mai<api.iM. Miie

cxbiAHO noyMaxb Moero yMHxeiiH, no mxo w noAeJiaxb - npnxoAHXCH mioiAa " b niicaiinHX yMH-

xejieH ouDi6oMKH HaxoAMXb, a xo H B nncaHHHX yMvixejieii Hauttix ynnejieii.

CepAeMHoe nosAPaBAOHHe , mxo b Koiiue kohuob 5iGTO peuinncH amcMaxaxb cxaxi.H Aii;jtpcn

iJviHXpHMa.

B OHawaHMH oxBCxa,
HcKpennc Baiii:

Cxc4'aii MapHHOB

3aMexKa H3flaTejiH . 1. Bo bpcmh Exopoii KOH(t)cpeiiuHH iiMCini MapccjiH rpoccMaiia /Tpiiccx, inonb

1979 r./ MapHHOB HaswBaxi EnrciiHH MnxavmoBinia .riHtlimiua n iiiyiKT EtopoM

MaiopbrMCM, n6o 6peex ce6e rojiony JTmlimiu KaK iipcAcc/iaxejib Ko.nxo3a na

Ky6aiiH.

2. CxaxbH "KaK H3Mcpirrb aGcojncrriiyKi CKOiiocrii Bcmmii c noManHn iieiVrpoii-

HOM niixep(l)epoMCTpnii"npcAcraB.iiciia b CLASSICAL PHYSICS, vol. Ill, §52D.

3. CxaxbH "3KcriepnMCiix MaiiKCUbCOHa c iieinpoiiaMii b CBeic aCcQinanioii

npocxpancxBeiino-BpeMeiinoii xcopnH" npcACxaBACiia b CLASSICAL PHYSICS,

vol. Ill, §44G.
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,. . „ FMBASSY OF THE
^"•IP / UNITFD STATES OF AMERICA

Consular Section
25 Bouleveird du Regent
1000 Brussels, Belgium

October 31, 1980

Mr, Stefan Marinov
via Puggia 47

16131 Genova, Italy

Dear i"lr. I»latiiio\/:

I refer to your visit to my office and o\jr conversation on October 22,

1980 concerning your application for a tarporary visitor visa for
business submitted in January of this year.

In confirmation of what I told you at the time of your visit, a review
of your file indicates that you have been found ineligible for a non-
iitmigrant visa under Section 214(b) and Section 212(a) (28) of the U.S.
Imnigration and Nationality Act. The Department of State in Washington,
D.C. has concurred in this finding.

Section 214 (b) of the Act provides that "every alien shall be presumed
to be an immigrant until he establishes to the satisfaction of the con-
sular officer at the time of application for a visa... that he is en-
titled to a nonimmigrant status under Section 101(a) (15) ." To qualify
for a noninmigrant status, an applicant must shew that he has a residence
abroad which he has no intention of abandoning, and that he will depart
the United States upon the canpletion of his legally authorized sojourn.
Additionally, the alien must satisfy the consular officer that he qual-
ifies for a nonimmigrant visa under one of the sub-sections contained
in Section 101(a) (15).

Section 212(a) (28) of the Act provides that "aliens who are, or at any
time have been, members of any of the following classes. .. (D) aliens
not within any of the other provisions of this paragraph who advocate
the econcmic, international, and governmental doctrines of vprJdcomTTunism. .

,

Your ineligibility under Section 212(a) (28) , determined at the time of
ycur application here in Brussels in 1978, may be waived under Section
212(d) (3) (A) of the Act with the concurrence of the U.S. Attorney General
i.5X3n a reccrmendation by the Secretary of State. Hcwever, waiver proce-

dures may not be instituted until the provisions of Section 214 (b)

have been satisfied.

kU^
5bert J. Bel

^Consul of the
United States of America
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Stefan Marinov Dr. James B. Hartle
via Puggia 47 Departm. of Physics
1-16131 Geneva University of California

1 M u inort Santa Barbara
1 Noveinber 1980 ^^ 93 ^^^

Dear Dr. Hartle,

Thank you very much for your letter of the 14 July 1980, addressed to Dr. Nordstrom
from the PHYS. REV., a copy of which was sent to me by Dr. Nordstrom. Your letter re-

presents an arbitrage on my paper KINEMATIC TIME DILATION which was examined by seve-
ral referees of PHYS. REV.

I have little hope that with the present letter I should be able to change your ne-

gative decision. Nevertheless I shall try to do this because the doors of almost all

physical journals are closed for my papers. This sad fact represents a big harm to

physics as the restoration of the absolute space-time conceptions which is indispen-
sable for the sound evolution of physics delays for months and years. Let me note that
for a first time I succeeded to measure the Earth's absolute velocity in 1973 (results
published in CZECHOSL. J. PHYS., B24, 965 (1974)) but seven years after this experi-
ment the scientific community still does not accept its positive result and defends
the obsolete and wrong opinion that the Earth's absolute velocity cannot be measured.
For a second time and with a better accuracy I measured this velocity in 1975 with the
interferometric "coupled-mirrors" experiment. The account on this historical experi-
ment was rejected by Prof. Goudsmit (Phys. Rev.) in December 1975 and this account was
published in my monograph EPPUR SI MUOVE (Centre Beige de la Documentation Scienti-
fique, Bruxelles, 1977) of which until now are sold only 200 copies, so that the scien-
tific community could read this account only a month ago in GEN. REL. GRAV., 12., 57

(1980). If Prof. Goudsmit had have accepted my paper in 1975, today the situation in

physics would have been total ly different . For this reason I write you this letter.

Now I shall show the errors in your comments. For a better understanding, I send

you again n\y paper, because, may be, you have not a copy available.

In your letter you affirm that the velocity of twin 3 on the second half of the
journey in the frame where twin 4 is at rest is not v (as I assert) but

V3 = v/(l - 2v^/c^).

You obtain this formula using the Einstein formula for addition of velocities

Vo - v;
2v

^ 1 - v^v^/c^ 1 - 2vv/c2 1 - Zv^/c^'

where vi is the velocity of twin 3 in the rest frame where twin 1 is at rest and v^ is

the velocity of twin 4 in the same frame.

Well . let us work with your velocity V3 and not with my velocity V3 = v. The time
in which twin 3 will "catch" twin 4 will be given, if working with your velocity v^,

not by my formula (4) but by the following formula

2

t = t,(l - v^/c^)^/^ = t,{l - ' }^/^ = t.(l - v^/2c^), (A)
^ '* ^ ^ c2(l - 2vVc^)2 ^

where the last result is written within an accuracy of second order in v/c. Within the

same accuracy my formula (4) leads exactly to the same result . One knows well that

time intervals can be measured (say, with cesium beam clocks) only within an accuracy
of second order in v/c.
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Thus your assertion that "equation (4) is not the correct relation between times

t^ and t4, as defined by the author" is not correct.

From here it follows that all your objections are untenable .

If you shall recognize your error and if you shall write to Dr. Nordstrom, sugges-
ting that my paper should be published, you will do a big favour to our beloved science.
Otherwise the restoration of the absolute space-time conceptions and of the aether
(aether-Marinov, not aether-Newtonian) model of light propagation will be delayed by

months and, may be, by years. Your decision is of a great importance for physics . I wish
to hope in your scientific honesty.

I should like to add that I am a Bulgarian dissident and I lingered in Bulgarian
prisons and psychiatric clinics in the period 1966-1977 (with long interruptions during
which I continued my scientific and experimental work). I hope to receive the Nobel

prize for my measurement of the Earth's absolute velocity (see the attached article
from the Italian journal IL LAVORO). My contributions to the process of liberalization
of the Eastern countries as a Nobel prize winner will be enormous. Thus your decision
has not only an importance for physics but also for freedom. If you are concerned with
the destiny of our planet, you have to look at the recognition of your STUPID error
with a due attention. In Bulgaria I was accused as a mad man on political reasons but

during the processes in 1974 the proof of my madness and the necessity for a compulso-
ry treatment was based on the ground that I sustain completely mad scientific ideas

and perform experiments which are similar to PERPETUUM MOBILE experiments, as anybody
knows that the Earth's absolute velocity cannot be measured. I wish to defend before
the scientific community the integrity of my soul. If you shall not recognize your
error you shall help in the most direct way the Bulgarian spiritual sadists .

Help me in the name of God.

Sincerely yours,

Stefan Marinov

Copy to Dr. Nordstrom (PHYS. REV.).

Editorial note . 1. This is the answer of Marinov to the comments of Dr. Hartle of the

14 July 1980 (see p. 160). Marinov has not received an answer from Dr.

Hartle. As an answer to the present letter (and to whole file of Mari-

nov's. papers and rebuttals submitted to PHYS. REV. and PHYS. REV. LETT,

may be considered the letter of Dr. David Lazarus of the 19 November
1980 (see p. 189).

2. The paper "Kinematic time dilation" is presented in CLASSICAL PHY-

SICS, vol. Ill, §8).
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Stefan Marinov Dr. John Maddox
via Puggia 47 NATURE
1-16131 Geneva 4 Little Essex Street

2 November 1980
'-°"d°" "^^^^ ^LF

Dear Dr. Maddox,

Thank you very much for your letter of the 29 October. I was extremely pleased to

receive your answer so quickly.

I think that my dealings with Mrs. Vera Rich are not personal as she asked writtenly
money for the performance of the translation of my poems in 1976 acting as the NATURE-
writer on science in the communist countries. Reading her articles where she expresses
concern with the tragedy of the free scientists in the Eastern countries, I, of course,
had confidence in her honesty. About the fraud of Mrs. Rich I wrote only to you and to

NOBODY ELSE IN THE WORLD. I think that the repute of NATURE and of Mrs. Rich are not
to be blamed for some stupid t 165 and I shall not do this. Permit me only a small pa-
rallel which I made reading your "In that respect my concern is merely that you should
not make damaging remarks about her." - After being beaten in a Bulgarian prison one
has always to sign a declaration that one will never speak or write on the beating. If

you have nothing to add to the "Mrs. Rich case", consider it from my side as CLOSED.

Thank you very much for having finally sent my book. If you should see the files
in your Book's review office, you shall find AT LEAST 5 letters with which I asked
for sending back to me the book. Thanks once more.

Following your suggestion, I submit to NATURE my article HOW TO MEASURE THE EARTH'S
ABSOLUTE VELOCITY BY THE HELP OF NEUTRON INTERFEROMETRY, where I present unpublished
results. I should like to hope that this article will survive the rigours of your re-
fereeing system. As the Werner's experiment is now reviewed in the SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN,
I think that this experiment has suscitated a large interest between the scientific
community.

I prepared a very short correspondence on the TEN JENA COMMANDMENTS. I am sure that
even if you would accept it, you shall not publish the picture, stating that "we do
not publish pictures in our correspondence columns". Then you shall cut Held's letter,
stating that this is a private affair. Do all what you find as necessary, but publish
at least a single sentence from this correspondence. I state again for a publication
of the picture I am ready to pay to NATURE % 500. Dear Dr. Maddox, be not so afraid,
science will not explode if you publish this picture. The unique thing which will suc-
ceed is that the restoration of absolute space-time will be anticipated with 6 months.

Hoping to hear soon from you.
Sincerely yours,

Stefan Marinov
PS. A copy of Held's letter is enclosed.

Editorial note . 1. The paper "How to measure the Earth's absolute velocity with the

help of neutron interferometry" is presented in CLASSICAL .PHYSICS,

vol. Ill, §44B and §52D.

2. The information "The ten Jena commandments" is published in the

BULL. TYCH. SOC, 30, 8 (1981), (CLASSICAL PHYSICS, vol. I, p. vi.)

3. The mentioned letter of A. Held, the editor of GEN. REL. GRAV.,is

of 20 August 1980 (see p. 170).
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PARLEMENT EUROPEEN

GROUPE DEMOCRATE CHRETIEN
(Groupe du parti populaire europeen)

BRUXELLES, le 14 novembre 1980
3, Boulevard de I'Cmpereur

Til. 513.40.70 - Telex: EURPAR 24541

R6f.; GDC /WV/km

Monsieur S. MARINOV
Est-Ouest
Via Puggia 47/1

I - 16131 GENOVA

Cher Monsieur Marinov,

J'ai bien regu votre lettre du 30 octobre dernier
et j'ai pris connaissance du contenu.

Je regrette de devoir vous dire qu'en effet toutes
les demarches qu'ont a fait aupres de la Fondation
Konrad Adenauer, sont jusqu'a present restees sans
resultat, et que de notre part nous ne voyons plus
d'autres possibilites pour vous appuyer.

Tout en 6tant convaincu d' avoir fait tout notre
possible et en regrettant de ne pas avoir abouti
3 un resultat favorable, je vous prie d'agreer,
Cher Monsieur Marinov, 1' expression de mes senti-
ments distingues.

W. VERGEER
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DAVID LAZARUS DEPT. OF PHYSICS
EOITORIN-CHKF UNIVERSITY OF ILLINOIS

URBANA. ILLINOIS SI80I
121 71 3330492

November 19, 1980

Dr. S. Marinov
Via Puggia, 47/1
16131 Genova, Italy

Dear Dr. Marinov:

I have now had a chance to review the file on your paper,
and on several other papers submitted to Physical Review and
Physical Review Letters.

In my earlier letter, I explained to you our policy about
accepting papers for publication: all papers must be approved
by an impartial outside reviewer before acceptance (this, I

assure you, applies even to my own papers!). Your papers, over
the years, have been sent to many reviewers, all accepted ex-
perts in the field of relativity. None have been approved by
the referees, and, by our own historical rules, none can be
accepted for publication in our journals.

I find no evidence that your papers have received other
than impartial, objective treatment, consistent with that which
all other papers, accepted or not, receive from our editors
and referees. Our journals have earned an international repu-
tation for legitimacy based on our objective standards for
acceptance. I cannot, and would not change the present system
for any reason.

I realize that many authors present very controversial
findings inconsistent with "accepted" views of the universe.
Many of these are correct; others are not. We publish, and
will continue to publish, only those where the author has been
sufficiently clear and persuasive in his submitted paper to
persuade an impartial outside referee of its validity and
originality. No other considerations enter, personal, politi-
cal, monetary, or whatever. Exceptions to this policy are
never made. I am sorry that this policy has caused you some
anguish, but wish you well in your research.

Sincerely yours,

David Lazarus
Editor-in-Chief
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NUCLEAR PHYSICS
JOURNAL DEVOTED TO THE EXPERIMENTAL AND THEORETICAL STUDY OF
THE FUNDAMENTAL CONSTITUENTS OF MATTER AND THEIR INTERACTIONS

Dr. S. Marinov
Laboratory for Fundamental

Physical Problems
Via Puggia, 47

16131 Geneva
Italy

Editorial Office of

"NUCLEAR PHYSICS

"

c/o Nordita

Blegdamsvej 17

2100 COPENHAGEN
DENMARK

19th November, 1980

How to measure the Earth's absolute veloaity....

The Michetson experiment with neutrons....

Dear Dr. Fhrinov,

Ttiank you for your letter of 24 October submitting the above papers for

publication in Nuclear Riysics B. Your earlier letter and enclosures

did not reach us

.

We very much regret that as the subject matter of the papiers lies outside

the normal scope of this journal, the papers cannot te considered for

publication.

The manuscripts are being returned to you uixier separate cover in on.1er

that they may be submitted elsewhere without further delay.

Yours sincerely,

A"
(/"

llie Editors
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The Institute of Physics

U-[d/DS/kUUkL h ^43L

2'4 November 1980

Ur S Marinov
'Via I'uggia U'f

161 31 Genova
lipaly

Publishing Division

Techno House
Redclifle Way
Bristol BS1 6NX
England

Telex 449149

Telephone 0272 297481

Dear Dr Harinov,

Letter; How tn measure the !:]arth'.s absolute . .

Letter; The Michelson experiment with neutrons

Author: Marinov

You may be wondering why you have not yet received
a decision on these Letters, which you submitted
in September.

Unfortunately, we have had difficulty in finding suitable
referees. However, we do hope to receive the reports
shortly.

V/e will of course inform you of the referees' decision
as soon as we hear from them.

.'.'ith apologies for the delay.

Yours sincerely.

So-TdXv V-C O^Z^-^

??
Linda M Richardson
Staff Kditor
for The Institute of Physics
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Sira Institute Limited
Telephone 01-467 2636 Telex 896649

Registered Office Registered in England No 150576

SOUTH HILL CHISLEHURST KENT BR7 5EH ENGLAND

OITICA ACTA

Dr S.Marinov,
via J\iCT:ia 47 1

16151 Geneva,
Italy.

November 29th 1980.

Dear Dr Marinov,

Thank you for your letter of 5th September 1980.

Your paper has been studied by two referees and their reports sent

to the Board for final decision.

The Board have now studied the paper, the referees' reports and
your rei^lien and regret that they have decided against publication.

Your paper is returned in case you wish to submit it elnewhere.

Yours sincerely

0].J'".

L.n.Baker.
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Reviews of AssislanI lo the Editor

. , , K Ftiedman

Modern
Physics

Editor

David Pines

December 11, I98O

Mr. Stefan Marinov
c/o Est-Ovest Editrice Internazionale
Via Puggia, ^7/1
I6I3I Geneva, Italy

Dear Mr. Marinov:

I am returning herewith the paper you submitted to Reviews of Modern
Physi cs , "Newtonian and Einsteinian time synchronizations." It is

clearly inappropriate for our journal on a number of grounds:

1) It is a proposal for an experiment. This is stated
in the first line of the abstract. RMP is not a journal
for proposals.

2) Its subject is the theory of one person, yourself,
rather than a review of all work in the field. The
specialty of this journal is scholarly reviews. We
do not publish original theory .

3) Its length is unsuitable. If you will consult an issue
of RMP, you will see that our journal contains no

3-page articles (9 MS pages =
'^j'i journal pages).

Other journals specialize in papers of this length.

k) Its reference section is highly suspect, being quite
short and made up half of your own work. Even in

an original theoretic paper (which, I repeat, RMP

does not publish), such a list of references would
appear unbalanced and indicate that the author had

not considered or adequately dealt with much of the
work done on his chosen subject by other theorists.

For all of the above reasons, I must reject your article. Indeed I am sur-

prised that you submitted it, since I have twice before had occasion
to write you (rejecting previous articles), explaining at some length

the kind of journal we are and the kind of paper we want.

As to your proposal that we commission you to write a "review of my
experimental achievements," I can only say that the work of one person,
however worthwhile, does not, in our view, constitute a "review."
We are looking for papers of considerably broader scope.

Please do not submit further nonreviews to this journal.

Yours sincerely,

David Pines
Editor
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A K A /I E M H H M A y K C C C P

>KyPHAJl SKCnEPMMEHTAJlbHOn M TEOPETHMECKOn cl>M3MKH

MocKn.i, B Ttt. IV.|>i>f>i.i-nrKno ccc. 2 Te.r 137-56 22

MTaJiMH, renyn II jeKagpi ,9^0,

jl-py C. MapHHOBy

rjiyc5oKoyBa»caef4LiM jt-p MapwHOD!

JloJDKeH coodiimTL BaM, HTO pejtaKUHfl I3T$ He HaxojlHT bosmojkhum ony-

dJiHKOBaTB Baiim cTaTLH "KaK HSMepHTB aCcojnoTHyro CKopocTB Seivum c no-

MOII(BK) HefiTpOHHOfi PIHTep(])epOMeTpHi!" H "3KCnepHMeHT MafiKeJIBCOHa C HefiTpOHi

Mil B cBere adcojnoTHoK npocTpaHCTBeHHO-BpeweHHoii TeopHH" - Tan xe, KaK

OHa He Haiiuia bosmotoikm onydJiHKOBaTB BaiuH npejajj^Qniwe CTaTBH,

B CBH3ja c 3THM H Mopy jmniB jtodaBHTB, ^T0 yKasaHHan nosHUHH pe^aic-

UHH OTHOCHTCH KO BOOM BOOdoie CTaTBHM, nOCBmneHHHM B TOM HJLB HHOM BHJte

OnpOBepmeHilK) CnemiaJIBHOM TeopHH OTHOCHTeJIBHOCTH.

Saw. PjiaBHoro pejtaKTopa

AnaneivuiK

/E.M. MqAuau/
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PHYSICS LETTERS A
0. TIR HaaR
Departmeni of TheoreHeal Physics

,f Keble Road 7 . ii . 8

1

^Oxford OXl 3NP
jreal Britain

Dear Dr Marinov,

Thank you for your letter and the return of your manuscript. for the

absolutely last time I have sent it to the referee. Hov/ever, you should realize

that your manuscripts take up a disproportionate amount of the referee's time and

of mine. As you know, both the referee and I have been a great deal more sympathetic

to your efforts to restore absolute frames than others. You should, however,

fn accept the situation: the absolute space-time theory is not accepted at this

moment and most physicists feel that all the available experimental evidence points

to the correctness of Einstein's theory. I am not going to argue one way or the

other, but only want to point out that this situation will not be changed by the

publication of more short notes. The overwhelming majority of people will not

read your papers, and you are not helping yourself at all by trying to get more of

these theoretical papers published. The only way this can be changed is by

producing irrefutible experimental evidence that you are right and Einstein is

wrong - as I have stressed several times.

If the referee agrees with my attitude, I shall return your papers to you

and in future return all manuscripts you send me, unless there is an experimental

paper where the experiments are of the necessary accuracy. This may sound harsh

to you, but I am sure that in the long run it will be much more helpful to you than

the publication of small snippets. Moreover, Physics Letters is a letter journal

and is not the place to publish a serial story developing further details of a theory.

Of course, if the referee disagrees with me, and agrees with you, I shall follow

the referee's advice.

I am sorry that I have to be so uncompromising, because I appreciate

your position. However, you might consider the possibility that the great

majority of the physicists are right and you wrong.

With best regards,

Yours sincerely,

>H-.-

. fc

NORTH-HOLLAND PUBLISHING COMPANY • P.O.B. 103 • 1000 AC AMSTERDAM (THE NETHERLANDS)
Cai>les: PHYSLET Amsterdam — Telepltonc: 020-762013
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IMPERIAL COLLEGE OF SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY

The Blacked Laboratory,

Prince Consort Road, London SW7 2BZ
Telephone: 01-589 5111. Telex: 261503

Dear Dr. Marinov,

12th. February, 1981,

PAPERS; 1) The Michelson Experiment with
neutrons treated by the absolute
space-time theory.

2) How to measure the Earth's absolute
velocity by the help of neutron
interferometry.

3) The motion of any particle is attached
to absolute space.

I thank you for sending us the above papers for
publication in Journal of Physics A. A comment that frequently
appears in the referee ' s reports on your papers is that they
are either based directly on, or are theoretical developments
coming from, your experimental results on absolute spacetime.
However your measurements have not been repeated by other
experimentalists and I think that it is fair to say that
your results have not yet been accepted by the international
scientific community. Under these circumstances the referees
ask whether or not such papers should be published.

We thought tha
to be raised and di
Board Meeting. The
it was not appropri
time as the crucial
by other workers,
the three papers li
the same criteria t

t this question was sufficiently important
scussed at length at a recent Editorial
conclusion reached by the Board was that

ate to accept papers of this type until such
experimental results have been verified

I regret therefore that we cannot accept
sted above and we will feel obliged to apply
o any future material that you send us.

I would like to emphas
being rejected simply becau
stands in contradiction to
Over the years quite a few
Journal of Physics A conta
material. In my opinion th
of scientific publishing an
However, I and the Editoria
experimental results do nee
building a labyrinth of the

ise that these papers are not
se they deal with a subject that
the special theory of relativity,
papers have been published in
ining speculative and controversial
is is a valid and valuable part
d we intend to continue in this way,
1 Board do feel that radically new
d to be properly verified before
oretical ideas on them.
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I realise that you will be very disappointed by
our decision and I am genuinely sorry about that. I

wish you the best of luck In your work and I hope very
much that your experimental tests will soon be repeated
and your results verified.

Yours sincerely,

C.J. Isham

Honorary Editor
Journal of Physics A.
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THE PHYSICAL REVIKW
AND

PHYSICAL REVIEW LETTERS
EDIIOniAl f)f-TICES 1 FIFSEARCH nOAD

BOX 1000 • RIDGE, NEW YORK 11961

Telephone (516) 924-5533

February 23, 1981

Dr. S. Marinov
EST-OVEST
Editrice Internazionale
via Puggia 47
16131 Geneva, Italy

Re: Manuscript No. LY1403

Dear Dr. Marinov:

Since it has come to our attention that your manuscript
"How to measure the earth's absolute velocity by the help of

neutron interferometry" has already been submitted to the
Journal of Physics A, we return it as ineligible for ever
again being considered by Physical Review Letters.

Sincerely yours,

Georg^ Basbas
Associate Editor

Enc.
GB/jaw
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Stefan Marinov Upo^ E. M. Jlii^m
via Puggia 47 I 3 T <D

1-16131 Geneva BopoSbescKoe uiocce 2

MocKBa, B-334
27 cJxjBpanfli 1981 r.

iloporoH "Erop MaKapbN",

Bonbiiioe cnacH6o sa riHCiiMeuo c 11 -ro flCKaSpn 1980-ro rona, xoth OTKiioneHne moicc CTa-

TCH "KaK H3MepHTb aSCOJUOTHyK) CKOpOCTb SeMTTH C nOMOUbK) IieMTpOIIHOH HHTep(j3epOMCTpHH" »

"SKcnepiiMenT MaHKCJibCOHa c HefirpoHaMn b ceexe a6cariKniioH npocrpaHCTBeHi/^BpeMenHOH xeo-

PHh" He 6bino, kohcmho, npuHTHbM aopnpHsoM Ana mchh.

Bbi nHmere, mto JiGTO OTKnoHaer ace cxaxbH, nocBHinciiiibie onponep)Keiinio cnemiainjiioM tco-

pmi oTHocirrejibuocni . XlyMaio, mto JiGTIy nopa ot 3Ton npoKpycroBOM npaKTHKH OTKasaTbCH.
riHcan me Bjia/xnM RnamiMbH: 'IOhouih, bstjiw Ha 3KcnepnMeHT, na 3KcnepiiMeHT Bocrpirre yiioi".

A TO MTO K lOHOinaM OTHOCHTCH, TO)Ke H MywMHH B coKy KacaeTCH. riopa 6hi, Erop MaKapijiM, k

SKcnepuMeHTaM npHrjumerbCH. 3iiaio, mto HenpHHTneHbKo 3To nnn Bac, ho KaK roBopiin iie

pa3 TOB. CTajTHH: "BKcnepuMeuTbi Beim> ynpHMan. He naxio rjrasa na 3KcncpnMeirrbi saKpbiBaTb."

^o oflHH H3 BawHeHuiHX saBBTOB BHCcapoHHMa. /CnoBo "BajKHeHiiDix" MHTaeTCH TaK "Ba-a-a*-
HCHUMX"/.

TaK BOT, nocbinaio Baw HOByio CTaTbio, SojibHo ym SKCTlEPHMEHTAJlbliyK). Snao, mto k rpoK-
pycTOBy naiKy iOTOa ona He ooaxoaht, ho Bbi Bce-TaKH noMnraiire-Ka ee nepefl tcm KaK to-
nopoM saMaxHyTb, mtoSh eii Horn orpesaTb. A mto howkh TopMar, 3Toro He orpHuaio. Bce-me,

Haflenxb, mto h c TannMn TopMaiUHMH noHCKaMH npoJ'meT CTaTcftKa e neMaTb. Ybtohm-c.

McKpeHHe Bac noMHTaaiaiH

H MUTaiarotfi,

Cxe^H MapHHOB

ITpiinoweHHe : CTaTba "flBUKCHHe bchkoh MacTHUbi CBHsano c aGcoiucmibM npocTpancTBOM"

.

H eme h eme pas roBopro h BTopo: Co6cTBeHHoe BpeMH nymio Bcerfla CBOflHTb k ytniBep-

cajTbHONiy. UK napTini floroKen 6brrb o^nn. Mto noiiyMHTCH, ecmi LIK-ob na PycH 6yneT Tbuia? -

Hepa36epiixa nanneHuiaH, KaK h b (JiisuKe, npocTrrre, Aaajib6epTa UBeiiurrefuia, roe KajKnaa

HHepimajTbHo jieTarauaH jiacTOMKa iia cboux Macax BpeMji mcpht. A Koraa oaho bpcmji - nopa-
flOK. KaK H Korfla UK owih - tojkc nopaaoK. KaKoii nopaaoK - BTopoft Bonpoc, Bawiio mto
nopjmoK. noKynafrre yHHBepcanbiibie Macbi NiapKH CTeMap. Heaoporo SepcM, caNtw FocnoflOM-

BoroM saBOAarcH.
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IMPERIAL COLLEGE OF SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY

The Blacketl Laboratory,

Prince Consort Road, London SW7 2BZ
Telephone: 01-589 51 n. Telex: 261503

CJI/MM. 5th. March, 1981.

Dr. S. Marinov,
Est-Ovest Editrice Intemazionale
Via Puggia 4711
16131 Geneva,
ITALY.

Dear Dr. Marinov,

Thank you for your letter concerning the papers which you
submitted to Journal of Physics A. I would like to re-emphasise
that we are not rejecting them because they oppose special relativity
and we are certainly not part of an international conspiracy "to
suppress your work". However, the fact still remains that many of
your papers rely on experiments that you have performed which have
not been independently verified.

Your proposal to come to London is hardly practicable because
the Institute of Physics does not have the type of facilities that you
require. You would need to visit an English University for that.
But in any event, this is not really relevant. I am not an experimental
physicist and neither are the members of my Board. It is not us that
you have to convince but our experimental colleagues who, over many
decades, have formulated criteria by which experimental techniques and
results can be assessed for reliability. I and the Board are responsible
only for the publishing of papers and in the case of work involving
experimental results we must rely upon our colleagues for advice.

I realise the situation is very irritating for you and with all
honesty I really do hope that you manage to persuade other experimentalists
to take up you work. Until that time, however, I am afraid that our Board's
decision must remain.

Yours sincerely.

cT*^
C.J. Isham

Hon. Editor - Journal of Physics A.
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UNIVERSITY OF BRISTOL

H. H. WILLS PHYSICS LABORATORY

ROYAL FORT

TYNDALL AVENUE

BRISTOL

Telephone Bristol 2A\6\ ext: 49 BS8 ITL

Professor R.G. Chambers M.A. , Ph.D.

30th March 1931

Dr.S.Marinov,
Est-Ovest Editrice Internazionale
Via Puggia 47/1
16131 Genova
ITALY

Dear Dr.Marinov,

Your letter of 13 March, addressed to the Editor in Chief of the Journal

of Physics has been passed to me, since I effectively have that job: I

am Vice-President for Publications of the Institute of Physics, and have

the overall responsibility for editorial policy.

I have read your paper on "Elastic Collisions of Particles in

Absolute Space", and it is clear that the crucial question concerns the

reliability of your coupled-mirrors experiment, as Dr.Isham has already
said. If the results of that experiment are correct, you have indeed made

a profound discovery, but if they are not, then the basis of your theory

collapses. I have therefore looked carefully at your 1980 paper in

General Relativity and Gravitation.

The experiment that you describe there is in principle an elegant

one, and the agreement between your result and the result obtained from

the background radiation seems remarkable on the face of it. But any

experimentalist, if his work is to carry conviction, has to show that he

has carefully considered the possible systematic errors in his experiment,

and this becomes absolutely essential if he is claiming - as you are -

that his experiment destroys a theory which has been accepted and used

successfully for 70 years. For example, Werner et al were not trying

to disprove accepted theory, but nevertheless their paper contains a

careful discussion of possible errors, and the way they corrected them

(by using a phase shift -, and by repeating measurements to allow for long-

term drift) ; and it contains sufficiently detailed experimental data, in

figures 2 and 3, for the reader to have a fair amount of confidence
in their results.

Your experiment was at least as difficult technically as Werner's,
and probably a good deal more difficult in some respects, yet your paper
contains little or no discussion of possible errors (apart from random
errors due to fluctuations) , and it reports the absolute minimum number
of observations; there is no indication that you checked the performance
of the apparatus by taking further observations, though presumably you did.
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You are, I assume, primarily a theoretician, and if so it was a
remarkable achievement on your part to get such an experiment working at all.
But the most important skill of an experimental physicist is to be able to
detect and guard against the many subtle and unexpected effects which can
arise in an experiment with real apparatus (as opposed to a Gedanken
experiment) , and to convince his cdQ.eagues that he has done so; otherwise
they will pay little attention to his results. This becomes absolutely
imperative when he claims to have obtained a result which contradicts all

accepted theory. And this, I am afraid, you have not done.

Let me list some of the criticisms that an experimentalist would
have of your experiment, as reported. First, the measured angle a (fig.l

of your GRG paper) was extremely small - about 3.5 x l6~ radian, I think -

corresponding to a distance aR of about 14 A around the rim of the disc.

You ran the experiment in air: it would only need a tiny amount of air

resistance to twist the drive shaft by this amount. Even if the experiment
were run in vacuo, one would need to make sure that friction in the bearings
was small enough not to produce this amount of twist.

Again, the temperature was not controlled. You may be right in

claiming that the resultant fluctuations in effective path length would
not be large enough to matter (though I find this surprising, with your
long path-length ) , but how about differential changes with temperature in

the sensitivities of your two detectors? One certainly can't trust them to

be perfectly matched, in this sort of experiment.

There are a great many experimental checks that one would want
to see made, and reported, before accepting the results. First, was
the balance point stable or did it drift with time, when the shaft was
not rotating? If so, by how much, and how was this allowed for? Was
the experiment tried with the shaft rotating first clockwise and then

anticlockwise, and with the shaft driven first from one end and then from

the otlier? These tests would show up twisting of the shaft due to air
resistance, or due to bearing friction.

Was the variation of signal with angle, when the apparatus was

rotated, of the expected form and magnitude? Likewise for the variation
of signal with time over 24hours, at constant angle? In both cases, how
reproducible were the results , and how much scatter did they show? How
did the signal vary between July and January, and was the variation of
the expected form? (For example, is the change from 279 km/sec in July to

327 km/sec in January what one would expect from the earth's motion?).

On the face of it, one would expect this experiment to be very
difficult to perform, and open to several serious systematic errors, as
discussed above; and there is no evidence that any steps have been taken
to guard against these. An experimentalist would therefore incline to

believe that the agreement with the background radiation result is no more
than a remarkable coincidence; certainly not a firm enough piece of
evidence to overturn a theory which - inelegant though you may find it -

does fit all other known observations

.

I would certainly not take the dogmatic view that your result
"must be wrong", and like Dr.Isham I would very much like to see it

repeated by an independent group, with all the precautions necessary to

make the result reasonably convincing. If, when that is done, the results
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confirm your findings, then I am sure that your name will be remembered
by future physicists. There really is no international conspiracy to suppress
your results: it is simply that the evidence at present is very much less
convincing than you suppose. And until there is^ more convincing experimental
evidence, I'm afraid that I have to confirm the decision of Dr.Isham and
his Editorial Board.

Since the paper which you sent to me is essentially a unified
version of the papers already considered by the Board, I am afraid that
this paper too must await experimental confirmation of your coupled-
mirrors result, and I am asking the Institute's publishing division
to return it to you.

Yours sincerely,

/V r<\.^
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Stefan Marinov Prof. R. G. Chambers

via Puggia 47 University of Bristol

1-16131 Genova H. H. Wills Physics Lab.

11 A 1 1001 Royal Fort
11 '^P^'^ 1581

Tyndall Avenue
Bristol BS8 ITL

Dear Prof. Chambers,

Thank you very much for your letter of the 30 March 1981.

I shall try to answer your questions and objections concerning my interferometric
"coupled-mirrors" experiment, although my hopes that you would accept the positive re-

sults of this experiment are feeble. The reason for this is the character of your let-

ter: it is written not with the desire and the intention to receive more information
on my experiment but with the aim to present some "motivations" which have to justify
the rejection of my paper "Elastic collisions of particles in absolute space". Indeed,
in that paper I give an exciting view-point to high-velocity physics against which no

single word of objection can be raised, but from your letter one cannot see that my
lucid and elegant analysis has excited you . In that paper I present for a first time

a report on my observations over a violation of the energy conservation law, but
again your curiosity remains frozen - no single exclamation, no single question - only
the proverbial English imperturbability. Congratulations!

Well. Let us look at your comments on the "coupled-mirrors" experiment. The report
in GEN. REL. GRAV. has been published after 5 years of submission to almost all physi-
cal journals in the world (surely also to the J. PHYS. - my archives before 1977 re-
mained in Sofia; on the other hand, in the last 10 years I published about 30 papers
but the number of the submitted papers is about 100 and as any of these 100 papers was
sent at least to 5 journals, obviously the memory of a normal man cannot memorize which
paper where has been submitted). The report on the interferometric "coupled-mirrors"
experiment was submitted in a letter-form, as a short paper, as a longer paper, with
less or more theoretical details, with less of more experimental details, the editor of
the journal X suggested shortening of this, the editor of the journal Y suggested shor-
tening of that etc. etc. (as an example take the manuscript of my paper published in

J. PHYS. A, i2, L99 (1979) and see how had I to mutilate the paper following the sug-
gestions of the referee; and when I saw that the paper has appeared with a page almost
blank, I cried ). Thus, if you do not find enough experimental details, the guilt is

not mine. However, I think that even in this form the paper gives enough indications,
so that a reader interested into the problem reading attentively my paper can give an-
swer almost to all of the questions posed by you.

1. You note that the resistance of the air or the friction in the bearing can pro-
duce a twist in the shaft larger than 3.5xl0"5 radians which will lead to a change in

the difference in the optical paths of the "transmitted" and "reflected" photons lar-
ger than 14 8. Yes, the angle proportional to the effect is very small and the doubts
of the reader must be inversely proportional to this angle. However, you have to take
into account that the experiment is performed at a steady rotational speed . The resis-
tance of air, the friction in the bearing have done their work: the shaft rotates and
now I begin to measure rotating the platform. In the paper is written (p. 61):

During a whole day we search for the moment when the Wheatstone bridge is

in equilibrium if the axis of the apparatus points east-west. At this mo-
ment the Earth's absolute velocity lies in the plane of the laboratory's
meridian. Thus turning the axis of the apparatus north-south, we can mea-
sure v in the horizontal plane of the laboratory.

The most clear indication that v lies in the meridian is the following: the rate of
disequil ibration of the bridge for a unit angle of rotation of the platform is the big-
gest when the axis points east-west and less when it points north-south.
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2. Apart of the reported fluctuations I have not registered any other drift even
during tens of minutes . Thus the friction in the bearing (displacement of the mole-
cules of the lubricant) or changes in the atmospheric pressure or other convectional
disturbances in the air have not produced a twist larger than the reported fluctua-
tions. (N.B. Take into account that the angle of twist corresponding to the fluctua-
tions was 6a = d!^ 6v/c2 = 2xlO"10 rad, thus 6d = R 6a = 0.8 A.) For more information
on the twist of the axle see item 7 and p. 5 in the paper IMPROVED VARIATION OF THE...

3. You doubt that temperature changes in the air can produce effects larger than

the fluctuations observed. Here one can solve one's doubts extremely easily: The de-
pendence of the index of refraction of air on the temperature is the following (see

Landolt and Bbrnstein)

n(t)=l. ^88x10-^
^ (Ij

1 + 0.003716 t

so that the change of n for a change of t with At is

An = lO'^At. (2)

Thus the observed fluctuations in the optical path 6d = 0.8 A correspond to a tempera-
ture change

-fi -5
6t = 6d/10 d = 6x10 degree over the whole path .

It is difficult to assume that the temperature of the air can change with a grea-
ter differential amount during the couple of seconds in which the platform is rotated
from a position east-west to a position north-south. Let me note that if the tempera-
ture of the air changes along both optical paths with the same amount, the bridge does
not come into disequilibrium. The reader must be aware that in all my experiments (see

EPPUR SI MUOVE, C.B.D.S., Bruxelles, 1977) I use always a differential technique. If

such a differential technique is not used, the different kinds of disturbances will,
of course, lead to enormously big fluctuations and long-period errors (shifts). As it

is explained in the paper (see p. 60), the average illumination over the photoresistors
is settled by changing the rotational velocity of the axle. If over both photoresis-
tors there is not the same illumination, I settled the same illumination by changing
the inclination of two correctors (see the correctors C and C" in Fig. 1 of the paper
IMPROVED VARIATION...). Thus disturbances (twists in the axle, temperature changes, air
disturbances, etc.) can lead to disequilibration of the bridge only during the couple
of seconds of the measurement. Read, please, the paper well (p. 59):

A very important difference between the deviative "coupled-mirrors" experi-
ment and the present one, which we call interferometric, is that the effect
registered in the latter is independent of small variations in the rotatio-
nal velocity. In the interferometric variant one need... merely register
the difference in the illuminations over the photoresistors during the ro-

tation (of the platform). This (together with the high resolution of the

interferometric method) is the most important advantage of the interfero-
metric "coupled-mirrors" experiment.

4. You doubt that differential changes of the temperature will influnce the sensiti-

vity of the detectors. I repeat, the measurement is made in a couple of seconds. The

relatively low level of the fluctuations when the platform is at a fixed position shows

that eventual temperature variations of the detectors lead to very low effects.

5. You ask whether the balance point was stable when the axle is at rest. When the

axle is at rest we have two Michelson experiments. Even if there would be an effect
for a single Michelson experiment, in this double Michelson experiment the effect must
be null . Thus I have not looked at all about a long term drift. On the other hand the

low level of isolation of my experiment does not give at all a possibility to use this

apparatus as a reliable Michelson experiment. The short term stability (tens of minutes)

about which I have looked was at rest quite the same as at rotation of the axle.
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6. I have rotated the axle only in one direction because for this direction was pro-
jected the form of the rotating disks with the mirrors on them, with the aim to dimi-
nish the turbulence of the air. The axle was driven from the middle point, thus the
twists of the disks were the same. If you have understood well the method, you have not
to pose such stupid questions whether I have driven the axle from one side and whether
I have established which will be the twist. In such a case the twist will correspond
not to parts of wavelength but to tens and, may be, hundreds of wavelengths.

7. I established that the disks do not get twisted differentially at different ve-
locities of the shaft when finding the average illumination (see p. 60 of the paper).
I registered that the illumination over the photoresistors changes from minimum to maxi-
mum (that corresponds to a change in the difference in the optical paths of the "trans-
mitted" and "reflected" photons equal to X/2) when the rotational rate changes with
(take formula (1) from the paper for a = 0, v = 0, multiplying it by R and setting
6R = X/4)

AN = £iMAL 13 rev/sec. (3)
2TidR

If the change in the rotational rate has led to a differential twist of the disks,
the change of the illumination over the photoresistors from minimum to maximum had to
appear for another change AN. Let me emphasize once more that when I change the velo-
city of rotation the illumination over both photoresistors changes in the same direc-
tion, while when rotating the platform at a fixed rate of rotation of the shaft the il-
luminations change in opposite directions. In the first case the bridge does not come
into disequilibrium, however in the second case it does. Dear Prof. Chambers, I have
made too many experiments with rotating axles and rotating disks using my superb dif-

ferential method. Why you do not give me a possibility to contact the scientific com-
munity and to explain how one has to do all these experiments. They are not as diffi-
cult as you suppose, although the accuracy achieved is relatively very high.

8. I cannot understand the question: "Was the variation of signal with angle, when
the apparatus was rotated, of the expected form and magnitude?" - When I performed the
measurements I did not know the Earth's absolute velocity, v, thus I could not "expect"
a certain value (as, for example, I expect the value AN in formula (3) of the present
letter, since I know the value of c). The variation of the signal between July and Ja-
nuary was between those given in the paper. The values remained in my Sofia archives.

9. The question: "Is the change from 279 km/sec in July to 327 km/sec in January
what one would expect from the Earth's motion" can be answered easily by yourself if
you would perform certain simple calculations. I give in the paper the values of my
observations with a time difference of 6 months just to facilitate the calculations
of the reader.

10. You consider me as a theoretician. I am both a theoretician and experimentalist.
I think that the scientific community has to recognize the experimental abilities of
a man who in the second half of the XXth century has measured the Earth's absolute ve-
locity in a closed laboratory by an optical experiment. Read my papers, read nv book
EPPUR SI MUOVE (price $ 25); I think, I deserve a recognition and I think that it is

not more possible to cover my experimental and theoretical achievements by silence.

Conclusion . My answer to your questions and objections shows that you could not find
a single systematic error in my method. I cannot accept your criticism as a motivation
for the rejection of my papers submitted to J. PHYS.

Dear Prof. Chambers, you consider the theory of relativity as an elegant theory. If

a scientist makes this declaration after having read my paper ELASTIC COLLISION OF PAR-
TICLES IN ABSOLUTE SPACE, one can only sigh: "God, help him." If you have not made a

xerox copy of my paper, write me, and I shall send you again the copy; one writes such pa

pers only a few in a century.
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You write: "... I would very much like to see it (my experiment) repeated by an in-

dependent group..." Now I submit to the J. PHYS. A two papers (they can be published

as letters )

:

1. IMPROVED VARIATION OF THE INTERFERPMETRIC "COUPLED-MIRRORS" EXPERIMENT,

2. THE DISRUPTED "ROTATING DISK" EXPERIMENT.

I do not like loquacious theories, I like short and clear experiments. The accep-

tance or the rejection of these two papers will show whether your wish to see my expe -

riment repeated is real or imaginaryT

Hoping to receive your answer soon
Sincerely yours,

Stefan Marinov

PS. I send you my book ECONOMIA POLITICA TEORICA. On pp. 123-130 you can find cer-

tain documents about my contacts with the National Science Foundation and about my ex-

pulsion from the US.

Editorial note . 1. The paper "Elastic collisions of particles in absolute space" is

presented in CLASSICAL PHYSICS, vol. Ill, §44.

2. The paper discussed in the above letter of Marinov and in the pre-

ceding letter of Prof. Chambers is published in GEN. REL. GRAV. 12, 57

(1980), (CLASSICAL PHYSICS, vol. Ill, §52B).

3. The paper "Improved variation of the interferometric 'coupled-mir-

rors' experiment" is presented in CLASSICAL PHYSICS, vol. Ill, §52C.

4. The paper "The disrupted 'rotating disk' experiment" is presented

in CLASSICAL PHYSICS, vol. Ill, §61.

Editorial note The paper "The disrupted 'rotating disk' experiment" was published un-
to the second der the title "The interrupted 'rotating disk' experiment" in JOURNAL
edition . OF PHYSICS A, 16, 1885 (1983).
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PROGRESS OF THEORETICAL PHYSICS

PukllctUon Ofllcm

Yukawa Hall, Kyoto Univenity

Kyoto, Japan °" ""^ E-42- 81-et
Your R.f.

Dr. Stefan Marinov April 20, 1981
Via Puggia 47
16131, Geneva
Italy

Dear Sir :

We received your manuscript entitled " The Motion of Any

Particle is attached to Absolute Space " and discussed publication

of this paper at today's editorial meeting. We considered the content

of the manuscript unsuitable for publication in the Progress of

Theoretical Physics. We are therefore returning your manuscript

herewith

.

Yours sincerely.

Editorial Office
Prog. Theor. Phys

,

et

end. manuscript
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European Journal of Physics a joumal of The European Physical Society

puhlished by The Institute of Physics

GWS/JM/EJP ^^^ Institute of Physics
Publishing Division

20 May 1981 I^',^"^
^^'^

-^
Redcliffe Way
Bristol BS1 6NX
England

Dr S Marinov Telex 449149

Via Ruggia 47/l Telephone 0272 297481

16131 Genove
ITALY

Dear Dr Marinov

1

.

Different methods for measureinent of the earth's
absolute velocity

2. Kinematic time dilation
3. The deflection of light by the sun

I have considered your papers and regret that I am
unable to accept them for publication in European
Journal of Physics. I am therefore returning your
typescripts etc.

Yours sincerely

Ji'crr G W Series
Editor
European Journal of Physics
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Konrad
->1denauer-

Stiftung

Koniad Adonauei Strliung e. V. PosHach 1260 S20S SanM Augustin bel Bonn m Der Vbrsitzende

Herrn

Stefan Marinov

Via Puggia 47/1

16131 Geneva

Italia 25. Mai 1981

Durchwahl

Sehr geehrter Herr Marinov,

Herr Dr. Riihle hat mir Ihren Brief vom 25. April zur Kenntnis

gebracht und mich iiber Ihr Problem eingehend informiert.

Leider sieht sich die Konrad-Adenauer-Stiftung auBerstande,

Ihnen zu helfen. Die Mittel der Stiftung sind durch Gesetz

fiir bestiiTunte Ausgabenbereiche vorgesehen, von denen keiner

die Thematik Ihrer Arbeit abdeckt.

Ich bitte daher um Verstandnis, wenn ich Ihnen diese unan-

genehme Mitteilung machen muB. Dieses bedaure ich um so mehr,

als ich durch einen Forscher in meinem friiheren Wahlkreis,

der ahnliche Gedanken wie Sie geauBert hat, an Ihrem Problem

personlich interessiert bin.

In der Hoffnung, daB Sie einen Geldgeber finden mogen und

damit auch die Bewaltigung Ihres politischen Anliegens mog-

lich wird, verbleibe ich

mit freundlichen GrUBen

(Dr. Bruno Heck)

Bundesminister a. D.
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THE FRANKLIN INSTITUTE • Philadelphia, pa. 19103 • (2i5) 44e-iooo

JOURNAL OF THE FRANKLIN INSTITUTE

May 27, 1981

Professor Dr. StcTan Marinov
EST-OVEST
Via Fuggla A7/1
16131 Genova, Italy

Dear Professor Marinov:

We are indeed sorry, but we must once again return your new paper, entitled
"The Fundamental Equations in Electromagnetism and Gravimagretism"

,

because the topic is outside the editorial scope of this journal. This
holds true for the other papers as well. They are more suited for pub-
lication in physics journals devoted to gravitational problems where
they would find a wider, more interested audience than in this journal.

The readership of the Journal of The Franklin Institute is primarily
made up of engineers who are interested in electrical and mechanical
engineering theory and practice.

Problems such as you address in this as well as the other papers you
have previously sent us are not within the editorial realm of the JFI.

There are numerous physics journals where this topic would find a larger,
interested readership.

Thus we regret again to return your paper, but we are obliged to adhere
to our current stated editorial policy.

Thank you however for allowing us to consider your paper.

Sincerely yours.

Martin A. Pomerantz ^^^IIZZ>

editor

MAP/lh
enclosures
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UNIVERSITY OF BRISTOL

Telephone Bristol 24161 ext: 49

Professor R.G. Chambers M.A. , Ph.D.

H. H. WILLS PHYSICS LABORATORY

ROYAL FORT

TYNDALL AVENUE

BRISTOL

BS8 ITL

29th May 1981

Dr.S.Marinov
Est-Ovest Editrice Internazionale
Via Puggia, 47/1
16131 Genova
Italy.

Dear Dr.Marinov,

Thank you for your letter of 11th April, and apologies for this

delayed reply. I am afraid I remain unconvinced, for the reasons

I gave before. In particular I expressed surprise before that
temperature fluctuations did not produce subs tantial variations in the

effective path length, though I didn't bother to work out what
temperature stability was implied. You yourself now point out that
this implies a temperature stability of better than 10" C, over a

distance of lOO cm or so: the average temperature along one arm must
remain equal to that along the other to this accuracy. Or if they
differ, the difference must remain constant to this accuracy when
the whole apparatus (including two large and rapidly rotating discs)

is rotated through 90 . I can only say that I find this extremely
surprising, and that it confirms my belief that an independent confirmation
of the result is needed. The Michelson-Morley experiment was considerably
less difficult than yours, but they took considerable care to avoid
temperature fluctuations, and Miller's apparent positive result when
he repeated their experiment was due to temperature effects,
as shown in Rev.Mod.Phys. , 1955. It is really quite unconvincing
to dismiss temperature effects in this way without careful discussion.

I return herewith the two papers you enclosed. I don't see the
relevance of the "disrupted disc" experiment. The other one could be
relevcint, but you must be well aware that scientific journals do not
publish papers written in this autobiographical style. In ciny case,
the appropriate journal to submit it to would surely be GRG, which
published your account of the previous experiment.

Yours sincerely,
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Telex 47661

Faculty of Mathematical Studies

University of Soutfiampton

Southampton S09 5NH

Tel. 0703 559122 Ext. em

2nd June, 1981,

Dear Dr. Marinov,

Professor Landsberg has asked me to return the enclosed
paper which he has read with interest. He does not think it suitable
for the Royal Society but it can in any case be submitted only by a
Fellow of that Society.

Yours sincerely.

P.T. Landsberg

Dr. Stefan Marinov,
Est-Ovest Editrice Intemazionale,
Via Puggia A7/1,
16131 Genova,
ITALY.

PTL/JK

ENC.
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ANNALS OF PHYSICS

IdilormChltt:

HERMAN FESHBACH

Department of Phyiic*

Moisachusettt Imtitute of Tecfinology

Cambridge. Mattochutetti 02139

Atiistont fdttorl;

BERNARD T FEID

ROAAAN W JACKIW

ARTHUR M. JAFFE

RICHARD WIISON

M.I.T. Rm. 6-214
Pvblithtn:

ACADEMIC PRESS. Inc.

1 1 1 Fifth Avenue

New Yorlc. New Yorl )0003

ConsvhinQ Editor:

P.M MORSE

June 8, 1981

Dr. S. Marinov
via Puggia 47/1
16131 Geneva
ITALY

Dear Dr. Marinov:

We are returning your paper "Relativistic Effects in
the Radiation from Macroscopic Light Sources" under separate
cover. This manuscript is not suitable for publication in
Annals. As you must surely realize, the theory of special
relativity has been verified in an enormous number of different
experimental situations. Any attempt to modify it must there-
fore not only demonstrate some deviation from experimental work
but also must show how the large body of supporting evidence
can be reinterpreted or shown to be incorrect. This is, I well
recognize, an enormous task. But the reinterpretation of the work
of the last century need not be expected to be of minor
importance

.

I personally do not believe it will be profitable for
you to continue to send manuscripts of this kind to this journal.

Yours sincerely,

/'

Herman Feshbach
Editor
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Stefan Marinov Dr. Harold Davis

via Puggia 47 PHYSICS TODAY
1-16131 Geneva 335 East 45th Street

New York

17 June 1981 NY 10017

Dear Dr. Davis,

I send you for publication in PHYSICS TODAY my correspondence

SCIENTISTS IN DEVIL'S WORK.

I use the occasion to inform you that on the 24 January 1981 I sent you my correspon-
dence MANIPULATED RELATIVITY, however until today I have received neither an acknowled-
gement for recpetion nor any other information. In July 1980 I sent you my information
for certain curious events on the 9th GR Conference entitled THE TEN JENA COMMANDMENTS,
but that letter also remained without answer. Finally on the 24 May 1981 I sent to your
Advertisement Division my advertisement entitled INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE ON SPACE-TIME
ABSOLUTENESS, but until today neither to this letter came an answer.

I beg you very much to look at the archives and to inform me whether all those mate-
rials have reached you and to give me an answer about your decision on their eventual
publication. I should like to hope that our 10-years correspondence will not end in such
a manner.

I beg you very much to pay a due attention to the correspondence sent with the pre-
sent letter. If you would insist certain "hard" words can be substituted with more
"soft".

Hoping to receive your answer soon.

Sincerely yours,

Stefan Marinov
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SCIENTISTS IN DEVIL'S WORK

I read Dr. Stumpff s letter (PHYSICS TODAY, May 1981, p. 102) with a stupefection.
Can the moral of a scientist fall so low?! I trembled of indignation, loathing, and hor-
ror, when reading Dr. Stumpff 's words: 'Yhe work (in war industry - S.M.) is just as
challenging, interesting and (possibly more) worth-while as anything McNeill and the

rest of the 'ivory tower league' is working on." — The production of any device on a

less or more higher technological level may be challenging and interesting, still more
if it is paid well. However the production of devices whose destination is the murdering
of people, the mastering of nuclear, bacteriological or particle beams weapons for ex-
termination of thousands, millions, and billions of human beings is a crime against hu-
manity. Such a work can be only a damnation.

Dr. Stumpff motivates his entrance in the laboratories of the Black Devil with the

fact that on the other side of the iron courtain thousands of his Soviet colleagues work
in the labs of the Red Devil, producing the same horrible weapons under the slogan: "We
don't want to live under America's domination!" — .Poor Dr. Stumpff! Have you read
ever the Bible? Have you not heard Solomon's parable about the two mothers?

Although being persuaded that the work in the Devil's workshops is "for a defence".
Dr. Stumpff feels that such a work is not very "clean". So he attacks the first Russian
Nobel peace prize winner with the words: "Sakharov is not exactly a saint!", alluding
to Sakharov 's work in "defence industry" 20 years ago. Yes! Sakharov also^ serve of the
Devil. If nuclear bombs will destroy to-morrow America, a part of the responsibility
will fall on Sakharov's conscience. However this noble spirit and courageous man heard
the voice of God, found moral forces, deserted the caves of the Devil and today he is

a banner and a hope for whole mankind. Taking the decision to stop his sinister ser-
vice under the Devil's orders, Sakharov knew well that he will face the death. Dr.

Stumpff has not to face such a tragic alternative. If Dr. Stumpff will be unable to join
the "ivory tower league", he simply will remain unemployed, as he affirms with an impu-
dent frankness: "Without the defence industry, jobs for scientists would be signifi-
cantly harder to find."

Recently it came to my knowledge that in NASA one works over the use of my cosmic
speedometer (light velocity's direction dependence) for supplying intercontinental ro-
ckets with an absolute direction indicator. With the present note I should like to di-
fuse the declaration: "I do not permit my discovery to be used for military purposes!"
We, the scientists from the "ivory tower", have no means to defend our inventions and
discoveries from the ominous hand of the Devil. But we, at least, can take the follow-
ing collective decision: To not speak on scientific matters with those from the Devil's
labs, to not send them preprints, and to pray God to have mercy and save the souls of
our tjlind brothers as He saved the soul of Sakharov.

Stefan Marinov

Citizen of the World, born Bulgarian
via Puggia 47, 1-16131 Genova

Editorial note. This letter to the Editor (see the preceding page) beside to PHYSICS
TODAY (see also p. 247) was sent also to a couple of journals as NATURE,

SCIENCE, NEW SCIENTIST, PHYSICS BULLETIN, etc, but noone had the cou-

rage to print it.
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Princeton University department of physics: joseph henry laboratories

JADWIN HALL

POST OFFICE BOX 708

PRINCETON, NEW JERSEY 08544

.June ^7, 1''6l

D-'Tr J}i' . ivl-irino V :

Think you toe vnur Letter of June 1^ and the i'lipii d Invi-
tation to r,h.: next conlei'ence on the ibsoluuenesa oi 3p:ice-
tini''. Unforl.un 1 tei.y , it is not citi-ir tioin your iett^T whether
the conieience wiii be heid this year July b-1 1 or next year
at an lo not yet cieteimined dtice. If it ij this yenir, I am
nureiy unable to come but I would 'LiKe to try to ti,o next ye^r
-uupend Inr; on the elite. Pie ue let me knov.'.

Miy I liso aufgesjt that you invite also Dr. Dir.-ic to the
conTertmce. His theory of the changing nr.ivi titionai const int

is in harmony with your ideaL*.

Sincerely your??

,./
Eup;ene P. Wip;ner
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INTKRNATIONAr- ATOMIC KNKKfJY AOKNCY
IINITKU NATIONH KDI.ICAIION A r,, HCIKNTIKIC ANI> C\JlyVVH\tj OI<«J A NIV. ATION

INTRRNATIONAI^ CKNTRM FOR T H hX)K P]T K^A I. IMIVSICS
34100 TRIKSTK (i-ial,y) - i". o. b. nnn miuam akf. - ntkada coktikka i i - TKr/KiMioNi'^s: •j-j-fjHi/Z/a 4/.'S/b

OABI.K,: JKNIKA-rOM - TRf-KX 4I103K2 IC'II'

in R KCVI-OK
A III»IIM K A T, A M 29 June 1981

Dear Dr. Marinov,

Thank you for your letter of I8 June.

As you know, I have never given critical thou/^ht to your work. My

present views are of the "establishment" and I believe in Einstein's work.

However, it is important for science that you should have an occasion to

have your views aired and that those for the "establishment" should

psurticipate. Could you somehow make certain of this by offering funds

and facilities to such people? If I can come, I shall attend, but as you

are aware, the sort of life I lead, I atw liable at the last moment to be

summoned to a meeting of ITNESCO or UNDP which I cannot refuse since we get

funds from them.

With kindest regards.

Yours sincerely,

l)x^ uu

Abdus Salan

Dr. S. Marinov
Via Puggia 47
16131 Geneva
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345 Whitnoy Avonup Hoard of Editom Caryl V. Ilaskins. Chairman

Now Haven, Connoctkul 06511 Sidney Altman
I). Allan Hromley

203 624-25C6 W.J. f'unningham
Richard (i. Harrison
William Kcs.srn

American Scientist '^il^^:'"^^
l?rian J. Skinner
Peter P. Wegener

9 Julv 1981 Editor Michelle Press

Dr. Stefan Marinov
Organizzazlone Intemazlonale

Congressl
Via Puggia 47-1

16131 Geneva, Italy

Dear "r. Marinov:

In October 1978, you submitted your manuscript "Let Newton Be" to American
Scientist for publication. At that time we outlined to you the kind of
article we publish: review papers which report on a corpus of research
findings that have already achieved general acceptance in the particular
field involved. As a secondary medium, we must leave presentation of
experimental results that are highly specialized in nature to primary
journals, where they will reach an audience fully qualified to evaluate
them.

The editorial mandate of our journal is to publish papers that bring readers
up to date on the "state of the art" in fields of research other than their
own. This eliminates from consideration papers that present "new" concepts
or theories before they have been generally accepted among the scientists
working in that area of research.

I am afraid that we must also decline to publish an announcement of the

International Conference on Space-Time Absoluteness, as we do not have a

section devoted to news releases, calendars of events, etc.

We hope you will find a suitable publication to make your work better known,
and we are sorry American Scientist cannot help you out.

Sincerely,

Michelle Press
Editor

MP/caw
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Particles

and Fields
Zeitschrlft fQr Physlk C Published by Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg New York

Dr. S. Marinov

Via Puggia 47

I - 16131 Genova

Prof. H. Satz

Fakultat fur Physik

Universilat Bielefeld

Postfach 8640

D-4800 Bielefeld 1

Telefon(0521) 1062990

Bielefeld, IS. 7. 1981

Sehr geehrter Herr Dr. Marinov,

ich danke Ihnen flir Ihren Brief vom 11.7.1981 und Ihre Manuskripte "The

Attachment of the Particles to Absolute Space is the Cause for the Convec-

tion of Light" sowie "The Disrupted 'Rotating Disk' Experiment". Leider mu(i

ich Ihnen die Manuskripte zuriickschicken, da sie nicht in den von unserer

Zeitschrift speziell angesprochenen Themenbereich fallen. Ich wUrde Ihnen

deshalb empfehlen, sie bei einer mehr allgemein physikalisch ausgerichteten

Zeitschrift einzureichen.

Mit freundlichen Griil'.en,

(H. Satz)

Anlage
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m UNIVERSITY OF BRISTOL

\~^ry H. H. WILLS PHYSICS LABORATORY

AX^^lyA ROYAL FORT

X^^P^^ TYNDALL AVENUE

Profeifor J. M. Zlman, F.R.S. BRISTOL

Ttlaphone Briitol 24161 Ext. 116 BS8 1TL

20th July 1981

Dr. Stefan Marinov
Est-Ovest Editrice Internazionale
Via Puggia 47/1
16131 Geneva
ITTVLY

Dear r. Marinov,

I am afraid that I am not willing to submit

your papers for publication by the Royal Society.

Yours sincerely,

pp Prof Ziman
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IL NUOVO CIMENTO

VICE DIREZIONE -BT.

Referee report on the paper no.

Author S. Marinov

Title
Elastic collisions of particles in absolute space

(to be typewritten in English)

"Errare humanum est, perseverare diabolicum".

I have already written that when Marinov arrived at the Tangherlini

transformations (after many wrong and self contradictory attempts)

he arrived at special relativity. Indeed the very clear papers by

Mansouri and Sexl (General Rel. and Grav. 8, 497, 515,- 809 (1977)

have shown that the connection between t and x is via an arbi-

trary parameter £ of synchronization. If S a - ^^^^ we have

the Lorentz transformations, if 8 = O the Tangherlini transfor-

mations (absolute synchronization) . But the physics is the same.

Consequently, the pretended positive result of the coupled-mirrors

experiment is in contrast with the theory of Marinov himself.

All the other experiments mentioned in Marinov 's paper are cor-

rectly explained in any standard text of relativity.

Unless Marinov is able to critize in a correct way the fundamental,

clear, right papers of Mansouri and Sexl, any other paper claiming

some difference with special relativity is useless.

I will send Marinov a preprint of a paper with Spinelli mainly

written as a criticism to Marinov 's ideas and submitted to Founda-

tion of Physics.
This in the hope that Marinov can understand these connections.

Editorial note. These referee's comments were sent to Marinov by Prof. Arecchi with-

out any accompanying letter. The date of reception in Graz was the

26 July 1981 . These comments are written by Prof. Cavalleri. Marinov 's

comments are given on the next page.
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Stefan Marinov Prof. F.T. Arecchi
c/o Karl Mocnik IL NUOVO CIMENTO
Radegunderstr. 38 Istituto di Ottica
A-8045 Graz Largo Enrico Fermi, 6

1-50125 Firenze
26 July 1981

Dear Prof. Arecchi

,

Thank you very much for the expA,e44 IztteA with the referee's comments of Prof.
Cavalleri on my paper "Elastic collisions..." which was resent to me here in Graz
from Genoa. As I did not find your letter in the envelope, I have to conclude that
my paper is still under examination. I shall be very thankful to you, if you will
take the decision as soon as possible. I t^epeat, a rejection will be a disaster
for me, as I shall lose another half a year submitting it to another journal and
in July 1982 I organize in Genoa the Int. Conf. on Space-Time Absoluteness. The
apperance of the paper many months before the conference will be decisive for its
success. I hope that you will have understanding for my preoccupations. I have al-
ready paid 430 English pounds for a Whole-page announcement in NATURE of ICSTA.
Please, do not forget that I am a poor Bulgarian political dissident.

Cavalleri 's criticism is irrelevant and very poor. The problem about the Galilei,
Lorentz and Marinov transformations is important when discussing the effects of
second order in v/c. For effects of first order in v/c the Galilei transformation
is sufficient. My paper, in its predominant part, is dedicated to these effects.
However, Prof. Cavalleri does not write a single word on these effects.

I agree that the physics for the Lorentz and Marinov transformations is the
same, but only l^ the. loK^ntz tfiayn^oimatlon 16 comldc^Q.d ^fiom an abtsolatz point
0(5 vldw^ i.e., if one assumes that the principle of relativity is not true and
that the velocity of light (and of any massive particle) is direction dependent
in frames moving in absolute space. The positive result of my "coupled-mirrors"
experiment is not in contrast with my theory but with the relativistic treatment
(in the sense of Einstein and Lorentz-Poincare) of the Lorentz-Voigt transforma-
tion.

Tangherlini (with whom I had lengthy discussions in Jena) has proposed the
same formulas for the coordinates as me. However, he has not presented the trans-
formation formulas for the velocltie.i. If he had done this, absolute space-time
could be restored 20 yzau ago (Tangherl ini 's paper was published in 1961), and
the scientific community should have labeled the transformation with his name.

Cavalleri writes that all experiments considered in my paper are correctly ex-
plained in any standard text of relativity. I am really amazed. Can he cite a

6A.ngle. papeA in the world where one explains the Michelson experiment with neutrons?
Can he find a single paper where one explains the "coupled-mirrors" experiment
with photons and neutrons? Can he find a single paper where one has written the
formula for the one-way velocity of any particle

V = c/n - Vcos6/n^?

Can he find a single paper where one has formulated the theorem on the rotating
disk? Can he find a single paper where one has written the Newton-Lorentz equation
in a moving frame? Can he find a single paper where one presents an experimental
verification of this equation? — In my paper there are so many d^4cove^c4,
but Prof. Cavalleri has not seen a single of them.
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The paper of Sex! and Mansouri , according to me, is neither fundamental, nor clear,

nor right, and I do not intend to lose my time to criticize it, as there are too many

similar papers in the literature. Nevertheless, this paper is one. of^ the be^t, as the

other are much worse (for example, the papers of Prof. Cavalleri). This does not mean

at all that Prof. Cavalleri is not a clever person and a good mathematician. The tra-

gedy is that he makes physics with rotten axioms. But if one puts ergot in a mill, ne-

ver would one obtain flour.

I am 6uA.pfUzzd that Cavalleri and Spinel li have found a courage to criticize my the-

ory in the press. I will be enormously glad if their paper will appear, because such a

paper will considerably accelerate the process of restoration of absolute space-time.

You surely remember that I promised 500 dollars to Prof. Bergmann if he will dare to

criticize me in the press, but Prof. Bergmann was clever enough to not do this, as he

has understood that the principle of relativity is not true.

Prof. Cavalleri is sure that his paper will be accepted by FOUND. PHYS. But this

may not succeed. I wish, however, to assert Prof. Cavalleri that if his paper will be

sent to me for reviewing (Prof, van der Merwe employs me as a referee for his journal),

I ihalZ iagge^t the. pabticcuUon. Thus, if his paper will be rejected, this will be not

because of my intervention.

Nevertheless, Prof. Cavalleri has to prepare hymself to see his papers rejected by

the physical journals in the world in a year or two. I am sure, however, that in a

year or two Prof. Cavalleri will not submit papers on space-time problems, without in-

troducing a radical change in his conceptions.

Looking forward for your decision on my paper "Elastic collisions..."

Sincerely yours,

Stefan Marinov

/ ^ar/m^
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PHYSICAL SOCIETY OF JAPAN
Kikai-Shinko Building, 3-5-8 Shiba-Koen, Minato-ku

Tokyo 105, Japan

August 11, 19R1

Dr. Stefan Marinov
via Pugg i a 47,
16131 Geneva,
Italy

Dear Dr. Marinov:

Your manuscript #6129 entitled "The Quasi-Roemer
and Ouasi-Bradley Experiments according to Absolute
Space-Time Theory" was examined by another referee.
His comments are given in the attached sheet.

We regret to inform you that the Editorial Committee,
on examining the two referees' comments, has concluded
that your manuscript is not appropriate for publication
in our Journal. Your manuscript is enclosed herewith.

Sincerely yours.

)=/.
{^U^^r-

Sadao Iloshino
Editor
Journal of the Physical
Society of Japan

SII/l<k
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FOUNDATIONS OF PHYSICS
An international Journal Devoted to tiw Conceptual Bases and Fundamental Theories of

Modern Physics, Biophysics, and Cosmology

PublWMd by Plenum PiiMiihlna Corporation, 227 Wcit 17th Street, New York, NY 10011

Editon

WOLFGANG YQURORAU ALWYN VAN DER MERWE
--U«i«8riity of Denver Univertity of Denver

2329 Souili Higti sirMt aoea Ouuu>.ii» iw iii 418 Mary Reed Bldg,
D«nver, Colorado 80210 ^g/^ Denver, Colorado 80210

August 13, 1981

Dear Dr. Marlnov:

We should appreciate it very much Indeed if you would be kind

enough to act as a referee for the enclosed paper by Cavalleri 6e Spinelll.
V J Il.iL. C Z- '/,!„ A"/

Should you reconmend the paperj for publication without any

modification, there is no need to state your reasons for doing so.

However, should you reject the papery in toto , then it would be

desirable that you specify, in any way you choose, your grounds upon

which you based your verdict. Finally, in case you recommend publi-

cation subject to certain changes, etc., please be so kind and be very

explicit so that the author may profit from your counsel.

Of course, we realize that you will be inundated with your own

work. Nevertheless, we hope that you will find the time to give us

an opinion on Xtt{8^"*p^perr.

Yours most sincerely.

Alwyn van der Merwe
Editors

AvdM/bg

Enc. Cavalleri & Spinelli Ms
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Stefan Marinov Prof. A. van der Merwe
c/o Karl Mocnik FOUNDATIONS OD PHYSICS
Radegunderstr. 38 University of Denver
A-8045 Graz 418 Mary Reed Bldg.

Austria Denver

15 September 1981 ^^ ^0210

B§i_Q§y§II§rli§PlD§I]ll§_p?B§r

Dear Prof, van der Merwe:

I enclose my letter of the 26 July 1981 to Prof. Arecchi, the editor of IL NUOVO
CIMENTO (for your information I enclose also the referee's opinion of Prof. Cavallle-
ri on my paper "El^tic collision ..."). As you can see reading this letter, I have
already taken the obligation to recommand Cavalleri+Spinel li 's paper for publication.

xxxxx

As a rule, the referee is an welj^intended person who has to help the author and
the editor, so that the readers cin'oBtain certain valuable and true information which
can be profitable for deepening their knowledge in the secrets of Nature. In the case
of Cavalleri+Spinolli 's paper, I hm interested that they present in the press as_much

§5_P9§§l^]§_9f_D§9?5^y§_9rl5l92§!r °" t^^ absolute space-time conceptions and that
tRey present this crTtTcTsm'Tn'the most vulnerable and obviously wrong manner. In

this way the process of restoration of the absolute conceptions will be considerably
accelerated what will be highlyprofitable for physics. Thus, I am not intefested~Tn
correctTng the errors of CavaTleri an3 SpTnelli. On the other hand, as a referee
to whom you have paid trust, I must help authors and editor, so that FOUND. PHYS.
does not print rubbish. What to do, I really don't know. Here I should like to cite
the opinion which I gave to my very good_friend Prof. Prokhovnik, when he sent me
his paper "The empty ghost of MicRelson-Morley : A criticism to Marinov's coupled-
mirrors experiment" for opinion:

"As a friend I give you the advice not to publish the paper because your ad
hoc hypothesii about a mechanical twist of a rotating shaft (the so-called by me
"Lorentz twist") is wrong (as is wrong the ad hoc conception about the famous "Lo-
rentz contraction"). However, as a scientist-comgetitor, I should like \/ery much
that you publish your paper because'when'aftir'a coupTe of repetitions of my experi-
ment the scientific community will become persuaded that a "Lorentz twist" does not
exist, then only my theory will remain valid and yours, which is also an absolute
theory and thus highly competitive to mine, will be rejected."

Prof. Cavalleri and Prof. Spinel li are not my close friends but I know both of
them personally (with Prof. Cavalleri I maintained a long-years correspondence not
only on scientific but also on moral problems, as he is a deeply believing Christian)
and I like them very much. However, they are (or at least have been until a very
recent time!) convinced relativists. Thus for me and forthe scientific_community
it is of big importance that they print as much rubbiiFi'as'posiTBle7'But'you"Prof

.

van der Merwe, are also my friend and I do not wish that your journal publishes rub-
bish. What to do? How can I transfer a wolf, a goat, and a cabbage through the ri-

ver?

I think that the right thing to do is to give a honest criticism to Cavalleri+
Spinelli's paper as it is written in the Bible:

Tell the truth and do your best,
and God will send you peace and rest.

Thus, I have the following remarks.
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Remark I. The paper is written in a hate and very poorly.

Remark II. From the paper it is not clear whether the authors are relativists

or aBs5TutTsts. The definition of these categories is given in the ICSTA-1977 announ-

cement (NEW SCIENTIST, 23 Sept. 1976) which is the following:

Absoulte absolutists. Absolute space doesexist and this can be established by

experiments in a closed laboratory (Marinov).

B§]?$iy§_?^§?IyM§^§- Absolute space doesexist but this cannot be established

^^ experiments performed'in a closed laboratory (Prokhovnik).

Absolute relativists. Absolute space doesnotexist and its search is a waste of

^^^^^ efforts, and'money (Einstein as a special relativist).

B?]§^2y§-r§]?!^iyists. Absolute space mayexist but there are no experiments which
permit verify its existence (Einstein as a general relati-

vist).

To which camp Cavalleri and Spinel! i do appertain? From the predominent part of

their previous publications one must come to the conclusion that they are absolute
relativists or at least relative relativists. But after the establishment of the

anisotropy in the cosmic background radiation they began to change their conceptions
and in the present paper they appear as relati ve_absolutists. I am very glad to

well come their rapid progress, but if they reaTTy'have'Become relative absolutists,
they have to declare this clearly and recognize the long-years efforts along this

path of such scientists as Ives, Builder, Janossy, and first of all of Prokhovnik.

To be exact. Cavalleri+Spinell i reveal themselves as absolutists with the follow-
ing statement (p. 7)

:

"In other words, the clock's motion with respect to the ether changes the clock's

rate which depends on the absolute velocity (my italics - S.M.) of the clock
with respect to the ether."

They have to give this statement not "in other words" but spell it clearly and

solemnly. After such a declaration of these two leading re]atiyists, the flood of

fastidious, akward, and overcomplicated papers on the "twin paradox" which during

20 years devours the glazed-paper-pages of the AM. J. PHYS. will stop and the phy-

sics teachers and students all over the world will finally find their rest and the

terrible "twin-paradox" diagrams will no more bother their sleep.

But if Prof. Cavalleri sustains the thesis that the clock's rate depends on the

absolute velocity, why has he rejected some 7 or 8 years ago my paper "Kinematic
Time Dilation" where I defended this concept as the first one in the scientific
community? In the last 8 years this paper was rejected by two dozens of scientific
journals (including FOUND. PHYS.). On this paper I had three successive anonymous
referees' opinions in PHYS. REV. with a negative arbitrary'opinion of Prof. James
Hartle and a confirmation that the procedure of examination was fair and impartial

by the supervisor Prof. David Lazarus. And now the herolds of relativity, Cavalleri

and Spinelli, defend the opinion that the rate of a clock depends on its absolute
velocity. Is this, according to them, a physical reality ? Or this is only a "concep-
tual approach" mathematically identical to the Einstein's approach that the rate

of a clock depends only on its velocity with respect to the inertial observer ? Dear

colleagues, Cavalleri and Spinelli, spell this affirmation clearly. So we shall es-

tablish that we are in the same camp, that we are brothers . Why then the whole
fight during so many years? Let us embrace each other and drink a "Brliderschaft".

Remark_III. Thousands and tens of thousands of payes are written on the synchro-

nizition parameter e. To this devilish parameter Reichenbach alone has dedicated
hundreds of pages. When I think on the quantity of paper which had to perish bes-

meared with speculations over this tiny parameter, I begin to cry. Take a rotating
shaft, e is zero, synchronize then the clocks, measure the one-way velocity of
light, establish the absolute velocity of the laboratory, refute the principle of
relativity, restore absolute space. All is so simple. Childish problems, childish
experiments. But Cavalleri and Spinelli continue to besmear the paper... Excuse
that I shall give also some short remarks: First: Slow or fast transfer of clocks

(p. 2) leads to the same amount of desynchronization. The desynchronization does
not depend on the velocity of transfer of the clock between points A and B but only
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on the distance between A and B and on the absolute velocity of the frame in which A
and B are at rest. So many years I submit a paper on this simple problem, but it is

rejected, rejected, rejected, and people think that if the velocity of transfer is

low the desynchronization disappears. Fortunately, Cavalleri+Spinel li admit a desyn-
chronization also at a low velocity. Second: Cavalleri+Spinelli think that only the
synchronization by the help of light TTgnals is a noble one and worth to be treated
and analysed in theoretical papers. They consider the synchronization by the help of
rusty rotating a)fes as childish and primitive. Well. In my paper published in PHYS.

LETT. 81A , 252 (1981), I proposed an absolute time synchronization by the help of
light signals (this is the first proposal of this kind ever published in the litera-
ture). Read this paper, Cavalleri and Spinelli. Say your opinion in the press (it will
be fine to say your judgement in the criticized paper). Is the synchronization para-
meter e in this experiment equal to zero? If it is equal to zero, is relativity
dead? Or it can further survive? I know that my PHYS. LETT, paper is very uncomfortable
for the relativists and they will prefer keep silence on it and continue the specula-
tions over the parameter e, as if this paper had not been published. Third. If the in-

ternational network of atomic clocks (p. 6) has not registered discrepancies in the
clocks' readings from which the absolute velocity of the Earth can be calculated,
this is due just to the absolute time dilation of these clocks. However, for a circular
motion there was a discrepancy (Hafele and Keating). After a rotation along a circular
path the discrepancies due to the absolute velocity of the Earth annihilate mutually,
because along the half of the circular path the velocity of the Hafele+Keating's plane
was along the absolute velocity of the Earth but along the other half of the circular
path it was against . Childish problems!

Remarkiy. Cavalleri+Spinelli write:
"a modern aether is no longer the naive (my italics - S.M. ) fluid conceived in

the past century. It would consist of fields, mainly the electromagnetic field ra-

diated by all atoms in the universe."
Firstly : A fluid cannot be naive. Naive can be a writer who invents "fluids" and

'fields". Secondl y: Fluid is something which can flow . The scientists in the last century
imagined the aetHer as a medium at rest . Thirdly : I showed that the aether is this
frame of reference in which the mass of the whole universe is at rest. The aether is

defined not only by the motion of the mass-less particles (photons, electromagnetic
radiation) but also by the motion of any massive particle (neutrons, electrons, pho-
nons, birds, tanks). Any particle is attached to absolute space through its proper
mass. The experiment of Werner et al. on the Sagnac effect for neutrons has shown this
clearly for the massive particles called "neutrons". In any circular accelerator the
particles revolve with different velocities along their trajectories. The historical
paper on this extremely important for physics problem ("Elastic collision of particles
in absolute space") is since half a year in the hands of Cavalleri-Spinell i and they
write such poor and inconsistent criticims that one asks oneself "Have they read the
paper? Can they be so blind?" I write this because I have the feeling (the submission
of their paper to FOUND. PHYS. is a proof) that Cavalleri+Spinelli have still not
understood that I am right. The other big relativists (Bergmann, Wheeler, Weber,
Schmutzer, de Sabbata, Bohm, Finkelstein, Petiau, etc.) have since long time understood
that I am right and for this reason they keep a strict and total silence.

Remarky. I am very interested to read Cavalleri 's paper which will be published in

PHYST'REVT'LETT. , as I am highly interested in the deduction of quantum results in a

classical way. The Sagnac effect with neutrons is considered by the persons who pro-

posed the experiment (Anandan etc.) and by the people who carried out the experiment
(Werner etc.) as a quantum effect. I showed that this is a purely classical effect .

Remarkyi. Prof. Cavalleri cites my book EPPUR SI MUOVE. However he has not read it.

I sent Film Ihis book three years ago and he returned it (without any letter) back

after such a short time that it was physically impossible for him to read it. It is good
when one gives references to read these references.
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Remark yil. Cavalleri+Spinelli declare (p. 4) that my "rotating axle" experiments
are'wrofig conceptually , i.e., that theoretically they must give a null result. I am

extremely glad to see published this statement. For such a declaration published in

the press I promised three years ago $ 500 to Prof. Bergmann who made this statement
in a letter to me. A year ago I announced the offer in the press (GEN. REL. GRAV.

,

12, 57 (1980)). However, Prof. Bergmann is enough clever not to make this declaration,
^eing that Cavalleri+Spinelli make such a declaration without any material losses

for me, I can only be glad and I shall only beg Prof, van der Merwe to publish their
paper.

Remark yi II. Cavalleri+Spinelli show doubts whether my experiment was technically
enough good. I made many declarations (in letters and in the press) that I am ready

to visit any scientific institution in any country and demonstrate the positive ef-

fects in my experiments. Such a declaration I sent to the Nobel Committee (see the

ICSTA-1982 announcement which will be published on the 24 September 1981 in NATURE).

RemarklX. Cavalleri+Spinelli,affirm (p. 5) - and agree with this affirmation - that
Duffy'has'ihown that the positive 9n my "coupled-mirrors" experiment is in contrast
with my own theory. I think that I know better my theory than Duffy and Cavalleri+Spi-
nelli. To make such declaration is the same thing as to say that two and two are five.

The positive result in the "coupled-mirrors" experiment contradicts neither the Mari-

nov transformation (where the anisotropy of light velocity appears explicitly ) nor the

Lorentz transformation (where the anisotropy of light velocity appears implicitly
through the relativity of the time coordinates). Duffy (a prospective visitor of
ICSTA-1977) simply sustains (as Prokhovnik) the opinion that there must be a "Lorentz
twist". Cavalleri+Spinelli have, obviously, not read Duffy's paper (or read in a h/te)
and surely they have not read Prokhovnik's paper "The empty ghost..." published in

FOUND. PHYS. and the discussion on this paper of Prokhovnik and Wesley. I think that

if one writes on a topic which was largely discussed in the journal where the paper
is submitted, one has to read the papers published on the topic in this journal.

Otherwise the readers have the right to feel themselves offended.

ReiparkX. Some five years ago Prof. Cavalleri wrote me in a letter that if I really
have measured the Earth's absolute velocity with my "coupled-mirrors" experiment, I shall

receive the Nobel prize. The awardness of a Nobel prize is a delicate scientific and

political problem. Let us leave this decision to the Nobel committee. However, I am

very curious to hear which will be the sort of the theory of relativity if the effect
in my experiment is indeed positive. And what changes must Cavalleri+Spinelli introduce
in their conceptions if the experiment undoubtedly shows that I am right? If they
should enumerate the changes which are to be introduced in space-time physics if
the positive effect in my experiments will be accepted by the scientific community
[over half a page) and include this text in their paper, I shall send to both of them

I 500. Especially they have to say which will be the sort of the Lorentz transformation,
of the Lorentz equation and of the Maxwell equations. I already gave answer to all

these questions, but I should like to know the opinion of Cavalleri+Spinelli. Let me
mention that when I asked Prof. Bergmann on the GR9 Conference to confirm before the

auditory whether he sustains his opinion written in a letter to me that the "coupled-
mirrors" experiment must give a null result, he spoke 10 minutes and said neither
"yes" nor "no". When I insisted once more that he pronounces only one of the two

words "yes" or "no", he spoke again five minutes withoi^t saying "yes" or "no". Then
Prof. Schmutzer took the word and stated that my experiment for the measurement of

the inertia! velocity in a closed laboratory and my accelerated "coupled-mirrors"
experiment (Eppur si muove) with which I made local distinction between a gravitatio-

nal and kinematic acceleration (disproof of the principle of equivalence) are predic-
table and explainable by the theory of relativity.

Remark_XI. Cavalleri+Spinelli mention only the names of Marinov, Vargas, Chang
(p.'4'5 as'people who have made experimental or theoretical attempts for a laboratory

measurement of the absolute motion. I shall cite other authors who have written the

fol lowing:
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"If it were possible to measure with sufficient accuracy the velocity of light
without returning the ray to its starting point, the problem of measuring the
first power of the relative velocity of the Earth with respect to the aether
would be solved. This mc^v not be as hopeless as might appear at first sight,
since the difficulties are entirely mechanical and may possibly be surmounted
in the course of time."

The names of these authors are Michelson and Morley, the year of publication is

1887. This is the paper in which Michelson+Morley give their account on the histori-
cal experiment for measurement of the two-way light velocity where effects of second
order in v/c will be registrable if v is of the order of 30 km/sec. The paper is

published in two journals: THE PHILOSOPHICAL MAGAZINE and AMERICAN JOURNAL OF SCIENCE.
After giving this general opinion, Michelson+Morley present the proposition of an ex-
periment which is almost the same as my deviative "coupled-mirrors" experiment
(Czech. J. Phys.).They use a bridge method with two selenium cells where the null

instrument is a telephone (remember this method from the students' laboratories).
If Prof. Cavalleri will send me a signed declaration that he has ever read the origi-
nal communication of Michelson and Morley, I shall send him $ 50. I must recognize
that when I mastered my deviative "coupled-mirrors" experiment, I have not read this
communication(both mentioned journals are not available in the Bulgarian libraries).
For this reason I wrote in my paper in Czech. J. Phys. (1974):

"Thus we are surprised, indeed, that Michelson, the king of the exactitude, has
not performed the "coupled-mirrors" experiment and has overseen its magnificent
first-order in v/c possibilities" (p. 969).

As one sees, Michelson has not overseen these magnificent first-order in v/c possi-
bilities, but Cavalleri+Spinelli don't see them even after the performence of the
experiment. Scientists are very strange creatures, says the layman. May be, he is

right. It remains, however, an enigma for me, why Michelson has not measured the one-
way light velocity. The Michelson-Gale-Pearson experiment (1925) on the Sagnac effect
over the Earth was one of the most costly experiments in the whole history of physics
before WWII. We know that Michelson has lost the interest to this experiment, because
it had not to give something important for science. Why then he has not used a frac -

tion of the expended money to build the "coupled-mirrors" experiment! - When the
American Academy of Sciences assigned $ 1,500,000 for the errection of the Einstein
monument in front of the Academy's building in Washington (a horrible sculpture
against which was the predominent part of Washington's public opinion), I wrote to
the President of the Academy (at that time I was in Washington) that if he will give
me 1/100 part of the money, then before the monument should be errected, I shall de-

monstrate to him and to the Academy's staff the absolute motion of the Earth. To my
very polite letter I received no answer.

RemarkXII.Tangherlini has written the transformation only for the space and time
coordinates'(p. 5). He has not written the transformation formulas for the veloci-
ties. I did this and I show by experiments that these transformation formulas are
adequate to physical reality. For this reason these transformations will enter in

the history of physics under the name "Marinov transformations". (Read on this topic
THE TEN JENA COMMANDMENTS - information where to find them is given in the ICSTA-1982
announcement).

Remark XIII. Cavalleri+Spinelli note as my merit the establishment of the fact that
a light cTock moving with a velocity v in a direction perpendicular to its "arm" has

a time unit T = yTq. where Tq is the time unit when the clock is at rest in absolute
space (p. 6). This is not my merit, as any school teacher explains this to the chil-

dren and one could see this explanation even in a TV program in Switzerland dedica-
ted to Einstein's 100 anniversary. My merit is that I showed this (INT. J. THEOR. PHYS.

1975) for any angle between the velocity of the clock and its "arm".

Remark XIV . §3 of the paper is dedicated to the problem of showing that if time is

considered as relative, then light velocity must be considered as absolute. This
problem is so elementary that must not be treated in FOUND. PHYS. Thus when one
reads: "These simple considerations seem not yet been understood by Marinov and Var-
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gas" one can only laugh (or cry?!).

Remark XV. Chang has not discovered the method for measuring the Earth's absolute

velocTty'By'stellar aberration. This experiment was proposed first by Poincare. I de-

dicated to it a whole section in EPPUR SI MUOVE. The paper on this experiment ("The

quasi-Rbmer and quasi-Bradley experiments treated by the absolute space-time theory")

was refuted by two dozens of journals in the last 7 years (including IL NUOVO CIMENTO

with a referee Prof. Cavalleri and FOUND. PHYS.).

Remark XVI. The fourth section is dedicated to the so-called tachyons. According

to me'a' serTous journal has no more to publish papers on this topic, as a serious

journal has not to publish papers on the "Big Bang" and similar phantasmagorias.

Remark XVII. The paper is written in a hurry and there are many orthographi^c errors,

for"ixampTe,""anomalyses" instead of "anomalies" (p. 7),"backwords" instead of

"backwards" (p. 10) etc.

In the end I repeat once more: I suggest the publication of the paper.

Yours sincerely,

Stefan Marinov

c/c Prof. G. Cavalleri

1
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Stefan Marinov Prof. F. T. Arecchi
c/o Karl Mocnik IL NUOVO CIMENTO
Radegunderstr. 38 Istituto Nazionale di Ottica
A-8045 Graz Largo Enrico Fermi

2 October 1981
Firenze

Dear Prof. Arecchi

,

In his letters of the 21 and 22 September, Prof. Cavalleri confirmed his firm de-
cision against the publication of my paper "Elastic collisions of particles in abso-
lute space" (submitted to you on the 13 March 1981) and of the paper "The laboratory
motion of a charge in a uniform magnetic field" (submitted to Prof. Cavalleri on the

15 September 1981). The objections of Prof. Cavalleri are again completely irrelevant
and he does not criticize a single topic of the matter presented in the submitted pa-

pers (as he has done in his first criticism). As a matter of fact, his letters again
repeat for a hundredth time the (wrong!!!) assertion that the Marinov transformation
is equivalent to special relativity. Prof. Cavalleri gives me only the following aut
aut:

Consequently, you have to clearly choose: if you maintain the Tangherlini
transformation, you have to accept S.R. and reject your experiment. (N.B.

How an experiment can be rejected?! Even the Lord cannot do this. One can
reject only theories. - S.M.) If you support the latter which, if true,
should upset all the present physics (my italics - S.M.), you must reject
the coordinate transformations you are using. (Why reject the transforma-
tion predicting the effect? - S.M.)

Concluding his letter of the 22 September, Prof. Cavalleri writes:

I think that Bergmann, Wheeler, Weber, Schmutzer, Bohm, Finkelstein, and
others keep a strict and total silence not because they think that you are
right but because they consider you as stubborn (stubborn are my experi-
ments, not me - S.M.) and the dialogue with you is completely useless. In-

deed, it is a question of simple logic and of pure mathematical derivation
to show the equivalence of S.R. with the Tangherlini transformation. Any
other long paper (those are the unique words dedicated to my paper which
is under examination and for which one writes all these letters and loses
precious time - S.M.) trying to confuse the matter and deceivingly avoi-
ding this basic problem is useless (this "deceivingly" is exactly in the

style of the writers in PRAVDA and LITERATURNAIA GAZETA when they attack
us, the dissidents, without giving us any possibility to expose our points
of view - S.M. ).

Dear Prof. Arecchi, I lost half a year with the submission of my paper in IL NUOVO
CIMENTO. I begged you many times (even I came in March personally to you in Firenze,
Prof. Borsellino phoned you a couple of times) to give me a final decision in May, la-

ter in the first days of June, so that in a case of a negative decision I can submit
the paper to another journal. Now it is too late for submission to another journal and
expose myself to the same ordeal. Thus I present the enclosed QUESTIONNAIRE. If my pa-

pers (both) will be not accepted for publication or if, in the case of rejection, this
questionnaire will be not answered thoroughly by Prof. Cavalleri and signed , then on

the 20 October I shall come to Florence and begin a hunger strike in front of the doors
of your institute.

I must present this questionnaire to Prof. Cavalleri because in his "criticism" on

the submitted papers he avoids any criticism as, obviously, he is unable (or afraid)
to present a single critical remark. In the columns "yes", "no", and "I don't know"

must be at least one cross to every question and not more than one cross.

Sincerely yours,

Stefan Marinov
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The original of the QUESTIONNAIRE sent to Cavalleri

QUESTIONNAIRE

1. If V is the velocity of a particle in absolute space measured
in absolute time, v' its velocity in a frame moving with a velocity
V in absolute space, both measured also in absolute time, then the re-

lation between v and v' is the following (this is the Marinov velo-

city transformation)

rES

V^/c2)-^/2 _ j^^ -/y2

I

V' = V +[i(l

For a one-dimensional case one has

v' =

(1 - VVc^)
2,.2,-l/2]^_

(1 - V^/c^)^/^

Are these formulas good (yes) or bad (no)?.

1)

(2)

2. If V = c, one obtains from fromula (1) for the light velocity
in the moving frame, vV = c' , the following expression

c'
1 - Vcose/c il. y'/c')'/'

(1 _ y2/^,2jl/2 1 + Vcose'/c
(3)

wher^ e is the angle between v and V and e' is the angle between v'

and V. For a one-dimensional case one has

c. = c(A^l^)V2.
U + V/c'

Are these formulas good (yes) or bad (no)?.

(4)

3. Prof. Cavalleri writes that to perform a differentiation in

order to obtain the velocity transformation is a simple exercise
for students. I beg him to write his formulas corresponding to my

formulas (1) - (4), if he considers them as bad, i.e. I beg him
to write the "Tangherlini velocity transformation", as I have ne-
ver seen it: ^'.^(^.Vr) ; t'= f ^

,

-(^t-"^)

.aC^
r

(2')

(3')

(4')

4. The velocity transformation formulas following from the Lorentz:

coordinate transformation (one calls them, strangely enough , Einstein;
transformation formulas for velocities, although it is a simple exer-'

cice for students, etc) are the following (for simplicity's sake I

give only the one-dimensional case)

V'

1 - vV/c^
(5)

If V = c, one obtains for the light velocity in the moving frame,
= c' , the following expression i

c'= c. (6)
j

Are these formulas good (yes) or bad (no) '/.

NO

X

i.

I DON'T KNOW

X

X
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YES

5. Is there a difference between formulas (2) and (5), respecti-

vely, between formulas (4) and (6)?

6. I showed (Int. J. Theor. Phys., U, 189 (1975)) that if the

Lorentz transformation is considered from an absolute point of view,

then the right velocity transformations which must be obtained from

this transformation are the Marinov formulas (l)-(4). I obtained

these formulas, as a simple exercise for students , dividing the re-

lative coordinate changes not by the expression of the absolute time

through relative time (as did the student Einstein) but by the abso-

lute time itself. Is my deduction good (yes) or bad (no)

7. When measuring theone-way velocity, there is the problem of

time synchronization at spacely remoted points. Prof. Cavalleri

declares himself as an absolute absolutist (i.e., he affirms that

absolute space is a physical reality and this can be established

experimentally in a laboratory). Nevertheless I wish that he an-

swers clearly and solemnly the following question: Is the notion

Newtonian (or absolute) time synchronization theoretically rele- ^
vant, i.e., can one realize a Newtonian time synchronization (ab-

solute coincidence of events) by the help of a Gedankenexperiment. .

.

8. If question 7 is answered positively, is then the notion .

Newtonian time synchronization experimentally relevant, i.e., ^
can one realize a Newtonian time synchronization by the help of

an experiment which can be realized (with one or another degree

of exactitude) with the help of today's experimental technique

9. I have experimentally shown that one can realize a Newtoian

time synchronization by the help of a rotating axle. According to

Prof. Cavalleri, can one realize a Newtonian time synchronization

by the help of a rotating axle?

^

NO
I

I DON'T KNOW

10. I have shown (proposing a realizable experiment) that one

can make a Newtonian time synchronization by the help of light sig-

nals (Phys. Lett., 81A, 252 (1981)). According to Prof. Cavalleri,

can one realize a Newtonian time synchronization by the help of

light signals?

11. If question 10 is answered positively, please say whether

my proposal is the first in the literature or not

/

12. If question 11 is answered negatively, please, quote the

author who has proposed a Newtonian time synchronization by the

help of light signals:

13. Is Prof. Cavalleri curious to see how I measure the one-way

light velocity and the laboratory's absolute velocity? !

15. If question 13 is answered positively, is Prof. Cavalleri

willing to invite me, so that I demonstrate him my experiments?... I

I

1

The following questions concern directly the
\

submitted papers.
I
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YES! NO

16. I showed that if the two-way velocity of a particle is c/n

(n > 1)> 'li^" its one-way velocity in

V in absolute space is

a frame moving with velocity

c V
(7)

where G is the angle between c/n and V (or between v' and V, as

we write all formulas within an accuracy of first order in V/4
Note that the reflection of the particle, in order to measure its

two-way velocity, is made by an elastic collision with a very

heavy mass. Is my formula good (yes) or bad (no)?

17. If question 16 is answered negatively, which is the formu-

la for the one-way velocity which Prof. Cavalleri will write?

I DON'T KNOW

Indicating question: May be this is the "naive" formula v'
n'

y

^ay ^^ Ivil^

18. Harress-Sagnac and Werner et al. have shown that the velo-

city of photons and neutrons on a rotating disk is direction de-

pendent. The effects observed can be extremely easily explained

by the use of formula (7) - any student can do this without any

difficulty. According to Prof. Cavalleri is the explanation of

the effects observed by Harress-Sagnac and Werner et al. by

the help of formula (7) good (yes) or bad (no)?

19. If two photons (neutrons) separate at the rim of a rota-

ting disk and after performig circular trajectories in opposite
directions meet again, then the "direct" photon (moving along

the direction of rotation) arrives after the "opposite" photon
with the following time delay at the separation point

At = 2fiS/c^, (8)

where fi is the angular rotational velocity of the disk and S is

the area encircled by the photons. This is called the Sagnac
effect. I write formula (8) also in the form

Y

X

At = dV/c' (9)

where d is the path of the photons and V the linear rotational
velocity of the disk. I call formula (9) the Marinov effect. The
Marinov effect can be obtained from the Sagnac effect by the ob-

vious substitution - any student can easily make it -

n = V/R, S = dR/2, (10)

where R is the radius of the disk. Is the Marinov formula good
(yes) or bad (no)?

20. Obviously, the velocity of photons along the rim of a

rotating disk is anisotropic and is given by formula (7), put-
ting there n = 1, cos9 = i 1. According to Prof. Cavalleri, if

the velocity is anisotropic for a closed path, is it also ani-
sotropic for parts of the closed path, i.e., for example, for
half a circular path?

21. If question 20 is answered positively, then taking a very
short part of the path one can affirm that also along a straight
line on a rotating disk the velocity of the photons is direction
dependent. Does Prof. Cavalleri agree ?
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YES

22. Can we consider the laboratory in its diurnal rotation as a
j

rotating disk? Michelson, Gale, Pearson (1925) and Werner et al. have

i

shown that we can and we must, but I wish that Prof. Cavalleris gives

a clear answer to this question

23. If question 22 is answered positively, can we consider the la-

boratory in its yearly revolution about the Sun as a rotating disk?...

24. If question 23 is answered positively, can we consider the la-

boratory in its revolution about the center of the galaxy (one rota-

tion in 200,000,000 years) as a rotating disk?

25. If question 24 is answered positively, can and must one affirm

that the velocity' of any particle (photon, neutron) in the laboratory

is direction dependent and depends on the resulting velocity of all

rotations in which the laboratory takes part?

26. I call this resultant velocity "absolute velocity" of the la

boratory. According to Prof. Cavalleri is this term good (yes) or

bad ( no)?

X

NO I DON'T KNOW

Xryf

27. I showed that the Michelson experiment with neutrons must give, ^ Tr> / \rt>

null result. Is my demonstration good (yes) or bad (no)? i *^r^ '^''"'-
^po/) .-my

28. The velocity of light in a medium moving with a velocity V

measured by an observer at rest is given by the formula (socalled

Fresnel's or Fizeau's formula)

(11V =£+ v(l - ^)cos(

where 6 is the angle between the velocity of light propagation and

the velocity of the medium. Is this formula good (yes) or bad (no)?..

29. I showed that the velocity of light in a medium at rest measu-

red by a moving observer is

v° = - - Vcose,
n

where 9 is the angle between the velocity of the observer and the

velocity of light propagation. Is this formula good (yes) or bad

(no)?

30. If question 29 is answered negatively, please write the

right formula for the case considered: ^ALW ^V^

31. If question 29 is answered positively, is there an asyme- <£/ ' .^^,

try between formulas (11) and (12)? y^^

32. Is the theorem on the rotating disk (p. 15 of "Elastic col-

lisions ") logically resolved?

33. I show that if there is a charge q, an electric field E', and

a magnetic field B', as measured in a laboratory moving with a ve-

locity V in absolute space, then the equation of motion of the

charge (the so-called relative Lorentz equation) is

d m( v' ^^ ^)

•^t {1 - (v'4)^/c^]l/2
^((1

.1
)cE' + v'xB'}.(13)

.>'

Is this formula good (yes) or bad (no)?.
.yC
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YES NO I DON'T KNOW

34. If question 33 is answered negatively, please, write the right

formula for the case considered:
|

35. If question 33 is answered positively, have I presented in

§13 of "Elastic collisions..." an experimental confirmation of

formula (13)?

36. Have I rightly explained the motion of a charge in a uniform

magnetic field in a laboratory moving in absolute space (in the pa-

per "The laboratory motion...")?

37. I affirm that the particles revolving in circular accelera-

tors have different velocities along different, points of their or-

bits, because of the absolute motion of the Irboratory. Does Prof.

Cavalleri agree with this conclusion, follo-'ing from the relative

Lorentz equation?

38. Prof. Cavalleri wrote to me (see his letter of the 21 Sept.):

About knowledge and research truth is the fundamental value

and we cannot accept papers which are (the word deleted -S.M.

)

to be wrong by us and which should irremediably damage (my

italics - S.M.) the reputation of Nuovo Cimento.

When Mr. Al. Haig was in Berlin and saw the indignant masses of

young Germans who demonstrated outrageously against the new arms

race started by Washington, he said:

These poor young men do not realize that with their demon-

strations they help the cowered Soviet imperialism. Their

demonstrations damage heavily the defence potential of the

free countries. But I am for democracy and I can only re-

peat the words of Voltaire: "I strongly disagree with your

opinion, this is a dangerous and nuisible opinion. But I

shall stand to death for your right to say this opinion

freely."

Does Prof. Cavalleri considers Haig's (and Voltaire's) stand-

point as a good one (yes) or as a bad one (no)?

V

t',0

X
%\

I

"

-
I Ul

Date: Signature:

Prof. G. Cavalleri

Editorial note . 1. The paper "Elastic collisions of particles in absolute space" is

presented in CLASSICAL PHYSICS, vol. Ill, §44.

2. The paper "The laboratory motion of a charge in a uniform magnetic
field" is presented in CLASSICAL PHYSICS, vol. V, §36C.

Editorial note The paper "The laboratory motion of a charge in a uniform magnetic field"|o^th|_secona7 was published in THE TOTH-MAATIAN REVIEW (Lubbock. Texas). 3, 1033 (1984)
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Stefan Marinov Prof. G. Cavalleri

c/o Karl Mocnik CISE
Radegunderstr. 38 Case! la postale 12081
A-8045 Graz 1-20100 Milano

2 October 1981

My dear Giancarlo,

Thank you very much for your letters of the 21 and 22 September. My friend Karl Moc-
nik found them in an envelope addressed to him and he assumes that you have forgotten
to write my name as the addressee. Thus he still awaits an answer from you on his last
letter and the decision of the editor concerning the acceptance or rejection of his pa-
per.

See attached my letter to Prof. Arecchi and the original of the QUESTIONNAIRE which
is for you (the copy which is not so good is sent to Prof. Arecchi, as I hope that af-
ter answering the questionnaire you will send a photocopy of it to Prof. Arecchi).

As my questionnaire is very long, here only a short answer to your letters.

The letter of the 21 September'.

1. I am very glad that you declare yourself and Spinelli absolute absolutists. I

hope that you both will take part in ICSTA. I attach the announcement which has alrea-
dy appeared in NATURE.

2. You say that you, Spinelli, Duffy, Sjbdin, Mansouri , and Sexl know better the
connection between my experiments and the Marinov transformation (the connection with
the experiments must be made with the formulas for velocities transformation which,
unfortunately, Tangherlini has not written). I prefer to hear the opinion of the expe-

.

riments and not the opinions of men. The experiment shows better who knows better the

connection between theory and experiments, because, obviously, this one who gives the
right prediction understands the theory better.

3. After my visit to you in 1977, we had no more contact (until your criticism on

the "Elastic collisions..."). As the paper of Mansouri and Sexl appeared (or came to

pur knowledge) after our meeting, you physically could not give me a suggection to pre-
sent a criticism to this paper.

4. The paper of Mansouri and Sexl is bad . Nevertheless, I repeat that it is much
better than many other papers written by relative and absolute relativists. I shall

criticize it only if you will promise me to suggest the publication in N-C. Otherwise
I have no time to lose. I cannot submit this criticism to GEN. REL. GRAV. as Dr. Held
wrote me a year ago: "After the publication of your NOTE ADDED IN PROOF to your paper
in vol 12, p. 57 (1980), please, do not submit more papers to this journal." As you
know well in the NOTE ADDES IN PROOF I tried to open Bergmann's mouth with % 500.

5. I have systematically not what to eat since 4 years, as 4 years I am without a

firm job. Nevertheless during this time I published 3 books, many papers, I carried out
costly experiments (costly for my pocket), visited all important space-time conferences
and performed many trips in East, West Europe and USA. Now, absolutely alone, I am or-
ganizing an international conference. I am systematically hungry, but I do the job . If

I have paid more than $ 1000 for one page in NATURE, I can pay % 70 for 10 pages in

N.C. (The last page tax of N.C. about which I have information was % 7 for a page).
However, let me mention that Prof. Borsellino promised me to intervene, so that niy pa-
per should be published without payment. At any rate the Physical Institute in Genoa
will pay the tax, as already it has paid two of my very, costly papers. Thus, be not

concerned about the money which I shall pay for a paper. If it is necessary, I shall

steel, but the paper will be paid. I promised to pay you % 500 if you will appear with
a strongly negative paper against my paper "Elastic collisions..." in N.C. If you have

doubts in my financial possibilities, I can prepay the sum. But you will not appear

with a negative criticism. You are afraid to do this. Let me mention that when I sent
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the announcement to Dr. Maddox (NATURE), he wrote me that he will publish it only after
prepayment, hoping that I cannot find the money. And when the money arrived at his bank

account, it was too late to say "no". So, as you see, the announcement has appeared for

a big joy of all absolute absolutists in the world, thus also for you and Spinelli.

6. I am very thankful to you and to Prof. Spinelli that you both are sympathetically
concerned with me. I hope that we shall remain good friends in the future, independent-
ly of the issues of our scientific discussions.

The letter of 22 September .

7. You sustain the Lorentz twist. What to do, dear Giancarlo, manche Leute benutzen
ihre Intel ligenz zu vereinfachen, manche zu kompl izieren. . . Read on this topic Pro-

khovnik's paper in FOUND. PHYS. - it is written better than Duffy's one. Tell me only
how you shall make a "Lorentz twist" in the experiment proposed in PHYS. LETT., 81A ,

252 (1980) where there is no shaft at all?

8. You write me that you restituted me EPPUR SI MUOVE, after having read it. I think
that even if you had done this, you have not to confess it. It is not ethic to send

back a book (without any letter), after having read it. May I ask whether you have made
also a photocopy of it?

9. Once you write that "slow transport of clocks is equivalent to Einstein synchro-
nization" (p.l), another time you write "Spinelli and I do not admit a desynchroniza-
tion at low velocity". Tell me, please, clearly which is your standpoint. I have shown

so many years ago by simple and clear formulas that slow and fast transports of clocks
lead exactly to the same desynchronization. The referee of PHYS. REV. LETT, wrote that

my deduction is original and worth to be published but preferably in another journal
and the editor refuted it. II N.C. sent back the paper writing on the envelope "res-

pinto al mittente". Why you write such a stupidity: "The desynchronization is at a

second order in v/c and therefore it strongly vanishes for v -> 0." My dear Giancarlo,
the desynchronization does not vanish because when v tends to zero, the time of trans-

port tends to infinity. You have a product of the type O.™, and this product may be a

finite number, as this knows every student. The desynchronization problem is a chil-
dish problem (as whole high-velocity physics) but you think that II N. C. will be bes-

meared with my papers. As a matter of fact, it is besmeared with your complicated,
unclear, not physical and wrong papers.

10. PHYS. REV. and PHYS. REV. LETT, avoid a discussion since more than 10 years.
The number of papers submitted there is much bigger than to N.C, as their editors al-

ways write me polite letters and never I receive my envelopes back with the mark "res-
pinto al mittente". After the appearance of "Elastic collisions...", PHYS. REV. will

also begin to print my papers. Help me, Giancarlo, be a friend. Now I need every minute
for the composition of my CLASSICAL PHYSICS, and I have no time to go to Florence for

a hunger strike. I beg you in the name of Jesus - be not cruel.

Sincerely yours,

Stefan Marinov

X J/Onf'npt/
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Stefan Marinov Prof. G. Cavalleri
c/o Bruno Sperl CISE
Niederschbcklstr. 62 Casella postale 12081
A-8044 Weinitzen 1-20100 Milano

18 November 1981

My dear Giancarlo,

Thank you very much for your preprints which have been resent to me from Genoa.
I received also the QUESTIONNAIRE and I thank you indeed for all "crosses". I was
delighted to read it. Now I do not give you more than 6 months until you will

accept the failure of relativity. Believe me, Bergmann, Wheeler, Schmutzer, de
Sabbata have already accepted this failure. You are one of the last mohicans.

Only a couple of words to your answers, as neither I nor you have time for long
discussions. Now the lengthy discussions only in the press . Die Zeit flir Liebes-
briefe ist schon langst vorbei

.

1, 2, 3. I write the velocity transformation formulas in absolute time, you
write them in proper time. Thus I write the formulas which correspond to formula

(29) in S. Marinov, Found. Phys., 9, 445 (1979), while you write the formulas
corresponding to formula (30) in tHat paper. But in my question 1 I write clearly:
"If V is the velocity of a particle in absolute space measured in ABSOLUTE TIME,

v' its velocity in a frame moving with a velocity V in absolute space, both mea-
sured also in ABSOLUTE TIME." Dear Giancarlo, one must read before criticizing.
When I write, I am extremely clear and exact, because I manipulate with simple
and CHILDISH conceptions, so that I can always give the necessary exact and full

information.

5. If you agree that there is a difference between the Marinov and Einstein
velocity addition formulas, then which is the true one? They cannot be true toge-
ther. Leave all these "synchronization procederes, epsylons, and similar rubbish".
When a particle moves in a certain frame, it moves with a certain velocity and
does not care a damn fuck about "synchronizations". Understand this, Giancarlo,
I beg you in the name of our Lord.

§. Why my deduction (to divide by absolute, i.e., universal, time) is bad, if

I obtain the right formulas which explain all phenomena. The student Einstein had
once divided by the relative time, and now 100 years we have to repeat his stu-
dent's error. During 100 years no single professor has corrected the error of a

student. Why one is not permitted to divide by absolute time? Why? Why? May be

Stalin has ordered to divide always by relative time?

7.8. You must answer by cross, not by words. I agree that one can make synchro-
nization sending snails from one space point to another, but I ask whether one is

able to synchronize two events at a single moment (this^^the very synchronization),
and you have to put a cross, nothing more than a cross - yes or no.

9. You say that one cannot synchronize with a rotating axle. But I have done it.

Excuse me. "Herr Professor, sagte jemand zu Hegel. Die Fakten, aber, wider-
sprechen Ihre Theorie." "Desto schlimmer flir die Fakten, antwortete Hegel."

10. I shall be extremely glad if you would be able to show by calculations,
that one is unable to make a Newtonian time synchronization by the help of light
signals as proposed by me in Phys. Lett., 81A, 252 (1981). One is on the rotating
disk, velocity of light is direction dependent. Please, show that the synchroniza-
tion is not Newtonian. You can't, dear Giancarlo. You can't. There is no axle,
there are no Lorentz contractions, twists (please, note that the term is introduced
by me , not be the relativists , but the whole this company has enfraced this MARINOV'S
TERM. Is it not funny? And you assert that even^ there is no axle, still there is

a twist, i.e., the vacuum has a twist. Excuse me, but this stupidity is not intro-
duced by me, this is yours.)

13. As I see you are not curious to see my experiments. May be you are right.
Certain people treat curiosity as a sign of bad education.
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16. 17. My formula V = - - -^os0 is not good, affirm you, but it explains
well Harress-Sagnac, Werner s, " etc. experiments, affirm you, too. Das ist

die grosse Kunst - with wrong formulas to make right explanations. But, please,
explain Werner's experiment with your "naive" formula v'rc/n. If you should be

able, not $ 1000, but % 10,000 shall I pay you. It is strange, indeed, that

the right formula cannot give the right explanation. With your formula, Giancarlo,
there will be no Sagnac effect for neutrons, no, but the effect is there. "Desto
schlimmer flir den Effekt" will you say, may be.

19. Formulas (8) and (9) are valid not only when the center of rotation is

encircled by the path of the particles. The center may be ouside, the importance
is that V must be the linear velocity of the disk's points with respect to abso -

lute space . When Michelson and Gale (or Werner) made their experiments, the

center of rotation was at the pole, but the effect was there and could be calcu-

lated both with formulas (8) and (9).

20. Very good answer.

21. Also another very good answer.

22. A perfect answer. Go on, go on.

23. My dear, Giancarlo, why you do not continue? If the Earth is connected
with long steel bars with the Sun, it will be a rotating disk, and a Sagnac ef-

fect will be there. Put out the bars; you assert, there is no Sagnac effect.
How the existence of rigid connection can influence the Sagnac effect? Please,

consider the Earth, as the Moon, always having the same face to the Sun. Will

be or will be not a Sagnac effect? Michelson, not better Werner, has measured
the Earth's daily rotational velocity over an area of 9 cm , nine square centi-

meters, no more. Why have I to make an interferometer of the size of the Earth's

orbit if I wish to measure the rotation about the Sun?

28. 29. I pose simple question?, and you always insert these different types

of synchronization. "If you wish to be learned and wise, synchronize, syn-

chronize. "

33. I am curious to see that you accept my "relative Lorentz equation". All

right, you attach again your tiny epsylon, but you agree that this equation is

good.

35. H-m-m-m. The formula was good, but the explanation is not accepted by you.

I understand, for you it is difficult to accept that the photons move with
different velocities in the laboratory, and now this terrible Marinov asserts
that also the electrons in an accelerator move with different velocities
along different point of their orbit. I agree, it is too much foH^'to accept that

also the electrons have direction dependent velocities. Now in a paper which
will soon appear in FOUND. PHYS. I show that even the propagation of sound is

direction dependent. It's too much for you, I understand. But take into account
that even when you play ball with yourchild, then the ball has a different
velocity from you to the child and from the child to you, because you both move
in absolute space. Terrible Marinov, terrible.

38. People create political and religious ideas, people create scientific
ideas. People are erroneous. The religious and scientific ideas which they pro-

pose may be good or bad. Only the free discussion can reveal the good ideas
in religion and the true ideas in science . Read on this topic my speech on the

First world congress on science and religion (Rome, June 1979), entitled "The

epoch of Galileo and the epoch of John Paul the Second". If you are interested,
I shall send you a copy.

Conclusion. Earn now the % 1000 with a strongly negative article. Such a

strongly negative article is extremely important for the success of my congress,
and may be for my Nobel prize. Thus I beg you, take the money, take the money
Giancarlo. If you wish, I shall bring them personally to your wife.

Ynurs: Jtn/i/u S. Marinov-fff/^lA^
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Stefan Marinov Prof. F. T. Arecchi
c/o Bruno Sperl IL NUOVO CIMENTO
Niederschbcklstr. 62 Istituto Nazionale di Ottica
A-8044 Graz Largo E. Fermi, 6

18 November 1981
^-^0^25 Firenze

Dear Prof. Arecchi

:

I received the QUESTIONNAIRE sent to you and to Prof. Cavalleri on the 2 Octo-

ber. Although the questionnaire is not signed and not all questionsare answered

with one and only one cross, it satisfies me completely. I send you a copy, so

that you can also have the pleasure to read it. Thus, I shall not come to make

hunger strike in frontof your institute.

I am awaiting now for your decision about the acceptance or rejection of both

submitted papers:

1. Elastic collisions of particles in absolute space (submitted to you on

the 13 March).
2. The laboratory motion of a charge in a uniform magnetic field (submitted

to Prof. Cavalleri on the 15 September).

My friend Karl Mocnik awaits also for the decision on his paper "Measurement

of the Earth's absolute velocity with a rotating Mach-Zehnder interferometer".

I think that after such a long time, a decision finally must be made. The pub-

lication of my papers many months before the meeting of the INT. CONF. SP.-TIME

ABS.(ICSTA) - see the attached announcement, is extremely important and to a

certain extent decisive for the success of the conference. If the papers will

be not accepted now by your journal, I am afraid there is no time to submit them

to another journal, so that they can appear before ICSTA. Thus the long examina-

tion of my paper will directly undermine my conference. I hope that you will have

understanding for my preoccupations.

As Prof. Cavalleri still rejects thoroughlly my theory, formulas, and experi-

mental results, I declare solemnly before your authority: I am ready to pay

% 1000, if Prof. Cavalleri will appear with a strongly negative paper in the next

issue of IL NUOVO CIMENTO, after the issue in which my two papers will be pub-

lished and so t^at his paper will be published no later than in March 1982.

I am ready to depose the money on your bank account immediately. You must be the

arbitrator, deciding that Cavalleri 's paper is, indeed, strongly negative. If my

papers will be rejected, I must confess, dear Prof. Arecchi, that you will blame

the motto of N.C. "provare e riprovare". If after the appearance of my papers.

Prof. Cavalleri will not dare to criticize them, this signifies that he accepts

an unconditional capitulation.

I hope that you will pay a due attention to this letter.

Please, write me on the address in this letter.

I attach the announcement of ICSTA.
Sincerely yours,

J. J/Q^')^{J
Stefan Marinov
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JM/MS
2 December 19 81

Dr Stefan Marinov
c/o Bruno Sperl
NiederschOcklstrasse 62
A-8044 Weinitzen
AUSTRIA

Dear Dr Marinov:

Thank you for the gift of your book, but I am afraid there
is no question of our agreeing to accept your offer of
$1,000 if we review your book.

With good wishes.
Yours sincerely,

John Maddox
Editor

/f-'V-O'-^-^'^'^v^
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FOUNDATIONS OF PHYSICS
An International Journal Devoted to the Conceptual Bases and Fundamental Theories of

Modern Physics, Biophysics, and Cosmology

Publithcd by Plenum Publithing Corporation. 233 Spring Sireal, New York, N.Y. 10013

Editor ALWYN VAN DER MERWE
Dftpnrlment of Phyltct

Univaiiitv ol Dtnvmr
Oenv«r. Colotsdo 80208
Unlt«d Statci of Amarica

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN

1 feel the Marinov experiment should be repeated because:

First, Marinov's reported result in which he "measured the absolute velocity
of the closed laboratory" appears to make the special theory of relativity un-
tenable. The special theory of relativity has been regarded by most physicists
as a corner stone of modern physics; so that one needs to examine very carefully
any such reported experimental evidence that would negate special relativity.
Because of the importance of the matter, a repetition of the Marinov experiment
is to be strongly recommended. It makes no difference whether the results turn
out positive or null, the outcome will still be of value.

Second, quite apart from special relativity, it is important to know whether or
not the velocity of light is actually fixed in an "absolute space." This infor-
mation would appear to be very significant when attempting to locate the precise
positions of missies or satellites in space.

Third, if a positive result were to be obtained to the accuracy hoped for in the

Wesley proposal, it would, in fact, provide an interesting and important astro-
nomical observation. The velocity of the solar system with respect to the 3°K
thermal cosmic background is only roughly known.

Although I have not examined all of the details of the Wesley proposal; it appears
that he has expended considerable effort in the matter. From his resume, as well
as his proposal, 1 would judge him to be thoroughly competent to repeat the Marinov
experiment. I hope tliat his experimental setup will be made available to others
who can carry out observations in order to remove any further question in the matte

|

While the Appendix of the Wesley proposal and his past contributions to the pages
of Foundations of Physics testify to the breadth of his knowledge in space-time
physics and the originality of his thinking, 1 do not necessarily share his vieud.
However, the important point is to have the Marinov experiment repeated quite
Independent of what one's individual beliefs might be. From the standpoint of an
editor sucli as myself, who regularly receives papers arguing for and against
Mnrinov's tlicory, a definitive oxporlmont sucli as Dr. Wesley's, settling the

matter one way or anollicr, Is di-voully to be hoped for.

Alwyn van der Mi'rwe

Professor of Physics
March 25, 1982
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Stefan Marinov Dr. Harold Davis

via Puggia 47 PHYSICS TODAY

1-16131 Geneva 335 East 45th Street
New York

27 March 1982 NY 10017

Dear Dr. Davis,

I send you my LETTER TO THE EDITOR entitled

IS OUR SPACE-TIME NEWTONIAN,

begging you to publish it as soon as possible. I attach a copy of the letter of Mr.

Greely of the 9 June 1981 and I hope that this letter will be published.

I attach also the acknowledgement for reception of my LETTER TO THE EDITOR entitled

SCIENTISTS IN DEVIL' WORK. Will you publish this letter? Such a brilliantly written

letter! - Have you declined it? Why? In the meantime you published another letter of

Dr. Stumpff. Why you give place in PHYSICS TODAY to scientists who must be judged by

international courts as criminals against mankind and you do not give space to scien-

tists who during years fight against the demon of total itarianship for freedom and peace?

Why? Why?

A propos. In his letter (the last) Dr. Stumpff writes: "I am not stupid." — Dear

Dr. Davis, one does not write in a paper "I am not stupid", one shows in a paper that

one is not stupid. I really do not understand your editorial policy: To reject my lu-

minous letter and to print such low philological stuff.

During many years you rejected to give space to my contributions to PHYSICS TODAY. I

would like to hope that the present letter will be published. And I insist for the pub-

lication of SCIENTISTS IN DEVIL'S WORK. If you will not publish SCIENTISTS IN DEVIL'S

WORK, then, at least, in the name of God , I beg you to write me: WHY?

I hope that your Conference Schedule will announce the meeting of ICSTA.

Sincerely yours

,

Stefan Marinov

Editorial note . In his letter of the 9 June 1981 Mr. Greely, the Advertising Editor of

PHYSICS TODAY suggested that Marinov presents the matter of the adver-

tisement INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE ON SPACE-TIME ABSOLUTENESS as a LET-

TER TO THE EDITOR.

I
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JM/MS
27 May 1982

Dr Stefan Marinov
Est-Ovest
Via Puggia 47/1
16131 Geneva

Dear Dr Marinov:

Thank you for your letter and for sending us a set of your
monumental work. Classical Physics . I am afraid I cannot,
however, agree to join with you in the fight for the
restoration of absolute space-time because I think your
cause is wrong. Indeed, I am sorry to see that the five
volumes that you have sent, which are full of good sensible
physics and mathematics, are marrj^ed by your advocacy of this
lost cause.

If you wish, I will ask somebody to review your books, but I

should explain that it may be difficult to find somebody
willing to take on the job. Perhaps you would let me know
what you would like me to do. If you wish I will return
the volumes.

Yours sincerely,

John Maddox
Editor
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newscientist
Commonwealth House, I - 19 New Oxford Street, London WCI ING

Telex: 9157 48 MAGDIVG
Switchboard: 01-404 0700

21st June 19«2

Stefan Marlnov,
Organizzazione Internazionale

Congress]

,

Via Puggia 'i7 - 1 - If)!!! Geneva,

Dear Mr Marinov,

We are not, I'm afraid, willing to give you publicity, either
paid for or free, for your work, or for the International
Conference on Space-Time Ahsoluteness . I would he grateful if you
would stop sending us material on this meeting.

Yours sincerely
,

./'

Michael Kenward
Editor
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Vli L. dogll AndilA, % 4<ilM BOLOGNA (lulj)

33.I6.K4

Dr. J^tpP^n Mflrinnv
;

Fst-Ovp<;t Kditrice Intemnzionale
Via Puania, -17/1

16131 RFNOVA RF

Dpar Debtor M;irinov.

herpwi tVi wr> arp rpturnina voijr papere "How to

mf>a«;n-rp tVip earth's absolutp vplocitv " and "The Michel?;on

experimont with neutron? ". Thi 5 decision has been taken

in full aqrecmpnt with Prof. Rertotti.

As statrd in my letter oF July 30, 19^0, wp win return without

pynmination any pappr you will submit to our iournal.

This ^.<••. b<->r^u'^'^ w^ 'lin't^ recognize any scientific value to

your papers. Moreover, your apprpciati ons about the correctness

and the compptence of our vice-Directors and referees are comple-

tely out of place.

Sincprely yours.

Pao/ino Papal

i

Pul/licat-vTjn Spcretary

Editorial note . The titles of the rejected papers are written by Dr. Papal i wrongly.

The papers "How to measure the Earth's absolute velocity..." and

"The Michel son experiment with neutrons..." were rejected by the ge-

neral letter of IL NUOVO CIMENTO of 30 July 1980 (see p. 164). With

the present letter IL NUOVO CIMENTO has rejected the papers "Elastic

collisions of particles in absolute space (CLASSICAL PHYSICS, vol. III,^^

§44) and "The laboratory motion of a charge in a uniform magnetic field"

(CLASSICAL PHYSICS, vol. V, §36C). The lengthy correspondence on these

two papers see on pp. 223-225 and 234-244.
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Dr Stefan Marinou
Est-Ouest
Via Puggia 47/l

16131 Genova
Italy

6th :]uly 1982

Dear Dr flarinov

Thank you for sending the five volumes of your work, Classical Physics ,

to Nature for consideration for review.

Pir Maddox and I havs discussed the books, and he made a number of suggestions
of potential reviewers that I might approach. However I am sorry to say that
after spending a considerable amount of time in trying to find an appropriate
person I have been unable to persuade anyone to take on the job.

As you requested I am therefore returning the books. I hope they receive a

critical appraisal in some other journal.

Yours sincerely

^ l^^CjJLy
Tim Lincoln
Book Review Editor
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Stefan Marinov
Niederschbcklstr.
A-8044 Graz

62

23 July 1982

(the letter is sent
' from Genoa)

3rd Marcel Grossmann Meeting
Int. Center for Theor. Phys.

P.O.B. 586

Miramare
1-34100 Trieste

Dear Sirs,

I send you the copy of the letter which I sent you on the 8 June. Until now I have

not your answer whether my participation is accepted and I have not received detailed
information about the organization of my trip. As there is only a month until the ope-
ning of the conference, I beg you to inform me by an express letter whether my parti-
cipation is accepted and to send me all necessary information. I shall fly from Vienna

and after the conference I shall make a visit to my brother in Sydney.

If my participation is not accepted, I beg you for a written information.

Looking forward for your express answer.

Sincerely yours,

Stefan Marinov

Editorial note . With his letter of the 8 June 1982 Marinov applied for taking part

at the 3rd Marcel Grossmann Meeting in Shanghai. Both letters of Ma-

rinov remained unanswered.

Marinov has taken part in the 2nd Marcel Grossmann Meeting (Trieste,
July 1979), giving a speech. The contribution of Marinov to the Pro-

ceedings of the Meeting were accepted personally by Prof. Ruffini in

Trieste, but to the at least 8 letters which Marinov wrote to Prof.

Ruffini he received neither a single answer whether his
contribution w'ill be included in the Proceedings.

Editorial note Marinov 's contribution to the 2nd Marcel Grossman Meeting was published
to the second in the PROCEEDINGS OF THE SECOND MARCEL GROSSMANN MEETING ON GENERAL RE-
edition . LATIVITY (North-Holland Publ . Co., 1982), p 547
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Stefan Marinov Dr. Michael Kenward

Niederschbcklstr. 62 NEW SCIENTIST
A-8044 Graz 1-19 New Oxford Street

11 A 4. moo London WCl ING
11 August 1982

Dear Dr. Kenward,

On the 28 April 1982 I sent my 5 volumes entitled CLASSICAL PHYSICS, addressing
the letter to Dr. Bernard Dixon. In your letter of the 21 June you write:

We are not willing to give you publicity, either paid or free, for your
work, or for the International Conference on Space-Time Absoluteness. I

would be grateful if you would stop sending us material on this meeting.

From this letter it is not clear whether you have received my CLASSICAL PHYSICS or
not. In the case that you do not intend to give a review on my books EPPUR SI MUOVE
and CLASSICAL PHYSICS, I beg you kindly to send all these books back to me (there are
two copies of EPPUR SI MUOVE in your editorial office). If the postage for the books is

a burden for you, you may encharge me (the receiver) for paying the postage.

I thank you in anticipation for your kind attention and remain.

Sincerely yours,

Stefan Marinov

Editorial note . The book EPPUR SI MUOVE was sent in the early 1978. The second copy
was sent when NEW SCIENTIST wrote that the copy has been not recei-

ved. The price of CLASSICAL PHYSICS is % 125, the price of EPPUR SI

MUOVE is % 25. The answer of Dr. Kenward who knows perfectly well

that Marinov is a Bulgarian dissident is on the next page.
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newscientist
Commonwealth House, I - 19 New Oxford Street, London WCI ING

Telex: 9157 48 MAGDIVG
Switchboard: 01-404 0700

16th August 1982

Stofan Marlnov,
NierlerschJfcklstr. 62,
A-RO'i'i Graz.

Doar Mr Marinov,

It is not, I'm afraid, possible to return books sent to
us for review.

Yours sincerely.

Michael Kenward
Edi tor
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ACTA PHYSICA HUNGARICA
DEPARTMENT OF ATOMIC PHYSICS

BUllAPEST rOI.VTECHNICAL UNIVERSITY
nUDAPEST

BUDAFOKI OT «. HUNGARY
II-ISII

Budapest, 7th f'-eptember, 1982.

Stefan Marinov

Via Puggia 47,

16131 Geneva, Italy

Dear Dr Marinov,

I am retuTTiing herewith your paper on "Kinematic

Time Dilation", which, accord jng to our Referee's opinion,

is not acceptable for Acta rhysica. Regarding 1:he futuro,

please note that we cannot consider articles of this type

for publication.

Yours sincerely

I,Kovf5cs

p;ditor

End, 21 pages

3 figures
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21 Q 1 Qfl2
Bezirkshauptmannschaft Graz-Umgebung Graz , am •.^.: .^.°.^.

Zahl: 2/1 M 172 _ 1932

BESCHEID
Uber die Erlassung eines Aufenthaltsverbotes

Die Bezirkshauptmannschaft Graz-Umgebung erlSflt gegen Herrn -

f/^^ ( Name, Geburtsda turn, Anschrift) MARINOV Stefan. re b. 1.2.iq^1 in aoflii

bulcar. Staats anf;ehorlger, tyh. in 8o44 Welnltzen. Nlederanhrinkl .q-h-r, fi?

qem. § 3(1) (2) lit. (a) a.(e) in Verbindung mit § 4 des

Bundesgesetzes vom 17. Marz 1954, BGBl. 75/l954(Fremdenpolizeigesetz)

ein
unbefristetes * ) Aufenthaltsverbot fUr

das Bundesgebiet Osterreich* ^ , • „^
Das Aufenthaltsverbot wird gem. § 3 Abs. 3 des Fremdenpolizeige-

setzes auch auf den (die)* Ehegatten( in) //////

//// und die minderjahri gen Kinder ////

///

/// ausgedehnt.
Gem. '^6 (1) des Fremdenpolizeigesetzes ist das Gebiet, fur das

das AufenthaltsveibDt erlassen wurde, innerhalb einer Frist

von einer V/oche nach Rechtskraft des Bescheides bei sonstiger An-

wendung von Zwangsmaflnahmen gem. § 5 ( 1 ) des Fremdenpolizeigesetzes zu

verlassen.* . -

Einer allfalligen Berufung wird gem. § 64 Abs. 2 AVG. 1950 die auf-

schiebende wirkung aberkannt.* ^ a
Gem. % 12 des Fremdenpolizeigesetzes sind die Kosten, die bei der

DurchfUhrung des Aufenthaltsverbotes entstehen, von den QEnannten zu

tragen. Bef;rUndan
jg ;

M A R I N V Stefan, geb. am 1.2.1931 in Sofia, ist P r e m d e 1

im Sinne des § 1 Fremdenpolizeigesetzes, da er die osterr.Staatsbiir -

gerschaft nicht besitzt

.

GemaC § 3 (I) ii.(2) a a.e des Premdenpolizeigesetzes BGBL.Nr.

75/1954 kann gefen Fremde deren Aafenthalt im Biindesgebiet die offentl,

Ruhe, Ordnong Oder ^icherheit gefahrdet Oder anderen offentlichen In-

teressen zawiderlauft, bzw. die den Besitz Oder redlichen Erwerb ihrer

Unterhal tsmittel nicht nachzaweisen vermcigen, ein AofentJialtsberbot

erlassen werden,

Genannter ist nicht in der Lnf.e den Besitz oder redlichen Er-

werb eeiner Unterhalti^mittel nnchzu'veisen. Er ist weder kraaVen- noch

sozialversichert and aks vbllig mittellos za betraohten, Des weit^ren

v/urde G^n. we/en Ub 'rtretixng des laR u. Fremde npolizeieoetr-eL; za je

I000.- 3 rochbcikrHftic bentraft.
* Nichtzutref fendes streichen.
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D^ ein weiterer Aatfenthalt deo Genannten in Ooterr. demnach offentl.

Interessen zuwiderlaixft iind each die offontl. Pjih9,0rdni3jir, and

Sicherheit gefahrdet, hat die Behorde von ihrem Kecht Gebrantoh t'o-

macht, das gefienstandliche Aofenthaltaverbot za erla3::en.

Einer allfailigen Berafung war v;ef:en Gefahr im Verzii.';'e aaa

Griinden des offentlichen Intereaoes die aafschiiebende .''irkone' ab-

'

zuerkennen.

Die Kosten die bei der -^orclif Llhriinc dieses Atifenthalts-

verbotes entstehen aind gemaB § 12 des iJ'remdenpolizeiceaetzea von

der Partei za tragen.

Rechtsmittelbelehrung:

Gegen diesen Bescheid steht die binnen zwei vochen nach Verkundung
bzw.der schriftlichen Ausfertigung des Bescheides bei der Bezirks-
hauptmannschaft Graz-Umgebung einzubringende Berufung offen. Nach
§ 63 des Allgemeinen VErwaltungsverfahrensgesetzes hat sich die Be-
rufung auf diesen Bescheid zu beziehen und einen begrundeten Be-
rufungsantrag zu enthalten.
Die Berufung ist schriftlich Oder telegraphisch^-einzubringen und unter-
liegt einer StempelgebUhr von S 1l5>ji>- pro Bogen./

|

AmtsstAmpigl^ije Der BeziBkspiciupt;n1^nn-j-jy.:

f:-^'' Prillo^j|/l»i..Al5i.-^

Vorstehender Bescheid wurde mir am^ > r 1 '. ^ zuge-
stellt; gleichzeitig nehme ich zur Kenntnis:
Wer sich entgegen den Vorschriften des Fremdenpolizeigesetzes im
Bundesgebiet aufhalt od. diesem Bundesgesetz od. einer auf seiner
Grundlage erlassenen Verfiigung auf eindere weise zuwiderhandelt , macht
sich einer Verwaltungsiibertretung schuldig u. wird von der Bezirks-
verwaltungsbehorde, in Orten,fUr die eine Bundespolizeibehorde be-
steht, von dieser, mit Geld bis zu S 3.oOO.- od. mit Arrest bis zu
6 wochen bestraft.
Wer einem Aufenthaltsverbot zuwider in das Bundesgebiet zuruckkehrt,
obwohl er innerhalb der letzten 3 Jahre der gleichen Tat wegen von der
Verwaltungsbehorde bestraft u ^den ist, macht sich einer Ubertretung
schuldig und wird vom Gericht mit Arrest von einem bis 3 Monaten
bestraft. r\ \

Vor mir: \M
|

Unterschrift
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Continent (Koirjiiiiciir) , Paris, No. 32, 1982

nUCbMO CTEOAHA MAPMHOBA
nPEflCE/lATEJlK) rOCyflAPCTBEHHOrO COBETA

HAPOflHOW PECnyBJlMKM BOJirAPMM
TOflOPy WMBKOBy

Tocno/iMH npeaceflarenb,

CeroflHfl, 19-ro enpenn 1982 r., Heo<))MUManbHbiM nyreM n

ysHan, MTCf ykssom Ng3039 or 28 /jeKaSpii 1981 r., noflnvi-

caHHbiM BaMM, n fiMiueH 6onrapcKoro rpaw/iaHCTBa h bch moa

flBMmMMan m HeflBH>«<MMan co6cTBeHHOCTb noa/ie>*<viT KOH(t>MCKa-

UMM. CaHKUMH MOTMBHpOBaHa TSM, HTO MOn AOnTeJIbHOCTb HBHO-

CMT spea MHTepecaM. HapoflHoit PecnyG/iMKH EonrapMM.

>KefiaK) flOB^CTM ao Batuero CBeflBHHn, mto EonrapMn koh-

CTMTyUMOHHoe rocynapcTBO, ynpaB/ineMoe saKOHaMM, a He npM-

xornMH H KanpMsaMM aaMtiHMCTpaTMBHux nvttx. Baiue MHOHMa

OTHOcmenbHO Toro, Bpe/iHT nn won flenienbHocTb MHiepecaM

HPB, coBceM HBflocTaTOHHO, *fro6bi n 6bin nMiusH 6onrapcKoro

rpawABHCTBa. 3Ty caHKUMto Momei natb ronbKo cya, rae npo-

Kypop npenwiannoT oGBUHOHMe m r/ie n Mory aaiuviTtiTbcn.

foTOB B ntoSoA MOMBHT npM6brrb B Co<t)MK) H nOKassTb ne-

pea cyflOM, mto Mon aenTe/ibHOCTb (t)M3viKa, couHanvicTa m nauM-

4)MCTa He TO/lbKO MTO HB BpBflMT MHTOpecaM HPB, HO MCK/ltOHM-

TB/ibHO Heo6xo/]MMa, MTo6u npoaecTH npoqecc aeMOKpartiaauMM

M flBMH/iHTapHsauMM BonrBpMH K8K MOMHo 6onee 6btCTpO M

6onee paaviKanbHO m MTo6bi tiMn 6onr8pcKoR HayKvi 6bino noa-

Hnro BbicoKo nepe/i mmpom. f\ ne JIbhmh, htoGu 6onTbCR npea-

CTBTb nepe/1 rocy/tapcTBeHHUM cyaoM m nbiTBTbcn yKpbtaaTbcn

Tyr MHM TBM. VBawaio cya HPB m nptiMy c nonnbiM yaoaneTBO-

peHMOM ntoGofl ero npMroaop, 6yAb oh h HecnpaaeanMBbiM,

TBep/io 3Han, mto HecnpaaeoiitiBbiA npMroBop mroreeT ne Hag

ocywAeHHWM, a na/i tbm, kto ero npoMsnocMT. Ho bchm Bu

/iMiuMTB Monn B0^^f10>KH0CTM npeflCTBTb nepeii sbkokhmm cyaom

8 Co<t>MM, anaHMT, cya 6oMTcn Menu.

C yeaweHMeM

CTe0OH MapuHOB

LETTER OF STEFAN MARINOV TO THE PRESIDENT OF THE PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC OF BULGARIA

Mr. President,

Today, on the 19 April 1982, it came to my knowledge on an inofficial way that with

the ukase of the 28 December 1981, signed by you, I am deprived of a Bulgarian citi-

zenship and all my movable and immovable property is to be confiscated. The motivation

is that my activity is against the interests of the People's Republic of Bulgaria.

I wish to bring to your knowledge that Bulgaria is a constitutional country ruled

by laws and not by the whims and fancies of the public administrators. Your opinion

whether or not my activity is against the interests of Bulgaria is not sufficient to

deprive me of a Bulgarian citizenship. This sanction can be taken only by the Court,

where the public prosecutor presents an accusation and I have the right and the possi-

bility of defence.

I am ready to come at any timte in Sofia and to show to the Court that my activity of

a physicist, socialist, and pacifist is not noxious to the interests of the PRB, but,

exactly on the contrary, it is indispensable for the process of democratisation and

demilitarisation of Bulgaria, and for enhancing the name of the Bulgarian science

before the world. I am not Lenin to be afraid to appear before a State Court and to

seek to hide myself here and there. Itfteem the Court of the PRB and will accept with

satisfaction any its sentence, knowing firmly that an unjust sentence weighs not on

the condemned but on those who pronounce it. If you will deprive me of the possibility

to appear before the Court, it follows that the Court is afraid of me.

With respect, Stefan Marinov
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THE MAXWELL-MICHELSON PUZZLE AND THE BLINDNESS OF MANKIND

Stefan Marinov

Institute for Fundamental Physics

Morellenfeldgasse 16

A-8010 Graz, Austria

It is shown that, according to the aether concepts of light propagation,

the travel times of the photons split in the Michel son interferometer are

equal for almost all directions which the axis of the apparatus concludes with

its absolute velocity.

Fritzchen is my neighbour's kid. He is 15 years old but enough clever and sly

for his age. His teacher in physics talked in the class-room about light velocity,

Einstein and the Michel son-Morley experiment on the occasion of the 100-th anniver-

sary of its performance. Always when Fritzchen meets with problems which seem un-

clear from his point of view, he comes to me to talk about.

I explained to Fritzchen how Abraham Michelson has constructed his interferometer,,

which is the theory of the experiment suggested by James Clerk Maxwell, and which

were the experimental results. Let me repeat what I narrated to Fritzchen.
j

Light emitted by the source S (fig. 1) is split into two beams by the semi trans- I

parent mirror SM. The transient beam goes to the mirror Mj and returning back ref-
,

lects on SM, while the reflected beam goes to the mirror M^, returns back, goes I

through SM and interfering with the former beam reaches the observer 0. If the dis-

tances L, and L^ from the point of separation at SM to the mirrors M^ and M2 are

equal to the same length L, then the photons in both beams will meet at SM again

with the same time delays if their velocity in the aether is c.

Maxwell posed the question what will occur if the apparatus moves in the aether

(i.e., in absolute space) with a velocity V in parallel to the line S - SM - M^

.

In fig. 2 the picture in absolute space is presented. The photons in both beams

separate when the mirrors are at the positions SM, M^, M2. The "parallel" beam re-
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fleets on M, at its position M| , the "perpendicular" beam reflects on M^ at its po-

sition M^, and the photons meet again when the mirrors are at the positions SM", Ml',

Mp. Proceeding from the obvious formulas

cAt,; = L + VAt,;, cAtJI = L - VAtjj, (1)

cAt; = (L^ + V^At]^)^/^ cAtj = (L^ + V^Atj^)^/^, (2)

Maxwell calculated the sum of the times At,', and Atjj in which the parallel photons

will cover the distance SM - M, to and fro and the sum of the times At^ and At^ in

which the perpendicular photons will cover the distance SM - M- to and fro

At,, = At,; + At;; = 2L/c(1-V^/c^) = (2L/c)(1 + V^/c^). (3)

Ati = At; + At^ = 2L/c(1- V^/c^)^/^ = (2L/c)(l + V^/2c^). (4)

Thus Maxwell concluded that the parallel photons will come to the rendez-vous

point later than the perpendicular photons.

Michel son realized this experiment, however he established that separated pho-

tons return to the semi transparent mirror always with the same time delays.

Fritzchen beared my explanations diligently and asked: "Could uncle Abraham be

sure that the semi transparent mirror SM is inclined exactly at an angle 7t/4 with

respect to the planes of the mirrors M, and M^?" I answered that Michel son could

not be sure but if SM is inclined as shown in fig. 1 with the dotted line, then

he should be impelled to incline also the mirror M^ at the double angle in order to

have both beams directed together towards the observer. Fritzchen thanked for my

explanation but the next morning before going to school he rushed with the drawing

shown in fig. 3 and said:

"If SM will be inclined not at an angle tt/A with respect to the impinging light

beam but at an angle tt/4 + V/2c, then the parallel and perpendicular photons will

meet again with the same time delays, as in this case one has to write instead of

formulas (2) the following formulas

cAt; = L, cAt^ = (L^ + V^AtJ)^/^ (5)

and instead of formula (4) the following formula
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At, - At; + It'i
-- 2L/c(l-V^/c^). " (6)

And the open-minded boy said: "Thus if neither of the split beams concludes with

the perpendicular to the absolute velocity an angle smaller than V/c. no difference

in their to and fro times can appear. How could uncle James Clerk oversee this simple

thing?"

I looked at his beautiful blue eyes and said: "Fritzchen, bitte. sein ein kluges

Kind, schrei nur nicht laut, was du wirklich siehst. Die Schneider des Kbnigs sind

sehr bbse Leute und die werden dir die Auglein ausstechen!"

FIGURE CAPTIONS

Fig. 1. The Michelson interferometer.

Fig. 2. The Michelson experiment in absolute space according to Maxwell.

Fig. 3. The Michelson experiment in absolute space according to Fritzchen,

The figures are attached to the following article!!!
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THE MICHELSON-MORLEY EXPERIMENT AND THE BLINDNESS OF MANKIND

Stefan Marinov

Institute for Fundamental Physics

Morel lenfeldgasse 16

A-8010 Graz, Austria

Abstract . I show that if one takes into account the neglected until today

mirror-Bradley effect (which is an analogue to the aberration effect disco-

vered by Bradley in the case when a light ray reflects on a mirror moving

with a velocity parallel to its surface), then the classical aether con-

cepts lead to a null effect in thehistorical Michel son-Mori ey experiment.

Proceeding from the classical formulas for the light velocity in a labora-

tory moving with respect to the aether, I obtain the formulas for the wave-

lengths and the formulas for the one-way light velocities expressed through

the two-way light velocity in the moving laboratory. All these formulas

were splendidly confirmed by my "rotating axle" experiments. Then I intro-

duce the classical notion for time dilation which is an absolute effect de-

pending on the absolute velocity of the "clock". Finally I show that my ex-

tremely simple, clear and understandible formulas give the basis for whole

high-velocity physics.

1. THE MICHELSON-MORLEY EXPERIMENT IN MAXWELL'S TREATMENT

What I should like to narrate in this article seems to appear rather an Agatha

Christie detective story where the reader supposes all the time that X is the mur-

derer, as all facts speak against him, but at the end when the author points to

a small detail which was under the reader's eyes during the whole action, it

turns out that the unsuspected Y the perpetrator is and (what is more exciting!)

that the killed person lives.

My detective story lasts 100 years. It began in 1887 when Michelson and Morley

established that there is no positive effect in their interference experiment,

although the aether theory of light propagation ostensibly such an effect does

predict.

What else has not been done in order to explain theoretically this null effect!

- First Fitzgerald and Lorentz put forward the length contraction hypothesis.
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Then came Einstein turning on the head the old good on its feet staying Newtonian

physics and proposed theories where time is space, space time, yesterday is to-

morrow and tomorrow yesterday. And 100 years humanity discusses and analyses the

damned Michelson-Morley experiment, and in a search to explain its null effect

one brings water from wells lying behind seven mountains and seven seas.

Thus 100 years humanity believes that this one who has killed the good old

physics was the Michelson-Morley experiment. Now, after the celebration of the

100th anniversary of this "historical" experiment (recently Phyiici, Today dedica-

ted a whole issue to this anniversary), I shall show that this experiment

is absolutely innocent. I shall point at a small detail which during those 100

years none has seen, although every child who has two eyes could see it.

First I shall describe the Michelson-Morley experiment (Fig. 1). Light emit-

ted by the source S is split by the semi transparent mirror SM into two beams.

The transient beam goes to mirror M, , comes back and reflects on SM, while the

reflected beam goes to mirror M^, comes back, goes through SM and then both inter-

fering beams reach the observer 0. When the lengths L, and L^ from the separa-

tion point at SM to the mirrors M, and M^ are equal, 1^=1^= L, and the light

velocity in all directions is c, then the photons who separated at SM will meet

again at SM after the icme time.

Maxwell posed the question what will occur if the apparatus moves in the aether

(i.e., in absolute space) with a velocity v in parallel to the line S-SM-M^.

I show in Fig. 2 this case from the viewpoint of an observer attached to the

aether. The photons separate at SM when the mirrors have the positions SM, M^^, M2.

The "parallel" photons reflect on M, when it is at the positione M|, the "perpen-

dicular" photons reflect on M^ when it is at the position M^, and the photons

meet at SM when the positions of the mirrors are SM", M^', M^. We can write the

following equalities

cAtj, = L + vAt|, cAtJ = L - vAt'^, (1)

cAt^ = (L^ + V^At"^^/^ cAt^ = (L^ + /b.V^)^'^, (2)
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cover
where At^ and AtV are the times in which the parallel photons the track SM - M,

to and fro and AtA and AtlJ are the times in which the perpendicular pho-

cover
tons the track SM - M^ to and fro. Maxwell calculated their sums and found

Atj = Atj + At^' = 2L/c(l - v^/c^) = (2L/c)(l + v^/c^), (3)

At^ = At^ + At^ = 2L/c(l - v^/c^)^/'^ = (2L/c)(l + v^/2c^). (4)

And Maxwell drew the conclusion that the parallel photons will return to the

separation point with a certain time delay.

Michel son carried out the experiment with the aim to see whether Maxwell was

right and, in the positive case, to find which is the Earth's absolute velocity,

however registered no time delay. At any position of the apparatus with respect

to the Earth's absolute velocity (Michelson rotated the apparatus about a verti-

cal axis in his laboratory), he found no shift in the interference pattern. The

sensitivity of the interferometer was so high that even at a velocity of about

3-4 km/sec a shift had to be observed.

2. THE MIRROR-DOPPLER AND MIRROR-BRADLEY EFFECTS

Now the trifle comes which was for 100 years under the eyes of mankind, but

noticed
was neither by Maxwell or Michelson nor by the mdtioM of professors, students

or school -boys.

The impact between the photons in a light beam and a mirror can be considered

as an elastic collision. During the first half of the collision the velocity of

the photons decreases to zero and during the second half increases again to c.

When the surface of the mirror is at right angles to the impacting light beam,

the velocity of the photons changes from en to en', where n is a unit vector along

the direction of the falling beam and n' = - n is a unit vector along the direc-

tion of the reflected beam. When the unit vector m along the perpendicular, which

6pfUng6 from the mirror's surface, concludes an angle tt -
<}) with the unit vector n,

i.e., when cos(n,ni) = cos{iT-(t)) = - cosifi, then, according to the law of reflection,

the reflected beam will conclude an angle equal to 2't' with the incident beam, i.e.,

we shall have cos(n,n') = cos(2(|)) and cos(n',ni) = cosff). We call 4. = ii - arccos(n,m)
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the incident angle and (^' = arccos(n',») the reflection angle. The wavelengths

of the reflected photons will be equal to the wavelengths of the incident photons.

Let us now suppose that the mirror moves with a velocity v in absolute space.

The impact between the light beam and the mirror will lead to two new phenomena:

1) The wavelengths of the reflected photons will be no more equal to the wave-

lengths of the incident photons. I call this effect the miAAofL-VopptcA t^^zcX, in

order to discern it from the classical Doppler effect caused by the motion of the

source in absolute space (I must emphasize that the motion of the observer leads

to no change of the light wavelength). If the mirror is a microscopic body which

changes its velocity during the elastic collision with the ilngtc photons, we

come to the Compton effect. I have shown that the mirror-Doppler effect and the

Compton effect are two difideAQnt name^ of the iomo. phznomenon and that any

clever child can understand the corresponding mathematics and "physics" very ea-

sily.

2) The reflection angle will be no more equal to the incident angle. This ef-

fect was noticed and analysed by nobody and I call it the mlfOioi-Bnadlzy eiJiJect,

as it relates to the light aberration discovered by Bradley (classical Bradley

effect) in the same way as the mirror-Doppler effect relates to the classical

Doppler effect. It must be only noted that a classical Bradley effect is caused

only by the motion of the observer but not by the motion of the source.

The relation between the wavelengths of the incident photons. A, and the wave-

lengths of the reflected photons is the following

y = a1
^vcos(v.n)/c

^
. ^^ y __ ^ 1 ^ vcos9/c

^ ^^^
1 + vcos(v,n')/c 1 - vcos(2(t, + e)/c

where 9 = (v,n) and the sign "+" ("-") relates to the case where the vector v

divides (does not divide) the angle between the vectors n and n'.

The relation between the incident and reflection angles is the following

((.• =
(J)

+ (v/c)sin(v,n)icos(n',m) - cos(n,m)}, i.e., (|)' = <{> + 2(v/c)sinecos<|i. (6)

The reader can persuade himself in the veracity of the last two formulas by
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considering reflection of light beams at different angles and 4>. The mirror-

Doppler effect will evoke no difficulties, as this effect has been many times

verified. The mirror-Bradley effect, however, was until today observed by

nobody (I show below that as a matter of fact this effect was observed but not

understood in the Michelson-Morley experiment). One can produce a physical ana-

logue to the mirror-Doppler effect by throwing a rubber ball on the surface of

a rotating disk. One can then easily establish that the deflection angle from

the perpendicular to the disk's surface (the vertical) will be proportional to

the factor v/c, where v is the linear rotational velocity of the disk (quicker

rotation leads to a bigger deflection angle) and c is the velocity of the ball

(bigger ball's velocity during the collision, i.e., bigger height of fall, leads

to a smaller deflection angle).

It is well known that the classical Doppler effect is tightly connected with

the classical Bradley effect: when the Doppler effect is maximal the Bradley

effect* minimal and vice versa. At the mirror-Doppler and mirror-Bradley effects

effect
there are two angles, 9 and (I", but again at a maximal mirror-Doppler the mirror-

is

Bradley effect minimal and vice versa.

The last formula shows that the light paths in the Michelson-Morley experiment

will be not as in Fig. 2 but as in Fig. 3. Indeed, we have for the reflected on

SM beam 6 = 0, (t>
= ir/4 and we obtain according to formula (6) (|)' = 4) = ti/4, as

is
it drawn in Fig. 3 and not <!>' = fT/4 + v/c, as it is drawn in Fig. 2.

Let us calculate as an exercise the wavelength of the reflected photons. If \

is the wavelength of the radiated light in the case that the source rests in abso-

lute space, the wavelength of the photons emitted from the moving in Figs. 2 and

source
^ , .

3 will be,on the ground of the classical Doppler effect (see formula (17) below)

»

X' = \/(l + v/c). Consequently we obtain according to formula (5) for the wave-

length of the photons along the direction SM - M^ A" = X'(l + v/c) = \.

Let us find now the direction of the beam which is reflected from mirror M^.

Proceeding again from formula (6) we obtain for 8 = ti/2, (}> = a reflection

angle <|)' = 2v/c.
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3. THE MICHELSON-MORLEY EXPERIMENT IN THE AUTHOR'S TREATMENT

Let us calculate, according to Fig. 3, the time in which the reflected on SM

photons will return back to SM. It is clear that now the formulas (2) must be

replaced by the following formulas

cAt^ = L, cAt^ = (L^ + v^At^)^/^, (7)

and the formula (4) must be replaced by the follwoing formula

At2 = At^ + At^ = 2L/c(l - v^/c^). (8)

Comparing formulas (3) and (8) we come to the conclusion that the "parallel"

and "perpendicular" photons will meet on SM zxactZy af^tQfi tht iaxm timn.

And Michel son and Morley rotated and rotated day and night their on mercury

swimming apparatus en cuttZYidavit Godo. Later A. Miller repeated this experiment

during whole his life on the surface of the Earth, under the surface, on moun-

tains, on balloons, he made the frame of iron, of wood, he measured in air, in

vacuum, in summer and in winter. Then came Kennady and Thorndike with their in-

terferometer with different arms (L, ^ L^), then other and other indefetigable

researchers, culminating with the masterpiece of Brillet and Hall who used laser

light and increased fantastically its sensitivity. And all these people rotated

the appartus like crack-brained. And all looked for a drift in the interference

picture which, as I showed, can neveA according to the good old phyiic6 appear.

And none has done the path from Fig. 2 to Fig. 3 during all those 100 years. Is

it comical? - No. It is tAagical! And will this story teach us that humanity

can be during centuries blind? - Hardly. Again false dogmas and wrong prejudices

will be errected and again mankind will march behind these dogmas as blind behind

an one-eyed.

4. THE FORMULAS FOR THE ONE-WAY LIGHT VELOCITIES AND WAVELENGTHS

I call the angle between a light ray and the absolute velocity of the labora-

tory the abio^u^angle and denote it by 0, if it will be considered with respect

to absolute space. When this angle will be considered with respect to the labora-
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tory I call it relative angle and denote by 0'. So, for example, the absolute
(or M2 - SM)

angle between the ray SM - M„land the absolute velocity in Fig. 2 is 6 = ti/2 - v/c;

the relative angle is 6' = v/2. The same absolute angle in Fig. 3 is = Tr/2

for the trip there and 6 = tt/2 - 2v/c for the trip back; the relative angle for

the trip there is 6' = 7t/2 + v/c and for the trip back 9' = 7r/2 - v/c. These re-

lations are wery important. They show that the perpendicular ray in the Michelson-

Morley experiment cannot be exactly perpendicular both to the laboratory's velo-

city and the surface of mirror Mp (when considered in the moving laboratory).

I show in Fig. 1 the path of the perpendicular ray in the moving laboratory with

a dotted line. If the apparatus is at rest in absolute space, this ray will go

along the dotted line only when the mirrors SM and Mp will be inclined to the

dotted positions. The people who understand the Bradley aberration of the stars

will immediately grasp the mirror-Bradley "aberration" (Bradley has shown

that one can see a star on the heaven only if one should incline one's telescope

at the aberration angle with respect to the "observer-star" line).

I show in Ref.

1, vol. Ill, p. 28 that the absolute and relative angles are related as follows

cose = (cose' + v/c)/(l +VCOS07C), (9)

C0S9' = (COS0 - v/c)/(l -VCOSO/C). (10)

The formulas (4) and (8) show that one is unable to establish experimentally

what a time will need a light pulse to cover the distance L to and fro if the

velocity of the laboratory is at right angles with this track. When the track L

is parallel to the absolute velocity, then the relation between the two-way light

velocity in the moving laboratory and the one- or two-way light velocity in abso-

lute space, according to formula (3), is

c^ = c(l - //c^). (11)

Let us suppose now that the light ray SM - M^ concludes an arbitrary angle
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with theabsolute laboratory's velocity v. On the grounds of formulas (1) we can

write

L/At' = c' = c - vcosO' = vA', (12)

L/At" = c" = c + vcose' = vX", (13)

where A' is the wavelength for the light ray to M. and A" is the wavelength for

the light ray from M, , At' and At" are the respective times of flight and v is

the light frequency. I wrote formulas (12) and (13) for the QO^mnAl coje where the

light track L concludes an oAbltAoAy relative angle with its velocity. The angle

between the light beam and the absolute velocity for the flights to and fro is

(v,n') = 0', (v,n") = Ti - 9', and I used the general formula c^ = c - vcos(v,n^).

Let us further suppose that the mirrors SM and M^ are in such positions so

that the ray SM - M2 is at right angles with the absolute velocity. We can write

in this case

2L/At = c,^ = vA, (14)

where A is the wavelength of the itandlng waveA along the track SM-M-. I must

emphasize that only this wavelength can be dvitctly measured as Wiener did in

1890. I should like to emphasize further that in the Michel son-Mori ey experiment

there is no energy transfer to the mirrors M. and M^ because along both light

tracks there are only standing waves. And the experiment shows only that at every

position of the apparatus on the tracks SM-M, and SM - M- always the 6amz numbers

of standing waves are built up, as I show in Ref. 1 proceeding from formula (17),

and as anybody can easily calculate (see also the article on p. 104).

From the equality At = At' + At", which follows from the formulas (3) and (8),

and from the last three formulas we obtain

1/A' + 1/A" = 2/A. (15)

On the other side, by dividing equation (12) by the equation (13), we find

A'/A" = (1 - vcose'/c)/(l + vcose'), (16)

and we see that (15) and (16) are two equations with two unknows and their solu-
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tion yields

X' = X/(l +vcosG'/c), A" = X/(l -vcose'/c). (17)

Now we obtain from formulas (11), (12) and (13)

c' = c(l - vcose'/c) = c^(l - vcose'/c)/(l - v^/c^), (18)

c" = c(l + vcose'/c) = c^(l + vcose'/c)/(l - v^/c^). (19)

Here I turn over the last page of the Agatha Christie's story "Who killed Mr.

Aether". I showed that not Michelson and Morley were the murderers as mankind

thinks led on the nose by miserable detectives almost 100 years. The Michelson-

Morley experiment gives a splendid support to the aether concepts and offers an

experimental proof of the mirror-Bradley effect. The perpetrators who committed

the act were Einstein and his company. However, as the reader sees the aether

was not killed at all. The aether is living,more sane and more magnficent than

1-4
ever. I showed the existence of the aether with my "rotating axle" experiments

with which I measured the Earth's absolute velocity. The "coupled shutters"

experiment^ gave in February 1984 for its magnitude and for the equatorial co-

ordinates of its apex the following figures: v = 360 * 40 km/sec, <5 = -24 ± 7 ,

a = 12.5^ t l^

The deduction of formulas (17) from formulas (12) - (16) was given first by

R. Monti (Bologna) .

5. THE TIME DILATION

Formulas (3), (4) and (8) show that a moving light clock (an apparatus where

a light pulse is sent to a mirror which after its return generates immediately

a new light pulse covering the same path) makes less tick-tacks than a light

clock at rest in absolute space and this dilation depends on the abioiuta velo-

city of the moving clock.
D

Let us take now two such light clocks A and (Fig. 4). When both clocks have

the same "arms" and are at rest one to another, they will have the same rate.
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When, however, the one clock (A) rests in absolute space and the other (B) per-

forms a rotational motion (with a radius much bigger than the "arm" of the clock),

its light pulse will come always a little bit later to the starting point then

the pulse in the clock A. Formula (4) shows that if the period of the clock at

rest is T = 2L/c, the period of the moving clock will be

Tq = 2L/c(l - v^/c^)^/^ = T/(l-v^/c^^/^ = T + v^T/2c^ (20)

I call the time which is measured on clock A unlvzAj,aJi turn, and the time mea-

sured on clock B pn.ope.H. ton?.. When, say, for one revolution of clock B At uni-

versal secondshave elapsed, then on clock B will elapse, according to formula (20),

At^ = At(l - v^/c^)^/^ = At - v^At/2c^ (21) ,

pfiopM. iccond. This is the abiolut^ time. diXation zfsiect. I show that every peri-

odical physical system dilates its period according to formula (20). The question

is to be posed, why according to formula (20) and not according to the formula

Tp = T/(l-v^/c2).

This is a big problem and in Ref. 1 I show the toilsome way on which I

solved it and the essence of which is the following: As the quantities c and c^

mai,t be expressed by the -6ame numboAii if measured on light clocks attached, res-

pectively, to the absolute and relative laboratories, we have to accept the rela-

tion between their periods in the form (20) and thus we muAt come to the following

fundamental relations, in which inevitably some discrepancies will appear with

the previous formulas (it is impossible to eliminate logically these discrepancies;

When we measure the light velocity in absolute space on a universal clock

(i.e., a clock which is at rest in absolute space), we become the number

c, (22)

which I call ayiivenj,at abiolxtte tight velocity

.

When we measure the light velocity in absolute space on a proper clock (i.e.,

on a clock which moves in absolute space with the velocity v), we become

c^ = c/(l - v^/c^)^/^ (23)

which I call pfiopeA abiolute light velocity.

When we measure the light velocity in a moving frame (i.e., in a relative la-
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boratory) on a universal clock, we obtain (instead of formula (18)!)

(1 - ^^Iz^Y'^ 1 + vcose'/c

which I call iiyuv(iHMaJi Kelativo. light voJioditij; the angles G and 0' are the abso-

lute and relative angles between the light ray and the absolute velocity of the

laboratory and the transition from 9 to e' is to be done by the help of formula (9),

When we measure the light velocity in a moving laboratory on its proper clock,

we obtain the piopM. fteZattve. tight velocity

, _ 1-vcose/c _ c ,,(.,

1 - v'^/c'^ 1 + vcos9'/c

The sum of the times L/c' for the flights to and fro gives 2L/c and thus we see that

the relative two-way light velocity Cj^, if measured on a proper clock, is numeri-

cally equal to the absolute one-way or two-way light velocity, if measured on an

absolute clock.

6. THE BASIC FORMULAS FOR HIGH-VELOCITY PHYSICS

The formulas in this paper are the mathematical fundamentals of ujhote high-ve-

locity physics.

basic
The first formula is the high- velocity form of the -ttnie ene.igij (term intro-

duced by me) of a mass m. The low-velocity form of the time energy of a mass m

moving with a velocity v is to be obtained by integrating the relation

de = mv.dv, (26)

2
so that, by putting the constant of integration equal to zero, we obtain e = mv /2.

The high-velocity form of the time energy is to be obtained substituting in

(26) the universal velocity v by the proper velocity

v^ = v/(l - v^/c^)^/^ (27)

There are three possibilities

de = m v„.dv, de„ = mv.dv„, de^„ = mv„.dv„, (28)
00 ^ '

and we obtain the Lagnanga., HamLLton and hiaxinov forms (my terms) of the high-ve-
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locity time energy of a mass m

e^j = - mc^l-v^/c^)^/^, e^ = mc^/(l-v^/c^)^/^ e^^ = mc^/2(l - v^/c^).

(29)

The second basic formula is the high-velocity form of the ipace and Apacc--ttme

CMCAgtG.4 of two electric charges or masses. For brevity I shall consider the res-

pective space (electric) and space-time (magnetic) potentials of a charge q

, = ^ = 3
,

^-.91-. q(v'-^r-u7c)
^ ^30j

^ r' +v'.r'/c ^^ c(r' + v' .r'/c)

where r is the distance from the observer to the charge and v the velocity of the

charge at the moment of observation t; r' is the same oriented distance and v'

and u' are the velocity and the acceleration of the charge at the advanced momzrvt

t' = t - r'/c. Contemporary physics calls this moment unjustly retarded moment

and considers the potentials (30), which are called the Lienard-Wiechert poten-

tials, completely upside down in the light of the nomzMicai "propagation of

interaction".

The connection between the left and right parts of formulas (30) is given by

the equations

r = c(t - f), r' = c^(t - t'), (31)

by substituting here the second formula (25) and writing v'.r'/v'r' = cos©'.

Proceeding from formulas (29) and (30) and the law of energy conservation, I

deduce only by the help of mathematical logic atl formulas of high-velocity

physics of particles , so that any clever child can understand the whole mathema-

tics and "physics". By obtaining the Lorentz frictional forces at the radiation

of electromagnetic waves, I do not meet the logical difficulties which conventional

physics meets working with the concept of "propagation of interaction"

and taking the second

formula (30) in the WAong form

A = —9^^^ . (32)

c(r' + v' .r'/c)
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

Fig. 1. The Michel son-Mori ey experiment.

Fig. 2. The Michel son-Mori ey experiment in Maxwell's treatment.

Fig. 3. The Michel son-Mori ey experiment in the author's treatment.

Fig. 4. A rest light clock (A) and a moving light clock (B).
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I show that the historical Michelson, Sagnac and Wiener experiments give

enough experimental evidence for accepting that the velocity of light in a labo-

ratory moving with a velocity v in absolute space is c' = c^/(c +vcose) , where

6 is the angle between c and v, as it is predicted by my absolute space-time

theory.
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A measurement of the Earth's absolute velocity by the help of an optical experi-

ment in thec£o4ed laboratory was carried out for the first time by me /I/ in 1973.

Then, in 1975/76 and in 1984,1 increased the accuracy of the measurements with two

other set-ups /2,3/. In all these apparatus I realized a "Newtonian" time synchro-

nization by the help of a rotating axle and measured the om-watj tight v^locltiu

in two opposite directions, obtaining the Earth's absolute velocity as their diffe-

rence. Carrying out measurements during half a year in 1975/76, I found by the help

of the interferometric "coupled mirrors" experiment /2/ the following figures for the

Sun's absolute velocity and for the equatorial coordinates of its apex: v = 303 + 20

km/sec, 6 = - 23° + 4°, a = 13^23"" + 20*". My "coupled shutters" experiment gave /3/

for the Earth's absolute velocity in February 1984 the figures: v = 360 1 40 km/sec,

6=-24 ±7,a= 12.5 t 1 . Similar figures have been obtained by measuring the

slight anisotropy of the cosmic background radiation (see, for example, Ref. /4/).

Despite of this impressive experimental evidence, the scientific community still

believes that the velocity of light in a moving laboratory is not direction depen-

dent. This nomznie. introduced into physics by the matho^matltaZZy contAcuUctofiy

relativity theory continues to be taught in schools and universities and by idoli-

zing the imong Lorentz-Poincare-Einstein pfUndplz o^ KoJiatJivitij one hampers the

sound evolution of electromagnetism, as I showed /3,5,7/ that the electromagnetic

effects are determined not by the KzlaJuvo. but by the afaio^atc velocities of the

interacting particles. So the motional- tfuiMfjOfmM induced electric intensity

E = (v.grad)A, where t is the magnetic potential originated at the reference point

by a magnet moving with a velocity v, discovered recently by me /3,5,8,9/, is still

not accepted by the scientific community and one continues to make calculations in
-> -y -*

the considered case with the vofiong formula E = - vxrotA, which (with an opposite

sign) is valid only for the case when the wire moves with a velocity v and the mag-

net is at rest and which I (and conventional physics) call motional induction.

When my experiments will finally be discussed by the scienti-

fic community? Why is this gfiavzijoAd iiZencz all over the world? Are there so many

influential persons who profit by hiding the truth and by preaching lies? Is this

not a proof that the leading world's space-time specialists have recognized the

failure of relativity (by the help of my acczZeAoted "coaplzd miAfiou" expeA^lmeivt

I demonstrated /6,7,10/ also the InvaLidlty of the pfUnciple. o^ cqutvalenccl) and

try to evade any discussion, as they realized that then soon the whole "magnifi-

cent" building of Einstein's theories will collapse as a play-cards house? Once

more I should like to cite the beloved words of the great thinker Karl Marx:

"L'ignorance n'a jamais rendu service a qui que se soit (Bruxelles, 1845)".

In this paper I shall show that even if one does not take into account my

experiments where the Earth's absolute velocity has been directly
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measured, and one analyses piopcnZij only the firmly accepted experiments of Michel

-

son (i.e., Michelson-Morley) , of Wiener (on the direct measurement of the light

wavelength), and of Sagnac (on the measurement of the phase difference between two

light signals propagating along a closed path in a laboratory rotating in absolute

space), one comes InQvltabiij to the result that the velocity of light in a moving

laboratory mitit be direction dependent. Moreover, the combined analysis of these

experiments gives a formula for the direction dependent light velocity with an ac-

curacy of second order in v/c. Finally these experiments present a clear demonstra-

tion of the abiolvuiz tirm dlliition predicted by my theory, namely that if the pe-

riod of a clock which rests in absolute space is T, then at motion of the clock

with an absolute velocity v, its period becomes T' = T(l - v^/c^ )
"^^

.

Although the Michelson experiment, whose 100-th anniversary we celebrate this

year ("Physics Today" has dedicated a whole issue to it) is known even to every

college student, the scientific community has still not recognized the enormous

reachness of information which it offers. In this experiment (fig. 1) light emit-

ted from the source S is split by the semi-transparent mirror SM. Half of the light

goes to mirror m covering the path r there and back in parallel to the absolute

laboratory's velocity v and the other half goes to mirror M covering the path R

there and back. Then both light beams interfere on the surface of the semi-transpa-

rent mirror SM and the interference picture is observed on the screen P. Along

the paths r and R standing waves are built and we can denote their lengths by X^

(along the path R) and by X,, (along the path r). As by rotating of the apparatus

no change in the interference picture can be observed, the first conclusion which

we must immediately draw is X^ = X„ = X. As v is exactly perpendicular to R, it

is logical to assume that the light wavelength along the distance R there is equal

to the light wavelength along the distance R back and equal to X. However, the

light wavelengths along the distance r there and back may be not equal and I shall

denote them respectively by Xi and Xj. If R = r, we can denote this common dis-

tance by L and then write

2L/X = L/X, + L/X2. (1)

as the phase difference between both beams at rest and at motion of the apparatus

remains the 4ame.

Let us now look at the Sagnac experiment (fig. 2) where by S and are denoted

sources and observers {oh. uice veA^a!). Let first 0. and Og be two lasers emitting

coheMitt light. The light emitted by 0. (On) passes through the semi-transparent

mirror SM. (SM„) and then reflects on the semi-transparent mirrors SMl!, SMg, SMg

(SM" SM)I, SM.). At the point S both beams interfere. Let us denote by C the point

where both beams intersect and let us assume that points C and S are very near one

to another. The whole apparatus is considered first at rest in absolute space and
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then rotating with an angular velocity fi about the point C. Let us denote the dis-

tance between the mirrors SM!! and SMp by L (assuming it for further convenience

equal to the "arm" of the Michelson interferometer) and let us assume that L is

much smaller than the distance between C and SM!| (SM") which will be denoted by

R. Thus we can assume that the velocity of all points along the path L are the

same, equal to v = ilR. The numbers of the light waves along the triangles

C-SMjJ-SMg-C and C - SMg -
SmJJ

- C wil 1 be (2R + L)/A, at rest, and 2R/A + L/X,,

respectively, 2R/X + L/A2, at rotation. For their difference at the second case,

accofidlng to the. dxpaAlmewtaJt Kualti, of Sagnac, we have

L/Xi - L/A2 = 2Lv/cA (= 4Sfi/cA, where S = LR/2). (2)

Formulas (1) and (2) represent Qxpcxmantal fizZatloM . A theory which is to be

accepted as adequate to physical reality must pfizdlct for A, and Aj values which

will satisfy equations (1) and (2). If it cannot, such a theory must be discarded

as w^ong. Solving equations (1) and (2) with respect to Aj and Aj, we obtain

Ai = A/(l + v/c), A, = A/(l - v/c). (3)

The classical wave theory predicts A, = A(l - v/c), A^ = A(l + v/c). Thus it

must be discarded as wrong. The special theory of relativity predicts A, = Aj = A

for the Michelson experiment and it cannot say which must be the wavelengths A,

and A2 in the Sagnac experiment as the motion there is non-imAtial. Here I can

state only the following: If such a "wise" theory cannot predict the result in

such a childish experiment is it a "theory" at all? General relativity, on the

other hand, predicts /ll/ L/Aj - L/A2 = (4SQ/cA)(l + sj^rVc^) for the Sagnac ex-

periment and it cannot say which must be the wavelengths Aj and Aj in the Michel-

son experiment, as the motion there is ImAX-ial. However, as I showed /12/ and

as any logically thinking child understands, there is no principal difference be-

tween inertial and non-inertial motion, because any "inertial" motion can be con-

sidered as rotation about a very far lying center.

The variation of the Sagnac experiment designed in fig. 2 shows that the light

beams must not go over claed paths, as the relativists assert to be always the

• ^L ^L r- • ^ otherwise, . n , i i- • a.- » ^ 1 r -i
case with the Sagnac experiment, as their general relativistic formulas fail

to give some results. Indeed, the light sources 0. and Op can be replaced by the

light sources Ol and Op. The effects remain exactly the same. I show in fig. 2

how the experiment can be made from non-inertial inertial: Put the semi-transpa-

rent mirrors SM. and SMp and observe the interference of the beams emitted by

Ol and On not at the point S but at the point S'. The effect remains exac-Uij

the. iame and the point of rotation C can be miltioM 0($ tight ijeaHA far from the

laboratory. In fig. 2 I show how to interpret my "coupled shutters" experiment

/3/, so that any child can understand its essence: Put an axle rotated by the
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electromotor EM with the cog-wheels C. and Cp at its ends which chop the light

emitted by the source S (S') and observe the AyXce-choppe<i light at 0. and OpII Ad
(p. and Op). Now the "effective" distance is d between the cog-wheels. If at rest

of the rotating disk both observers see middle light illumination, then at rota-

tion the one will see bigger and the other smaller illumination. The respective

formulas /3/ give the velocity of rotation.

But the "coupled shutters" experiment gives effect also when, at a constant ve-

locity V, one rotates the axle (together with the source S', the mirrors SMI, SMp,

SMi!, SMg, and the observers 0^, Op) over 90°. Let at axle perpendicular to the

absolute velocity of the laboratory both observers see middle light illumination.

Then when making the axle parallel to the absolute velocity, the one observer

will see bigger illumination and the other smaller. As both cog-wheels represent

fugidbj conmcted clocki they cannot suffer di.ff^eAe.nt time dilations as is the

case with -cnde.pende.nt clocks. This is the whole "trick" with my "rotating axle"

experiments which the relativists either cannot or (I think) do not wish to un-

derstand.

If 9 is the angle between the absolute velocity of the laboratory and the direc-

tion of light propagation, my theory predicts for the light velocity the following

formula /6,7/

c' = cV(c +VCOS0), (4)

where c is the two-way velocity. If v is the light frequency, we shall have

c = vX, c' = vX', and for the light wavelength we obtain

X' = X/(l + vcose/c). (5)

We see that this formula satisfies equations (3).

I show /6,7/ that formulas (4) and (5) are true within an accuracy of any ofidcA

in v/c. It is clear that the second order in v/c effects cannot be observed in the

Sagnac experiment, as they cancel one another. But second order in v/c effects

can be observed in the Michelson experiment. Obviously only formula (5)

satisfies the requirement of the Michelson experiment that the number of the stan-

ding light waves in both arms must be equal within an accuracy of iecond o>ideA

in v/c. General relativity predicts thihjd oKdeK in v/c effects in the Sagnac experi-

ment (see above).My theory affirms that such effects do not exA.it. I hope that

with precise ring laser (better, fibre) gyroscopes one will be able to show expe-

rimentally that within effects of third order in v/c my formula is the right one

and not the general relativity formula.

Let us now consider another very interesting aspect of the Michelson experiment

which has remained until now unnoticed. Let us look only at the standing waves

pattern along the path R in fig. 1. If we shall measure the length of these stan-

ding waves, this will be the Wiener experiment. Now I pose the question: Is there
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a difference in the number of the standing waves at rest and at motion of the ap-

paratus? - If there is such a difference, this will be an ^^^o^ctivQ quasi-Wiener

experiment by the help of which one would be able to measure a change in the abso-

lute velocity of the apparatus. According to my theory, however, there is no such

a difference. At rest and at motion of the apparatus, exactly the same number of

standing light waves can be counted along the distance R. This is due to the at>60-

£ate -tone dilcution, as if at rest of the light source the period of the emitted

light is T, then, at motion, this period becomes T(l - v^/c^)'/^ which leads to

a Izngthenlng of tne • ^Might propagating in abioiatz ipace from \ to

X/(l - v^/c^)V^, so that their projections along the path R remain equal to X.

All these aspects of my theory become entirely clear when analysing the "cohe-

rent lasers" experiment /13/, a scheme of which is given in fig. 3, where D. and

Dp are two detectors detecting the interference of the light emitted by the cohe-

rent lasers L- and Lp. As I show in Ref. 13, due to the absolute time dilation of

the emitting lasers, one cannot measure the laboratory's absolute velocity by ro-

tating the apparatus over 90° (as this can be done with the "rotating axle" experi-

ments where the "clocks" (the cog-wheels) rotate always njnchAonointy) . However,

with the "coherent lasers" experiment one can measure a change in the absolute ve-

locity, as in this case the absolute time dilations of both lasers are equal (for

more detail see Ref. 13).
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Fig. 2. - The Sagnac experiment
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Fig. 3. - The "coherent lasers" experiment
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Institute for Fundamental Physics

Morel lenfel dgasse 16

A-8010 Graz, Austria

Silvertooth has announced of having measured the Earth's absolute velocity by

an optical laboratory experiment which can be considered as a variation of

the quasi-Wiener experiment. I show that in the frame of my absolute space-

time theory neither the quasi-Wiener nor Silvertooth's experiment can give a

positive effect depending on the absolute velocity, v, of the laboratory, as

those are standing waves experiments where all absolute effects of first and

second order in v/c are mutually annihilated.

Recently Silvertooth carrying out a variation of the quasi -Wiener experiment

2 3
(the name "quasi-Wiener experiment" and the relevant theory are given by me '

)

succeeded, as he asserts, to measure the laboratory's absolute velocity with a very

4
high accuracy. Let me note that Wiener measured the light wavelength for the first

time directly by producing light standing waves and letting them act on a photogra-

phic film. If a similar method should be used for measurement of the Earth's absolute

velocity, I called it the quasi-Wiener experiment. Although a light source moving

in absolute space (the aether) contracts the waves emitted in the direction of motion

and delates those emitted against the direction of motion, the standing waves pattern

remains without change (of first as well as of second order in v/c). Thus I conclu-

ded that one cannot measure the Earth's absolute velocity by the help of the quasi-

Wiener experiment.

This can be shown by the help of the most simple calculations. Let a light source

and an ideal mirror be placed on the x-axis of a frame K. If this frame is at rest

in absolute space (or the absolute velocity is perpendicular to the x-axis), the

electric intensities of the light waves incident and reflected by the mirror will be
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where E is the amplitude of the electric intensity, w is the angular frequency •

and k is the angular wave-number. The time t is registered on a clock attached to

frame K and x is the distance from the frame's origin to the point of observation

of the electric intensity. The mirror has a larger abscissa than the source.

The incident and reflected light waves will interfere. For the electric intensity

of the produced standing waves we obtain

E = Ej + E^ = 2E^3^sin((i)t)cos(kx). (2)

Suppose now that frame K is set into motion in absolute space with a velocity v

in the x-direction (or that we rotate the moving frame K, so that its velocity v be-

comes parallel to the x-axis). Instead of co and k in equations (1), we have now to

write the quantities

•^1,2 = '^^ '^1,2 = ^"/^,2 = (27r/X)(l + v/c) = k(l + v/c), (3)

where \ is the light wavelength for the case where K is at rest in absolute space

(or the velocity of K is perpendicular to the x-axis) and \, ^ are the light wave-

lengths to and fro for the case where K moves with a velocity v in a direction pa-

rallel to the positive direction of the x-axis. Formulas (3) are deduced in Refs.

2 and 3, and I show there that they are exact within an accuracy of any order in v/c.

Instead of formulas (3) the classical wave theory predicts u), = 00, Xi o = \{\ ^v/c),

while the theory of special relativity predicts w, p ~ f^» ^1 2
~ ^*

Thus according to my theory, the electric intensity of the standing light waves

instead by formula (2) will be given by the following formula

E = E, + E, = 2E„^„sin{a)(t + vx/c^)}cos(kx)

.

(4)

Hence the distances between the nodes of the standing waves when the Wiener expe-

riment is performed in a frame at rest and in motion with respect to absolute space

will be exactly the same , and no even second-order differences in the pattern will

be registered. The only difference is the following: When the laboratory is at rest

in absolute space (or its velocity is perpendicular to the direction of light propa-

gation), E obtains its maximum at all aninodes (i.e., for x = mr/k, where n is an

\
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integer) at the same moment , and when the velocity of the laboratory is parallel to

the direction of light propagation, E obtains its maximum at the different antinodes

at different moments . For a given moment t, the electric intensity in (4) obtains

Its maximum at the aninodes with coordinates near to x = { (2n + 1)tt/2jo - t}(c /v),

while for this moment t it is zero at the antinodes with coordinates near to

2
(nrr/u - t)(c /v). This is the only effect which is offered by the quasi-Wiener ex-

periment and (as I wrote in Refs. 2 and 3) I was sceptical about a possibility for

its experimental verification.

It may be pointed out that the null result in the historic Michel son-Morley ex-

directional dependent
periment shows that the quasi-Wiener experiment should not reveal any .second-order

effect in v/c. Indeed, if the standing waves were to have different lengths (within

terms of second order in v/c) in the two cases where the pattern is parallel and

where it is perpendicular to the absolute velocity, different numbers of wavelengths

would be placed in the Michelson-Morley interferometer between the semi-transparent

mirror and the two mirrors placed at equal distances from it in parallel and perpen-

dicular directions to the absolute motion. This would lead to a positive effect in

the Michelson-Morley experiment which, as we know, has not been observed.

Thus there are no possibilities for measurement of the "one-way" light wavelength.

One always measures the lengths of standing waves, i.e., the "two-way" light wave-

length, where all first and second order effects are cancelled (as this is the case

also when measuring the two-way light velocity).

Silvertooth now asserts of having given a modified quasi-Wiener experiment which,

according to him, allows to measure the laboratory's absolute velocity, and Silver-

tooth asserts of having measured it, obtaining figures almost identical with those

obtained in my "coupled shutters" experiment and near to those obtained by measure-

ments of the slight anisotropy of the cosmic background radiation '
.

First when I heard about Sil vertooth's experiment from a private correspondnce,

I was deeply impressed . Seeing that his quasi-Wiener experiment, where transparent

photodetectors must be used, is very difficult for repetition, I modified Silver-

tooth's method to an experiment with untransparent photodetectors and called it the
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quasi-Micheslon experiment , as it represents, as the reader will see, a certain va-

riation of the historic Michelson-Morley experiment. One must spend months to con-

struct Silvertooth's quasi-Wiener experiment, while my quasi-Michelson experiment

can be mounted in a day in any well-equipped optical laboratory. I carried out such

an experiment in January 1987 (on the 2, 3 and 4 January) and remained with the

(see the article's end)
irrpression that there was an effect. However, the more careful analysis 1 a ter,-| brought

me to the firm conclusion that in this experiment there is definitely no effect . I

shall show beneath that the analysis of Silvertooth's experiment in the frame of

my absolute space-time theory leads to a null result as in almost all high-velocity

2 3
optical experiments where a Newtonian time synchronization is not realized '

.

Nevertheless I consider Silvertooth's experiment as deserving attention. Maybe

I have not well understood Silverthooth's method and my repetition is not physically

adequate variation of his experiment. I shall be extremely happy if he indeed has

measured the Earth's absolute velocity with his set-up and if other people will con-

firm his results. At the present time Silvertooth is the only man who, after me,

has announced of having measured the Earth's absolute velocity in a closed labora -

tory . Thus, his experiment, if being effective, will present a big experimental

support to my absolute space-time theory. I am, however, firmly persuaded that his

method is uneffective and thus only by realizing a Newtonian time synchronization

by the help of a rotating axle one can measure the Earth's absolute velocity by an

c g 9
optic experiment in a closed laboratory, as I did a couple of times ' '

.

I shall describe Silvertooth's experiment as I understand it and then I shall

present my quasi-Michelson experiment.

Fig. 1 shows Silvertooth's set-up. Light coming from a He-Ne laser (X = 6328 A)

is split by a semi transparent mirror M, in two beams which after being reflected by

mirrors M^, M^, Mr, respectively, M-, Mg, cross the detector D, representing a thin

transparent photoelectric sensitive surface (about 50 A) deposited on a glass

plate . The two oppositely propagating light beams interfere and produce standing

waves. When the laser with mir^rors M, and M^ is mounted on a platform which is mo-

ved over a distance A to the right, the standing waves pattern will be shifted
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around the ring accordingly. I show in Fig. 2a what will occur in absolute space,

i.e., when the laboratory's absolute velocity is zero. If the point of separation M

(i.e., mirrors M, and M2 in Fig. 1) is at the initial position and the relation be-

tween the light wavelength and the geometry of the ring is as shown in Fig. 2a,

there will be an antinode at the detector D (i.e., the detector D, ) , thus maximum

illumination and consequently maximum photoelectric current. When displacing the

point of separation M to the position M' over a distance A = X/4, points m' and n'

(which correspond to points m and n) will "come" to the detector and there will be

a node (minimum illumination). In Fig. 2b I show what will occur when the laboratory

2 3
moves with a velocity v = c/2 to the right. According to my theory '

, the light ve-

locity along and against the direction of motion of the laboratory is given by a for-

mula similar to formula (3) for the wavelength, namely c, « = c/(l i v/c), which is

also valid within an accuracy of any order in v/c. Thus we shall have for the labo-

ratory light velocity along and against the direction of motion c, = 2/3c, C2 = 2c,

and for the respective wavelengths A, = 2/3X, Xp = 2X. By displacing the point of

separation M over the same distance A = X/4 points m' and n' (which correspond to

points m and n) will "come" to the detector D and Silvertooth supposes that there

will be an illumination different from minimum, as he writes (p. 5): "If the trans-

lating member (i.e., the point of separation of the light beams M - S.M.) moves

towards M an amount X, then the wave impinging on D, by the route M^ will advance

less than a wave {x > x), and the wave impinging on D, by the route M- will retard

more than a wave (X > X,). Thus, the two waves will remain in the same relative phase,

but the standing wave pattern will have shifted with respect to the photocathode of

the detector D by a first order amount 6 = X(v/c)."

This assertion which represents the core of the experiment is not true. At the

motion of M over a distance A = X, the standing waves pattern at 0, changes exactly

with two antipodes . Indeed, when shifting M over a distance A = X/4 in Fig. 2b, the

vectors of the electric intensity of the two beams at D which had the same phases

at the initial position, producing an antinode, obtain a diference of the phases tt,

and thus produce a node, exactly as in the case 2a. Fig. 3b shows this clearly.
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Silvertooth, however, supposes that if there was an antinode at D and one wishes

to have again a (third) antinode, one has to shift the moving platform over a dis- '

tance X t Xv/c (Silvertooth does not precise which sign, plus or minus, is to be

taken). Then Silvertooth puts a second similar photodetector Dp between the mirrors

M- and Mg which is crossed by the to and fro going light beams and where the dis-

tance between the nodes of the standing waves pattern at rest and at motion of the

apparatus is the same (this is true , as formula (4) clearly shows).

So Silvertooth supposes that if at the initial position of the platform there are

antinodes at D, and Dj, and one moves the platform, then after a certain shift

there will be a node at D, and an antinode at Dp. From the equation

2n(X + Xv/c)/4 = (2n ± l)X/d, Silvertooth obtains n = c/2v and since n = A/(X/2),

he finds v = cX/4A, considering n as the number of the antinodes over the distance A.

I modified Sil vertooth's quasi-Wiener experiment to the experiment shown in Fig.

3 which I called the quasi-Michelson experiment. I let the laser be stationary in

(this is not shown in the figure)
the laboratory«directing its light towards M. by the help of a mirror mounted on ^

the moving platform and I exchanged the transparent detectors by untransparent de-

tectors (photodiodes). To this end I replaced mirror Mr by a semi transparent mirror

having the same inclination as mirror M, and beneath it I put an untransparent pho-

todiode D. whose photosensitive surface looked upwards (towards M^). Then 1 replaced

mirror M, by another semi transparent mirror and I put beneath it a mirror Mg solidly

to the platform which reflected the incoming light upwards (towards M,) and to the

left of My I put another untransparent photodiode Dp solidly to the laboratory whose

photosensitive surface looked to the right (towards M,), so that M, , Mp, Mg and D-

built a Michelson interferometer. Now the nodes and antinodes of the standing waves

were produced on the semitransparent mirrors M^ and M, and there was no need that

the light beams cross the detectors. To have the same illuminations over the detectors

D and Dp when shifting the movable platform, as it must be accordinc to the presented

above theory, the light rays MjM^, M^M^ and M^Mg must be exactly parallel to the mo-

tion of the platform. If this condition should be not realized, then by shifting the

platform one can obtain non synchronous changes of the illuminations over D. and Dp
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and one can treat this wrongly as an effect due to the absolute motion. I warn the

people, who will eventually try to check whether Sil vertooth's allegations correspond

to reality, to not fall in the same trap in which I have fallen.

XXX
Let me note that E. Kelly has analysed my interferometric "coupled mirrors" ex-

periment raising doubts whether by the help of a rotating axle a Newtonian time syn-

chronization can be realized. Kelly's criticism is based on the assumption that two

disks with a "mark" on their rims fixed to a common axle and rotating rigidly pre-

sent two different "clocks" and applies the complicated analysis of the "clock syn-

chronization" to my "rotating axle" experiments. However, the essence of all my "ro-

8 9 5
tating axle" experiments ' ' is exactly the fact that such a rotating axle with two

disks represents one clock with a large space dimension , and the "synchronization"

between the disks-clocks is automatically Newtonian. Prokhovnik (following Ives and

12
Janossy) introduces ad hoc the hypothesis of the "Lorentz twist" (the term "Lorentz

twist", by analogy to the ad hoc hypothesis of the "Loretz contraction", is intro-

13
duced by me ) with the aim to make an Einsteinian "desynchronization" between those

clocks and save in this way the principle of relativity. But my "rotating axle" ex-

periments show that such a "Lorentz twist" does not exist and the disks rotate syn-

chronously when rotating the axle in a plane in which the laboratory's absolute velo-

city lies. Thus the answer to Dr. Kelly's doubts gives Nature itself. Everybody who

will repeat my "rotating axle" experiments will persuade oneself that there
ji.

a"

5
effect. My "coupled shutters" experiment gave in February 1984 the following figures

for the Earth's absolute velocity and for the equatorial coordinates of its apex:

v = 360 + 40 km/sec, 6 = - 24° + 7°, a = 12.5^ + 1^.

Let me further note that Dr. Kelly has criticized my experiment without having

9 8
read my original report . Neither has he seen the publication referred to by him

where not my interferometric "coupled mirrors" experiment is described, but my devi -

ative "coupled mirrors" experiment which is a substantially different experiment.

12
Thus Dr. Kelly has based his analysis on the paper of Prokhovnik who only

discusses my interferometric "coupled mirrors" experiment (according to the descrip-

tion given in Ref. 2) and where no experimental details are given.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

Fig. 1. Silvertooth's variation of the quasi-Wiener experiment.

Fig. 2. Physical explanation of Silvertooth's experiment.

Fig. 3. Marinov's variation of Silvertooth's experiment (a quasi-Michelson experiment),
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WHEN SHALL WE STOP TO DISCUSS RELATIVITY ?

(A comment on W. A. Scott Murray's article).

Stefan Marinov

Institute for Fundamental Physical Problems
Morel lenfeldgasse 16

A-8010 Graz, Austria

The kinematic time dilation is an absolute effect and depends on the diffe-

rence of the absolute velocities of the compared clocks. The gravitational

time dilation is also an abiolvute effect and depends on the difference of

the absolute gravitational potentials of the compared clocks. All "clock ef-

fects" observed until now give a firm and unequivocal confirmation of these

two absolute phenomena. The gravitational and electromagnetic phenomena de-

pend not on the lelativ^ velocities of the bodies but on their abiotuXe. ve-

locities. The quantities which determine the gravitational and electromagne-

tic phenomena are the pottiitiati, and not the Intan^ ctiti) . The latter are dz-

nlvativu of the potentials and contain £c44 analytical information. It may

seem strange and unbelievable but the motyioncdt-tAcinAfsOhmQA i\idacXion, appea-

ring when a wire is at rest and a magnet moves (which is iiof reciprocal to

the known motional induction appearing when a magnet is at rest and a wire

moves), was discovered only recently by me. This discovery led me shortly to

the discovery of the perpetuum mobile MAMIN COLIU.

All aspects of space-time physics, which must be considered only from an a.b6o-

iatz point of view, are analysed in detail in my numerous papers, in the monograph

and in the encyclopaedic work . I showed that the rate of any clock (i.e., the du-

fiation of its period, for example, the time in which a light pulse in a "light

clock" goes to a mirror and returns back) depends on two factors:

1) on the absolute velocity of the clock,

2) on the absolute gravitational potential of the clock.

If the period of a "light clock" (or of a caesium clock, or of any other kind

of "clock") is T when this clock is at rest in absolute space and when it is far

from tocaZ concentration of matter, thus when its gravitational potential * is equal

to the gravitational potential of the interstallar space, then its period for the

case where the clock moves with the absolute velocity ^ >0 and the space domain

in which it is located has a gravitational potential \^'
\

> |*| will be

T- = jL±lllllll^, (1)

(l-v^/c^)^/^

I call the insterstellar gravitational potential * the univeAioZ gfiavitaXloncit

pote.ntial. It is to be calculated according to the formula

^. (2)

where V is the space of the whole universe (according to Nicolaus Cusanus, a sphere

whose center is everywhere and the surface nowhere), y is the gravitational constant,

r is the distance from the arbitrarily chosen interstellar reference point to any
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mass dm existing in the world, or at lecut to any body which can be observed and

for which a more or less exact estimate of its mass and distance can be made. The

12 2 2

calculation ' of the integral (2) gives Kl £ c . It is iogicat to assume "I" = -c

By the same formula (2) is to be calculated the local gravitational potential *',

for which one must always obtain 1*1 >^ c , as the distances to certain masses

are substantially smaller of the distances when the reference point is taken in

the interstellar space.
1 2

Formula (1) is exact '
. Within an accuracy of second order in v/c it can be

written in the form

where I denote A* = <t'-'I>'^ 0.

The experiment of Hafele and Keating gave a splendid confirmation of formula
1 2

(3), as it can be seen from their report, from my analysis ' and from Dr. Murray s

article . Hafele and Keating are relativists. The theoretical explanation of their

"clocks-around-the-world" experiment is given by Hafele in Ref. 5, where for predic-

ting the effectshe uses the mathematical apparatus of "general relativity". Hafe-

le' s analysis is cumbersome (as cumbeA^ome and Megiblz is any article all over

the world where this apparatus is used). After the performance of the "clocks-

around-the-world" experiment I tried to convince Dr. Hafele in a series of let-

ters that his experiment is to be explained without any conceptual, mathematical

and logical difficulties by the help of my simple and clear absolute space-time

theory but my endeavours brought no success. Dr. Hafele remained a relativist and

as such a one he left in the seventies the field of space-time physics and dedi-

cated his time to more "earthly" matters in the Illinois Caterpillar Company. Then

in 1978 I went to Washington, D.C.,and tried to explain the same things to Dr.

Keating personally but again my voice remained a voice in a desert.
4

Now Dr. Murray points to the fact that the readings of atomic clocks placed at

sea level at different latitudes give no differences in their readings. Dr. Murray

asserts that "the gravitational potential at sea level is the same everywhere in

the world" (p. 31), thus one has to put in (3) A* = 0. On the other hand, as the

velocities of two points on the Earth's surface with different latitudes are diffe-

rent, two such clocks must have different rates, what has not been observed, and

Dr. Murray becomes doubtful about the validity of formula (3).

Dr. Murray is simply wrong. The gravitational potentials at the points on sea

level on different latitudes are not equal. Moreover, the following relation is

valid

/ = - 2A'^, (4)

so that it must be T' = T for two clocks placed at two different latitudes on sea

level, where v is the difference in their absolute velocities and At is the diffe-

rence in their gravitational potentials.
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Such is also the opinion of Hafele and Keating, and Dr. Murray cites it on p. 31

of his article.

Now I shall show all this analytically. On p. 31 Dr. Murray gives a cross-section

of the Earth's rotational ellipsoid. The internal gravitational potential at any

point (x,y,z) of such a homogm^otu, obtcute., notatioYiaZ ellipsoid with major axis

a and minor axis b (the axis of rotation) consisting of an incompressible fluid is

2
given by the formula ,, o o •?

(6)

where y is the mass density and
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where fi is the angular rotational velocity, will "act", as the partial space deri-

vatives of (12) give the components of the centrifugal acceleration u -"9* /9x =2*2 *
fix, u = -9<l> /9y = ^ y. Thus the resultant potential <I>„^. =$ + <!', whose space

y net
unit

derivatives give the respective components of the net force acting on a.mass with

coordinates x,y,z, will be

*net
= <f + ^* = -^Iq + |(YPl3 - f^^)(x^+y^) +^It)Z^ (13)

This net potential must be constant over the surface (11), as only in this case

there will be no transfer of liquid masses from certain latitudes to other latitu-
2 2 2

des and for this the coefficients of x , y and z in (11) and (13) must be pfio-

pohXloYuxZ.
2

a2(fl3- ^)=b^flb. (14)

or

Yv(a^l3 - b^I^) = a^n^. (15)

2 2 2
Taking into account (9) and that v = a n , we obtain from here equation (4).

Thus, contrary to the fears of Dr. Murray, the equal rates of clocks put at

sea level at different latitudes splendidly confirm formula (3).

It is interesting to note that the gravitational intensity at the Earth's equa-

tor is (tttonQdn. than at the pole, but the potential at the pole is i>tAonQQA than

at the equator. The rate of a clock depends not on the gravitational IntcMitij but

on the gravitational pote.ntial.

Let us now come to electromagnetism. I showed ' that if there is a wire which

moves with a velocity v with respect to a magnet generating a magnetic potential A,

the electric intensity induced in the wire, which I (and conventional physics, too)

call motionaZ is

Lt = ^'^^"^^^ (^^)

while if the wire is at rest and the magnet moves with a velocity v, the electric

intensity induced in the wire, which I call motlonat-tAaMdofmeA is

Wtr = (^•9-^^)^- (1^)

If a wire and an e€ec^omagnet are at rest and only the current feeding the elec-

tromagnet changes, the electric intensity induced in the wire, which I (and con-

ventional physics, too) call tAam^ofumA is

E^.^ = - 3^/9t. (18)

Conventional physics knowsonly the intensities (16) and (18) and dou not know

the intensity (17). For the case which I describe analytically by formula (17), con-

ventional physics writes formula (16) taken with a negative sign, supposing axlo-

mcuticcMy that these two intensities are Mcu^piocal, as it ntut be if the prin-

ciple of relativity is vatid. Unfortunately, the principle of relativity is not
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valid, and the inductions (16) and (17) are anaZyticcMy phy&icatiy substantially

different. The revelation of the character of the motional -transformer induction

led me to the discovery of a machine which I called MAMIN COLIU (MArinov's Motional-

transformer INductor coupled with a Lightly rotating Unit) and which produces ener-

gy from nothing '
. In this machine the rotor which is a permanent magnet induces

current in a coil at rest but the magnetic field of the induced current does not

brake the rotor's rotation.

The scientific community must change ai ioon an poiiibic its space-time concep-

tions, otherwise it will continue to roam in the relativistic quagmire and, instead

to come to see how MAMIN COLIU produces energy from nothing, it covers my theory

and e.xp(ifumtyiti> with silence and cLudcUn.

I came, however, to the conviction that the relativists are unable to change

their conceptions. As relativity is already 80 years old, one can say that all li-

ving relativists were born btind. And it is impossible to explain to a blind man

how beautiful is the world: he simply cannot understand your descriptions as a born

blind has lived his whble life in darkness. Thus I think we have to leave all li-

ving relativists to die in peace and to stop the discussions with them. As now the

whole energetic structure of the world must be transferred to "free energy", we

have to solve many different technical and social problems which will appear. These

problems we shall solve with the young people who are born now and whose eyes are

still "seeing". I am addressing these young men and women.
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LATE DISCOVERY OF THE MOTIONAL-TRANSFORMER INDUCTION
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Abstract . Humanity knows only two kinds of induced electromagnetic intensity: the

motional induction E . = vxrotA and the transformer induction E. =
mot tr

- 9A/9t, where A is the magnetic potential generated by the surrounding

system and v is the velocity of the test unit positive charge. If the

surrounding system moves with a velocity v, the induced electric intensity

is not the topsy-turvy motional induction E . = - vxrotA, as humanity

thinks, but the motional -transformer induction E . . = (v.grad)A which
mot-tr ^ ^ '

I have recently discovered.

In Ref. 1-6 1 informed the scientific community that I have discovered a third

type of electromagnetic induction which I called the motional -transformer induction .

The motional -transformer induction had to be discovered in the XlXth century but,

strangely enough, humanity failed to notice it. I see three reasons that this funda-

mental kind of induction remained undiscovered until the end of the XXth century:

1) The early victory of the wrong "intensity" and "flux" interaction concepts of

Faraday-Maxwell (as opposed to the "potential" and "point-to-point" interaction con-

cepts of Weber-Riemann)

.

2) The early victory of the wrong principle of relativity of Lorentz-Einstein (as

opposed to the absolute (or aether) concepts of Newton-Ives).

3) The fact that for closed wires the motional and motional -transformer inductions

lead to the same induced circular tension , as I showed in Ref. 5.

I say that I have "discovered" the motional-transformer induction. Meanwhile any

logically thinking child acquainted with the basic rules of mathematics must come

to it when contemplating the fundamental equation of motion in electromagnetism,

7 8
called the Lorentz equation (I call it the Newton-Lorentz equation '

)

E = - grad* - 9A/at + vxrotA, (1)

where E is the electric intensity at the reference point, i.e., the force acting on

a unit positive electric charge placed at the reference point and moving with a
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velocity v in the used rest frame of reference, where the surrounding system of

electric charges generates an electric potential * and a magnetic potential A.

Considering an electrically neutral system of charges where the electric action

of the positive charges is neutralized by the electric action of the negative char-

ges (such Is a system of closed wires along which direct or alternating currents

flow), we shall have ^ = and this assumption will be held throughout the whole

paper. Let us assume that the surrounding system represents only one current loop.

There are possible three fundamentally different cases:

1) The loop is at rest, the current is constant, the test charge is moving. Then

equation (1) reduces to the following one

Emot = ^^^°^' (2)

and I (as well as conventional physics) call this the motional induction .

2) The loop is at rest, the current is alternating, the test charge is at rest.

Then equation (1) reduces to the following one

E^^ = - 9A/9t, (3)

and I (as well as conventional physics) call this the transformer induction .

3) The loop is moving, the current is constant, the test charge is at rest. Then

equation (1) reduces to the following one, if taking into account that in this case

A is an explicit function of the time t through the distances r. of the n current

elements of the loop to the reference point

E - - M - - ? 9^i^n(t)} ^ _ y/^^^ + ^HlM + lii^ !li) =
mot-tr at

i = i at
i = l a>"i 9Xi 9t Sr^ ay^ 9t ar^ az^ at

nv..grad)A., (4)

i=l ^ ^

where v. = - ar./9t is the velocity of the ith current element of the loop, so that

- V. is the velocity of the test charge in the moving inertial frame attached to the

ith current element of the loop. If the whole curent loop moves with the velocity v,

formula (4) reduces to the following one

^ot-tr
= (v-grad)A. (5)

I call this kind of electromagnetic induction the motional -transformer induction .
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I repeat, one must come automatically to formulas (4) and (5) if one follows the most

common mathematical logic . However, although it may seem incredible and absurd, con-

ventional physics denies the existence of formulas (4) and (5) and, proceeding from

the principle of relativity, asserts that in the third case the induced electric in-

tensity must be calculated according to the formula

E = - vxrotA, (6)

i.e., it reduces the third case to the first one, considering them as identical .

If leaving apart the discussion whether the principle of relativity is right or

wrong, the first conclusion to which one comes is the following: Conventional physics

is unable to calculate the induced electric intensity in the third case working in

the frame in which the unit charge is at rest and the loop moving. This is a comical

situation . We know that very often the professors pose to the students in physics

and engineering the exercise to solve a certain mechanical problem working in a defi-

nite frame of reference. The student answers: "I can solve the problem but working

in another frame where the problem looks simpler." The professor replies: "No, I

wish that you solve it in this frame." The student cannot solve the problem in the

particular frame. The professor gives him a bad note and the student must repeat the

examination the next semester.

And now all professors in the whole world cannot solve the problem presented in

case three working in the frame in which the unit test charge is at rest and the

loop moving. What have I to do? - To give a bad note to all professors and to call

them for a second examination next century?

But I shall show that there is a very big difference between the bad students in

mechanics and the bad professors in electromagnetism. In low-velocity mechanics the

principle of relativity is valid and if a clever student finds a convenient reference

frame where he can solve the posed problem I , as a professor, must let him go through,

as the problem is being solved . But in electromagnetism (and in high-velocity mecha-

nics) the principle of relativity is not valid "
, and the solutions (5) and (6) are

different . Thus I can not leave the professors go through!

Faraday's cemented rotating disk (i.e., a metal disk fixed to a cylindrical mag-
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net in which tension is induced when disk and magnet rotate together but no tension

4-6
IS induced when only the magnet rotates) splendidly confirms formula (5). The

most direct confirmation of this formula and of the invalidity of formula (6) offers

the today forgotten Kennard's experiment '
"

' which represents as a matter of fact

a cemented Faraday disk where the current is "closed" through a condenser and where

sliding contacts are used not at all. Mliller ' was the first physicist who develo-

ped a method to measure induced tensions not in a whole loop but only in parts of

the loop and thus confirmed Kennard's measurements in closed wires.

The physical explanation of the motional-transformer induction can be given by

every child. Indeed, let us again consider the test unit charge at rest and the cur-

rent loop first at rest in which the current changes and then in motion preserving

the current constant. The test charge will in both cases feel a change in A. And

in both cases the test charge will begin to move with an acclereation u = - 3A/9t,

if its mass is also unit. Thus a charge at rest is accelerated always when A changes

and its acceleration is opposite to dA. A moving charge is always accelerated when

rotA f and its acceleration is perpendicular both to its velocity v and to rotA.

This is the whole essence of magnetism. Nothing more is to be added. Thus I can only

smile hearing that conventional physics sees a "physical" manifestation of the magne-

tic potential only in the Bohm-Aharonov effect.

I shall show the difference between formulas (5) and (6) on the example of a cir-

cular loop with a radius R along which a constant current I flows. Its magnetic po-

tential at a reference point distant p (p > R) from the center of the loop and lying

in the loop's plane is given by the following formula, being parallel to the nearest
current element,

A = MR f
___cos4;_d$ ^^qIR

,7)
2 o(r2 - 2Rpcos((. + p^)l/2 2(p2 - r2)1/2'

where Uq is the magnetic constant. Working in a cylindrical frame of reference whose

z-axis is perpendicular to the loop's plane and the direction of the current is coun-

ter-clockwise if looked from the positive z-axis, we obtain for the rotation of the

magnetic potential cal led magnetic intensity
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B = rotA =(1^-^)0 + (^-^)| + (1 9(pA.t) _ 1 9Ap^-
_ 1 9(pA) ^_

p a* 9z 8z 9p P 3p P 9(t> p 9p

- "''"'' - (8)
2p(p^ - r2)3/2

Thus when moving the test charge with a velocity v away from the loop, we obtain

according to formula (2) an induced electric intensity

? /^
"?

^mot
= ^^^ = ^P^^^ = - vB* = ° „

'^ „^.^ = -^^— , (9)"""^
2p(p2 - r2)3/2 2p^

where the result on the right side is written for p » R.

However when moving the loop away from the test charge with a velocity v, we ob-

tain according to formula (5) an induced electric intensity

E„nf- fv = (v.grad)A = (v^ — + ^ — + v, —){A^ + a. + AJ = v |^ =
mot-tr V y / ^ P 9p P 9(|)

^ 3^ P <t>
z' dp

2(p2 - r2)3/2 2p2

where the result on the right side is written for p » R.

Formulas (9) and (10) are obviously different, while conventional physics asserts

that in both these cases the induced intensity must be given by the same formula (9).

The difference between both inductions becomes drastic if we take a very long

circular solenoid with radius R, n windings on a unit of length and flowing current

I, where the magnetic potential and the intensity at a reference point distant p

(p > R) from the axis of the solenoid are

A = UQnIR^/2p, B = 0, (11)

so that when moving the test charge with velocity v away from the solenoid or the

solenoid with the same velocity away from the test charge, the motional and motional-

transformer induced electric intensities will be, respectively,

Emot = vxB = 0, E^^,.^^ = (v.grad)A = v
|^

* = M^^! *^ ^ 0. (12)

Thus if such a long solenoid is encircled by a circular wire, then by moving

the wire no tension in no part of the wire will be induced. However by moving the

solenoid a clockwise tension will be induced in the wire's half to which the sole-
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noid approaches and an equal counter-clockwise tension will be induced in the half

from which the solenoid removes. Thus in the whole circular wire the tension will

be null, as in the preceding case, but in parts of the wire there will be electric

tensions.

One can easily understand that the motional and motional -transformer inductions

can be not identical considering a magnet which can rotate about an axle perpendi-

cular to the axis connecting its poles and a test charge in front of it at a dis-

tance p from the axle. When rotating the magnet about the axle a motional-transforT

mer electric intensity will be induced. As conventional physics is unable to calcu-

late the force acting on the test charge in this case, it is impelled to carry out

the calculation by rotating the test charge around the magnet moving the charge

along a circular path with radius p. It is obvious that those are two completely

different non-inertial motions and they can in no way be considered as reciprocal

even according to the principle of relativity which is valid only for two recipro-

cal inertial motions.

The discovery of the motional -transformer induction is Of a tremendous impor-

tance for the energetic survival of mankind. The Lenz rule can be violated and

energy can be created from nothing if one will succeed to induce motional -transfor-

mer electric tension in a wire lying thoroughly in space where B is zero. In such

a case the magnetic ponderomotive interaction between the induced current and the

magnets generating the magnetic potential will be zero and there will be no "counter

action" braking the motion of the magnets, as this is the case in any conventional

generator. Such a generator without magnetic braking moment is my machine MAMIN

COLIU^"^.
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I compare the magnetic fields of two infinitely long solenoids, one with
a circular cross-section, the other with a rectangular cross-section,
and I show that the electric intensity induced in a wire put in the so-
lenoids depends on the magnetic potential and not on the magnetic intensi-
ty generated by the solenoids. I refer to experiments verifying my cal-
culations.

In my books^"* and in a couple of advertisements'"^ I showed that the physical

and mathematical basis of conventional electromagnetism is tzMlbtij {^<vi from rea-

lity and in many aspects wrong. All my efforts to present my concepts, my formulas

and the results of my experiments in long articles have been sapped by editors

and referees in a non-gentleman way, as the collections of documents''"' clearly

testify.

Let me note that in the seventies and early eighties I could publish about 40

papers dedicated predominantly to light kinematics where I showed that the princi-

ples of relativity and equivalence are wrong. I succeeded to publish the reports

on two of my measurements'*' of the laboratory's absolute velocity and on my expe-

rimental disproof'" of the principle of equivalence. Although the report on my

last measurement of the Earth's absolute velocity by the help of the "coupled shut-

ters" (or quasi-Fizeau) experiment, carried out in Graz in February 1984 and publi-

shed only in my book"* and in the collection'* edited by Wesley, can by yet not

find space in the journals of the "establishment", one can say that my achievements

in space-time physics are sufficiently well known to the scientific community, ta-

king also into account that I took part in all important conferences on space-time

physics in the last decade and organized my own conference'^. Nevertheless the

scientific community ignores my Q.)cVi(mtZij anpoHtant contributions. If one would

peruse the Citation Jnde.x, one will see that no more than 10 authors have referred

to my works.

However my experimental and theoretical research after 1983, inspired by the

excellent experiments of F. Mliller (Miami, USA) revealing the "seat" of the elec-

tromagnetic induction (the reports on Muller's experiments can be seen only in Refs.

4 and 11), led me not only to the conclusion that the conventional Maxwell-Einstein

concepts on electromagnetism are wrong but that even the fundamental laws of energy

and angular momentum conservation can be violated in electromagnetism. I carried

out a couple of experiments where such violations can easily be observed'"^. As

these ^orLtoAtic aspects of electromagnetism are of an extreme importance for the
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energetic and ecological survival of mankind, I do not abandon the efforts to bring

my discoveries to the judgement of the scientific community.

This article is dedicated to the big problem whether the electric and magnetic

potentials, $ and A, or the electric and magnetic intensities, E and B, are the re-

levant pfiimoAdial physical quantities which determine the motion of the charged
± -* ->

particles. As E and B are defined as space and time derivatives of 4> and A, there
->•

must be, evidently, a certain freedom in the "choice" of * and A which is expressed

in the so-called gauge transformation^. To be shorter, I shall explain what a gauge

transformation is speaking with a "four-dimensional langauge", largely used in my

theoretical approach . If A is the electromagnetic 4-potential by whose help the

electromagnetic intensity 4-tensor F can be calculated according to the formula^

=OxA, (1)

where by the sign <->- I^denote a 4-vector, by the sign -^ a 4-tensor, and ty the sign

0= (9/9x)x + (9/9y)y + (8/3z)z - (eoVio)^^M9/9t)T the Erma operator, then by the

help of a new 4-potential

A' = A +U f(x,y,z,t), (2)

where f(x,y,z,t) is an arbitrary function of the space and time coordinates of the

reference point, the same electromagnetic intensity 4-tensor will be obtained, as

the following mathematical equality is identically valid ^7^ \I7 f(x,y,z,t) = 0. This

equality is the 4-dimensional analogue to the 3-dimensional identically valid

equality rot{gradf(x,y,z)} = 0.

Thus for conventional physics A and A' are phijiicallij identical quantities, al-

though mathematically they are different.

My theory and expcA^enti lead to the undoubtful conclusion that the pK-imofidiat

physical quantities are the electric and magnetic potentials and thus the 4-poten-

tials A and A' are not identical physically as they lead to dlf^^eAent motions of

the test charge.

Here I shall shortly note that conventional physics accepts that the magnetic

potential can be "observed" only in quantum electromagnetism, namely in the so-

called Bohm-Aharonov effect. In the whole domain of classical electromagnetism,

according to the conventional theory, one can "observe" only E and B. According

to me one can "observe" neither <I>, A nor E, B; one observes only relative displa-

cements of material objects. These relative displacements are absolute and do not

depend on the "observer". The relativistic concepts that the observer A sees this

and the observer B sees that are totally nonsensical. The observers A and B always

see the same things, namely that the object C has moved in a certain way with res-

pect to the object D. How our formulas describe these displacements is a mental
^°"*

Now I shall show that I am right and conventional electromagnetism wrong. I show-

ed'* that if we have a magnet and a wire, then the cases: 1) magnet at rest, wire
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moving, and 2) wire at rest, magnet moving, lead to d.i^^zfie.nt intensities induced

in the wire. I showed further** that for cZoitd wires the induced electric tensions

become equal but for non-clo6Q-d wires they are, in general, different.

Let us have an infinitely long solenoid with a circular cross-section and an axis

parallel to the z-axis of the reference frame which rests in absolute space. It is

well-known that the magnetic intensity in the solenoid is constant pointing along

the z-axis, i.e., B = B2Z, where B^ = Const. For B constant the following mathema-

tical relation is valid

rot(Bxr) = -(B.grad)r + Bdivr = -B + 3B = 2B. (3)

Comparing this with the definition equality B = rotA, we can write

A = (l/2)Bx; + Aq, (4)

where t is an unknown vector whose rotation is equal to zero. If we choose A = 0,

we can write the magnetic potential in components as follows

t = (-yB^/2, xB^/2, 0). (5)

Suchisthe magnetic potential in an infinitely long ciftindAA.cjil solenoid. If, however,

the infinitely long solenoid has a fLZcXangidjOA. cross-section (see in fig. 1 the

cross-section of the solenoid in the xy-plane), with b«d, where b is the side

parallel to the y-axis and d is the side parallel to the x-axis, the undetermined

vector ^0 in (4) is to be chosen as follows Aq = (-yB2/2, -%?>^/2, 0). Now the mag-

netic potential in (4) will have the following components

t = (-yBz. 0, 0). (6)

One can easily find the potentials (5) and (6) by proceeding from the definition

equality for the magnetic potential (which, I must emphasize, represents the asser-

tion of the eighth axiom of my theory of classical physics''^)

A=^ j(Idr.)/ri. (7)
*"

1 = 1

where jj is the magnetic constant, I is the current flowing in the solenoid, dr^

is the i-th current element, and n is the number of all current elements of the so-

lenoid.

The zxact mathematical calculation of ^ and B of an infinitely long circular

solenoid can be found in a voJiy tinvted number of publications"'^". If p is the

polar radius-vector of the reference point in a cylindrical frame of reference whose

z-axis coincides with the solenoid's axis, R the radius of the circular cross-sec-

tion, I the flowing current, and n the number of turns on a unit of length, we shall

have (for a counter-clockwise direction of the current if looking from the positive

end of the z-axis)
'



\ - v^p/^'
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Thus we see that for |y| « b the formula (6) is verified taking into account that

in the previous solenoid the current flows in the opposite direction.

Hence the magnetic intensity in two very long solenoids, respectively with a cir-

cular and rectangular cross-sections (the latter with b « d) have the iome. constant

value in the solenoid (see formulas (8) and (12)). Consequently, conventional physics

will predict that the motion of a test charge in two such solenoids must have exactly

the same character. However the magnetic potentials of these two solenoids have di^-

iJeAeat values (see formulas (5) or (8) and (6) or (11)). And I affirm that the mo-

tion of a test charge in two such solenoids mut be cU^^eAtnt.

The experiments which confirm my stand-point are the following: Let us put the

wire b-b in the rectangular solenoid, first as it is shown in fig. 1, i.e., in

parallel to the y-axis and then in parallel to the x-axis. If now we move the wire

with a velocity v, respectively along the positive direction of the x-axis and along

the positive direction of the y-axis, the induced electric intensity which I (and

conventional physics, too) call motional electric intensity ana^ tS to be calculated

from the formula

will be

ill the first case, and

E„,ot = '""'^'^ <")

^y = - Vz = V^^ ^^^)

Ex = Vz ~- "V^^ (^^^

in the second case.

If, however, the wire will be kept at rest and the solenoid will be moved with

the two mentioned velocities, the induced electric intensity which I have di&covz-

ndd and called motionaZ-tAaM^ofurKiA electric intensity and which is to be calculated

from the formula

(16)

will give

in the first case, and
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These predictions of my theory are iple.ndi(ily con^-Omtd by the induction effects

which I observed in the demomtAotionot foA/idaij-BaAlow machine constructed recently

by me'"'^and by the hutofUcaZ Kennard's experiment'^ which is almost totally for-

gotten by conventional electromagnetism. The explanation of the effects observed by

Kennard is given by me in refs. 3, 4 and 7.

If one cannot understand what a motional -transformer induction is, one will be

unable to understand how can I create energy out of nothing in my perpetuum mobile

MAMIN COL I

U
''"'*'

I

The dispute whether the electromagnetic intensities or the electromagnetic poten-

tials determine the electromagnetic effects reminds me the story of a rabbi who had

to decide the quarrel of two neighbours about a goat. After having heard both sides,

the rabbi concluded that both disputants are right. Returning home, he told this

to his son who exclaimed: "But how can both be right, if they defend different

versions!" "And you, too, are right, my son" sighed the rabbi.

It is time for the scientific community to understand that the potentials and

not the intensities determine the electromagnetic interactions. But I must empha-

size that the scientific community will be able to do this, only after having

thrown over board the relativistic nonsense.
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FIGURE CAPTION

Fig. 1. - Cross-section of a rectangular solenoid.
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MAXWELL'S DISPLACEMENT CURRENT DOES NOT

GENERATE MAGNETIC FIELD

Stefan Marinov

Institute for Fundamental Physics
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A-8010 Graz, Austria

Bartlett and Corle who claim of having been the first to measure the magne-

tic field of displacement current are wrong when interpreting their experimental

results, I show that the magnetic field in their experiment is generated enti-

rely by the convection current flowing to the capacitor's plates. Then I report

on a similar experiment carried out by me which shows without any doubt that

the displacement current does not generate magnetic field.

PACS numbers: 03.50,De, 41.10.Fs

According to Maxwell's theory of electromagnetism, the displacement current "flow-

ing" between the plates of a capacitor when their electrical charge changes must

have all the characteristics of conduction current flowing along metal wires. These

physical characteristics are two:

a) To act with magnetic forces on other electric currents, i,e,, to generate mag-

netic intensity field B = rotA, where A is the generated magnetic potential (in my

theor/the electromagnetic interactions are determined not by the intensities but

by the potentials and I show that at certain rare cases the calculation with the

intensities leads to wrong results),

b) To "absorb" magnetic forces of other electric currents, i.e., to display pon-

deromotive forces acting perpendicularly to the flow.

It is obvious that the displacement current cannot demonstrate the second of these

characteristics, as if the space between the capacitor's plates should be vacuum,

then to set this vacuum in motion is the same hopeless endeavour as to try to ride

the shadow of a horse. Neither for ponderable dielectric put between the capacitor's
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plates has someone measured ponderomotive forces when putting the capacitor in an

external magnetic intensity field.

The situation with respect to the first of the above characteristics is the follow-

ing: Any author of textbooks on electromagnetism asserts that displacement current

with density Jp = (l/4TT)9E/8t, where E is the electric intensity at a reference point

taken between the plates of a capacitor, generates the same magnetic intensity as

conduction current with density Jp = J^. However, strangely enough, there is only

one article where this magnetic intensity has been allegedly measured. Indeed, Bart-

lett and Corle (B+C) write (p. 59): "To our knowledge, however, no one has as yet

measured the displacement current in the apparently direct fashion by observing the

magnetic field inside a capacitor that is being slowly charged." I can confirm that

this is true according to my knowledge, too. But I must add that B+C have not measu-

red the magnetic field of displacement current as they claim, as the displacement

current does not generate magnetic field.

The apparatus and the measuring method of B+C are too complicated to be discussed

here in detail. I shall only say the following: According to the prevailing opinion

of the specialists in electromagnetism (and according to my opinion), the magnetic

field of a current element (the density of the displacement current multiplied by the

volume between the capacitor's plates is such a current element) cannot be measured,

as one cannot isolate the magnetic field of the remaining part of the circuit. One

is able only to measure the ponderomotive action on a current element by using sli-

ding contacts, but, as I noted above, nobody until today has succeeded to measure

forces acting on vacuum. Nevertheless, B+C, although understanding all those diffi-

culties, claim of having resolved the problem for an element of alternating current.

Meanwhile until today nobody all over the world has succeeded in measuring the magne-

tic field even of an element of direct current.

First I shall give some simple theory. Let us have a wire of length d and let us

find the magnetic potential at a distance r from the middle of the wire if current I

flows along it. According to the fundamental definition equality (the eighth axiom of

9
Iny absolute space-time theory ), the magnetic potential generated by a current ele-
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ment Idr (dr is a linear element directed along the electric current I flowing in

a wire) at a distance r from it is A = Idr/cr, where c is the velocity of light (in

the system CGS). Thus for the magnetic potential of our straight wire we shall have,

(the current flowing in the positive direction)

taking the x-axis parallel to the wire- its origine at the middle of the wire, the

y-axis pointing to the reference point, and considering the magnetic potential of

the whole wire as twice the potential generated by its right half,

Aj= (21/c) J (x^+y^)"^/^dxx = (2I/c)Arsinh(d/2y) x. (1)

at a point on the positive y-axis.
For the magnetic intensity, /.according to the definition equality, we shall have

Bj = rotAj = (2Id/cy)(<J^ + 4y^)'^^^ 2. (2)

Thus the magnetic intensity generated by an infinitely long wire at a distance y = r

from it will be

B^ = (2I/cy)z. (3)

Let us now consider an infinitely long wire which is interrupted in the middle by

circular
a capacitor, the distance between whoseplates is d. According to my concepts, the

magnitude of the magnetic intensity at a point distant r from the central point of

the axis of the capacitor will be

B = B^ - Bj = (2I/cr){l - d(d^ + 4r^)'^/^} =4Ir/cd^, (4)

where the result on the right side is written for d » r. Thus we see that if, at

this condition, we measure the magnetic field at different distances, t, from the cen-

tral point of the capacitor's axis, the magnetic intensity will be directly propor-

tional to r.

Exactly these kind of measurements have been done by B+C. One can see this rea-

ding the abstract of their paper which I give in to to : "We have measured the

magnetic field directly inside a thin, circular, parallel-plate capacitor as it is

being charged. We find that this field varies linearly with distance from the axis,

as is to be expected if a uniform displacement current flows between the plates. The

measured slope of B vs r agrees with predictions to within 5%."
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B+C have found from the slope of their measuring graph dB/dr = 1.171 + 0.005 mG/cm.

This result says only one thing (supposing that the radius, R, of the capacitor's

plates is substantially smaller than d): That for their experiment

I/d^ = (c/4)dB/dr = 8782 abampere/cn^= 5x10"^ A/cm^. Nothing else!

B+C have established that at a certain distance r the magnetic field was maximum

and then it began to decrease with the increase of r. This distance r can be found'

by differentiating the exact formula (4) with respect to r. This gives r =0.64d, for

D,
infinitely long conducting wires. If the length.of the conducting wires is comparable

with the separation, d, between the capacitance's plates, r is obtained as a solution

of an equation of power 4 with respect to r . In the experiment of B+C D = lOd and

they found experimentally r = 3.6d (at R/d = 3.1).

To establish with an absolute surety that the displacement current does not gene-

rate magnetic field, I carried out the following experiment. The space of a cylindri-

cal capacitor with a variable distance, d, between its plates, to which alteranting

current along long enough wires was conducted, was filled with barium titanat (whose

electrical permittivity is about 10,000). In the circuit changeable inductive coils

with thick wire and low Ohmic resistance were inserted and at any specific dis-

tance between the capacitor's plates, and respective specific capacitance, a respec-

tive induction was inserted, so that the circuit remained always at resonance at the

used 50 Hz frequency of tension coming from a variable transformer. I measured the

magnetic field produced only by the "positive" pulses of the current by the help of

a Hall sond put at a constant distance r = 10 cm from the central point of the capa-

citor's axis. The distance between the plates was changed from d = to d = 6 cm

and by changing the tension applied (and the inductance of the coils), the current

was always maintained at I = 10 A. The capacitor's plates were etched, by the help

of what the surface and capacitance can be increased until 100 times. The radius of

the plates was R = 4 cm.

As the current flowing along the wires was maintained always at the same value,

the displacement current "flowing" between the plates of the capacitor had always

the same value and, according to Maxwell's concepts, the magnetic field at the
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same distance from the axis of the capacitor had to remain constant. I measured the

magnetic field only for the "positive" half periods of the current.

As my measurements were only relative, I did

not care to calibrate the galvanometer used as an indicator of the field's strength

andjfor any distance d, I registered only the ratio B,/B , where B was the indica-

tion of the galvanometer for d = 0.

The measured ratios are given in Table 1, where also the ratios according to Max-

well's and my theories are given. As the fluctuationsof the galvanometer were less

than 1%, I exf)lain the slight discrepancies between theory and experiment (which

do not surpass 2%) by the fact that the ratio R/d was not tending to zero.

TABLE 1

d Ratios Bj/Bq

(cm)

Maxwell's theory Marinov's theory Experiment

1 1.00 0.95 0.97

2 1.00 0.90 0.92

3 1.00 0.85 0.86

4 1.00 0.80 0.81

5 1.00 0.76 0.77

6 1.00 0.71 0.71

This experiment whose performance is very easy shows without any doubt that the

displacement current does not generate magnetic field. Consequently it has no physi-

cal characteristics. One must once and for ever understand that the electromagnetic
2

intensities are determined by the potentials but not one by another .

Maxwell's myth about the displacement current must be destroyed as soon as pos-

sible as only understanding that the displacement current can neither generate nor

"absorb" magnetic forces one can understand how Newton's third law in electromagne-

4
tism can be violated, taking into account that, as Grassmann has established, the

magnetic forces between two current elements violate Newton's third law. The trick

is very simple: one must observe magnetic interaction between circuits with consi-
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derable lengths of displacement currents.

5
My Bul-Cub Machine without Stator shows violation of the angular momentum con-

servation law as a body of about 2 kg comes into rotation only by the action of in-

ternal forces. First Graham and Lahoz have observed such a violation but neither

they nor the whole scientific community has understood the capital importance of

their experiment.

Another apparatus constructed recently by me which violates the angular momentum

conservation law using the fact that displacement current cannot absorb magnetic

5
forces is my Rotating Ampere's Bridge . An apparatus which is planned to be cons-

tructed and which will violate the momentum conservation law is my Flying Ampere's

bridge. Both these apparatus are based on the self-propulsion of a n-form wire ob-

served first by Ampere.

Let me note that Dr. Maddox cheered the experimental success of B+C in a lengthy

comments entitled "Measuring the unmeasurable". I think that Dr. Maddox has to en-

title his comments on my above experiment by something like "Alas, the unmeasurable

cannot be measured".
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I show that the whole body of electromagnetism can be deduced by mathemati-

cal speculations only from two axiomatical assertions, the laws of Coulomb

and Neumann. The equation of motion to which these two laws lead is the fun-

damental Lorentz equation (which I call the Newton-Lorentz equation). The "Lo-

rentz condition" giving the relation between the electric and magnetic poten-

tials is a simple mathematical corollary from their definition equalities and

I call it the equation of potential connection. The Maxwel 1 -Lorentz equations

are trivial mathematical corollaries from the Newton-Lorentz equation, the

equation of potential connection, and the mathematical relations between elec-

tric and magnetic potentials, on the one side, and charge and current densities,

on the other. Maxwell's displacement current, with respective magnetic

properties, does not exist. This allows to violate the laws of momentum and

angular momentum conservation as I recently did experimentally.

PACS numbers: 03.50.De, 41.10.Fs

My electromagnetic experiments showed that the electromagnetic interactions:

1) Depend on the absolute and not on the relative velocities of the particles.

2) Are "point-to-point" and not "closed current" and "flux" interactions.

3) Are determined by the electric and magnetic potentials and not by the electric

and magnetic intensities, the latter being simple mathematical functions of the former.

4) Are momentary and do not propagate with the velocity of light (with the velo-

city of light propagate only radiated energy and conduction current).

5) Violate the laws of momentum, angular momentum and energy conservation.
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It is too early to present a rigorous logical theory explaining all known and

newly observed electromagnetic phenomena. As contemporary physics is based exclusive-

ly on the laws of conservation, thousands of experiments are to be carried out and

sufficient experimental evidence is to be scrutinized before being able to propose

a satisfactory theory.

In this paper I shall only try to point out at certain erroneous concepts of con-

ventional theory with the aim to make more easy the acceptance of the "strange" re-

sults of my experiments, noting that the latter, as a matter of fact, appear in-

corporated in the mathematical body of conventional electromagnetic theory if one

looks at the formulas from a rigorous logical point of view.

1 2
I showed ' that whole classical electromagnetism is mathematical corollary of

the following two axiomatical assertions:

If there are two electric charges, q,, q^, moving with the velocities v, , Vp, and

the distance between them is r, then

1) their electric energy is (Coulomb's law)

U = qiq2/r. (1)

2) their magnetic energy is (Neumann's law)

2
W = q^q^w^.y^/c r, (2)

where c is the velocity of light (in the CGS-system).

Using the law of superposition (the electric and magnetic energies of a system of

more than two charges is the sum of the energies of all its pairs) and putting (1)

and (2) in the law of conservation of energy^ dE + dU + dW = 0, where Lis the sum

2 2 2 -1/2
of the time energies (my term) e = mc (1 - v /c ) of any of the particles of the

1 2
system, m being the respective particle's mass and v its velocity, I showed ' that

one can by rigorous (and very simple) mathematical speculations obtain the Newton-Lo-

rentz equation and from it all electromacinetic "laws" (thus, in electromagnetism

thereare, practically, only two "experimental" laws: those of Coulomb and Neumann).

I obtain the fundamental equation in electromagnetism (the equation of mo-

tion) which I call the Newton-Lorentz equation in the form

(d/dt)(pQ + qA/c) = - qgrad(* - v.A/c), (3)
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2 2 -1/2
where p = mv{l - v /c ) is the momentum of a particle with electric charge q at

a reference point where the electric and magnetic potentials of the surrounding sys-

tem of n particles are (summation from 1 to n)

* = I ^^/r^, A = I q.v./cr., (4)

so that qit> and (qv/c).A are the electric and magnetic energies in which charge q

1 2
takes part. It can be shown immediately by the most simple calculation ' that <t> and

A are connected with the following relation

divA = - 3<l>/cat, (5)

Conventional electromagnetism calls this the "Lorentz condition", meanwhile (5) is

the most trivial mathematical corollary of the definition equalties (4) and I call

it the equation of potential connection.

As dA/dt = 8A/9t + (v.grad)A, we can reduce eq. (3) to its usual form

dp /dt = - q(grad$ + 9A/c3t) + q(v/c)xrotA = q(E + v^B/c), (6)

where the quantities

E = - grad$ - 9A/c9t, B = rotA (7)

are called the electric and magnetic intensities generated by the surrounding system

at the reference point, crossed by the charge q at the moment of observation.

Taking rotation from the first eq. (7) and divergence from the second, we obtain

the first pair of the Maxwell -Lorentz equations

rotE = - (l/c)9B/9t, (8)

divB = 0. (9)

The mathematical relation between the electric and magnetic potentials and the

charge and current densities, Q, J, are '

0$ = - 4ttQ, r\^ = - (4ti/c)J, (10)

where o (my symbol) is the d'Alembert operator. Taking first time derivative and

then divergence from the first eq. (7) and me

second pair of the Maxwel 1-Lorentz equations

then divergence from the first eq. (7) and making use of (10) and (5) we obtain the

.1,2
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rotB = 9E/c9t + (4ti/c)J, (U)

divE = 4TfQ. (12)

The first pair of the Maxwell -Lorentz equations is a trivial mathematical corollary

of the definition equations (7). Moreover, the first equation (7) offers much more

information than eq. (8), as many aspects of the funcion E disappear in the function

rotE which is a special space derivative (rotation) of E. But Maxwell, by substitu-

ting rotA in (8) by B, tried to show that E becomes to a certain degree a function of I

B (and vice versa). This is a capital error. E is a function only of <l> and A, and B

is a function only of A. If E and B are defined according to eq. (7), then, by neces-

sity, they will be related by the relation (8), but this does not signify that they

become functions of one another and the assertion that the "magnetic field" can gene-

rate "electric field" (and vice versa) is senseless.

Following the same trend, Maxwell supposed that according to equation (11) B be-

comes to a certain degree a function of E. This is again not true. B is simply ano-

ther mathematical presentation of A, noting that A, of course, contains much more

information than B> as B is a special space derivative of A.

Now I shall show why Maxwell's concepts are wrong. As a matter of fact only eq.

(11) needs a critical examination, as eq. (8) and (9) are completely plain and do

not need any discussion. It is even too lofty to call them "equations" and to attach

to them the names of certain persons, as they are trivial mathematical corollaries

of the definition equalities (7). Eq. (12) is not such a trivial consequence of eq.

(7), as for its deduction one needs also eq. (10) and (5) but its physical treatment

does not offer difficulties.

Thus critical remains only eq. (11). Maxwell supposed that if a conduction cur-

rent becomes»at The plates of a capacitor, between those plates a current with den-

sity Jp = (l/4TT)9E/at "flows" which he called "displacement current". Maxwell sup-

posed that displacement current has the same "magnetic character" as conduction cur-

rent with the same density J = Jp, i.e., that it generates magnetic forces and reacts

with ponderomotive force to the magnetic forces of other conduction currents.

3-5
I showed that this is not true: the displacement current neither generates magne-
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tic forces nor "absorbs" magnetic forces of other currents. Thus eq. (11) is not to

be treated as Maxwell and conventional physics do.

To make its interpretation more clear, let us present eq. (11) in its integral

form which can be obtained by integrating eq. (11) over a certain surface S bounded

by the closed line L and using Stokes' theorem

(jiB.dl = (l/c)(9/8t) /E.ds + (4tt/c) / J .ds. (13)
L S S

The magnetic intensity B is generated by the currents in whole space. Meanwhile in

(13) the linear integral of B along the closed path L is related only to the con-

duction current crossing the surface S. If from both sides of S there are capacitor's

plates on which conduction currents interrupt, those interrupted conduction currents

generate such an electric intensity field E between the capacitor's plates that

^B.dl = (9/c9t) /E.ds. Thus it is not the changing electric field 9E/9t which gene-

rates B. The integral on the right side gives simply information about the quantity

of conduction current interrupted by the surface S. B is determined only by A, i.e.,

only by flowing charges. But neither at the reference point (eq. (11)) nor at the

surface S (eq. (13)) 3i^e there flowing charges. Nevertheless a magnetic field may

exist between the capacitor's plates. Information about the conduction currents

flowing in the neighbourhood of surface S, which determine B , is given through the

quantity 9E/3t,

This is the physical essence of the "displacement current" and of the third (and

most discussed) Maxwell -Lorentz equation. Although the term "displacement current"

is highly inappropriate, for historical reasons, I think, we have to call further

the quantity (l/4TT)9E/9t density of the displacement current, knowing firmly that

such a current, as physical quantity provided with adequate magnetic properties,

does not exist .

Before considering eq. (11) and (13) at the availability of dielectrics, I should

like to classify the different electromagnetic forces which act on a unit positive

electric charge, as the concepts of conventional physics here are in many aspects

wrong

.

The fundamental Newton-Lorentz equation (6) - its left-hand side - shows that
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these forces are three . The first force is electric , i.e., it is originated by the

electric potential of the surrounding system, and the other two forces are magnetic ,

i.e., they are originated by the magnetic potential of the surrounding system:

1) Coulomb electric intensity

^oul = - 9^^^*- (14)

2) Transformer electric intensity

Etr = - {l/c)9A/9t. (15)

3) Motional electric intensity

^mot
= (v/c)xrotA. (16)

The transformer electric intensity can have two substantially different aspects:

2a) Rest-transformer electric intensity (in case where the wires of the sur-

rounding systems are at rest and only the flowing currents change)

^est-tr
= - (l/c)aA(t)/9t. (17)

2b) Motional-transformer electric intensity (in case where the currents flowing

in the wires of the surrounding system are constant but the wires move, and the mag-

netic potential becomes a composite function of time through the radius-vectors, r.,

of the different current elements whose total number is n)

E ,, ..1 pAi^r,(t)}_l n jAi3>H^3Aiayi^3Aiaz, 1
n

mot-tr c.fj 9t ^i = l 9xi 9t 8yi at az, at '

<^i = l
^

'*

(18)

where v. = - ar./at is the velocity of the ith current element of the surrounding

system which generates the magnetic potential A. at the reference point.

Conventional physics does not know the motional -transformer electric intensity

3
which I have recently discovered .

The unification of E , and E. in one quantity E = E
. i + E. , according to

coul tr T J coul tr ^

the first formula (7), called electric intensity, has certain advantages when one

works with the 4-dimensional mathematical apparatus, but leads to many inconvenien-

ces as one unifies in one quantity an electric and a magnetic force.

It is obvious that the Maxwell -Lorentz equation (8) must be written

rotE^^ = - (l/c)aB/at, (19)
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as from eq. (8) and the first eq. (7) we have •'OtE , = - rot(grad$) = 0.

I showed above that eq. (11) is to be obtained by taking time derivative from

the first eq. (7) and by using eq. (5) and the second eq. (10), the last being valid

for the most general dynamic case. In a similar way, taking time derivative from the

first eq. (7), putting there (5), and by using the mathematical relation between

electric and magnetic potentials for a quasi-stationary case

A* = - 4tiQ, AA = - (4tt/c)J, (20)

where A is the Laplace operator, we shall obtain the third Maxwel 1-Lorentz equation

2 2
in the form, taking into account that for a quasi-stationary system 9 A/9t = 0,

rotB = 3E^g^^/c3t+ (4tt/c)J, (21)

noting that quasi-stationary are such systems where the periods of change of its

quantities are greater than the size of the system divided by c (further I shall

consider only quasi-stationary systems). Thus, for quasi-stationary systems, the elec-

tric intensities in eqs. (8) and (11) are two different quantities and these equa-

Other definition: for stationary
tions are to be written in the forms (19) and (21). system 9A/9t = 0, for quasi-statio-

nary 92A/9t2 =0.
i„

Now the question is to be posed how have we to write equation (21) if the space

domain occupied by the considered system there are dielectrics, i.e., electric di-

poles which are stochastically oriented in any direction but which immediately are

oriented (polarized) along the lines of the appearing electric intensity E ,.

Let us consider the most symple case of a "cylindrical" capacitor to whose circu-

lar plates representing the top and the bottom of the "cylinder" current is conducted

along very long wires collinear with the cylinder's axis. As said above, the Maxwell-

Lorentz equation (13) for a circular surface S placed at the middle of the capacitor

perpendicularly to its axis must be written without the last term as on this surface

J = 0.

Let us suppose now that the capacitor is filled with dielectric with very high

permittivity, e. In such a case the force acting on a unit positive charge placed in

the capacitor (one must make a very small hole in the dielectric), called electric

displacement will be D = eE, being much bigger than E, while outside the capacitor

D will be practically equal to zero. Thus one can assume that if S in (13) is bigger
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than the cross-section of the capacitor, then JD.ds = Atrq, where q is the charge on

the one of the plates. Consequently, for any distance between the plates, the inte-

gral /(9D/3t).ds will have the same value, equal to the value when the p>ates will
S

be infinitely near one to another, in which case E = D. Thus we see that vf eq. (13)

is to be written with D instead with E, then for different distances between the

plates the same magnetic intensity B will be calculated along the line L. My experir

4
ment , however, showed that at e = 10,000 which can be considered as high enough,

B is dependent on the distance between the plates and thus equation (13), as well

as equation (21) are to be written not with D but with E also in the case of availa-

bility of dielectrics. This is easily understandible. B is determined only by con-

duction currents. 8E/9t on the surface S gives information about the conduction

currents which are by this surface interrupted. The dielectric only deforms the

electric intensity lines, concentrating them to the space of location of the dielec-

tric, but the dielectric changes nothing on the quantity of free charges q.

If in the space domain of the considered system there are magnetics with

high permeability, u. the magnetic intensity will become B = ^H, where H is the mag-

netic intensity when there are no magnetics. Conventional physics calls in such a

case B "magnetic induction" and retains the term "magnetic intensity" for H. In

contradistinction to eq. (11) which is to be written with E
(
not D) and H (not B),

equation (8) is to be written with B (
not H) and E (not D). I should like to note

that conventional physics writes equation (U) wrongly with D (see, for example,

ref. 6).

There is a substantial difference between dielectrics and magnetics. The dielec-

trics make only new distribution of the available electric intensity, while the

magnetics generate new magnetic intensity. I shall give the following example which

will clear this substantial difference. If there is an electric charge q, then the

3
Coulomb electric intensity generated by it will be E = -qgrad(l/r) = qr/r . If

putting this charge in a dielectric with high permittivity e, the electric displa-

3
cement will remain exactly the same as the electric intensity D = E = qr/r . If,

however, there is a long enough solenoid with nl ampere-windings on a unit of
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length, the magnetic intensity will be H = nl in the solenoid and H = outside. If

putting this solenoid in magnetic with high permeability, y, the magnetic intensity,

i.e., induction, in the solenoid will become B = pnl = viH and will be y times higher.

For this reason I evade, as far as possible, to use two different symbols and two

different terms for B and H, as the magnetization of the magnetics is equal to the

insertion of additional "ampere-windings". But I use two different symbols, E and D,

and two different terms for the electric intensity and the electric displacement.

The most eloquent confirmation that Maxwell's displacement current is only a ma-

5
thematical fiction offers my Bul-Cub machine without stator and my Ampere s rotating

bridge which violate the angular momentum conservation law as the magnetic forces

acting on displacement currents in these experiments do not lead to pon-

deromotive reaction and as the magnetic forces between current elements violate New-

ton's third law. This violation can be observed macroscopically for loops which re-

of
main unclosed because the availability of capacitors which interrupt the conduction

currents.

Grassmann first established that the interaction between current elements violates

Newton's third law. This result follows trivially from the Newton-Lorentz equation

(6). Indeed, assuming that q is a charge moving stationary in a wire with a velocity

V and that q' is another charge moving also stationary in another (or the same) wire

with velocity v', we obtain from (6) that the time change of p (which I call kine -

tic force of the charge q) appearing as a result of the electromagnetic

interaction between q and q' will be (one must put in (6) $ = 0, aA/at = 0)

dp^/dt = (q/c)vxrotA = (q/c)vxrot(q'v' /cr) = (qq'/c^r^)v>:(v' xr) , (14)

while the kinetic force of the charge q' will be

dp^/dt = (qq'/c^r)v'x(vxr'), (15)

where r is the vector distance from q' to q and r' from q to q
'

, so that r = - r'.

It is obvious that the kinetic forces of the interacting charges q and q' are not

equal and oppositely directed, as it must be according to Newton's third law.

As the Newton-Lorentz equation written in the form (3) shows, equal and opposite-
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ly directed are only the full kinetic forces (my term) of the charges

(d/dtXp^ + qA/c) = -(d/dtXp^; + q'AVc). (16)

The motion of the electric charges in circuits when alternating currents at low

frequency flow (in my experiments the frequency was 50 Hz) are quasi-stationary and

I could demonstrate macroscopic violations of Newton's third law by replacing parts

of the conduction currents in the circuits by displacement currents "flowing" be-

tween the plates of capacitors. A very simple trick which mankind failed to notice

during a century. It is hard to predict the technical results of this "discovery",

but it surely will change the whole "way of life" on our planet.
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